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Summary

Site name: Land at Shipton Road, Woodstock, Oxfordshire
Grid reference: SP 4573 1622
Site activity: Evaluation
Date and duration of project: 23rd September–21st October 2014
Project manager: Steve Ford
Site supervisor: Daniel Bray and Andy Taylor
Site code: SWO 14/131
Area of site: 61.6ha
Summary of results: This component of the evaluation has examined a large parcel of land
surrounding a scheduled ancient monument with a Roman villa at it's core. A prior phase of
evaluation comprised geophysical survey which identified a number of anomalies certainly or
probably of archaeological interest and which were examined by several of the trial trenches
here.
Two areas, to the north and north east containing a cluster of geophysical anomalies have
been confirmed as representing non-villa settlement complexes of Roman date. A third area
toward the north with no geophysical anomalies was identified as containing further Roman
deposits. Two other areas of geophysical anomalies to the north west and south east as well as
several isolated anomalies have been shown as being of no archaeological interest comprising
either natural features, or areas of modern activity. The site of an isolation hospital indicated
on an early 20th century map was examined but found to contain few below ground traces.
Beyond these clusters of Roman occupation, other areas were largely devoid of
archaeological features and artefacts suggesting that the land was not formally organised as
fields until late post-medieval times.
Location and reference of archive: The archive is presently held at Thames Valley
Archaeological Services, Reading and will be deposited with Oxfordshire County Museums
Service due course.

This report may be copied for bona fide research or planning purposes without the explicit permission of
the copyright holder. All TVAS unpublished fieldwork reports are available on our website:
www.tvas.co.uk/reports/reports.asp.

Report edited/checked by:

Steve Ford9 06.11.14
Steve Preston9 06.11.14
i

Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, 47–49 De Beauvoir Road, Reading RG1 5NR
Tel. (0118) 926 0552; Fax (0118) 926 0553; email tvas@tvas.co.uk; website: www.tvas.co.uk
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Land at Shipton Road, Woodstock, Oxfordshire
An Archaeological Evaluation
by Daniel Bray and Andy Taylor
Report 14/131c
Introduction
This report documents the results of an archaeological field evaluation carried out at on land comprising three
fields to the south of Shipton Road, Woodstock, Oxfordshire (SP 4573 1622) (Fig. 1). The project was
commissioned by Mr Steve Pickles of West Waddy ADP LLP, The Malthouse, 60 East St Helen Street,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 5EB on behalf of Vanbrugh Trustees, c/o The Estate Office, Blenheim Palace,
Woodstock, OX20 1PP and Pye Homes (Oxford), Langford Locks, Kidlington, OX5 1HZ.
A planning application is being prepared for submission to Cherwell District Council and West Oxfordshire
District Council (the site incorporates areas within both) for mixed residential and commercial use. A two-part
program of works comprising a geophysical survey (Bray and Dawson 2014) and a field evaluation has been
requested in order both to inform the planning process and to influence the design of the scheme.
This is in accordance with the Department for Communities and Local Government’s National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF 2012). A scheme of works was sent to the District Councils prior to work
commencing. The overall proposal area also includes a Scheduled Ancient Monument but that area will be
excluded from the development proposal and it has not been subject to intrusive investigation (trenching),
although it was surveyed by magnetometer. The fieldwork was undertaken by Will Attard, Aidan Colyer,
Rebecca Constable, Sophie Frampton, Anna Ginger, Jo Pine, Tom Stewart, Dan Strachan and Ben Tebbit under
the supervision of Daniel Bray and Andy Taylor and the site code is SWO 14/131.
The archive is presently held at Thames Valley Archaeological Services, Reading and will be deposited
with Oxfordshire County Museums Service in due course.

Location, topography and geology
The site currently consists of arable land spread across three fields (Fig. 2). The proposed development area is
centred on NGR SP 4573 1622 and covers around 60ha. It is bounded by Shipton Road to the north, Upper
Campsfield Road to the east, Oxford Road (the A44) to the south and by properties forming the eastern edge of
Woodstock to the west. Small occupied areas surrounded by the larger area of the overall site are excluded. The
majority of the site is located on Cornbrash geology, but the south-western portion is mapped as on Forest
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marble (clay with limestone) (BGS 1982) all of which were observed across the site. The site lies at a height of
approximately 90m above Ordnance Datum, sloping down from 93m AOD in the west to 84m in the east and
with a significant drop down towards the main road at the southern end of the site.

Archaeological background
The archaeological background for the site has been outlined in an archaeological desk-based assessment
prepared for the proposed development (Preston 2014). In summary, the confluence of two Thames tributaries
(the Evenlode and Glyme), and the proximity of the Cherwell, will have made the area in which the site lies an
attractive one for settlement of all periods, so it is perhaps a little surprising that the area around Woodstock is
not especially noted for its wealth of prehistoric archaeology. There are some barrows in the wider area, and the
West Oxfordshire Grim’s Ditch is to the north of Woodstock. The area comes into more prominence in the
Roman period, as the road between the towns of Alchester and Cirencester (Akeman Street) passed not far to the
north and its line attracted settlement, including several villas, to the area. The Scheduled Ancient Monument of
Blenheim (or Begbroke) Villa is wholly within the proposal area (Scheduled Monument 1021367). Discovered
from aerial photographs, this site has seen limited excavation which revealed well-preserved walls and other
features. A geophysical survey (Bray and Dawson 2014) identified the precise location of the villa as well as a
identifying a surrounding complex of enclosure. The site is also adjacent to Blenheim Park, a registered park,
within which is the World Heritage Site, Blenheim Palace.

Objectives and methodology
The purpose of the evaluation was to determine the presence/absence, extent, condition, character, quality and
date of any archaeological deposits within the area of development.
The specific aims of the project were:
to determine if archaeological deposits of any period are present;
to determine if any prehistoric occupation or landscape features are present on the site;
to determine if there are later prehistoric, Roman, Saxon or medieval deposits present on the site;
to determine if there are additional Roman deposits associated with the Roman villa on the site;
to determine the nature of the post-medieval isolation hospital at the northern end of the site; and
to determine if any geophysical anomalies are of archaeological origin.

It was proposed to dig a total of 242 trenches each 25m long and 1.60m (c. 2% of the site area excluding an area
of c. 2.5ha around the Scheduled Monument). The trenches were to be excavated in a stratified random pattern,
but subject to purposive revision to target selected geophysical anomalies. Trenches were to be excavated by a
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360º type machine fitted with a toothless grading bucket and were dug under constant archaeological
supervision. All spoilheaps were monitored for finds. All potential archaeological deposits were to be handcleaned and sufficient of the archaeological features and deposits exposed were excavated or sampled by hand to
satisfy the aims of the project, but without compromising the integrity of any which might warrant preservation
in situ or might better be investigated under the conditions pertaining to full excavation.

Results
All 242 trenches were dug as close as possible to their intended positions and a further 23 were excavated as the
evaluation strategy evolved (Fig. 2). The initial trenches measured between 22.50m and 31.50m in length and
between 0.23m and 0.59m deep. The additional (targeted) trenches ranged from small almost square trenches
(3.10m to 3.50m by 2.90 to 3.20m) to 27.0m long and 1.8m wide. The stratigraphy within the trenches consisted
of either topsoil overlying subsoil, or topsoil directly overlying the natural geology (Trenches 50, 51, 246 and
247 only). The natural geology varied across the site varying from yellow brown clay silt with limestone
inclusions to limestone bedrock. A complete list of trenches giving lengths, breadths, depths and a description of
sections and geology is given in Appendix 1. A list of excavated features is given in Appendix 2. Only those
features containing potential archaeological features are discussed below.

Trench 2 (Figs. 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned North-South and measured 26m long and 0.36m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of
0.17m of topsoil overlying 0.19m of subsoil overlying the natural geology light brown yellow clay sand geology.
A gully was identified at 6m into which a slot (1) was dug. No finds were recovered. This measured 0.69m wide
and 0.14m deep and filled with a mid red brown clayey silt (52).

Trench 9 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned approximately East-West and measured 26m in length and 0.29m deep. The stratigraphy
consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.07m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural geology. A
large linear feature (2) was noted at the western end, which upon investigation was found to contain a large land
drain and modern pottery.

Trench 19 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned North East-South West and measured 25.60m in length and 0.28m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.28m of topsoil directly overlying natural geology limestone geology. A gully was
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noted at 3.50m through which a slot (3) was dug measuring 0.50m wide and 0.16m deep. Its light yellow brown
sandy silt fill (54) did not produce any finds.

Trench 28 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned North East-South West and measured 26.00m in length and 0.30m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.23m of topsoil overlying 0.07m of subsoil overlying natural geology brown yellow
sandy clay geology. A gully was noted at the north-eastern end of the trench through which a slot (5) was dug
measuring 0.60m wide and 0.24m deep. Its light grey brown silty clay fill (58) produced a sherd of post
medieval/modern pottery.

Trench 46 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned North-South and measured 26.40m in length and 0.44m deep. The stratigraphy consisted
of 0.26m of topsoil overlying 0.16m of subsoil overlying natural geology yellow brown sandy clay geology. A
possible pit or gully terminus was observed at 20m through which a slot (4) was dug. This measured 0.40m wide
and 0.35m deep and showed it to have three fills (55-57). Of these, its secondary fill (57) produced a sherd of
probably medieval pottery and a piece of burnt flint.

Trench 47 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned approximately East-West and measured 27m in length and 0.42m deep. The stratigraphy
consisted of 0.30m of topsoil overlying 0.12m of subsoil overlying natural geology sandy clay and limestone
natural geology. A gully was observed between 9m and 15.50m through which a slot (6) was dug measuring
1.10m wide and 0.25m deep. It contained two fills (59 and 60) with its secondary fill (59) containing two sherds
of Iron Age pottery, a piece of mid-Roman pottery and a sheep tooth.

Trench 49 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned approximately North East-South West and measured 26.40m in length and 0.31m deep.
The stratigraphy consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.09m of subsoil overlying natural geology sandy clay
and limestone natural geology. At the south western end a pit (10) was noted measuring 0.70m wide and 0.25m
deep but no finds were recovered from its mid yellow brown sandy silt fill (64). At 2.50m a gully was noted
through which a slot (11) was dug measuring 0.40m wide and 0.45m deep but again it did not produce any finds.
Between 7m and 14m a ditch was observed thorough which a slot (12) was dug measuring 0.90m wide and
0.09m deep but it did not produce any dating evidence.
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Trench 50 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned North West-South East and measured 26.20m in length and 0.32m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.20m of topsoil overlying 0.10m of subsoil overlying sandy clay and limestone natural
geology. An oval pit (13) was noted at 24m measuring 1.20m in length and 0.60m wide and 0.15m deep. Its mid
red brown silty clay fill (67) did not contain and finds.

Trench 53 (Figs 3 and 11)
This trench was aligned North-South and measured 27m in length and 0.44m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of
0.26m of topsoil overlying 0.10m of subsoil overlying natural geology yellow grey sandy clay geology. A ditch
was located at the southern end of the trench into which a slot (8) was excavated. It measured 0.90m wide and
0.12m deep and its mid grey brown silty clay fill (62) contained four pieces of brick/tile, probably postmedieval, along with two pieces of fired clay and three pieces of slag.

Trench 54 (Figs 4 and 11;Pl. 4)
This trench was aligned approximately East-West and measured 26m in length and 0.54m deep. The stratigraphy
consisted of 0.36m of topsoil directly overlying sandy silt with frequent limestone natural geology. A gully was
located between 10.30m and 12.50m through which a slot (7) was excavated and measured 0.42m wide and
0.08m deep. Its mid yellow brown silty clay fill (61) did not produce any dating evidence.

Trench 62 (Figs 4 and 11)
This trench was aligned approximately North-South and measured 25.50m in length and 0.40m deep. t consisted
of 0.30m of topsoil overlying 0.10m of subsoil overlying natural geology limestone geology. A gully was
located between 18m and 22m through which a slot (9) was dug measuring 0.45m wide and 0.30m deep. Its mid
yellow brown silty clay fill (63) produced a sherd of post medieval/modern pottery.

Trench 67 (Figs 4 and 11)
This trench was aligned North-South and measured 24.30m in length and 0.31m deep. The stratigraphy consisted
of 0.26m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying natural geology limestone and clay silt geology. A
gully was located between 2.50m and 8m through which a slot (14) was dug measuring 0.50m wide and 0.09m
deep and filled with a mid red brown clayey silt (68). No finds were recovered.

Trench 76 (Figs 4 and 11)
This trench was aligned North East-South West and measured 24.50m in length and 0.27m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying limestone natural geology. A
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gully was located between 14m and 17m into which a slot (15) was dug measuring 0.50m wide and 0.15m deep.
Its mid red brown clayey silt fill (69) did not produce any finds.

Trench 79 (Figs 4 and 11)
This trench was aligned approximately North East-South West and measured 26m in length and 0.33m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.24m of topsoil overlying 0.09m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. A gully was located between 4m and 9m through which a slot (16) was excavated measuring 0.40m
wide and 0.07m deep but did not contain any finds. A large ditch (17) was excavated and turned out to have a
limestone block field drain in the base.

Trench 83 (Figs 4 and 12)
This trench was aligned North-South and measured 25.10m in length and 0.32m deep. The stratigraphy consisted
of 0.24m of topsoil overlying 0.08m of subsoil overlying yellow brown sandy silt and limestone natural geology.
Three linear features were noted in this trench. Gully 18 was located between 2.80m and 5.80m, which measured
0.40m wide and 0.18m deep but did not produce any finds. A slot through ditches 19 and 20 showed that ditch
20 cut ditch 19. The latter measured 0.35m deep and contained five sherds of Late Iron Age pottery while ditch
20 was 0.35m deep and produced 441 sherds of Early Roman pottery from its surface and secondary fill (74).

Trench 84 (Figs 5 and 12)
This trench was aligned approximately North-South and measured 24.20m in length and 0.31m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.25m of topsoil overlying 0.06m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. Two large linear features (26 and 27) were located between 3m and 17m but were not excavated
further. A pit (25) was cut into the top of ditch 27 which measured 1.10m in diameter and 0.15m deep and
contained four sherds of Roman pottery. Two further large ditches (21 and 24) were located between 17.30m and
22.90m. A slot was dug to determine a relationship which showed 21 cut 24. Ditch 21 was 2m wide and 0.28m
deep and contained 50 sherds of Roman pottery, a probable tegula fragment, and three pieces of animal bone,
one of which was burnt, and an oyster shell. Ditch 24 measured 0.45m deep and contained two sherds of Roman
pottery.

Trench 85 (Figs 5 and 12)
This trench was aligned East-West and measured 25m in length and 0.28m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of
0.23m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural geology. Two ditches
were noted in this trench with ditch 22 between 2m and 4.50m. This measured 0.80m wide and 0.21m deep and
contained 17 sherds of Late Iron Age/Early Roman pottery and 24 pieces of animal bone. Ditch 23 was located
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between 9m and 11.50m and measured 0.90m wide and 0.50m deep and contained 28 sherds of Late Iron Age
pottery and 13 pieces of animal bone.

Trench 86 (Figs 5 and 12)
This trench was aligned approximately East-West and measured 25.20m in length and 0.26m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.21m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. A large ditch was located between 6.50m and 10m into which a slot (28) was dug measuring 3.10m
wide and 0.19m deep which contained 25 sherds of Late Iron Age/Early Roman pottery, four pieces of animal
bone, a piece of struck flint and six pieces of fired clay. Much of the remainder of the trench comprised what
appeared to be several inter-cutting features that may represent further linear features. These were not
investigated further as it was felt that their probable complexity would best be dealt with under excavation
conditions.

Trench 87 (Figs 6 and 13)
This trench was aligned approximately East-West and measured 24.50m in length and 0.33m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.23m of topsoil overlying 0.10m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Two large features were noted in this trench with 34, at the western end of the trench not investigated
further, although two sherds of Roman pottery were recovered from its surface. From 11.50m to the eastern end
of the trench was a large area of fill, possibly evidence of limestone removal in antiquity which had a slot (33)
dug into it measuring 1.20m wide and 0.20m deep which contained nine sherds of Early Roman pottery and four
pieces of animal bone.

Trench 88 (Figs 6 and 13; Pls. 5 and 6)
This trench was aligned North East-South West and measured 23.90m in length and 0.37m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.15m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. A large linear feature (32) was noted at the south-western end but was not investigated further. Between
13.30m and 21.70m were three inter-cutting probable linear features (29-31). A slot was dug showing 29
measured 0.60m deep. 30 measured 0.48m deep and 31 was 0.30m deep. None of these produced any finds.

Trench 89 (Figs 6 and 13; Pls. 7 and 8)
This trench was aligned approximately North East-South West and measured 25.80m in length and 0.30m deep.
The stratigraphy consisted of 0.25m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying the sandy silt natural
geology. A ditch was located between 2.50m and 5m through which a slot was dug which showed it to have two
cuts. 36 measured 2.20m wide and was dug to a depth of 1.10m, which due to its vertical nature may be a well
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and was cut by ditch 37 and it contained 12 sherds of Roman pottery, a piece of animal bone and nine hobnails.
Ditch 37 was 1.50m wide and contained 10 sherds of Roman pottery and seven pieces of animal bone.

Trench 91 (Figs 6 and 14)
This trench was aligned East-West and measured 26.30m in length and 0.30m deep. The stratigraphy consisted
of 0.18m of topsoil overlying 0.12m of subsoil overlying sandy silt natural geology. A large ditch was located
between 5.50m and 9.70m into which a slot (35) was dug, 0.80m wide and 0.40m deep which contained three
sherds of Roman pottery.

Trench 141 (Fig 7)
This trench was aligned approximately North East-South West and measured 25m in length and 0.31m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.26m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. A modern ditch located at 13.50m was not investigated further.

Trench 176 (Figs 7 and 14)
This trench was aligned approximately North East-South West and measured 25.50m in length and 0.27m deep.
The stratigraphy consisted of 0.23m topsoil overlying 0.04m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone
natural geology. A gully (48) was located between 13.60m and 16.10m into which measured 0.60m wide and
0.11m deep. It did not produce any dating evidence.

Trench 205 (Figs 7 and 14)
This trench was aligned North-South and measured 25.30m in length and 0.28m deep. The stratigraphy consisted
of 0.24m of topsoil overlying 0.04m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone gravel natural geology. A
linear feature that had been identified from the geophysical survey was noted between 14.50m and 20m into
which a slot (47) was dug which measured 0.40m deep and contained 12 sherds of post medieval/modern
pottery, a piece of tile, a piece of copper alloy, two pieces of glass and five pieces of clay pipe.

Trench 206 (Figs 7 and 14)
This trench was aligned North-South and measured 26m in length and 0.28m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of
0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.06m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone gravel natural geology. The
same feature as observed in trench 205 was also observed in this trench between 16.60m and 23.60m into which
a slot (101) was dug which measured 0.43m deep and contained a sherd of post medieval/modern pottery, an
iron nail and three pieces of glass.
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Trench 208 (Figs 7 and 14)
This trench was aligned approximately North West-South East and measured 22.50m in length and 0.29m deep.
The stratigraphy consisted of 0.21m of topsoil overlying 0.08m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone
gravel natural geology. A pit (49) was noted at 11.50m which measured 1.05m in diameter and 0.21m deep but
did not produce any finds. A ditch terminus was located at the north western end of the trench into which a slot
(100) was dug measuring 0.60m wide and 0.32m deep which contained a sherd of post medieval/modern pottery.

Trench 219 (Figs 7 and 14)
This trench was aligned approximately North-South and measured 25.60m in length and 0.27m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. A ditch was located at 19m into which a slot (103) was dug measuring 0.90m wide and 0.30m deep that
produced seven sherds of post medieval/modern pottery and four pieces of glass.

Trench 222 (Figs 7 and 14)
This trench was aligned North West-South East and measured 25.90m in length and 0.28m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.23m of topsoil overlying 0.05m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. A pit (105) was observed at 7m measuring 1.85m wide and 0.23m deep but did not contain any finds.
Much of the remainder of the trench appeared to contain fill into which two sondages were dug (165 and 169)
with 165 producing a sherd of Roman pottery.

Trench 224 (Figs 8 and 15; Pls. 9 and 10)
This trench was aligned North West-South East and measured 27.20m in length and 0.30m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.26m of topsoil overlying 0.04m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Two linear features (107, 108) and a pit (106) were located between 16.50m and 23.70m into which a
slot was dug to determine their relationships, although none could be discerned. Pit 106 measured 2.15m in
diameter and 0.90m deep and its two fills combined contained 21 sherds of Early Roman pottery and 34 pieces
of animal bone. Ditch 107 measured 1.30m wide and 0.40m deep and contained 61 sherds of Roman pottery, two
pieces of tile, including one of tegula, nine pieces of animal bone and a struck flint. Ditch 108 was 0.45m deep
and produced seven sherds of Roman pottery, eight pieces of animal bone, a piece of fired clay, an iron nail and
a piece of Roman tile.

Trench 225 (Figs 8 and 15)
This trench was aligned approximately North East-South West and measured 26m in length and 0.28m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.21m of topsoil overlying 0.07m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural
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geology. Two linear features were noted in this trench. The first was between 1.60m and 4.20m into which a slot
(102) was dug measuring 0.96m wide and 0.18m deep. It contained a sherd of Roman pottery and three pieces of
animal bone. The second example was particularly large and may represent more than one feature. A slot (104)
showed it was 1.20m wide and 0.39m deep and contained two sherds of Roman pottery and three pieces of
animal bone.

Trench 226 (Figs 8 and 15)
This trench was aligned North West-South East and measured 25.70m in length and 0.36m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.27m of topsoil overlying 0.09m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. A ditch was located at 13m into which a slot (46) was dug measuring 0.76m wide and 0.24m deep. It
contained a tiny sherd of Iron Age pottery, seven pieces of animal bone and two pieces of oyster shell.

Trench 228 (Figs 8 and 15)
This trench was aligned North West-South East and measured 26.40m in length and 0.26m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.04m of subsoil overlying sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. Two postholes (44 and 45) were noted at the south-eastern end of the trench, 0.13m and 0.20m wide
and 0.09m and 0.08m deep respectively. Neither produced any dating evidence. A ditch was located between
11.80m and 13.80m into which a slot (43) was dug measuring 0.62m wide and 0.30m deep. It contained three
sherds of Roman pottery and a piece of bunt animal bone.

Trench 229 (Figs 8 and 15)
This trench was aligned approximately North-South and measured 26.20m in length and 0.59m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.24m of topsoil overlying 0.35m of subsoil overlying limestone natural geology. Two
inter-cutting linear features were noted along much of the length of this trench, on terminating and the other
turning to head out of the trench to the east. Slots were dug across these, including one to determine a
relationship (39 and 40), although this was not apparent. Gully 39 measured 0.11m deep while gully 40 was
0.10m deep with both containing a single sherd of Late Iron Age and Roman pottery respectively. Gully slot 41
measured 0.50m wide and 0.08m deep but did not contain any finds. Gully 42 was 0.36m wide and 0.06m deep
and contained a sherd of Roman pottery.

Trench 230 (Figs 9, 15 and 16; Pls. 11 and 12)
This trench was aligned North East-South West and measured 24.40m in length and 0.30m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.08m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Three linear features were noted along the length of the trench. Between 2.30m and 5m was ditch 109
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which measured 1.09m wide and 0.21m deep and contained 16 sherds of Roman pottery, two pieces of animal
bone and an oyster shell. Between 10.20m and 13.80m was ditch 110 which measured 1.16m wide and 0.26m
deep and contained nine sherds of Roman pottery, four pieces of animal bone and a piece of slag. Ditch 111 was
located between 15.80m and 19.70m which measured 2.14m wide and 0.30m deep and contained 46 sherds of
Roman pottery, 30 pieces of animal bone and a piece of burnt flint.

Trench 231 (Figs 9 and 16; Pls. 13 and 14)
This trench was aligned approximately North West-South East and measured 25.90m in length and 0.26m deep.
The stratigraphy consisted of 0.19m of topsoil overlying 0.07m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone
natural geology. Two ditches and a pit were observed along the length of the trench. Between 9m and 15.50m
was a large area of probable fill although it was difficult to determine if it only consisted of a ditch and a silty
area. The ditch (117) measured 0.96m wide and 0.21m deep and contained two sherds of Roman pottery.
Between 17.30 and 18.70 a second ditch was located into which a slot (118) was dug measuring 1.17m wide and
0.29m deep and this also contained a sherd of Roman pottery. At 24m was pit 119, which measured 0.78m in
diameter and 0.26m deep and contained four sherds of Roman pottery.

Trench 232 (Figs 9 and 16; Pls. 15 and 16)
This trench was aligned East-West and measured 25m in length and 0.24m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of
0.21m of topsoil and 0.03m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural geology. Between 6m and 11m
a ditch was located into which a slot (116) was dug measuring 2.18m wide and 0.47m deep but it did not
produce any dating evidence. A second ditch was located between 18.20m and 23.40m this could not be
excavated due to the unexpected presence of a crouched burial (115) cut in to the top of it. From the deposit
around the skeleton were retrieved four sherds of pottery (one each from the Late Iron Age, Early Roman,
Middle Roman and post-medieval periods); two iron nails; and a sheep/goat tooth. It is not altogether certain that
these finds really belong with the grave.

Trench 238 (Fig 9)
This trench was aligned approximately North East-South West and measured 25.60m in length and 0.28m deep.
The stratigraphy consisted of 0.17m of topsoil overlying 0.11m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone
natural geology. At 8m was a terminal end of a modern gully (121) which was not investigated.

Trench 252 (Figs 9 and 16)
This trench was aligned approximately North-South and measured 23.70m in length and 0.33m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.11m subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
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geology. A ditch was located between 1.80m and 6m into which a slot (120) was dug measuring 1.26m wide and
0.30m deep. It contained a single sherd of Roman pottery.

Trench 254 (Figs 9 and 17)
This trench was aligned East-West and measured 25.10m in length and 0.29m deep. The stratigraphy consisted
of 0.22m of topsoil overlying 0.07m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural geology. A ditch was
located at the western end of the trench into which a slot (114) was dug measuring 1.44m wide and 0.27m deep
which contained a sherd of Roman pottery.

Trench 255 (Figs 9 and 17)
This trench was aligned approximately North-South and measured 27m in length and 0.29m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.23m of topsoil overlying 0.06m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. A ditch was located between 1.20m and 6m into which a slot (112) was dug measuring 1.70m wide and
0.25m deep but it did not contain any dating evidence.

Trench 256 (Figs 10 and 17)
This trench was aligned approximately East-West and measured 25.20m in length and 0.35m deep. The
stratigraphy consisted of 0.21m of topsoil overlying 0.14m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Much of this trench showed possible evidence of quarrying. A slot (113) was dug into it measuring
0.65m deep and showed three fills but no finds were recovered.

Trench 258 (Fig 10; Pl. 17)
This trench measured 3.30m in length, 2.90m wide and 0.30m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of 0.19m of
topsoil overlying 0.08m of subsoil overlying limestone natural geology. The cut of a modern feature was evident
but investigated further.

Trench 259 (Fig 10)
This trench measured 3.30m in length, 2.90m wide and 0.28m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of 0.17m of
topsoil overlying 0.11m of subsoil clayey silt and limestone natural geology. A modern cut was evident in one
corner of this trench but was not investigated further.

Trench 260 (Fig 10; Pl. 18)
This trench measured 3.30m in length, 3.00m wide and 0.27m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of 0.16m of
topsoil overlying 0.11m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural geology. A modern feature was
evident in this trench but not investigated further.
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Trench 261 (Fig 10)
This trench 261 measured 3.10m in length, 3.00m wide and 0.30m deep. The stratigraphy consisted of 0.20m of
topsoil overlying 0.10m of subsoil overlying clayey silt and limestone natural geology. A modern feature was
noted in this trench but not investigated further.

Finds
Pottery by Jane Timby
The archaeological evaluation resulted in the recovery of an assemblage of 858 sherds of pottery weighing
8360g dating to the later prehistoric, early Roman, Roman and post-medieval/modern periods. There is also a
single possible fragment of medieval pottery. The assemblage was sorted into fabrics based on the colour,
texture and nature of the inclusions present in the clay. Known named or traded Roman wares were coded using
the National Roman fabric reference system (Tomber and Dore 1998); other wares were coded more generically.
The pottery was scanned to assess its likely chronology and quantified by sherd count and weight for each
recorded context (Appendix 3).
In general the sherds were in moderate condition with an overall average sherd weight of 9.7g. Surface
preservation was poor and many of the sherds had abraded edges largely due to their fairly soft fabrics. Surface
finish did not survive on most of the material.
Pottery was recovered from 42 features with additional material from surface collection over seven
trenches. A particularly large collection of material, 373 sherds, constituting 43% of the total assemblage, was
recovered from the surface of ditch 20. At least 44 contexts produced less than 10 sherds, in many cases less than
five sherds, which impacts severely on the level of accuracy that can be given to the dating.

Later Prehistoric
Several sherds, 97 in total are dated as Iron Age with a further 156 sherds dated to the later Iron Age (Appendix
3). Most of the former had a calcareous temper comprising fairly well crushed fossiliferous material and
limestone or a sandy fabric and were from handmade vessels. There were no featured sherds and the pieces were
generally very small and degraded. It is likely that most represent redeposited material in later deposits.
Only three contexts exclusively produced Iron Age sherds; the surface of Trench 41 and single very small
pieces from gully 39 and ditch 46. The material designated as Later Iron Age is almost exclusively handmade
grog-tempered wares which would have continued in use into the early Roman period. These account for 18% of
the recovered assemblage. Just one context (ditch 19) produced just grog-tempered wares without any Roman
material: the remaining occurrences appear to be in early Roman contexts.
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Roman
Most of the assemblage dates to the Roman period, some 567 sherds. Of this total some 456 sherds, 80% can be
broadly assigned to the early Roman period (second half of the 1st century AD). These wares comprise fine
sandy grey wares with sparse grog, fine black sandy wares, South Gaulish samian (LGF SA), and a sherd of
Baetican amphora from South Spain, probably a Haltern 70 form. Potentially slightly later in date are more
standardized grey sandy wares from the Oxfordshire industry (OXF RE); Dorset black burnished ware (DOR
BB1), and four sherds of a rough cast decorated beaker from pit 25 which may be an import from Argonne or a
local copy, the sherds are very degraded.
There are also a few sherds of Central Gaulish samian (LEZ SA) all collectively suggesting a small amount
of activity in the 2nd century. The DOR BB1 includes a flat rim dish or bowl from ditch 21 is likely to date to
the 2nd century.
Also of note are several bodysherds from a cream sandy ware flagon, probably an Oxfordshire white ware
and also possibly deliberately holed in the body from ditch 20. Continuing occupation in the second half of the
3rd century is evidenced by the presence of an Oxfordshire white ware mortarium (Young 1977, form M17)
from cut ditch 107 and later DOR BB1 including a jar with an oblique lattice also from 107. Further bodysherds
of white ware mortarium were recovered from cut ditch 21 which may be earlier in date.
In total there are 11 sherds of samian which appear to feature both South and Central Gaulish sherds. Of
note are four pieces from the same vessel from 107 with a broken potter’s stamp DON[ ]. The vessel also has a
sgraffito cut into the foot-ring comprising four lines.
Many of the smaller groups comprise non-diagnostic grey sandy wares which cannot be dated closely other
than Roman.

Medieval
A single sherd of possible unglazed jar came from cut [4].

Post-medieval-modern
A total 35 sherds of post-medieval/modern date was recovered from 12 contexts. Amongst the sherds are
examples of industrial white earthenware, plain and decorated (china), tin-glazed wares, English stone ware,
basalt ware, glazed and unglazed red earthenware. Twelve contexts date to this period on the basis of the pottery
present.
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Summary and potential
The assemblage appears to suggest a main phase of activity at the site in the early Roman period which
continued into the later 3rd century. It is difficult to assess from the current assemblage, whether there is likely to
be continuity of occupation but this seems likely. An almost complete absence of later Roman colour-coated
wares and other late Roman products suggests the site did not continue in use into the 4th century.
A small amount of later prehistoric pottery suggests either that the site was established in the later Iron Age
period or that there is some later prehistoric focus nearby. The significant amount of grog-tempered pottery
might suggest a pre or early-post-conquest origin.
The character of the assemblage dominated by local wares with few imports and with a fairly limited
repertoire of forms dominated by jars indicates a fairly low status rural settlement. Continental imports account
for less than 2% of the Roman assemblage which would be entirely typical.

Animal Bone by Ceri Falys
A small assemblage of animal bone was recovered from 20 contexts within the evaluated area. A total of 155
fragments of bone were present for analysis, weighing 1255.5g (Appendix 4a). The overall surface preservation
of the remains was fair, with frequent areas of cortical bone etching and erosion noted, and a moderate amount of
fragmentation present. Initial analyses roughly sorted elements into categories based on size, not by species:
“large”, “medium”, and “small”. Horse and cow are represented by the large size category, sheep/goat and pigs
are represented in the medium size category, and any smaller animal (e.g. dog, cat etc.) were designated to the
“small” category. Wherever possible, a more specific identification to species was made. The determination of
the minimum number of individuals (MNI) both within and between the species was investigated based on the
duplication of elements, and differences in skeletal development (i.e. age categories).
A minimum of four animal individuals were represented in this small assemblage: two large (cow and
horse) and two medium (sheep/goat and pig). The large animals were primarily identified in ditch contexts
through the presence of leg long bone fragments and foot bones. A single horse individual was represented by
unduplicated fragments of metapodials in sondage 28 and ditches 37and 107. A proximal horse phalanx was also
recovered from ditch 37. Evidence of a cow individual was recovered from land drain slot 2, 53 (proximal onethird of a right metacarpal), ditch 22 (left talus and one loose tooth), 37 (a loose tooth) and ditch 104 (a
metatarsal shaft and a loose tooth).
Teeth were the most frequently identified indicators of medium sized individuals. Loose sheep/goat sized
molars were present in gully 6, and ditches 22, 36 and 115. Sheep/goat postcranial elements were identified in
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ditches 22 and 23. Pieces of left metatarsal and distal humerus were present in 22, and a sheep/goat sized long
bone shaft was in ditch 23. Finally, three fragments refit in to a single pig canine, also in ditch 23.
Evidence of butchery practices was observed on three skeletal elements. A chop mark, measuring 11.2mm
long, was recorded on the sheep/goat sized long bone shaft in ditch 23, which runs diagonally across the shaft.
The centre of the right proximal horse metapodial in sondage 28 appears to have been hollowed out into the
medullary cavity, possibly to access the bone marrow. Finally, a transverse cut mark, measuring 13.5mm, was
identified across the shaft surface of a long bone shaft fragment of an unidentified large animal in ditch 109. No
further information could be retrieved from this small assemblage of animal bone.
A total of just five fragments of burnt bone was recovered, weighing 7g, was present from four ditch
contexts (Appendix 4b). The overall preservation of the bone was fair, although a generally small fragment size
was noted. The colour of burnt bone varied between contexts. Variations in colour reflect the efficiency of the
burning process (i.e. the time, temperature and amount of oxygen supplied to the bone), and reflects the degree
of oxidation of the organic compounds within bone. Two contexts (21 and 43) contained fully oxidized white
bone, while the bone in the other two deposits (22 and 46) were charred black. All fragments were unidentifiable
as to element and species of origin, and no further information could be retrieved.

Ceramic Building Material by Danielle Milbank
A total of 455g of ceramic building material (11 fragments) was recovered during the evaluation. Of these, the
majority of identifiable fragments were brick, with fewer tile fragments identified, and a typically small fragment
size (20-30mm). The majority of the material is of Roman date, with later (post-medieval) fragments also
recovered.
Drain 2 (53) contained three brick pieces which are of a friable, very coarse quartz sand fabric with groggy
inclusions. The material is dark red and the form of the pieces is fairly even, with striations on the upper surface.
The brick is partially vitrified on one side and is 60mm thick, and is of likely post-medieval (c. 17th century)
date. Also from this context, a small fragment of tile of a sandy, evenly fired clay fabric of broadly medieval or
post-medieval date, was also recovered.
Ditch 8 (62) contained four fragments of brick of likely post-medieval date. Three are of a light orange,
friable fabric with groggy inclusions with a light orange red colour, with a fourth piece of sandy dark red fabric.
A fragment from the surface of ditch 21 is of a slightly soft, fine clay fabric with sparse sandy inclusions
and a light orange colour, with grey on one side. The form is fairly even and the thickness 29mm, and it is likely
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that it represents a piece of tegula (roof tile) of Roman date. Two fragments were recovered from ditch 107, at
least one of which is from a tegula.
Gully 47 (160) contained two small fragments of tile of a hard, evenly-fired fine fabric of light orange red
colour. These are neat and even in form (with a rough base indicating a sandy mould was used) and are of likely
post-medieval date.
Ditch 108 (173) contained a piece of tile of Roman date, which is of a soft, fine fabric, with fine sparse
groggy and sandy inclusions. The colour is orange brown, with a paler orange core, and the piece is 18mm thick
and although this suggests it represents plain tile, the small fragment size means this is uncertain.
Conclusion
The assemblage of ceramic building material was fairly modest and includes several pieces of Roman date, along
with post-medieval examples. Overall, the assemblage can be characterized as domestic, based on the limited
range of forms present. Roman tiles were represented by tegula (flanged roof tile) fragments, though the flanged
part was not present and the piece is not closely dateable. This type of tile is durable and often found with mortar
on the upper or lower faces showing that they have been re-used in walls and wall foundations.

Struck Flint by Steve Ford
A collection of just two pieces of struck flint were recovered during the fieldwork. A broken flake was recovered
from ditch 28 (85) in trench 86 and a possible broken blade from slot 107 (172) in trench 224. Both were
patinated. Neither pieces are closely datable and only a broad Neolithic or Bronze Age date can be suggested.

Fired Clay by Andy Taylor
Seven pieces of fired clay weighing 36.5g were recovered from two contexts. None of these showed any
diagnostic traits.

Metalwork by Aidan Colyer
A total of 17 pieces of metalwork with a combined weight of 67.5g were recovered during the evaluation.
Of these items only one piece (cat. no. 120) was of copper alloy. This is a small fragment of a flat object
with a weight of 1g and dimensions of 13mm by 11mm by 4mm, with enamel on one side, although this is
unclear due to the state of preservation. This may suggest that it was part of a brooch; however, due to the size
and preservation, no further information can be gleaned from the piece.
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Catalogue no. 1 is a large ferrous piece with a length of 112mm and a diameter of 8mm tapering sharply to
a point. The whole piece is curved with the end of the piece curved the opposite direction forming a hook. The
opposite end has been damaged although it would likely have been similar as suggested by the uniformity of the
piece. The curve and hook suggest that it is part of a handle potentially 250mm from hooked end to hooked end.
Cat. no. 2 is a small ferrous piece. It has an oval end 13mm in height and 16mm in width. There is a
protrusion from one side which is 11mm long before it bends at a right angle and then is a further 15mm long.
While this piece is in a decent state of preservation its purpose is unclear. If the bend is unintentional it could be
suggested this piece is a crude iron pin.
Cat. nos. 3 to 11 are hobnails or pieces thereof (nos. 5 and 6 are complete examples). They are both 15mm
in length with the end bent backwards. Both also have heads of 8mm in diameter. All of these pieces were
recovered from context 96 within ditch 36 (Trench 89) and it may be suggested that they are all associated. The
small number of hobnails found suggests casual loss of a worn shoe rather than deliberate deposition.
Cat. nos. 13, 14, 16 and 17 are all square section nails or large parts thereof. The heads are amorphous on
all pieces with the lengths varying from 25–68mm. The average shaft dimensions are 5mm by 5mm with no
appreciable difference in size apart from tapering. These nails are common from the Roman period through to
the modern period and thus cannot be dated independently.
Catalogue number 15 is a ferrous piece 20mm in length 15mm in width and 6mm in thickness. The piece
has a top bar with a wedge shape attached to the underneath, at a 900 angle to the bar on one side and roughly 450
on the other. This piece was found in the subsoil of trench 61. The lack of features nearby may suggest a modern
date for the piece which would fit with its good state of preservation. The piece is likely to be a tack of some sort
or potentially a horse shoe nail.

Glass by Andy Taylor
Some 39 pieces of glass were recovered during the evaluation weighing a total of 752.5g. All of these come from
features that were proven to be modern and none of the glass is obviously any older.

Burnt Flint by Andy Taylor
Two pieces of burnt flint were recovered from two separate contexts weighing a total of 23g.
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Clay Tobacco Pipe by Andy Taylor
Five pieces of clay pipe were recovered from gully 47 in trench 205 weighing 10g (Appendix 11). These
comprised four small pieces of stem and one quarter of a bowl. The bowl bore the letters N S from the remains
of a stamp.

Slag by Steve Crabb
Four pieces of metalworking slag weighing 296g were recovered from two contexts (Appendix 12). Three pieces
from ditch 8 in trench 53 are from a hearth lining. The other larger piece was from ditch 110 in trench 230 and
comes from a plano-convex smithing hearth bottom. Both of these point to some small scale iron smithing taking
place within the vicinity.

Shell by Andy Taylor
Four oyster shells were recovered from three separate contexts weighing 58.5g (Appendix 13). Two pieces were
from features of early Roman date, and two from one deposit that may be of similar date but contained only
pottery in the late Iron Age tradition (ditch 46).

Macrobotanical plant material and charcoal by Jo Pine
Twenty-one bulk soil samples were processed from the evaluation (Appendix 14). The flots were sieved to
0.25mm and air dried and examined under a low-power binocular microscope at a magnification of x10m.
Charred seeds were only recovered from two features; 102 (162) and 110 (175) which each contained a
single cereal grain but these were very poorly preserved and were lacking in identifying characteristics.
Charcoal was present in three of the samples from 13 (67), 105 (168), and 117 (184) but in very low
densities. The majority of the charcoal present in the samples was too poor or too small (less than 2mm) to
enable identification.

Conclusion
The evaluation identified a moderate amount of archaeological deposits mostly concentrated in two areas within
the larger eastern field. Thirty-four of the 265 trenches contained features likely to be pre-modern in date.
Predominantly these features are of Late Iron Age/Roman date, with other periods represented only by a very
small collection of artefacts such as prehistoric struck flint or medieval pottery. The correlation of these positive
trenching results with those of the geophysics was mixed. A geophysical anomaly complex to the north west was
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found to be a combination of either natural or relative modern features such as land drains or boundaries present
on old maps. A square shaped anomaly to the south east was found to be of modern date.
By way of contrast a complex of anomalies in the north-eastern corner of the site showed a series of linear
features of Late Iron Age and Roman date which certainly represent a focus of occupation. A second area of
geophysical anomalies including a rectilinear arrangement at the north end of the site was confirmed as being of
Roman origin, representing another focus of occupation, which also included a crouched burial. Immediately
adjacent to and south of the latter zone was an area with no clear geophysical anomalies. However, trenching
here confirmed that this location also contained deposits of Roman date.
Examination of these features revealed a range of archaeological deposits typical of dryland regions under
arable cultivation in southern England.
The site of the early 20th century isolation hospital was trenched, but apart from a water pipe, few traces of
it were revealed. It is not known if this indicates that it was thoroughly demolished and the materials recycled, or
that it was a temporary construction with no earthfast foundations.
Apart from these locations, the trenching results were notable for their general lack of any cut features and
stray artefact finds. The lack of features could be taken to indicate that the majority of the site was not a part of
an organised landscape represented by fields, trackways and property boundaries until late post-medieval times.
The geophysical survey appears to have been very successful in defining the full extent of the Roman villa
complex which extends beyond the area of the scheduled monument. The trenching here has assisted in this
interpretation with trenches to the west of scheduled monument and a high density of trenches along the eastern
margin of the scheduled area producing negative results.
The evaluation trenching and geophysical survey have allowed the archaeological potential of the site to be
addressed, with, unusually, relatively clear cut results. This is displayed on Figure 19. There are two areas of
potential. These comprise a linear zone aligned approximately north-south which includes the scheduled
monument and corresponds with the main spread of geophysical anomalies. A second area of potential
corresponding with another Late Iron Age/Roman complex lies to the north east. The grading of the areas of
potential into higher and lower on Figure 19 largely reflects the difference between deposits thought to be
directly associated with the Roman villa complex, and other areas containing either non-villa settlement clusters
or zones with relatively little archaeology.
Large areas of the site have no deposits no artefacts of archaeological interest and thus have low
archaeological potential.
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APPENDIX 1: Trench details
Trench
1
2

Length (m)
26.00
26.00

Breadth (m)
1.80
1.80

Depth (m)
0.34
0.36

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

27.00
26.20
26.20
23.35
26.00
25.49
26.00

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.35
0.31
0.29
0.27
0.35
0.28
0.29

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

26.20
24.80
25.80
25.60
25.00
26.00
25.10
25.00
26.00
25.60
25.00
25.00

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.29
0.26
0.25
0.23
0.34
0.29
0.38
0.26
0.38
0.28
0.24
0.35

22

25.50

1.80

0.25

23
24
25
26
27
28

24.50
24.80
25.60
23.40
26.00
26.00

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.30
0.26
0.42
0.30
0.33
0.30

29
30

25.00
25.30

1.80
1.80

0.33
0.29

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

25.00
24.50
25.00
26.20
26.00
24.70
26.20

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.30
0.33
0.28
0.28
0.24
0.24
0.27

38
39

25.50
25.40

1.80
1.80

0.25
0.34

40
41
42
43
44

23.00
25.00
25.10
25.50
26.70

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.27
0.30
0.32
0.28
0.42

45
46
47

27.00
26.40
27.00

1.80
1.80
1.80

0.42
0.44
0.42

48
49

24.90
26.40

1.80
1.80

0.39
0.31

50
51
52

26.20
25.00
25.00

1.80
1.80
1.80

0.32
0.30
0.54

53

27.00

1.80

0.44

54
55

26.00
26.00

1.80
1.80

0.54
0.44

Comment
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ clayey sand natural geology
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.36m subsoil; 0.36m+ clayey sand natural geology.
Gully 1
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.35m subsoil; 0.35m+ sandy clay natural geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ sandy silt natural geology.
0-0.29m topsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt natural geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt natural geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.35m subsoil; 0.35+ clayey silt natural geology.
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt natural geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt natural geology. Land
drain 2
0-0.29m topsoil; 0.29+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.34m topsoil; 0.34m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ sandy silt natural geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.38m subsoil; 0.38m+ sandy silt natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ sandy silt natural geology.
0-0.31m topsoil; 0.31-0.38m subsoil; 0.38m+ sandy silt natural geology. Pl. 1
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28m+ limestone natural geology. Gully 3
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.35m subsoil; 0.35m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.25m subsoil; 0.25m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.31m topsoil; 0.31-0.42m subsoil; 0.42m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+limestone natural geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.33m subsoil; 0.33m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ sandy clay natural geology. Gully
5
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.33m subsoil; 0.33m+ sandy clay natural geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.33m topsoil; 0.33m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-28m topsoil; 0.28m+clayey silt and limestone natural.
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ sandy clay and limestone natural
geology. Pl. 2
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ sandy clay and limestone natural geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ sandy clay and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28m+ sandy clay and limestone natural geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30-0.42m subsoil; 0.42m+ silty clay and limestone natural
geology. Pl. 3
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30m+ silty clay natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.42m subsoil; 0.42m+ sandy clay natural geology. Pit 4
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+ sandy clay natural geology. Gully
6
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ sandy clay natural geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ sandy clay and limestone natural
geology. Pit 10; Gully 11; Ditch 12
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20m+ sandy clay and limestone natural geology. Pit 13
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30m+ silty clay ands limestone natural geology.
0-0.31m topsoil; 0.31-0.41m subsoil; 0.41m+ silty clay and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.36m subsoil; 0.36m+ natural geology (light yellowish
grey sandy clay). Ditch 8
0-0.36m topsoil; 0.36m+ sandy silt and limestone natural geology. Gully 7 Pl. 4
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
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Trench
56
57

Length (m)
29.50
24.00

Breadth (m)
1.80
1.80

Depth (m)
0.38
0.44

58

26.00

1.80

0.50

59

27.00

1.80

0.40

60

27.00

1.80

0.40

61

27.30

1.80

0.40

62

25.50

1.80

0.40

63

26.20

1.80

0.29

64

26.40

1.80

0.30

65

26.50

1.80

0.34

66

26.00

1.80

0.28

67

24.30

1.80

0.31

68

26.00

1.80

0.37

69

27.00

1.80

0.30

70
71

26.30
25.50

1.80
1.80

0.32
0.30

72
73

25.60
25.90

1.80
1.80

0.24
0.31

74

27.10

1.80

0.29

75

26.10

1.80

0.30

76

24.50

1.80

0.27

77

24.80

1.80

0.32

78

25.10

1.80

0.36

79

26.00

1.80

0.33

80

25.70

1.80

0.28

81

26.00

1.80

0.30

82

25.00

1.80

0.32

83

25.10

1.80

0.32

84

24.20

1.80

0.31

85

25.00

1.80

0.28

86

25.20

1.80

0.26

87

24.50

1.80

0.33

88

23.90

1.80

0.37

89

25.80

1.80

0.30

90
91

25.00
26.30

1.80
1.80

0.32
0.30

92
93

25.40
23.60

1.80
1.80

0.30
0.27

94

24.50

1.80

0.29

Comment
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ sandy silt and limestone natural geology.
0-26m topsoil; 0.26-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+ silty clay and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.37m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.30-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Gully 9
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.28m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Gully 14
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.37m subsoil; 0.37m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24m+ clayey silt limestone natural geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ limestone natural geology. Gully
15
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.36m subsoil; 0.36m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.33m subsoil; 0.33m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Gully 16; Field drain 17
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Gully 18; Ditches 19+20
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditches 21, 24, 26+27; Pit 25
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditches 22+23
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditch 28
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.33m subsoil; 0.33m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Large 'feature' 33; Poss. ditch 34
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.37m subsoil; 0.37m+sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditches 29-32. Pls. 5 and 6
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ sandy silt natural geology. Ditches
36+37. Pls. 7 and 8
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ sandy silt natural geology
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ sandy silt natural geology. Ditch
35
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ sandy silt natural geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
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Trench

Length (m)

Breadth (m)

Depth (m)

95

26.10

1.80

0.27

96

24.50

1.80

0.30

97

26.10

1.80

0.29

98

25.00

1.80

0.29

99

25.90

1.80

0.32

100

25.10

1.80

0.28

101

24.80

1.80

0.30

102

25.00

1.80

0.34

103

25.70

1.80

0.28

104

25.10

1.80

0.29

105
106
107

24.90
24.00
25.50

1.80
1.80
1.80

0.24
0.25
0.30

108

25.10

1.80

0.26

109

25.40

1.80

0.30

110

22.60

1.80

0.31

111
112

26.50
25.10

1.80
1.80

0.26
0.25

113

24.50

1.80

0.27

114

25.30

1.80

0.30

115

25.10

1.80

0.26

116

25.30

1.80

0.24

117

24.00

1.80

0.32

118

24.10

1.80

0.29

119
120
121

25.00
26.50
23.70

1.80
1.80
1.80

0.24
0.27
0.34

122
123

25.50
26.00

1.80
1.80

0.34
0.40

124
125
126
127

24.50
25.20
25.60
25.90

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.24
0.26
0.30
0.30

128

24.90

1.80

0.26

129

25.10

1.80

0.30

130

25.40

1.80

0.32

131

25.20

1.80

0.30

132

24.80

1.80

0.28

133

25.60

1.80

0.25

134

25.00

1.80

0.29

Comment
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.32m topsoil; 0.32-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.28m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.25m subsoil; 0.25m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.25m subsoil; 0.25m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.16m topsoil; 0.16-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.32m subsoil; 0.34m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.29m topsoil; 0.29-0.40m subsoil; 0.40m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.16m topsoil; 0.16-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.29m topsoil; 0.29-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.25m subsoil; 0.25m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
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natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural

natural
natural
natural
natural

natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural

natural

natural

natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural

Trench
135

Length (m)
24.90

Breadth (m)
1.80

Depth (m)
0.24

136

24.00

1.80

0.39

137

25.00

1.80

0.29

138

25.00

1.80

0.30

139

25.10

1.80

0.31

140

25.30

1.80

0.36

141

25.00

1.80

0.31

142

22.50

1.80

0.28

143

26.10

1.80

0.23

144

26.40

1.80

0.29

145

24.50

1.80

0.34

146

26.10

1.80

0.27

147

24.70

1.80

0.26

148

25.00

1.80

0.24

149

24.70

1.80

0.26

150

24.70

1.80

0.30

151

24.10

1.80

0.32

152

23.30

1.80

0.30

153

25.10

1.80

0.28

154

23.90

1.80

0.27

155

24.70

1.80

0.32

156

24.60

1.80

0.30

157

25.60

1.80

0.26

158

25.50

1.80

0.31

159

25.00

1.80

0.34

160

26.30

1.80

0.24

161

24.70

1.80

0.23

162

24.90

1.80

0.26

163

25.70

1.80

0.29

164

25.30

1.80

0.29

165

24.00

1.80

0.29

166

25.20

1.80

0.28

167

25.60

1.80

0.26

168

25.90

1.80

0.27

169

24.80

1.80

0.25

170

26.10

1.80

0.30

Comment
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.39m subsoil; 0.39m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.36m subsoil; 0.36m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology. Modern gully 122
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.16m topsoil; 0.16-0.23m subsoil; 0.23m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ natural geology sandy silt and
limestone natural geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ sandy silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.28m topsoil; 0.28-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.30m topsoil; 0.20-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.23m subsoil; 0.23m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.14m topsoil; 0.14-0.25m subsoil; 0.25m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
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Trench
171
172

Length (m)
25.00
24.10

Breadth (m)
1.80
1.80

Depth (m)
0.27
0.29

173

24.50

1.80

0.24

174

26.20

1.80

0.26

175

24.70

1.80

0.29

176

25.50

1.80

0.27

177

24.80

1.80

0.26

178

24.90

1.80

0.29

179

25.90

1.80

0.33

180

24.70

1.80

0.26

181

24.90

1.80

0.27

182

24.60

1.80

0.30

183

25.00

1.80

0.26

184

26.00

1.80

0.30

185

25.30

1.80

0.26

186

26.10

1.80

0.28

187

24.20

1.80

0.25

188

25.80

1.80

0.30

189
190

26.30
26.40

1.80
1.80

0.27
0.25

191

27.00

1.80

0.29

192

25.20

1.80

0.30

193

24.70

1.80

0.30

194

25.40

1.80

0.31

195

24.30

1.80

0.30

196

23.90

1.80

0.24

197

25.70

1.80

0.29

198

25.00

1.80

0.32

199

25.80

1.80

0.30

200

26.10

1.80

0.28

201

26.10

1.80

0.29

202

25.90

1.80

0.30

203

25.50

1.80

0.30

204

26.00

1.80

0.28

205

25.30

1.80

0.28

206

26.00

1.80

0.28

207

26.30

1.80

0.34

Comment
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology. Poss. pit 48
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.33m subsoil; 0.33m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.28m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.15m topsoil; 0.15-0.25m subsoil; 0.25m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.24-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.21-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology. Modern feature 47
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology. Linear 101
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ clayey silt and limestone
geology.
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natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural

natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural
natural

Trench
208

Length (m)
22.50

Breadth (m)
1.80

Depth (m)
0.29

209

26.40

1.80

0.31

210

24.20

1.80

0.29

211

24.90

1.80

0.23

212

26.00

1.80

0.32

213

24.00

1.80

0.35

214

24.80

1.80

0.28

215

25.00

1.80

0.28

216

26.50

1.80

0.27

217

25.10

1.80

0.25

218

25.00

1.80

0.28

219

25.60

1.80

0.27

220

24.70

1.80

0.36

221

26.10

1.80

0.32

222

25.90

1.80

0.28

223

26.30

1.80

0.36

224

27.20

1.80

0.30

225

26.00

1.80

0.28

226

25.70

1.80

0.36

227

24.40

1.80

0.26

228

26.40

1.80

0.26

229

26.20

1.80

0.59

230

24.40

1.80

0.30

231

25.90

1.80

0.26

232

25.00

1.80

0.24

233

24.20

1.80

0.27

234

27.70

1.80

0.27

235

24.30

1.80

0.30

236

24.70

1.80

0.30

237

24.70

1.80

0.34

238

25.60

1.80

0.28

239

25.00

1.80

0.28

240

24.50

1.80

0.28

241

25.00

1.80

0.28

242
243
244
245

24.40
20.70
31.50
24.70

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

0.26
0.35
0.35
0.36

Comment
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Pit 49; Pit/Terminus 100
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.31m subsoil; 0.31m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.23m subsoil; 0.23m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.35m subsoil; 0.35m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.25m subsoil; 0.25m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditch 103
0-0.31m topsoil; 0.31-0.36m subsoil; 0.36m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Pit 105
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.36m subsoil; 0.36m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Pit 106; Ditches 107+108. Pls. 9 and 10
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditches 102+104
0-0.27m topsoil; 0.27-0.36m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditch 46
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditch 43; Postholes 44+45
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.59m subsoil; 0.59m+ limestone natural geology. Gullies
39-42
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditches 109-111. Pls. 11 and 12
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditches 117+118; Pit 119. Pls. 13 and 14
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+. clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Grave cut 115; Ditch 116. Pls. 15 and 16
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.34m subsoil; 0.34m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Modern terminus 121
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.26m subsoil; 0.26m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.35m topsoil; 0.35m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.35m subsoil; 0.35m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.24m topsoil; 0.24-0.36m subsoil; 0.36m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
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Trench

Length (m)

Breadth (m)

Depth (m)

246
247
248

22.40
25.60
25.20

1.80
1.80
1.80

0.25
0.24
0.28

249

24.20

1.80

0.29

250
251

25.20
24.00

1.80
1.80

0.30
0.30

252

23.70

1.80

0.33

253

25.10

1.80

0.32

254

25.10

1.80

0.29

255

27.00

1.80

0.29

256

25.20

1.80

0.35

257

24.80

1.80

0.30

258
259

3.30
3.30

2.90
2.90

0.27
0.28

260

3.30

3.00

0.27

261

3.10

3.00

0.30

262

3.50

2.90

0.27

263

3.10

2.90

0.24

264

3.20

3.20

0.27

265

3.10

3.10

0.29

Comment
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26m+ clayey silt and limestone natural geology.
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.20m subsoil; 0.30m+ limestone natural geology.
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.33m subsoil; 0.33m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditch 120
0-0.26m topsoil; 0.26-0.32m subsoil; 0.32m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.22m topsoil; 0.22-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditch 114
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Ditch 112
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21-0.35m subsoil; 0.25m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Quarry 113
0-0.23m topsoil; 0.23-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.19m topsoil; 0.19-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ limestone natural geology. Pl. 17
0-0.17m topsoil; 0.17-0.28m subsoil; 0.28m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.16m topsoil; 0.16-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology. Pl. 18
0-0.20m topsoil; 0.20-0.30m subsoil; 0.30m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.25m topsoil; 0.25-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.16m topsoil; 0.16-0.24m subsoil; 0.24m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.18m topsoil; 0.18-0.27m subsoil; 0.27m+ clayey silt and limestone natural
geology.
0-0.21m topsoil; 0.21m-0.29m subsoil; 0.29m+ limestone natural geology.`
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APPENDIX 2: Feature details
Trench
2
9
19
46
28
47
54
53
62
49
49
49
50
67
76
79
79
83
83
83
84
85
85
84
84
84
84
86
88
88
88
88
87
87
91
89
89
229
229
229
229
228
228
228
226
205
176
208
208
206
225
219
225
222
222
223
224
224
224
230
230
230
255
256
254
232
232
231

Cut
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

Fill (s)
52
53
54
55-57
58
59, 60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74, 75
76
78
79, 80
77, 81
82
83
84
85
86, 87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94, 96, 97
95
156
157
158
159
99
150
151
152
160
153
154
155
161
162
163
164. 167
165
168
169
170, 171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178-180
187
181, 182
183
184

Type
Gully
Land Drain
Gully
Pit
Gully
Gully
Gully
Ditch
Gully
Pit
Gully
Ditch
Pit
Gully
Gully
Gully
Land Drain
Gully
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Pit
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch or quarry?
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Gully
Gully
Gully
Gully
Ditch
Posthole
Posthole
Ditch
Gully
Gully
Pit
Pit/Terminus
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Fill (sondage)
Pit
Fill (sondage)
Pi
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Quarry Pit
Ditch
Grave
Ditch
Ditch

Date

Dating evidence

Modern

Land Drain, pottery, glass, metal

Medieval?
Modern
Mid-Roman

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

Post-medieval or Modern
Post-medieval or Modern

Tile, slag
Pottery

Post-medieval

Cartographic

Modern

Drain

Late Iron Age
Early Roman
Early Roman
Early Roman
Late Iron Age
Roman
Early Roman

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery, tegula
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

Early Roman

Pottery

Early Roman
Roman
Roman
Early Roman
Roman
Iron Age
Early Roman

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery, hobnails
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

Roman
Mid-Roman

Pottery
Pottery

Iron Age
Modern

Pottery
Pottery, clay pipe, glass, metal

Post-medieval or Modern
Post-medieval or Modern
Roman
Modern
Roman
?Roman

Pottery
Pottery, glass, metal
Pottery
Glass
Pottery
Pottery

Early Roman
Mid-Roman
Mid-to Late Roman
Early Roman
Early Roman
Early Roman

Pottery
Pottery, tegula
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

Roman?
Roman or Saxon?

Pottery
Intrusive modern pottery and nails

Roman

Pottery
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Trench
231
231
252
238
141

Cut
118
119
120
121
122

Fill (s)
185
186
188
189
-

Type
Ditch
Pit
Ditch
Gully
Gully

Date
Early Roman
Roman
Roman
Modern
Modern

Dating evidence
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
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APPENDIX 3: Catalogue of Pottery
Tr
41
61
84
87
260
261
263
222
9
46
28
47
62
83
83
83
84
85
85
84
84
86
87
87
91
89
89
89
89
229
229
229
228
226
205
208
206
225
219
225
224
224
224
224
230
230
230
254
232
231
231
231
252

Cut

2
4
5
6
9
19
20
20
21
22
23
24
25
28
33
34
35
36
36
37
37
39
40
42
43
46
47
100
101
102
103
104
106
106
107
108
109
110
111
114
115
117
118
119
120

Deposit
spoil
Spoil
Spoil
Spoil
Spoil
Spoil
Spoil
165
53
57
58
59
63
73
74
75
76
78
79
77
82
85
91
92
93
96
97
94
95
156
157
159
99
152
160
155
161
162
163
164
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
118
181
184
185
186
188
Total

IA
2
1
7
22
10
1
14
15
3
1
1
3
16
1
97

LIA
3
4
2
101
7
15
14
2
3
1
1
2
1
156

ERO
59
250
13
1
4
6
3
6
1
8
8
32
11
6
46
1
1
456

sam
1
2
4
7

MRO
2
1

BB1
-

mort
-

Roman
2
1
-

Med
1
-

23
1
27

1
3
6
1
11

5
3
8

9
2
2
2
3
6
6
4
1
1
2
6
5
1
2
2
1
58

1

1
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Pmed
5
1
1
4
1
1
12
1
1
7
1
35

Tot
3
2
1
2
5
1
1
1
4
1
1
3
1
5
68
373
50
17
28
2
4
25
9
2
3
6
6
6
4
1
1
1
3
1
12
1
1
1
7
2
9
12
61
7
16
9
46
1
4
2
1
2
1
858

Wt (g)
3
3
6
77
38
7
41
15
26
8
3
27
7
8
402
4344
605
66
288
8
11
119
62
8
23
10
4
62
69
1
4
4
4
0.5
12
8
7
5
372
9
67.5
126
704
115
117
64
311.5
0.5
41
6
18
4
8
8360

Date
IA
240+
C2
Roman
pmed/mod
pmed/mod
pmed/mod
Roman
pmed/mod
?medieval
pmed/mod
?240+
pmed/mod
LIA
50-100
50-100 AD
mid C2
early Roman
LIA
Roman
C2
LIA-ERO
early Roman
Roman
Roman
Roman
Roman
early Roman
Roman
IA
early Roman
Roman
C2-C4
IA
pmed/mod
pmed/mod
pmed/mod
?Roman
pmed/mod
Roman
early Roman
early Roman
mid-late C3
mid-late Ro
early Roman
early Roman
early Roman
Roman
pmed/mod
Roman
early Roman
Roman
Roman

APPENDIX 4: Catalogue of Animal Bone
Trench
9
47
84
85
85
86
87
89
89
226
225
225
224
224
224
224
230
230
230
232

Cut
2
6
21
22
23
28
33
37
36
46
102
104
106
106
107
108
109
110
111
115

Deposit
53
59
76
78
80
85
91
95
97
152
162
164
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
181

No
1
1
2
23
13
4
4
7
1
5
3
3
26
8
9
8
2
4
30
1
155

Wt (g)
68
2.5
8.5
144
90
43.5
66
187
3
78.5
94.5
81.5
140.5
55
32
44
30
7.5
75.5
4
1254.5

Horse
4
2
2
3
[1]

Cow
1
3
1
3
[1]

LAR
4
1
4
1
3
9
3
3
2
3
-

Sheep/goat
1

Pig

MED

2
4
1
1
-

3

6
1
[1]

Unidenti.
16
5
3
4
17
5
7
5

6
[1]

-

3
21
-

Burnt bone
Trench
84
85
228
226

Cut
21
22
43
46

Deposit
76
78
99
152

No
1
1
1
2

Wt (g)
1
1
3
2

Max Frag Size (mm)
12.4x11.9
14.2x10.9
20.5x11.1
17.7x9.7

1
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Colour
white
black (charred)
white
black (charred)

Comments
trabecular bone - unidentified
unidentified
unidentified
unidentified

APPENDIX 5: Catalogue of Ceramic Building Material
Trench
9
53
205
224
84

Cut
2
8
47
108
21

Deposit
53
62
160
173

Type
land drain
ditch
gully
ditch
SURFACE

No
4
4
1
1
1

Wt (g)
259
51
36.5
37
71

2
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APPENDIX 6: Catalogue of Struck Flint
Trench
86
224

Cut
28
107

Fill
85
172

No.
1
1

Wt (g)
1
1

Broken blade
1
-

?Broken blade
1

3
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APPENDIX 7: Catalogue of Fired Clay
Trench
86
86
224

Cut
28
28
107

Deposit
85
85
172

Type
ditch
ditch
ditch

Sample no
6

No
2
4
1

Wt (g)
11.5
7.5
17.5

4
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APPENDIX 8: Catalogue of Metalwork
Trench
9
9
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
205
206
224
232
232
61

Cut
2
2
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
47
101
108
115
115

Deposit
53
53
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
96
160
161
173
181
181

Type
land drain
land drain
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditch
ditch
gully
linear
ditch
grave
grave
subsoil

Cat No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
15

Material
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Cu
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
fe

object
object
object
nail
fragment
hobnail
hobnail
hobnail
hobnail shaft
hobnail head
hobnail
fragment
fragment
nail
nail
nail
nail
tack

5
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no
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Wt (g)
28.5
5
<1
<1
<1
1
<1
<1
<1
1
<1
1
13
7.5
6
2.5
2

APPENDIX 9: Catalogue of Glass
Trench
9
205
205
206
219
259
261

Cut
2
47
47
101
103

Deposit
53
160
160
161
163

Type
land drain
gully
gully
linear
ditch
modern truncation
white fill

Colour
CLEAR
GREEN

green

No
25
1
1
3
4
1
4

Wt (g)
440
37.5
1
8
43
43
180

6
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APPENDIX 10: Catalogue of Burnt Flint
Trench
46
230

Cut
4
111

Deposit
57
176

Type
pit
ditch

Sample
1
20

No
1
1

Wt (g)
3
19.5

7
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APPENDIX 11: Catalogue of Clay Pipe
Trench
205

Cut
47

Deposit
160

Type
Gully

No Stems
4

No bowls
1

Wt(g)
10

8
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APPENDIX 12: Catalogue of Slag
Trench
53
230

Cut
8
110

Deposit
62
175

Type
ditch
ditch

No
3
1

Wt (g)
42.5
253.5

9
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APPENDIX 13: Catalogue of Shell
Trench
84
226
230

Cut
21
46
109

Deposit
76
152
174

Type
ditch
ditch
ditch

Sample
4

No
1
2
1

Wt (g)
1
30.5
27

10
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APPENDIX 14: Soil samples
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Trench
46
49
50
84
85
86
89
225
225
228
229
229
226
222
231
231
231
230
230
230
232

Cut
4
10
13
21
22
28
37
102
43
41
42
46
105
117
118
119
109
110
111
116

Deposit
57
64
67
76
78
85
95
162
165
99
158
159
152
168
184
185
186
174
175
176
183

Type
Gully
Pit
Pit
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Spread
Ditch
Gully
Gully
Ditch
Pit
Ditch
Ditch
Pit
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch
Ditch

Volume
processed (L)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
10
10
5
5
5
10
10
10
10

11
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Comment
Charcoal
Cereal grain
Charcoal
Charcoal
Cereal grain
-

SITE

Banbury

Bicester

Witney

Thame
Abingdon
Didcot

OXFORD
Wallingford

Wantage
Henley-on
-Thames

17000

SITE

Scheduled
Monument

16000

SP45000

46000

Land at Shipton Road, Woodstock,
Oxfordshire, 2014
Archaeological Evaluation
Figure 1. Location of site within Woodstock and Oxfordshire.
Reproduced from Ordnance Survey Explorer 180 at 1:12500
Ordnance Survey Licence 100025880
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Figure 2. Location of trenches showing excavated features.
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Figure 3. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 4. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 5. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 6. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 7. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 8. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 9. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 10. Detail of trenches.
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Figure 11. Sections.
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Figure 12. Sections.
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Figure 13. Sections.
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Figure 14. Sections.
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Figure 15. Sections.
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Figure 16. Sections.
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Figure 17. Sections.
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Figure 18. Location of features in relation to the geophysical anomalies.
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Figure 19. Areas of archaeological potential.
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Plate 1. Trench 18, looking north east, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.

Plate 2. Trench 37, looking north east, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.
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Plates 1 - 2.
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Plate 3. Trench 44, looking north, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.50m.

Plate 4. Trench 54, looking east, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.50m.
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Plates 3 - 4.
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Plate 5. Trench 88, looking north east, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.

Plate 6. Ditch 29, looking north, Scales: 1m and 0.50m.
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Plate 7. Trench 89, looking north east, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.

Plate 8. Ditch 36 and 37, looking south east, Scales: 1m and 0.50m.
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Plates 7 - 8.
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Plate 9. Trench 224, looking north west, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.

Plate 10. Pit 106, Ditch 107 and 108, looking south east, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.
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Plates 9 - 10.
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Plate 11. Trench 230, looking south west, Scales: 2m, and 0.30m.

Plate 12. Ditch 110, looking east, Scales: 1m and 0.10m.
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Plate 13. Trench 231, looking north west, Scales: 2m, and 0.30m.

Plate 14. Ditch 118, looking east, Scales: 1m and 0.30m.
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Plate 15. Trench 232, looking east, Scales: 2m and 0.30m.

Plate 16. Skeleton 182 Cut 115, looking south, Scales: 1m and 0.30m.
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Plate 17. Trench 258, looking north east, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.

Plate 18. Trench 260, looking north, Scales: 2m, 1m and 0.30m.
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Iron Age

AD 43
BC/AD
750 BC

Bronze Age: Late

1300 BC

Bronze Age: Middle

1700 BC

Bronze Age: Early

2100 BC

Neolithic: Late

3300 BC

Neolithic: Early

4300 BC

Mesolithic: Late

6000 BC

Mesolithic: Early

10000 BC

Palaeolithic: Upper

30000 BC

Palaeolithic: Middle

70000 BC

Palaeolithic: Lower

2,000,000 BC
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Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd,
47-49 De Beauvoir Road, Reading,
Berkshire, RG1 5NR
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Tel: 0118 9260552
Fax: 0118 9260553
Email: tvas@tvas.co.uk
Web: www.tvas.co.uk

Appendix 12
Heritage Impact Assessment
Part 2
Heritage Statement dated April 2016 and extracts from Environmental Statement accompanying
West Oxfordshire District Council Planning Applica on Reference 16/01364/OUT
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'SRXIRXW


-RXVSHYGXMSR
%TTPMGEXMSRWMXI
0IKMWPEXMSRERHTSPMG]



'YPXYVEP,IVMXEKI
7YQQEV]SJLMWXSVMGHIZIPSTQIRX
8LILIVMXEKIEWWIXWERHMQTEGXEWWIWWQIRX



%VGLEISPSK] 
7YQQEV]SJ&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPEERHMXWWIXXMRK
8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXERHTVIHMGXIHIJJIGXWSR&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPE
ERHMXWWIXXMRK



'SRGPYWMSR
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-RXVSHYGXMSR



8LMW,IVMXEKI7XEXIQIRXMWWYFQMXXIHMRWYTTSVXSJXLITPERRMRKETTPMGEXMSR
F]:ERFVYKL9RMX8VYWXERH4]I,SQIW 3\JSVH 0XHWIIOMRKETTVSZEPJSVXLI
JSPPS[MRKTVSTSWEP
3YXPMRI4PERRMRK%TTPMGEXMSR EPPQEXXIVWVIWIVZIHI\GITXJSVQIERWSJEGGIWW
MRVIWTIGXSJRI[NYRGXMSREVVERKIQIRXW GSQTVMWMRKYTXSEQE\MQYQSJ
VIWMHIRXMEPH[IPPMRKWYTXSEQE\MQYQSJWUQSJ%%&(
JPSSVWTEGIEWWSGMEXIHMRJVEWXVYGXYVIIRKMRIIVMRKERHERGMPPEV][SVOW
TVSZMWMSRSJTYFPMGSTIRWTEGIJSVQEXMSRSJZILMGYPEVEGGIWWIWERH
*YPP4PERRMRK%TTPMGEXMSRJSVXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJ4LEWIGSQTVMWMRK
VIWMHIRXMEPH[IPPMRKW SJXLIHIWGVMFIHEFSZI [MXLEWWSGMEXIH
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIERHIRKMRIIVMRK[SVOW 



1SRXEKY)ZERW004ERH8IVIRGI3 6SYVOI0XHLEZINSMRXP]TVITEVIHXLMW
WXEXIQIRX-XTVSZMHIWEREWWIWWQIRXSJXLIIJJIGXWSJXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIRIEVF]LIVMXEKIEWWIXW8LIWXEXIQIRXMWFEWIHSRXLI
EWWIWWQIRXWMRGPYHIHMRXLIEGGSQTER]MRK)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRX
GLETXIVSR«%VGLEISPSK]¬ F]8IVIRGI3 6SYVOI0XH ERHGLETXIV
«'YPXYVEP,IVMXEKI¬F]1SRXEKY)ZERW004 -XWLSYPHFIVIEHMRGSRNYRGXMSR
[MXLXLITPERWERHSXLIVMRJSVQEXMSRWYFQMXXIHMRWYTTSVXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSR
MRGPYHMRK,MWXSVMG)RKPERH¬WTVIETTPMGEXMSRGSRWYPXEXMSRVIWTSRWI HEXIH
XL*IFVYEV] [LMGLMWETTIRHIHXSXLI4PERRMRK7YTTSVXMRK
7XEXIQIRX %TTIRHM\ 



8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI



8LILIGXEVI LE WMXIMWPSGEXIHXSXLIWSYXLIEWXSJ;SSHWXSGO
MQQIHMEXIP]EFYXXMRKXLIVIWMHIRXMEPIHKISJXLIWIXXPIQIRXETTVS\MQEXIP]
OQRSVXLSJ3\JSVH'MX]'IRXVI-XPMIWMREVYVEPPERHWGETIFVSEHP]
GLEVEGXIVMWIHF]PEVKISTIREKVMGYPXYVEPJMIPHWXSXLIWSYXLERHIEWXERHXLI
HIWMKRIHPERHWGETISJ&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI ;,7 XSXLI
[IWX8LIXS[RSJ;SSHWXSGOPMIWXSXLIRSVXL[IWXXLIWYFYVFER
HIZIPSTQIRXXLEXGLEVEGXIVMWIWMXWWSYXLIVRJVMRKIWPMIWEHNEGIRXXSXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXI



8LIWMXIGSQTVMWIWX[SJMIPHWMREVEFPIYWIHMZMHIHF]EXVIILIHKI8LIWMXI
MWFSYRHIHXSXLIWSYXLF]XLI3\JSVH6SEH % [LMGLMWMXWIPJJPEROIHF]
E[MHIVZIVKIERHQEXYVILIHKIVS[XSMXWIEWXIVRWMHIERHF]XLIQEXYVI
XVIIWERH+VEHI--PMWXIHFSYRHEV][EPP[LMGLHIJMRIXLIIHKISJ&PIRLIMQ
4EPEGI0S[IV4EVOXSXLI[IWX1EXYVILIHKIVS[WIRGPSWIXLIWMXIXSMXW
IEWXIVRERHRSVXLIVRIHKIW



8LIVIEVIWIZIVEPRSXEFPILIVMXEKIJIEXYVIWGPSWIXSXLIWMXIMREHHMXMSRXS
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;,7[LMGLXEOIRXSKIXLIV[MXL;SSHWXSGOXS[RGIRXVI
JSVQETEVXMGYPEVP]MQTSVXERXGSRXI\XJSVXLI0ERH7SYXL)EWXSJ;SSHWXSGO
HIZIPSTQIRX-RVIWTIGXSJXLI;,7MXMWVIPIZERXXLEXXLIVIMWRS
HIWMKREXIHFYJJIVMRVIWTIGXSJXLI;,7ERHXLIMWWYISJWIXXMRKMWRSXE
QEXXIVEHHVIWWIHMRXLIEHSTXIH&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
1EREKIQIRX4PER
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%TTVS\MQEXIP]QXSXLIIEWXSJXLIWMXIFSYRHEV]MWEWGLIHYPIHERGMIRX
QSRYQIRX 7%1 GSQTVMWMRKXLIFYVMIHVIQEMRWSJE6SQERZMPPEERHE
LMWXSVMG6SQERVSYXI ,IL7XVEIX EPWSVYRWHMVIGXP]XSXLIIEWXSJXLIWMXI
RSVXLXSWSYXL 3TTSWMXIXLIWMXIXSXLIWSYXLEVIXLI'S[]EVHW8LIWIEVI
PMWXIHGSRZIVXIHEKVMGYPXYVEPFYMPHMRKWMRGSQQIVGMEPYWI
0IKMWPEXMSRERHTSPMG]
0IKMWPEXMZIJVEQI[SVO
4PERRMRK 0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWERH'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW %GX



0IKMWPEXMSRVIPEXMRKXSXLITVSXIGXMSRSJXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXMWWIXSYXMR
XLI4PERRMRK 0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWERH'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW %GX8LMW
VIUYMVIWPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWXSLEZIWTIGMEPVIKEVHXSXLIHIWMVEFMPMX]SJ
TVIWIVZMRKXLIWTIGMEPMRXIVIWXSJPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWGSRWIVZEXMSREVIEWERH
XLIMVWIXXMRKW8LIVIPIZERXTVSZMWMSRMWWIXSYXFIPS[
7IGXMSR  ;LIRHIXIVQMRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWXLIPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMX]SV
XLI7IGVIXEV]SJ7XEXIWLEPPLEZIWTIGMEPVIKEVHXSXLIHIWMVEFMPMX]SJ
TVIWIVZMRKXLIFYMPHMRKSVMXWWIXXMRKSJER]JIEXYVIWSJWTIGMEPEVGLMXIGXYVEPSV
LMWXSVMGMRXIVIWX[LMGLMXTSWWIWWIW
(IZIPSTQIRX4PER



7IGXMSR  SJXLI4PERRMRKERH'SQTYPWSV]4YVGLEWI%GXWXMTYPEXIW
XLEX[LIVIMRQEOMRKER]HIXIVQMREXMSRYRHIVXLI4PERRMRK%GXWVIKEVHMWXS
FILEHXSXLIHIZIPSTQIRXTPERERHXLIHIXIVQMREXMSRQYWXFIQEHIMR
EGGSVHERGI[MXLXLEXTPERYRPIWWQEXIVMEPGSRWMHIVEXMSRWMRHMGEXISXLIV[MWI
8LIWXEXYXSV]HIZIPSTQIRXTPERMWMHIRXMJMIHJSVXLMWEWWIWWQIRXEWJSPPS[W
;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER EHSTXIH 
;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER  



8LIWEZIHTSPMGMIWSJXLI;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER EHSTXIH 
TVSZMHIXLIFEWMWJSVPSGEPTPERRMRKHIGMWMSRW%WVIKEVHWLIVMXEKIXLI
VIPIZERXTSPMGMIWEVIEWJSPPS[W
4SPMG]&)GSRGIVRWGSRWIVZEXMSREVIEW8LITSPMG]WXEXIWXLEX
«8LIWTIGMEPEVGLMXIGXYVEPLMWXSVMGERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPGLEVEGXIVSV
ETTIEVERGISJXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW[MPPFITVIWIVZIHSVIRLERGIH)ZIV]
IJJSVX[MPPFIQEHIXSIRWYVIXLEXXLMWGLEVEGXIVSVETTIEVERGIMWRSXIVSHIH
F]XLIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJYRW]QTEXLIXMGHIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWIMXLIV[MXLMRSV
EJJIGXMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJXLIHIWMKREXIHEVIE¬
4SPMG]&)VIPEXIWXSHIZIPSTQIRXEJJIGXMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJEPMWXIHFYMPHMRK
8LITSPMG]WXEXIWXLEX«HIZIPSTQIRXWLSYPHRSXHIXVEGXJVSQXLIWIXXMRKSJE
PMWXIHFYMPHMRK¬8LITSPMG]MWVIPIZERXXSXLMWEWWIWWQIRXEWXLIETTPMGEXMSR
WMXIPMIW[MXLMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJKVEHI--PMWXIHFYMPHMRKW
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4SPMG]&)HIEPW[MXLLMWXSVMGTEVOWERHKEVHIRW-XWXEXIWXLEX
«(IZIPSTQIRX[MPPRSXFITIVQMXXIHXLEXEHZIVWIP]EJJIGXWXLIGLEVEGXIV
WIXXMRKEQIRMXMIWLMWXSVMGEPGSRXI\XSVZMI[W[MXLMRMRXSSVJVSQE4EVOERH
+EVHIRSJLMWXSVMGMRXIVIWX¬
8LIWYTTSVXMRKXI\XEHHW
«-REHHMXMSRXSXLITEVOWERHKEVHIRWSJWTIGMEPLMWXSVMGMRXIVIWX&PIRLIMQ
4EPEGIMWEPWSVIKMWXIVIHEWE;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI%PXLSYKLRSJYVXLIV
EHHMXMSREPWXEXYXSV]GSRXVSPWJSPPS[JVSQXLIMRGPYWMSRSJEWMXIMRXLI;SVPH
,IVMXEKI0MWXMXWMRGPYWMSRHSIWLS[IZIVLMKLPMKLXXLISYXWXERHMRK
MRXIVREXMSREPMQTSVXERGISJXLIWMXI[LMGLWLSYPHFIXEOIRMRXSEGGSYRX[LIR
GSRWMHIVMRKER]TVSTSWEPWPMOIP]XSEJJIGX&PIRLIMQ¬


-RWTIGMJMGVIWTIGXSJ%VGLEISPSK]
4SPMG]&)VIJIVXSEVGLEISPSKMGEPQSRYQIRXWERHWXEXIW
«(IZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWXLEXEHZIVWIP]EJJIGXXLIWMXISVWIXXMRKSJREXMSREPP]
MQTSVXERXEVGLEISPSKMGEPQSRYQIRXWERHQSRYQIRXWSJPSGEPMQTSVXERGI
[LIXLIVWGLIHYPIHSVRSX[MPPRSXFITIVQMXXIH¬
4SPMG]&)JSPPS[WMRVIWTIGXSJEVGLEISPSKMGEPEWWIWWQIRXW
«4VMSVXSHIXIVQMRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWEJJIGXMRKWMXIWERHEVIEWSJEVGLEISPSKMGEP
TSXIRXMEPETTPMGERXWQE]FIVIUYMVIHXSTVSZMHIEREVGLEISPSKMGEP
EWWIWWQIRXERHSVJMIPHIZEPYEXMSRXSHIXIVQMRI¬
E XLIWMKRMJMGERGIGLEVEGXIVERHMQTSVXERGISJER]EVGLEISPSKMGEP
QSRYQIRXSVVIQEMRWERH
F XLIPMOIP]MQTEGXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRWYGLJIEXYVIW
G XLIPIZIPSJQMXMKEXMSRVIUYMVIHXSWYMXEFP]TVSXIGXXLIEVGLEISPSKMGEP
VIWSYVGIXLVSYKLTVIWIVZEXMSRMRWMXYSVTVIWIVZEXMSRF]VIGSVHMRGPYHMRK
I\GEZEXMSRTSWXI\GEZEXMSREREP]WMWERHTYFPMGEXMSR¬
-XWLSYPHFIRSXIHXLEXXLI;304TSPMGMIWLIVIGMXIHHSRSXLEZIXLI
FEPERGMRKTVSZMWMSRWIPYGMHEXIHMRXLI244*



8LI'SYRGMPMWMRXLITVSGIWWSJMRXVSHYGMRKERI[0SGEP4PERXLEX[MPP
VITPEGIXLII\MWXMRK;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER8LIIQIVKMRKTSPMGMIWJVSQ
XLI;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PERETTPMGEFPIXSGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIEVI
4SPMG]),MWEKIRIVEPTSPMG]SRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX-XWXEXIWXLEX
%PPHIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWWLSYPHGSRWIVZISVIRLERGIXLIWTIGMEPGLEVEGXIV
ERHHMWXMRGXMZIRIWWSJ;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI¬WLMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXERHTVIWIVZI
SVIRLERGIXLI(MWXVMGX¬WLIVMXEKIEWWIXWERHXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGIERHWIXXMRKW
4SPMG]);VIPEXIWWTIGMJMGEPP]XSXLI&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI[LMGL
PMIWXSXLI[IWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI-XWXEXIWMRXIVEPMEXLEX
'SRWMHIVEXMSRSJMQTEGX[MPPFIQEHISJTVSTSWEPW[MXLMRSVTSXIRXMEPP]
EJJIGXMRKXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIERHMXWWIXXMRKMRGPYHMRKEVIEWMHIRXMJMIHEW
FIMRKSJWTIGMEPMQTSVXERGIJSVXLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJPSRKHMWXERGIZMI[WXS
ERHSVJVSQXLI7MXI EWWLS[RSRXLI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI1EREKIQIRX4PER 
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4EVXMGYPEVVIKEVH[MPPFIKMZIRXSXLIHIWMKRUYEPMX]SJXLITVSTSWEP MRGPYHMRK
WGEPIJSVQERHQEWWMRK MXWVIPEXMSRWLMTXSGSRXI\X MRGPYHMRKXSTSKVETL]
FYMPXJSVQZMI[WZMWXEWERHIJJIGXSRXLIWO]PMRI ERHXLIMQTPMGEXMSRWSJXLI
GYQYPEXMZIIJJIGXSJGLERKIW
4SPMG]); )]RWLEQ§;SSHWXSGO7YF%VIE7XVEXIK] MHIRXMJMIWXLIJSGYW
SJRI[HIZIPSTQIRXEW«)]RWLEQ0SRK,ERFSVSYKLERH;SSHWXSGOERH
XLEXHIZIPSTQIRXMRXLIWIVYVEPWIVZMGIGIRXVIW[MPPFISJERETTVSTVMEXIWGEPI
ERHX]TIXLEX[SYPHLIPTXSVIMRJSVGIXLII\MWXMRKWIVZMGIGIRXVIVSPI
(IZIPSTQIRXIPWI[LIVI[MPPFIPMQMXIHXSQIIXMRKPSGEPLSYWMRKGSQQYRMX]
ERHFYWMRIWWRIIHWERH[MPPFIWXIIVIHXS[EVHWXLIPEVKIVZMPPEKIW¬
1EXIVMEPGSRWMHIVEXMSRW
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 244* 


8LIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWLIVIGSQTVMWITVMRGMTEPP]XLI+VEHI--PMWXIH'S[]EVHW
GSQTPI\ERHXLIRYQIVSYWPMWXIHFYMPHMRKW[MXLMRXLI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI
;,72EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 244*  1EVGL 8LI244*
MRGPYHIWGSVITPERRMRKTVMRGMTPIWXLIQSWXVIPIZERXSJ[LMGLMWXLIRIIH
JSVTPERRMRKXS©GSRWIVZILIVMXEKIEWWIXWMREQERRIVETTVSTVMEXIXSXLIMV
WMKRMJMGERGIWSXLEXXLI]GERFIIRNS]IHJSVXLIMVGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIUYEPMX]
SJPMJISJXLMWERHJYXYVIKIRIVEXMSRWª TEVE 



;MXLVIKEVHXSXLIVIUYMVIQIRXJSVKSSHHIWMKRXLI244*WXEXIW
©8LI+SZIVRQIRXEXXEGLIWKVIEXMQTSVXERGIXSXLIHIWMKRSJXLIFYMPX
IRZMVSRQIRX+SSHHIWMKRMWEOI]EWTIGXSJWYWXEMREFPIHIZIPSTQIRXMW
MRHMZMWMFPIJVSQKSSHTPERRMRKERHWLSYPHGSRXVMFYXITSWMXMZIP]XSQEOMRK
TPEGIWFIXXIVJSVTISTPIª TEVE 
-RTEVXMGYPEVHIWMKRWLSYPH












*YRGXMSR[IPPERHEHHXSXLISZIVEPPUYEPMX]SJXLIEVIERSXNYWXJSVXLI
WLSVXXIVQFYXSZIVXLIPMJIXMQISJXLIHIZIPSTQIRX TEVE 
)WXEFPMWLEWXVSRKWIRWISJTPEGIYWMRKWXVIIXWGETIWERHFYMPHMRKWXS
GVIEXIEXXVEGXMZIERHGSQJSVXEFPITPEGIWXSPMZI[SVOERHZMWMX TEVE 
3TXMQMWIXLITSXIRXMEPSJXLIWMXIXSEGGSQQSHEXIHIZIPSTQIRXGVIEXI
ERHWYWXEMRERETTVSTVMEXIQM\SJYWIW MRGPYHMRKMRGSVTSVEXMSRSJKVIIR
ERHSXLIVTYFPMGWTEGIEWTEVXSJHIZIPSTQIRXW ERHWYTTSVXPSGEP
JEGMPMXMIWERHXVERWTSVXRIX[SVOW TEVE 
6IWTSRHXSPSGEPGLEVEGXIVERHLMWXSV]ERHVIJPIGXXLIMHIRXMX]SJPSGEP
WYVVSYRHMRKWERHQEXIVMEPW[LMPIRSXTVIZIRXMRKSVHMWGSYVEKMRK
ETTVSTVMEXIMRRSZEXMSR TEVE 
'VIEXIWEJIERHEGGIWWMFPIIRZMVSRQIRXW[LIVIGVMQIERHHMWSVHIVERH
XLIJIEVSJGVMQIHSRSXYRHIVQMRIUYEPMX]SJPMJISVGSQQYRMX]
GSLIWMSR TEVE ERH
%VIZMWYEPP]EXXVEGXMZIEWEVIWYPXSJKSSHEVGLMXIGXYVIERHETTVSTVMEXI
PERHWGETMRK¬ TEVE 

;MXLVIKEVHXSLIVMXEKI'LETXIVSJXLI244* TEVEKVETLWXS 
WIXWSYXXLIREXMSREPTPERRMRKTSPMGMIWSRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX8LI244*
WXVIWWIWXLEXLIVMXEKIEWWIXWEVIERMVVITPEGIEFPIVIWSYVGIXLEXWLSYPHFI
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GSRWIVZIHMREQERRIVETTVSTVMEXIXSXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGI TEVE 8LI
KYMHERGIGSRXMRYIWXSTPEGIXLIEWWIWWQIRXSJXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLIVMXEKI
EWWIXWERHXLIIJJIGXSJHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLMWEXXLILIEVXSJTPERRMRKJSVXLI
LMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
«-RHIXIVQMRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWWLSYPHVIUYMVIER
ETTPMGERXXSHIWGVMFIXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJER]LIVMXEKIEWWIXWEJJIGXIH
MRGPYHMRKER]GSRXVMFYXMSRQEHIF]XLIMVWIXXMRK¬ TEVE 
«0SGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWWLSYPHMHIRXMJ]ERHEWWIWWXLITEVXMGYPEV
WMKRMJMGERGISJER]LIVMXEKIEWWIXXLEXQE]FIEJJIGXIHF]ETVSTSWEP
MRGPYHMRKF]HIZIPSTQIRXEJJIGXMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIX XEOMRK
EGGSYRXSJXLIEZEMPEFPIIZMHIRGIERHER]RIGIWWEV]I\TIVXMWI8LI]WLSYPH
XEOIXLMWEWWIWWQIRXMRXSEGGSYRX[LIRGSRWMHIVMRKXLIMQTEGXSJETVSTSWEP
SRELIVMXEKIEWWIXXSEZSMHSVQMRMQMWIGSRJPMGXFIX[IIRXLILIVMXEKIEWWIX¬W
GSRWIVZEXMSRERHER]EWTIGXSJXLITVSTSWEP¬ TEVE 
«;LIRGSRWMHIVMRKXLIMQTEGXSJEHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJE
HIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXKVIEX[IMKLXWLSYPHFIKMZIRXSXLIEWWIX¬W
GSRWIVZEXMSR8LIQSVIMQTSVXERXXLIEWWIXXLIKVIEXIVXLI[IMKLXWLSYPH
FI7MKRMJMGERGIGERFILEVQIHSVPSWXXLVSYKLEPXIVEXMSRSVHIWXVYGXMSRSJ
XLILIVMXEKIEWWIXSVHIZIPSTQIRX[MXLMRMXWWIXXMRK%WLIVMXEKIEWWIXWEVI
MVVITPEGIEFPIER]LEVQSVPSWWWLSYPHVIUYMVIGPIEVERHGSRZMRGMRK
NYWXMJMGEXMSR 7YFWXERXMEPLEVQXSSVPSWWSJHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWSJXLI
LMKLIWXWMKRMJMGERGIRSXEFP]WGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXWTVSXIGXIH[VIGOWMXIW
FEXXPIJMIPHWKVEHI-ERH--PMWXIHFYMPHMRKWKVEHI-ERH--VIKMWXIVIHTEVOW
ERHKEVHIRWERH;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIWWLSYPHFI[LSPP]I\GITXMSREP¬ TEVE
 


8LIFEPERGMRKTVSZMWMSRWMRXLIJVEQI[SVOMRXLIIZIRXSJLEVQEVMWMRKXS
LIVMXEKIEWWIXWJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXEVIRSXIH8LIWIEVIWIXSYX
MRTEVEKVETLWERHSJXLIJVEQI[SVOERHEVISRP]IRKEKIHMJE
JMRHMRKSJLEVQMWQEHI8LI]EVIRSXGSRWMHIVIHJYVXLIVLIVIFIGEYWIEW
[MPPFIWIIRFIPS[XLMWEWWIWWQIRXQEOIWRSJMRHMRKSJLEVQXSHIWMKREXIH
LIVMXEKIEWWIXW



8LI244*GSRWMHIVWRSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWEXTEVEKVETL-X
WXEXIWXLEXXLIIJJIGXSJERETTPMGEXMSRSRXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJERSR
HIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWLSYPHFIXEOIRMRXSEGGSYRXMRHIXIVQMRMRKXLI
ETTPMGEXMSR-R[IMKLMRKETTPMGEXMSRWXLEXEJJIGXHMVIGXP]SVMRHMVIGXP]RSR
HIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWEFEPERGIHNYHKIQIRX[MPPFIVIUYMVIHLEZMRK
VIKEVHXSXLIWGEPISJER]LEVQSVPSWWERHXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKI
EWWIX¬



7IXXMRKMWHMWGYWWIHMRTEVEKVETL-XWXEXIWXLEXPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIW
«WLSYPHPSSOJSVSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVRI[HIZIPSTQIRX[MXLMR'SRWIVZEXMSR
%VIEWERH;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIWERH[MXLMRXLIWIXXMRKSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWXS
IRLERGISVFIXXIVVIZIEPXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGI4VSTSWEPWXLEXTVIWIVZIXLSWI
IPIQIRXWSJXLIWIXXMRKXLEXQEOIETSWMXMZIGSRXVMFYXMSRXSSVFIXXIVVIZIEP
XLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLIEWWIXWLSYPHFIXVIEXIHJEZSYVEFP]¬
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4EVEKVETLHIEPW[MXLIPIQIRXWGSQTVMWMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJE;SVPH
,IVMXEKI7MXISV'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE-XWXEXIWXLEXRSXEPPIPIQIRXWSJE;SVPH
,IVMXEKI7MXISV'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE[MPPRIGIWWEVMP]GSRXVMFYXIXSMXW
WMKRMJMGERGI-XGSRXMRYIWXLEXPSWWSJEFYMPHMRK SVSXLIVIPIQIRX [LMGL
QEOIWETSWMXMZIGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIESV
;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIWLSYPHFIXVIEXIHIMXLIVEWWYFWXERXMEPLEVQYRHIV
TEVEKVETLSVPIWWXLERWYFWXERXMEPLEVQYRHIVTEVEKVETLEW
ETTVSTVMEXIXEOMRKMRXSEGGSYRXXLIVIPEXMZIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLIIPIQIRX
EJJIGXIHERHMXWGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIESV
;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIEWE[LSPI



%W[MPPFIWIIRJVSQXLIFIPS[EWWIWWQIRXMXMWRSXGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEWERIPIQIRXQEOIWEQEXIVMEPGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLI
WMKRMJMGERGISJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4VEGXMGI+YMHERGI 244+   



+YMHERGIJSVXLIETTPMGEXMSRSJXLI244*MWTVSZMHIHF]XLI2EXMSREP
4PERRMRK4VEGXMGI+YMHERGI 244+ 8LMWKYMHERGI[EWTYFPMWLIHEWE[IF
FEWIHVIWSYVGISR1EVGL-RTVITEVMRK0SGEP4PERWERHXEOMRK
HIGMWMSRWPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWRIIHXSGSRWMHIVERHLEZIVIKEVHXS
TPERRMRKTVEGXMGIKYMHERGIMWWYIHF]XLI+SZIVRQIRX-RVIKEVHXSXLI
WIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIXERHLS[MXWLSYPHFIXEOIRMRXSEGGSYRXHYVMRK
XLIEWWIWWQIRXSJRI[HIZIPSTQIRXXLIKYMHERGIWXEXIW
©%XLSVSYKLEWWIWWQIRXSJXLIMQTEGXSRWIXXMRKRIIHWXSXEOIMRXSEGGSYRX
ERHFITVSTSVXMSREXIXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXYRHIV
GSRWMHIVEXMSRERHXLIHIKVIIXS[LMGLTVSTSWIHGLERKIWIRLERGISVHIXVEGX
JVSQXLEXWMKRMJMGERGIERHXLIEFMPMX]XSETTVIGMEXIMX
7IXXMRKMWXLIWYVVSYRHMRKWMR[LMGLEREWWIXMWI\TIVMIRGIHERHQE]
XLIVIJSVIFIQSVII\XIRWMZIXLERMXWGYVXMPEKI%PPLIVMXEKIEWWIXWLEZIE
WIXXMRKMVVIWTIGXMZISJXLIJSVQMR[LMGLXLI]WYVZMZIERH[LIXLIVXLI]EVI
HIWMKREXIHSVRSX
8LII\XIRXERHMQTSVXERGISJWIXXMRKMWSJXIRI\TVIWWIHF]VIJIVIRGIXS
ZMWYEPGSRWMHIVEXMSRW%PXLSYKLZMI[WSJSVJVSQEREWWIX[MPPTPE]ER
MQTSVXERXTEVXXLI[E]MR[LMGLEREWWIXMWI\TIVMIRGIHMXWWIXXMRKMWEPWS
MRJPYIRGIHF]SXLIVIRZMVSRQIRXEPJEGXSVWWYGLEWRSMWIHYWXERHZMFVEXMSR
JVSQSXLIVPERHYWIWMRXLIZMGMRMX]ERHF]ERYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLILMWXSVMG
VIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRTPEGIW*SVI\EQTPIFYMPHMRKWXLEXEVIMRGPSWI
TVS\MQMX]FYXEVIRSXZMWMFPIJVSQIEGLSXLIVQE]LEZIELMWXSVMGSVEIWXLIXMG
GSRRIGXMSRXLEXEQTPMJMIWXLII\TIVMIRGISJXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJIEGL
8LIGSRXVMFYXMSRXLEXWIXXMRKQEOIWXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIX
HSIWRSXHITIRHSRXLIVIFIMRKTYFPMGVMKLXWSVEREFMPMX]XSEGGIWWSV
I\TIVMIRGIXLEXWIXXMRK8LMW[MPPZEV]SZIVXMQIERHEGGSVHMRKXS
GMVGYQWXERGI
;LIREWWIWWMRKER]ETTPMGEXMSRJSVHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLQE]EJJIGXXLI
WIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIXPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWQE]RIIHXSGSRWMHIV
XLIMQTPMGEXMSRWSJGYQYPEXMZIGLERKI8LI]QE]EPWSRIIHXSGSRWMHIVXLI
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JEGXXLEXHIZIPSTQIRXW[LMGLQEXIVMEPP]HIXVEGXJVSQXLIEWWIX¬WWMKRMJMGERGI
QE]EPWSHEQEKIMXWIGSRSQMGZMEFMPMX]RS[SVMRXLIJYXYVIXLIVIF]
XLVIEXIRMRKMXWSRKSMRKGSRWIVZEXMSRª
4EVEKVETL6IJIVIRGI-(E6IZMWMSRHEXI


8LI244+MRGPYHIWEHZMGISRLS[XSMHIRXMJ]XLITYFPMGFIRIJMXWXLEXQE]
SYX[IMKLPIWWXLERWYFWXERXMEPLEVQXSLIVMXEKIEWWIXW-RVIPEXMSRXSTYFPMG
FIRIJMXW-XWXEXIWXLEX
©4YFPMGFIRIJMXWQE]JSPPS[JVSQQER]HIZIPSTQIRXWERHGSYPHFIER]XLMRK
XLEXHIPMZIVWIGSRSQMGWSGMEPSVIRZMVSRQIRXEPTVSKVIWWEWHIWGVMFIHMRXLI
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 4EVEKVETL 4YFPMGFIRIJMXWWLSYPH
JPS[JVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX8LI]WLSYPHFISJEREXYVISVWGEPIXS
FISJFIRIJMXXSXLITYFPMGEXPEVKIERHWLSYPHRSXNYWXFIETVMZEXIFIRIJMX
,S[IZIVFIRIJMXWHSRSXEP[E]WLEZIXSFIZMWMFPISVEGGIWWMFPIXSXLITYFPMG
MRSVHIVXSFIKIRYMRITYFPMGFIRIJMXW
4YFPMGFIRIJMXWQE]MRGPYHILIVMXEKIFIRIJMXWWYGLEW

WYWXEMRMRKSVIRLERGMRKXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJELIVMXEKIEWWIXERHXLI
GSRXVMFYXMSRSJMXWWIXXMRK

VIHYGMRKSVVIQSZMRKVMWOWXSELIVMXEKIEWWIX

WIGYVMRKXLISTXMQYQZMEFPIYWISJELIVMXEKIEWWIXMRWYTTSVXSJMXW
PSRKXIVQGSRWIVZEXMSRª



4EVEKVETL6IJIVIRGI-(E6IZMWMSRHEXI
,MWXSVMG)RKPERH+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIMR4PERRMRK2SXIW +4% 



-R%TVMP,MWXSVMG)RKPERHEHSTXIHRI[KYMHERGIMRPMRI[MXLXLI244*
[LMGLTVSZMHIWEHZMGIXSS[RIVWHIZIPSTIVWETTPMGERXWERHPSGEPTPERRMRK
EYXLSVMXMIWSRHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLLEWERIJJIGXSRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIMR4PERRMRK2SXI1EREKMRK
7MKRMJMGERGIMR(IGMWMSR8EOMRKMRXLI,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX



8LIKYMHERGIMWMRXIRHIHXSEWWMWXXLSWIMQTPIQIRXMRKLMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
TSPMG]ERHTVSZMHIWMRJSVQEXMSRSREWWIWWMRKXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLIVMXEKI
EWWIXWYWMRKETTVSTVMEXII\TIVXMWILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXVIGSVHWVIGSVHMRK
ERHJYVXLIVYRHIVWXERHMRKRIKPIGXERHYREYXLSVMWIH[SVOWQEVOIXMRKERH
HIWMKRERHHMWXMRGXMZIRIWW



8LIRSXIIQTLEWMWIWXLIMQTSVXERGISJYRHIVWXERHMRKXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJ
ER]LIVMXEKIEWWIXPMOIP]XSFIEJJIGXIHF]HIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWERHXLI
GSRXVMFYXMSR MJER] XLEXWIXXMRKQEOIWXSXLEXWMKRMJMGERGI-XWXEXIWXLEXXLMW
YRHIVWXERHMRKMWMQTSVXERXMRXLIGSRGITXMSRERHHIWMKRSJEWYGGIWWJYP
HIZIPSTQIRXERHMRIREFPMRKPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWXSQEOIHIGMWMSRWMR
PMRI[MXLPIKEPVIUYMVIQIRXWXLIVIUYMVIQIRXWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXTPERERH
XLSWISJXLI244*



8LIRSXITVSZMHIWKYMHERGISRXLVIIEWTIGXWSJWMKRMJMGERGI
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9RHIVWXERHMRKXLIREXYVISJXLIWMKRMJMGERGIMWMQTSVXERXXS
YRHIVWXERHMRKXLIRIIHJSVERHFIWXQIERWSJGSRWIVZEXMSR*SV
I\EQTPIEQSHIVRFYMPHMRKSJLMKLEVGLMXIGXYVEPMRXIVIWX[MPPLEZIUYMXI
HMJJIVIRXWIRWMXMZMXMIWJVSQEREVGLEISPSKMGEPWMXI[LIVIXLIMRXIVIWX
EVMWIWJVSQXLITSWWMFMPMX]SJKEMRMRKRI[YRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLITEWX
9RHIVWXERHMRKXLII\XIRXSJXLEXWMKRMJMGERGIMWEPWSMQTSVXERXFIGEYWI
XLMWGEREQSRKSXLIVXLMRKWPIEHXSEFIXXIVYRHIVWXERHMRKSJLS[
EHETXEFPIXLIEWWIXQE]FIERHXLIVIJSVIMQTVSZIZMEFMPMX]ERHXLI
TVSWTIGXWJSVPSRKXIVQGSRWIVZEXMSR
9RHIVWXERHMRKXLIPIZIPSJWMKRMJMGERGIMWMQTSVXERXEWMXTVSZMHIWXLI
IWWIRXMEPKYMHIXSLS[XLITSPMGMIWWLSYPHFIETTPMIH8LMWMWMRXVMRWMGXS
HIGMWMSRXEOMRK[LIVIXLIVIMWYREZSMHEFPIGSRJPMGX[MXLSXLIVTPERRMRK
SFNIGXMZIW

8LIRSXIEHZSGEXIWEWXVYGXYVIHETTVSEGLXSEWWIWWMRKHIZIPSTQIRX
TVSTSWEPWPMOIP]XSEJJIGXXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWERHTVSTSWIW
WM\«WXEKIW¬XSJSPPS[WXEXMRK«MXMWKSSHTVEGXMGIXSGLIGOMRHMZMHYEPWXEKIWSJ
XLMWPMWXFYXXLI]QE]RSXFIETTVSTVMEXIMREPPGEWIWERHXLIPIZIPSJHIXEMP
ETTPMIHWLSYPHFITVSTSVXMSREXI¬8LIWIEVI







9RHIVWXERHXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLIEJJIGXIHEWWIXW
9RHIVWXERHXLIMQTEGXSJXLITVSTSWEPSRXLEXWMKRMJMGERGI
%ZSMHQMRMQMWIERHQMXMKEXIMQTEGXMRE[E]XLEXQIIXWXLISFNIGXMZIW
SJXLI244*
0SSOJSVSTTSVXYRMXMIWXSFIXXIVVIZIEPSVIRLERGIWMKRMJMGERGI
.YWXMJ]ER]LEVQJYPMQTEGXWMRXIVQWSJXLIWYWXEMREFPIHIZIPSTQIRX
SFNIGXMZISJGSRWIVZMRKWMKRMJMGERGIERHXLIRIIHJSVGLERKI
3JJWIXRIKEXMZIMQTEGXWSREWTIGXWSJWMKRMJMGERGIF]IRLERGMRKSXLIVW
XLVSYKLVIGSVHMRKHMWWIQMREXMRKERHEVGLMZMRKEVGLEISPSKMGEPERH
LMWXSVMGEPMRXIVIWXSJXLIMQTSVXERXIPIQIRXWSJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXW
EJJIGXIH

,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIMR4PERRMRK2SXI8LI7IXXMRK
SJ,IVMXEKI%WWIXW
 8LIKYMHERGIMWMRXIRHIHXSEWWMWXXLSWIMQTPIQIRXMRKLMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
TSPMG]ERHQEREKMRKGLERKI[MXLMRXLIWIXXMRKWSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWMRGPYHMRK
EVGLEISPSKMGEPVIQEMRWERHLMWXSVMGFYMPHMRKWWMXIWEVIEWERHPERHWGETIW
 8LIRSXIVIJIVWXSXLIHIJMRMXMSRSJWIXXMRKMRXLI244*XLIWIXXMRKSJE
LIVMXEKIEWWIXMWXLIWYVVSYRHMRKWMR[LMGLELIVMXEKIEWWIXMWI\TIVMIRGIH
-XWI\XIRXMWRSXJM\IHERHQE]GLERKIEWXLIEWWIXERHMXWWYVVSYRHMRKW
IZSPZI8LIWIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIXGERGSRXVMFYXIXSMXWWMKRMJMGERGI


8LIETTVSEGLXSEWWIWWMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWMWKMZIRMRWXEKIW




-HIRXMJ]MRKXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXWEJJIGXIHERHXLIMVWIXXMRKW
%WWIWWMRK[LIXLIVLS[ERHXS[LEXHIKVIIXLIWIWIXXMRKWQEOIE
GSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIX W 
%WWIWWMRKXLIIJJIGXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLI
WMKRMJMGERGISJXLIEWWIX W 
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1E\MQMWMRKIRLERGIQIRXERHQMRMQMWMRKLEVQERH
1EOMRKERHHSGYQIRXMRKXLIHIGMWMSRERHQSRMXSVMRKSYXGSQIW



8LIOI]GSRWMHIVEXMSRWJSVEWWIWWMRKXLII\XIRXXS[LMGLWIXXMRKGSRXVMFYXIW
XSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJEKMZIRLIVMXEKIEWWIXMWEWJSPPS[W

8LITL]WMGEPWYVVSYRHMRKWSJXLIEWWIXMRGPYHMRKMXWVIPEXMSRWLMT[MXL
SXLIVLIVMXEKIEWWIXW

8LI[E]XLIEWWIXMWETTVIGMEXIHERH

8LIEWWIX¬WEWWSGMEXMSRWERHTEXXIVRWSJYWI



-RXIVQWSJEWWIWWMRKXLIMQTEGXSJTVSTSWEPWSREREWWIXXLIKYMHERGI
WYKKIWXWXLEXXLIPSGEXMSRERHWMXMRKSJHIZIPSTQIRXJSVQERHETTIEVERGI
EHHMXMSREPIJJIGXWERHTIVQERIRGIEVIGSRWMHIVIH

'SRWIVZEXMSR4VMRGMTPIW,MWXSVMG)RKPERH  
 &IWXTVEGXMGISRHIJMRMRKWMKRMJMGERGIMWWIXSYXMR,MWXSVMG)RKPERH¬W
'SRWIVZEXMSR4VMRGMTPIW  8LIFVSEHWGLIQEJSVEWWIWWMRKWMKRMJMGERGI
WIXSYXMRXLMWTYFPMGEXMSRXLIMQTSVXERGISJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWGERFI
YRHIVWXSSHMRVIPEXMSRXSXLIMVTSXIRXMEPIZMHIRXMEPLMWXSVMGEPEIWXLIXMGERH
GSQQYREPWMKRMJMGERGILEZIFIIRGSRWMHIVIHMRXLMWEWWIWWQIRX
&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI4EVOPERH1EREKIQIRX4PER 414   


8LI414JSV&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIHIEPW[MXLXLISTIRTEVOPERHERHEWWSGMEXIH
PERHWYVVSYRHMRKXLI4EPEGI8LI414JSVQWTEVXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
1EREKIQIRX4PERJVEQI[SVOERHWIIOWXSLIPTXSHIPMZIVMXWSFNIGXMZIWF]
TVSZMHMRKKVIEXIVHIXEMPIHKYMHERGISRTPERRMRKXLIJYXYVIQEREKIQIRXSJ
XLIHIWMKRIHTEVOPERH



8LI414HIWGVMFIWXLITEVOPERHEX&PIRLIMQEWE[IPPHIJMRIHERH
GSRXEMRIHPERHWGETI[LMGLLEWPMQMXIHMRXIVZMWMFMPMX][MXLMXW[MHIVPERHWGETI
WIXXMRK;MXLVIKEVHXSFYJJIV^SRIWERHWIXXMRKXLITPERWXEXIW
©%WLEWFIIRHMWGYWWIHMRXLIEREP]WMWSJZMI[WGSZIVIHMR'LETXIVYRPMOI
SXLIVPERHWGETITEVOWXLEXSJXIRRIIHIHXS«FSVVS[¬ZMI[WSJXLI[MHIV
PERHWGETIMRSVHIVXSQEOIERETTVSTVMEXIMQTEGX&PIRLIMQLEWFIGSQI
PEVKIP]ERMR[EVHPSSOMRKWIPJGSRXEMRIHTEVO1EMRP]XLMWEVIWYPXSJXLI
QEXYVMRKXLERHXLGIRXYV]TPERXMRKMRXLISTIRTEVOXSKIXLIV[MXLXLI
[IPPIWXEFPMWLIH[SSHPERHWERHEWWSGMEXIHWLIPXIVFIPXW-REHHMXMSRXSXLMW
XLIIRGPSWMRKTEVO[EPPERHXLITEVXMGYPEVXSTSKVETL]SJXLIWMXIQIERXLEX
XLIZMWYEPVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIR&PIRLIMQ4EVOERHMXW[MHIVPERHWGETI
WIXXMRKMWGSRJMRIHXSZIV]REVVS[ZMI[WSYX XS&PEHSR'LYVGL8S[IV§2S 
SVWTIGMJMGZMI[WMR JVSQ;SSHWXSGOXSXLI'SPYQRSJ:MGXSV]§2SW 
 8LI;,7TPERXLIVIJSVIHIJMRIHGIVXEMREVIEWSJWMKRMJMGERXZMWYEP
MQTSVXERGIERH[LIVIXLIVIEVIEVIEWSJPMQMXIHMRXIVZMWMFMPMX]FIX[IIRXLI
TEVOERHMXW[MHIVWIXXMRK4YXXMRKXLMWXSKIXLIV[MXLXLIQSVIHIXEMPIHZMI[W
WXYH]RS[YRHIVXEOIRMXVIQEMRWXLIGEWIXLEXXLIVIMWRSRIIHJSV&PIRLIMQ
;,7XSLEZIEWTIGMJMGFYJJIV^SRIEWPSRKEWXLIOI]REVVS[P]HIJMRIH
ZMI[WEVIGSRWIVZIH WII:MI[W%REP]WMW2SWERH ªT
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,MWXSVMGEPHIZIPSTQIRX
&PIRLIMQ4EVOERH+EVHIR ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI 



8LITEVOEX;SSHWXSGOETTIEVWXSLEZIJMVWXFIIRIRGPSWIHEXXLIFIKMRRMRK
SJXLIXL'IRXYV]YRHIVXLIVIMKRSJ,IRV]-XSGVIEXIEVS]EPLYRXMRK
TEVO8LITEVO[EWJSGYWWIHSR;SSHWXSGO4EPEGIEQIHMIZEPLYRXMRK
PSHKIERHYWIHEWEVS]EPVIWMHIRGIXLVSYKLSYXXLIQIHMIZEPTIVMSHERH
[EWI\TERHIHHYVMRKXLIVIMKRWSJWYGGIWWMZIQSREVGLW&]XLIPEXIXL
'IRXYV]XLIGSRHMXMSRSJXLIPSHKIERHWYVVSYRHMRKTEVOPERHLEHHIGPMRIH
ERHMRXLIIEVP]XL'IRXYV]XLIVS]EPQERSVSJ;SSHWXSGO[EWKVERXIHF]
5YIIR%RRIXS.SLR'LYVGLMPPJMVWX(YOISJ1EVPFSVSYKLEWEVI[EVHJSVLMW
WIVZMGIWMRHIJIEXMRKXLI*VIRGLMR)YVSTI



&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIEWMXWYVZMZIWXSHE]HEXIWJVSQGERH[EW
HIWMKRIHF]7MV.SLR:ERFVYKL EWWMWXIHF]2MGLSPEW,E[OWQSSV JSVXLI
(YOISJ1EVPFSVSYKL8LIRI[TEPEGI[EWWIX[MXLMREJSVQEPPERHWGETI
HIWMKRIHF]XLI6S]EP+EVHIRIV,IRV];MWI  ;MWI¬WHIWMKR
GSQTVMWIHJSVQEPKEVHIRWERI\XIRWMZI[MPHIVRIWWERHE[MHIVHIWMKRIH
TEVOPERHPERHWGETI[LMGL[EWWYFWXERXMEPP]EPXIVIHMRXLIWF]
0ERGIPSX'ETEFMPMX]&VS[R&VS[R¬WRI[TPERJSVXLIPERHWGETIGVIEXIHXLI
PEOIMRXLIGIRXVEPGSVIERHWGEPIHFEGOXLIJSVQEPMX]SJPEVKITEVXWSJXLI
TEVOERHXVIIFIPXTPERXMRKWEVSYRHXLITEVOFSYRHEV]8LIWIGLERKIWPIHXS
XLIIWXEFPMWLQIRXSJXLIKVSYRHWEX&PIRLIMQEWERI\EQTPISJXLI«)RKPMWL
0ERHWGETI7X]PI¬ 414 



8LIIEVP]XL'IRXYV]WE[XLIJIPPMRKSJXVIIWMRWSQITEVXWSJXLITEVOERH
XLIPSWWSJWSQISJXLIWYVZMZMRKIEVP]XL'IRXYV]PERHWGETIIPIQIRXW-R
XLIPEXIVXL'IRXYV]ERHXLVSYKLSYXXLIXL'IRXYV]VIWXSVEXMZITPERXMRK
[SVOW[IVIGEVVMIHSYXERHWMRGIXLITEVO¬WMRWGVMTXMSREWE;SVPH,IVMXEKI
7MXIMRWYGL[SVOWLEZIGSRXMRYIH
8LI0S[IV4EVO&PIRLIMQ



8LEXTEVXSJXLITEVOGPSWIWXXSXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMWORS[REWXLI0S[IV
4EVO[LMGLPMIWXSXLIWSYXLERHIEWXSJXLI+VEHI-PMWXIH4EPEGI8LI0S[IV
4EVOXLSYKLXXSLEZIFIIRMRGSVTSVEXIH[MXLMRXLI6S]EP4EVOEX;SSHWXSGO
MRXLIPEXIXLSVIEVP]XL'IRXYV]VIXEMRWZIXIVERXVIIWEWWSGMEXIH[MXL
MXWQIHMIZEPSVMKMRWEWEHIIVTEVO;MWI¬WHIWMKRJSVXLMWTEVXSJXLITEVOPERH
MRXLIIEVP]XL'IRXYV]ETTIEVWXSLEZIMRGPYHIHEFSWUYIXWX]PIHIWMKR
[MXLVEHMEXMRKEZIRYIWMRXIVWIGXMRKGMVGYPEVPE[RWWIX[MXLMRXLITVII\MWXMRK
QIHMIZEPSEOW



8LIWIIEVP]XL'IRXYV]JSVQEPKISQIXVMG[EPOW[IVIVIXEMRIHF]&VS[R
ERHXLMWKIRIVEPPE]SYXSJXLI0S[IV4EVOWYVZMZIHYRXMPXLIIEVP]XL
'IRXYV][LIRETIVMSHSJXVIIJIPPMRKVIWYPXIHMRXLIKVEHYEPPSWWSJXLI
JSVQEPWXVYGXYVISJXLIPERHWGETI EWWLS[RF]XLI3VHRERGI7YVZI]QETSJ
XLIIEVP]W 8LI0S[IV4EVORS[GSQTVMWIWEXXVEGXMZIKVEWWPERH
MRXIVWTIVWIH[MXLMRHMZMHYEPXVIIW
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2I[;SSHWXSGO


8LIFSVSYKLSJ;SSHWXSGO[EWGVIEXIHMRXLIPEXIXL'IRXYV]JVSQXLI
WQEPPXS[RWLMTSJ,IRWMRKXSR2I[;SSHWXSGOWMXIHSRE[IPPHVEMRIH
TPEXIEYSRXLIIHKISJXLI+P]QI:EPPI]STTSWMXIXLIQIHMIZEPVS]EPTEPEGI
MWPMOIP]XSLEZIHIZIPSTIHEWEVIWTSRWIXSXLIXVEHISTTSVXYRMXMIW
EWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIVS]EPLSYWILSPH



7XMQYPEXIHF]VS]EPTEXVSREKIERHXLITVS\MQMX]SJ;SSHWXSGO4EVOXLI
XS[R[EWQSHIVEXIP]WYGGIWWJYPEPXLSYKLMXVIQEMRIHEWQEPPGSQQYRMX]
XLVSYKLSYXQYGLSJXLIQIHMIZEPTIVMSH;SSHWXSGOKEMRIHTVSWTIVMX]MRXLI
XL'IRXYV]XLVSYKLXLIGVIEXMSRSJ&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIERHXLIPEVKIXVEHI
ERHPEFSYVJSVGIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLMXWGSRWXVYGXMSR8LII\TERWMSRSJXLIXS[R
[EWWYTTSVXIHF]XLIKVS[MRKMRHYWXV]SJXSYVMWQERHGSEGLMRKEWWSGMEXIH
[MXLXLITEPEGIERHXLIGSRWIUYIRXWYGGIWWMSRSJ[IEPXL]ZMWMXSVW&]
;SSHWXSGOLEHFIKYRXSIRGVSEGLEGVSWWXLI[IWXIVRIHKISJ,IRWMRKXSR



8LIXL'IRXYV]WE[XLIHIGPMRISJ;SSHWXSGO¬WKPSZMRKERHGSEGLMRK
MRHYWXVMIWERHXLIXS[REPXLSYKLWXMPPTVSWTIVSYW[EWYREFPIXSGSQTIXI
[MXLPEVKIVQEVOIXXS[RW8LIXS[RVIQEMRIHEWQEPPGSQQYRMX]YRXMPQMH
XL'IRXYV]I\TERWMSR[LIRLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXEPSRK,IRWMRKXSR6SEH
WXEVXIHXSMRGVIEWI



+VEHYEPLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXXSXLI[IWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEPWS
SGGYVVIHMRXLMWTIVMSHEPXLSYKLXLIPEVKILSYWMRKIWXEXIWSJ'EHSKER4EVO
4VMRGIW6MHI,IHKI)RHERH*PIQMRKW6SEHHEXIJVSQXLIW8LI
LSYWIWJVSRXMRKXLIQEMRVSEHGEPPIH«0MXXPIGSXI¬«0SRK'VSJX¬ERHEKVSYTSJ
JSYVLSYWIWSRXLI[IWXWMHISJ'LYVGLMPP+EXIEVIEPPIZMHIRXSRXLI
6%*JP]SZIVEIVMEPWEZEMPEFPIXSZMI[SR+SSKPI)EVXLFYXEVIRSXGSRWMHIVIH
XSFISJLIVMXEKIZEPYI8LIKIRIVEPI\TERWMSRSJ,IRWMRKXSREXXLMWHEXI
[EWGSRJMRIHXSXLIRSVXLWMHISJ7LMTXSR6SEHERHFSXLWMHIWSJ2I[6SEH
'LYVGLMPP+EXIEWIPJGSRXEMRIHGYPHIWEGSJJXLI%TSWXHEXIWXLIQMH
¬W



8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPMIWXSXLIWSYXLIEWXSJXLII\XIRHIHXS[RERH
GSQTVMWIWX[SJMIPHWMREKVMGYPXYVEPYWIHMZMHIHF]ELIHKIVS[SJWSQI
ZEPYIVYRRMRKIEWX[IWXEGVSWWXLIPS[IVTEVXSJXLIWMXI8LI[IWXIVR
FSYRHEV]SJXLIWMXIGSQTVMWIWXLITSWX[EVLSYWMRKI\TERWMSRSJRI[
;SSHWXSGO



-RXLIXL'IRXYV]XLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIGSQTVMWIHWQEPPJMIPHWMRYWIEW
EVEFPISVKVE^MRKPERHYRXMPMXWVIGSRJMKYVEXMSRXSTVSZMHIEPPSXQIRXWJSVXLI
XS[REXXLIXYVRSJXLIXL'IRXYV]-XXLIRVIXYVRIHXSJEVQPERHPEXIVMRXLI
XL'IRXYV]8LIWMXIVIXEMRWX[SLMWXSVMGLIHKIVS[WXLEXXSXLIIEWXSJXLI
WMXIERHXLEXHMZMHMRKXLIRSVXLIVRERHWSYXLIVRJMIPHW8LEXXSXLIIEWX
FSYRHWXLIVSYXISJ,IL7XVEIX[LMGLMWXVIEXIHEWERSRHIWMKREXIH
LIVMXEKIEWWIX
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%WWIWWQIRXSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXW
8LI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI


&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI[EWMRWGVMFIHF]92)7'3EWE;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
«;,7¬ MR8LI3YXWXERHMRK9RMZIVWEP:EPYISJXLI4EPEGIERHMXWTEVO
EWE;,7VIWMHIWTEVXP]ERHWMKRMJMGERXP]SRMXWMRXIKVMX]ERHXLII\XIRXSJXLI
TVIWIVZEXMSRSJXLI[SVOSJ:ERFVYKLERH,E[OWQSSVERHPEXIVSJ&VS[R
FSXLSZIVPEMHSRIEVPMIVLMWXSVMGPERHWGETIW8LIMRXIKVMX]SJXLI;,7MW
I\IQTPMJMIHERHQEMRXEMRIHF]MXWIWXEXI[EPP [LMGL«HIJMRIWMXWI\XIRXERH
QEMRXEMRWMXWTL]WMGEPMRXIKVMX]¬EGGSVHMRKXSXLI39:EWHIJMRIHF]
-'3137 ERHF]XLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJEWMKRMJMGERXRYQFIVSJZIXIVERXVIIW
8LI39:MWFEWIHTVMQEVMP]SRXLIUYEPMX]XLIGYPXYVEPMRJPYIRGIERHXLI
WYVZMZEPSJXLIMRXIVREPJIEXYVIWERHMRXIVVIPEXMSRWLMTWSJXLI4EPEGIERHTEVO



1YGLSJXLI;,7MWSVMIRXEXIHE[E]JVSQXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI[MXLXLIQEMR
JSGYWFIMRKJVSQXLI+VEHI-PMWXIHTEPEGIXSXLIRSVXLEGVSWWXLI'ETEFMPMX]
&VS[RPERHWGETISJXLI+VIEX4EVO%WHMWGYWWIHMRXLIPERHWGETIGLETXIV
SJXLI)7 'LETXIV XLIHIZIPSTQIRXWMXIMWPSGEXIHSYXWMHIXLIZMWYEPWTPE]
SJXLIWMKRMJMGERXZMI[WJVSQXLIWIXXPIQIRXSJ;SSHWXSGOXS[EVHWXLI
'SPYQRSJ:MGXSV]MHIRXMJMIH[MXLMRXLI414



2YQIVSYWPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWERHWXVYGXYVIWEVIPSGEXIH[MXLMRXLI;,7
MRGPYHMRKXLI4EPEGIERHEWWSGMEXIHPMWXIHWXVYGXYVIWXLVSYKLSYXXLI
KVSYRHW8LIWIWXVYGXYVIWEVIGSRWMHIVIHXSFILIVMXEKIEWWIXWMRXLIMVS[R
VMKLXFYXHYIXSXLIMVSVMIRXEXMSRXLIYRHIVP]MRKXSTSKVETL]SJXLIEVIEERH
MRXIVTSWMRKZIKIXEXMSRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIHSIWRSXJSVQTEVXSJXLIMV
WIXXMRKWERHQEOIWRSGSRXVMFYXMSRXSERETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLIMVWTIGMEP
MRXIVIWX8LEXTEVXSJXLI4EVO[LMGLPMIWGPSWIWXXSXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERH
VIUYMVIWJYVXLIVGSRWMHIVEXMSRMWHMWGYWWIHFIPS[
8LI0S[IV4EVO



8LEXTEVXSJXLI;,7MRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMWXLI0S[IV4EVO
[LMGLGSQTVMWIWXLIVIQRERXWSJQIHMIZEPTEVOPERH[MXLMRXIVWTIVWIH[EPOW
ERHTEXL[E]W%WIGSRHEV]ZMWMXSVGEVTEVOJSVXLI4EPEGIMWPSGEXIHMRXLMW
TEVXSJXLITEVOERHXLIPERHWGETIMWI\TIVMIRGIHTVMQEVMP]MRXLIGSRXI\XSJ
QSZIQIRXXLVSYKLMXIMXLIVXS[EVHWSVE[E]JVSQXLITEPEGI



8LI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI4PIEWYVI+EVHIRW[LMGLGSRXEMRERYQFIVSJPMWXIH
WXVYGXYVIWEVIPSGEXIHXSXLI[IWXSJXLIGEVTEVOLS[IZIVXLIJSVQEP
KEVHIRWERHXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXW[MXLMRXLIQEVIWITEVEXIHJVSQXLI0S[IV
4EVOEWHIWGVMFIHEFSZIF]HIRWIMRXIVTSWMRKZIKIXEXMSR2SMRXIVZMWMFMPMX]
LEWFIIRMHIRXMJMIHFIX[IIRXLI4PIEWYVI+EVHIRWERHXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
8LIWMXIMWTEVXSJ[LEXMWERI\XIRWMZIWIXXMRKXSXLI;,7LS[IZIVSRSYV
EREP]WMW WIIFIPS[ XLIWMXIHSIWRSXGSRXVMFYXIXSXLI3YXWXERHMRK
9RMZIVWEP:EPYISJXLI;,7SVGSRXVMFYXIXSSYVETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLEX39:
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&SYRHEV]8VIEXQIRX


8LI;,7MWKIRIVEPP]WIX[MXLMRE+VEHI--PMWXIHWXSRITEVOFSYRHEV][EPP
I\XIRHMRKMRXSXEPXSOQ-RQER]PSGEXMSRWXLMWMWEXEPPERHWYFWXERXMEP
WXVYGXYVIGSQTVMWMRKWUYEVIHERHGSYVWIHPMQIWXSRI[MXLEGERXIHGSTMRK
EXXVMFYXIHXSXLI3\JSVHEVGLMXIGXW;MPPMEQ8S[RIWIRHERH&EVXLSPSQI[
4MIWPI]%PSRKXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLIWSYXLIEWXIVRTEVXSJXLI0S[IV4EVO
GPSWIWXXSXLIWMXIXLI4EVO;EPPERHXLI;,7FSYRHEV]VYRMRWMHIEPIWW
WYFWXERXMEPJVSRXEKIXVIEXQIRXTVSZMHIHF]EHV]WXSRI[EPPQSVIX]TMGEPSJ
XLIVYVEPEVIE



8LIFSYRHEV]XVIEXQIRXSJXLITEVOMWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVMXWTVMQEVMP]IRGPSWIH
GLEVEGXIV;MXLMRXLI0S[IV4EVOXLIQEXYVIXVIIWPMRMRKXLIIEWXIVRIHKI
FILMRHXLIFSYRHEV][EPPWIVZIXSIRGPSWIXLIEVIEERHWMKRMJMGERXP]PMQMX
ZMI[WSYXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIMRXLMWPSGEXMSR8LI% 3\JSVH6SEH 
[LMGLVYRWEPSRKXLI0S[IV4EVO¬WIEWXIVRFSYRHEV]MWVEMWIHEFSZIXLI
PIZIPSJXLI4EVOERHEZMWMXSVXSXLI0S[IV4EVOMWE[EVISJXLILIEZ]
ZILMGYPEVYWISJXLMWVSEHXLVSYKLFSXLRSMWIERHJVIUYIRXKPMQTWIWSJXVEJJMG
MRGPYHMRK,+:W%WHMWGYWWIHMRXLIPERHWGETIGLETXIVSJXLI)7XLMWVSYXI
JSVQWXLIQEMRETTVSEGLXS[EVHW&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;,7ERHMWGSRWMHIVIH
XSFIERMQTSVXERXGSRXVMFYXSVXSXLIZMWMXSV¬WI\TIVMIRGI
6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR



8LI4EVOXS&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIMWEPWSE6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR +VEHI- 
9RPMOIXLI;,7MXWFSYRHEV]VYRWEPSRKWMHIXLIQEMRVSEHJVSRXEKIMXWIPJ
ERHMWFSYRHIHF]HV]WXSRI[EPPMRK8LIVIKMWXIVIHWMXII\XIRHWFI]SRHXLI
;,7EWJEVEWEFEGOVSEHGSRRIGXMRKHMVIGXP][MXLXLI&PEHSR6SEH8LMW
VSEHWIVZIWXLIEGGIWWXSXLITMXGL&PEHSR'LEMRW'EVEZER'PYF4EVO
PSGEXIH[MXLMRXLII\XVIQIWSYXLIEWXIVRGSVRIVSJXLITEVO*SVXLI
TYVTSWIWSJXLMWVITSVXXLIHMJJIVIRGIWFIX[IIRXLIFSYRHEVMIWSJXLI;,7
ERHXLI64+EVIWYFXPIERHMXMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLIMVLIVMXEKIZEPYIWIXXMRK
ERHXLIGSRXVMFYXMSRSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXSXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGIXSFI
MHIRXMGEP

8LI'S[]EVHWERH'S[]EVHW'SXXEKI +VEHI-- 


8LMW+VEHI--PMWXIHGSQTPI\RS[YWIHEWSJJMGIWMWWIXFIPS[XLIPMRISJXLI
% 3\JSVH6SEH XSXLI[IWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI-XWWMKRMJMGERGIHIVMZIW
JVSQMXWLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPZEPYI8LIGSQTPI\MWIRGPSWIHF]EPS[
WXSRI[EPP[LMGLHIJMRIWMXWMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRK&I]SRHXLEXMW&PIRLIMQ
0S[IV4EVO[MXLMR[LMGLXLIGSQTPI\WMXW8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEPXLSYKLMX
GSYPHFIGSRWMHIVIHXSJSVQTEVXSJXLIEWWIXW¬[MHIVWIXXMRKMWWITEVEXIH
JVSQMXF]XLIPMRISJXLILIEZMP]YWIH%[LMGLMWJPEROIHF][MHIKVEWWIH
ZIVKIW1EXYVIXVIIWERHLIHKIVS[FIX[IIRHSYFPIFSYRHEV][EPPW
HIPMRIEXIXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLITEVOERHPMRIXLIVSEHSRMXW[IWXIVRIHKI
WMKRMJMGERXP]PMQMXMRKMRXIVZMWMFMPMX]FIX[IIRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHXLIEWWIX
-XMWRSXGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWEQIERMRKJYPTEVXSJXLI
MQQIHMEXIWIXXMRKSJXLIEWWIXWERHXLIPEXXIVHSIWRSXGSRXVMFYXIXSER
ETTVIGMEXMSRSJEWWIXW¬LIVMXEKIZEPYI
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;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE


;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE '% [EWHIWMKREXIHMR-XPMIWXSXLI
IEWXSJ&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;,7ERH6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR
IRGSQTEWWMRK;SSHWXSGO,MKL7XVIIXERHERYQFIVSJFYMPHMRKWXSXLI
RSVXL[IWX8LIFSYRHEV]SJXLI'%MWWSQIQQIXVIWHMWXERXJVSQXLI
RIEVIWXTEVXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPERHERHEWQIEWYVIHEPSRKXLIVSEH
JVSRXEKIMWWITEVEXIHJVSQXLIRIEVIWXTEVXSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXF]WSQI
Q



&YMPHMRKWMRXLIGSRWIVZEXMSREVIEGSQTVMWITVIHSQMREXIP]XL'IRXYV]
WLSTWERHLSYWIWQER]SJ[LMGLEVIPMWXIHERHEVIYRMJMIHXLVSYKLXLIMV
YWISJXLIPSGEPZIVREGYPEV8LI'%IRGSQTEWWIWXLILMWXSVMGWIXXPIQIRXSJ
2I[;SSHWXSGOERHMWJSGYWWIHSRXLI,MKL7XVIIXERH3\JSVH7XVIIX
[LMGLFMWIGXXLIEVIE&YMPHMRKWEVIPEVKIP]SVMIRXEXIHXSXLIWXVIIXWXLEXXLI]
PMRIGVIEXMRKXLIIRGPSWIHMR[EVHPSSOMRKGLEVEGXIVEWWSGMEXIH[MXLEWQEPP
QEVOIXXS[R



;SSHWXSGOMWFSYRHIHXSXLI[IWXF]XLI+VIEX4EVOEX&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI
ERHXLITVMRGMTEPIRXVERGIWXSXLITEVOEVIWMXIH[MXLMRXLIGSRWIVZEXMSR
EVIE8SXLIRSVXLIEWXERHWSYXLXLI'%MWFSYRHIHF]QMHPEXIXL
'IRXYV]HIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLJSVQMXWMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRK8LIWILSYWMRK
IWXEXIWI\GPYHIHJVSQXLI'%HIWMKREXMSRERHKIRIVEPP]SJTSSV
EVGLMXIGXYVEPUYEPMX]EVIXLIWITEVEXMRKJEGXSVFIX[IIRXLIGSRWIVZEXMSREVIE
ERHXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
0MWXIHFYMPHMRKW[MXLMRXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE



2YQIVSYWPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWPMI[MXLMRXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE
8LIWILIVMXEKIEWWIXWERHXLIMVWIXXMRKWEVIGSRWMHIVIHXSKIXLIVEWTEVXSJ
XLII\EQMREXMSRSJXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE
2SRHIWMKREXIH,IVMXEKI%WWIXW
8LI4IWX,SYWI



8LI4IWX,SYWIMWPSGEXIHEXXLIRSVXLIEWXIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSR
WMXI[MXLMREWITEVEXIGYVXMPEKIEGGIWWIHJVSQSRISJXLIVMKLXERKPIHXYVRW
MR7LMTXSR6SEH8LIFYMPHMRKMWWLS[RSRXLI3VHRERGI7YVZI]QETSJG
EPXLSYKLMWEFWIRXJVSQXLIWYVZI]SJ8LI4IWX,SYWIHIWMKRIH
XSLSYWIXLSWI[MXLMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWIW[SYPHLEZIFIIRFYMPXMRERMWSPEXIH
PSGEXMSRSYXWMHIXLIXS[RXSTVSZMHIWITEVEXMSRFIX[IIRXLIWMGOERHXLI
LIEPXL]



%PXLSYKLXLIMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRKSJXLI4IWX,SYWIMWXMKLXP]HIJMRIHF]MXW
IRGPSWMRKFSYRHEV]LIHKIMXWVIPEXMSRWLMT[MXLXLI[MHIVVYVEPPERHWGETIMWE
JEGXSVMRYRHIVWXERHMRKMXWLMWXSVMGJYRGXMSR-XMWXLIVIJSVIGSRWMHIVIHXLEX
XLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWTEVXSJXLIFYMPHMRK¬WSTIRWIXXMRKERHQEOIW
WSQIGSRXVMFYXMSRXSMXWLIVMXEKIZEPYI
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,IL7XVEIX


8LI«,IL7XVEIX¬ 716 MWELMWXSVMGVSYXI[LMGLVYRWXSXLIIEWXSJXLI
QENSVRSVXLWSYXLLIHKIVS[XLEXHIPMRIEXIWXLIIHKISJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
8LIVSYXIREQIHEWEFSZIMRXLI7LMTXSR'LIV[IPPGLEVXIVSJ
TVSFEFP]HEXIWJVSQXLI6SQERS&VMXMWLWIXXPIQIRXSJXLIEVIE-XMW
GPEWWMJMIHF]XLIPSGEP,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX6IGSVHEWER«IEVP]
QIHMIZEP(EVO%KIXS1IHMIZEP¬JIEXYVI8LIPMRISJXLIVSYXIPMIWSYXWMHIXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXSXLIIEWXERHI\XIRHWEPSRKXLISYXIVWMHISJXLIRSVXL
WSYXLLIHKIVS[[LMGLMXWIPJMWVIGSVHIHSRXLIJMVWXIHMXMSR3VHRERGI
7YVZI]SJ8LIGYVVIRXEGGIWWSJXLI4IWX,SYWIETTIEVWXSPMIEGVSWW
XLIVSYXISJXLI,IL7XVEIX
%WWIWWQIRXSJTVSTSWEPW
)JJIGXWHYVMRKGSRWXVYGXMSR



-RHMVIGXIJJIGXWXSWSQILIVMXEKIEWWIXWQE]EVMWIJVSQXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRXMRXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX8LIWI
MRGPYHIXLITSXIRXMEPMRGVIEWIMREGXMZMX]EJJIGXMRKXLIPSGEPVSEHRIX[SVOERH
XLITSXIRXMEPMQTEGXWSJRSMWIHYWXERHZMFVEXMSR8LIIJJIGXWSJXLI
GSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWIEVIF]XLIMVXIQTSVEV]REXYVIGSRWMHIVIHXSGEYWIRS
LEVQXSXLIWIXXMRKSJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXW
)JJIGXWTSWXGSRWXVYGXMSR
&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI



8LIIEWXIVRIHKISJ&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIMWWIXFEGOJVSQXLI%
3\JSVH6SEH [MXLEPS[HV]WXSRI[EPPVYRRMRKEPSRKXLI%JSSXTEXL
JSVQMRKXLIFSYRHEV]XSETEHHSGOXLI[IWXIVRIHKISJ[LMGLVYRWEPSRK
XLILMKLPMWXIH;,7FSYRHEV][EPP8LEXTEVX[LMGLPMIWEGVSWWJVSQXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMWXLI0S[IV4EVO[LMGLEWHMWGYWWIHEFSZIGSQTVMWIWXLI
VIQRERXWSJQIHMIZEPTEVOPERH[MXLMRXIVWTIVWIH[EPOWERHTEXL[E]W



8LIIRGPSWIHREXYVISJXLI0S[IV4EVOMWVIMRJSVGIHF]XLIPMRISJQEXYVI
XVIIWEPSRKMXWIEWXIVRIHKIEPSRKXLI%ERHXLIWIWMKRMJMGERXP]PMQMXZMI[W
SYXSJXLI4EVOIZIRMRXLI[MRXIVQSRXLW2SX[MXLWXERHMRKXLMWXLIHIWMKR
ERHPE]SYXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXVIWTSRHWXSXLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJXLI
EWWIXXLVSYKLI\XIRWMZIPERHWGETMRKEXXLIWSYXLIVRTEVXSJXLIWMXI[LIVIMX
FSVHIVWXLI%



8LII\TIVMIRGISJXLI4EVOJVSQ[MXLMRMXWFSYRHEV][SYPHRSXGLERKIEW
XLIPMWXIHTEVO[EPPERHXLIFYW]% 3\JSVH6SEH [SYPHGSRXMRYIXSFIXLI
QEMRHIJMRMRKI\XIVREPIPIQIRXWXSXLIIEWXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIFSXL
ZMWYEPP]ERHEYVEPP]



8LI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIEWI\TIVMIRGIHJVSQXLI%ETTVSEGLXS
;SSHWXSGO[SYPHGLERKIXLVSYKLXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJVIWMHIRXMEP
HIZIPSTQIRXSRPERH[LMGLGYVVIRXP]JSVQWEREKVMGYPXYVEPIPIQIRXMRXLMW
ZMI[8LII\XIRWMZIPERHWGETMRKTVSTSWIH[SYPHLS[IZIVPEVKIP]PMQMXZMI[W
SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJVSQXLMWETTVSEGLERHXLIXVERWMIRXREXYVISJXLI
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ZMI[[SYPHJYVXLIVVIHYGIER]ZMWYEPMQTEGX8LMWGLERKIMRI\TIVMIRGI
LS[IZIVHSIWRSXEJJIGXSYVETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLI39:SJXLI;,7


8LI;,7MRWGVMTXMSRHIWGVMFIWXLIMRXIKVMX]SJXLITVSTIVX]MXWHIJMRIH
I\XIRXERHMXWTVSXIGXMSRF]MXWIRGPSWMRKHV]WXSRI[EPP8LI414EW
HMWGYWWIHEFSZIEPWSIQTLEWMWIWXLIIRGPSWIHTVSXIGXIHREXYVISJXLI
TEVOEPXLSYKLMXMHIRXMJMIWMQTSVXERXZMWYEPPMROW[MXLWSQIEVIEWSJXLI
WYVVSYRHMRKPERHWGETI8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPMIWXSXLIWSYXLSJXLIZMI[MRK
GSVVMHSVJSVZMI[W2SERH ;SSHWXSGOXS[EVHWXLI'SPYQRSJ:MGXSV] 
8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPRSXEJJIGXXLIWIZMI[WEWXLIWMXIPMIW
SYXWMHIXLIMVZMWYEPWTPE]-XMWGSRGPYHIHXLIVIJSVIXLEXXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHLEZIERIKPMKMFPIMQTEGXSRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLI;,7
6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR



3TTSWMXIXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLI6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH
+EVHIRHIZMEXIWWPMKLXP]JVSQXLEXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIF]MXWI\XIRWMSR
FI]SRHXLIMRRIVFSYRHEV][EPPXSQIIXXLIIHKISJXLI%F]XLI&PEHSR
'LEMRW'EVEZER7MXI,S[IZIVJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWEWWIWWQIRXXLIX[S
LIVMXEKIEWWIXWEVIGSRWMHIVIHXSKIXLIVERHXLIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXEVMWMRKJVSQ
XLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLI64+[MPPRSXLEVQXLIEWWIXW¬
WMKRMJMGERGI
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI PMWXIH+VEHI- 



8LI4EPEGIMWSRISJXLIPMWXIHWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLI;,7XLEX[ILEZI
MHIRXMJMIHEWRSXMQTEGXIHF]XLITVSTSWEPW-XMWLS[IZIVGSRWMHIVIHFVMIJP]
LIVIEWETEVXMGYPEVUYIWXMSR[EWEWOIHMRXLIGSRXI\XSJXLITVIZMSYWERH
PEVKIVETTPMGEXMSREFSYXZMI[WJVSQWXEXIVSSQW8LIVIMWMRSYVZMI[RS
WIXXMRKMQTEGXSRXLI4EPEGIMXWIPJ-XWWIXXMRKGSQTVMWIWXLI64+-X[EW
HIQSRWXVEXIHMRXLITVIZMSYWETTPMGEXMSRXLEXXLIVI[IVIRSZMWYEPMQTEGXW
JVSQTVMRGMTEPVSSQW[ILEZIVIZMWMXIHXLIWIJMRHMRKWMRXLIGSRXI\XSJXLI
TVIWIRXWGLIQIERHGSRJMVQXLEXXLITVSTSWEPWHSRSXLEZIERMQTEGXSR
XLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKSVMXWWIXXMRK
'S[]EVHW +VEHI-- 



%WSYXPMRIHEFSZIMXMWRSXGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIQEOIWE
QEXIVMEPGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLIWI+VEHI--EWWIXW[LMGLEVI
PSGEXIH[MXLMREXMKLXP]HIJMRIHGSQTPI\FSYRHIHF]EWXSRI[EPPERHWIX
[MXLMRXLIIRGPSWIH0S[IV4EVO2SX[MXLWXERHMRKXLMWXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRXVIJPIGXWXLITVS\MQMX]SJXLIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWXLVSYKLXLIHIWMKR
ERHPE]SYXSJXLIH[IPPMRKWTSWMXMSRIHEPSRKXLIWSYXL[IWXIVRIHKISJXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXI8LIXMKLXP]HIJMRIHWIXXMRKSJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXWGSQFMRIH
[MXLXLIVIMRJSVGIHMRXIVTSWMRKZIKIXEXMSRTVSTSWIHEWTEVXSJXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRQIERWXLEXXLIWIXXMRKERHWMKRMJMGERGISJXLI+VEHI--PMWXIH
WXVYGXYVIWMWRSXEJJIGXIH
;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE



8LI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE '% ERHXLI+VEHI--ERH+VEHI--PMWXIH
FYMPHMRKWEVIWITEVEXIHJVSQXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXLVSYKLXLITSWMXMSRMRKERH
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I\XIRXSJXL'IRXYV]LSYWMRKIWXEXIW[LMGLJSVQXLI'%¬WMQQIHMEXI
WIXXMRK*YVXLIVQSVIXLI'%¬WGLEVEGXIVMWMR[EVHJSGYWWIHERHIRGPSWIH
8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHFIPSGEXIHEXXLIIHKISJXLII\MWXMRK
WIXXPIQIRXEHNEGIRXXSXLIXL'IRXYV]LSYWMRKIWXEXIW-X[SYPHI\XIRHXLI
PMRISJXLIFYMPXIHKISJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXWSYXLIEWX[EVHW8LITVSTSWIH
HIRWMX]ERHSYXPMRITEVEQIXIVFYMPHMRKLIMKLXW[SYPHVIJPIGXXLIWMXI¬W
XVERWMXMSRJVSQXLIWYFYVFERHIZIPSTQIRXWSYXWMHI;SSHWXSGOXSXLIVYVEP
PERHWGETIFI]SRHXLVSYKLXLIETTVSTVMEXITPEGIQIRXPS[IVHIRWMX]PS[
WXSVI]FYMPHMRKWXSXLISYXIVIHKIWSJXLIWMXI


-XMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHRSXEJJIGXXLI
YRHIVWXERHMRKSVETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLIWTIGMEPMRXIVIWXSJ;SSHWXSGO'%EWE
QEVOIXXS[RSVXLIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKW[MXLMRMXERH[SYPHMRWXIEHMQTVSZIXLI
ETTVSEGLXLVSYKLXLIVIMRJSVGIQIRXSJXLII\MWXMRKLIHKIVS[ERH
EWWSGMEXIHPERHWGETMRK-XMWXLYWGSRGPYHIHXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRTVSTSWEPW
[SYPHVIWYPXMREWQEPPGLERKIPIEHMRKXSEWPMKLXFIRIJMGMEPMRHMVIGXIJJIGX
8LIRSRHIWMKREXIHEWWIXW



-X[EWGSRGPYHIHEFSZIXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWERIPIQIRXSJXLI
WIXXMRKSJXLI4IWX,SYWIERHXLEXXLISTIRGLEVEGXIVSJXLIPERHQEOIWE
GSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLILIVMXEKIZEPYISJXLIRSRHIWMKREXIH
EWWIX8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHVIWYPXMRXLIIRGVSEGLQIRXSJ
LSYWMRKMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIEWWIXWERHXLIPSWWSJMXWMWSPEXIHWIXXMRK
EPXLSYKLXLIFSYRHEV]LIHKIVS[[LMGLIRGPSWIWXLIFYMPHMRKMWTVSTSWIHXS
FIPEVKIP]VIXEMRIH%RI[ZILMGYPEVEGGIWWXSXLILSYWIMWTVSTSWIHZMEXLI
RI[HIZIPSTQIRXXSXLIIEWXERHMXMWERXMGMTEXIHXLEXXLII\MWXMRKEGGIWW
JVSQ7LMTXSR6SEH[SYPHFIGSQIEJSSXTEXLVIMRWXEXMRKXLIPMRISJXLI
LMWXSVMGVSYXI,IL7XVEIX



,IL7XVEIXVYRWEHNEGIRXXSXLIIEWXIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
SYXWMHIXLIWMXIFSYRHEV]-XLEWRSYTWXERHMRKJIEXYVIWERHMXMWGSRWMHIVIH
XLEXXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHVIWYPXMRERIKPMKMFPIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXSR
MXWLIVMXEKIZEPYI8LIVSYXIMWTVSTSWIHXSFIVIMRWXEXIHEWTEVXSJXLI
SJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWEGGSQTER]MRKXLITVSTSWEPWERHMXMW
GSRWMHIVIHXLEXMJWIGYVIHXLMW[SYPHIRLERGIXLIWIXXMRKSJXLIRSR
HIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIX
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%VGLEISPSK]



7YQQEV]SJ&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPEERHMXWWIXXMRK



8LIWMXISJ&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPEERHJMIPHW]WXIQWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX 71
 PMIWQIXVIWIEWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI%WMXISJWYGLWMKRMJMGERGI
[MXLMRGPSWITVS\MQMX][EVVERXWHIXEMPIHHIWGVMTXMSRJSVMXWHIWMKREXMSR
MRJSVQEXMSREWWIXSYXMRXLI2EXMSREP,IVMXEKI0MWXJSV)RKPERH
©8LIWMXISJXLIZMPPEGERFIWIIRJVSQEHMWXERGIEWEPS[QSYRH
SYXPMRIHEKEMRWXXLIRSVXLIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIJMIPH-X[EWJMVWX
MHIRXMJMIHF]EIVMEPTLSXSKVETL]MRXLIWYQQIVSJ[LIRXLI
FYVMIHWXSRI[EPPWERHWYVVSYRHMRKIRGPSWYVIHMXGLIWWLS[IHGPIEVP]
EWGVSTQEVOW8LISYXPMRIERHMRXIVREPEVVERKIQIRXSJVSSQW[IVI
GPIEVP]ZMWMFPIERHXLITPERERHHMQIRWMSRW[IVIWYFWIUYIRXP]
GSRJMVQIHF]PMQMXIHI\GEZEXMSRMR[LIRXLI[EPPW[IVIXVEGIH
F]XVMEPXVIRGLMRK4SXXIV]JSYRHMRXLIGSYVWISJI\GEZEXMSRERHMR
XLIJSPPS[MRK]IEV[LIRXLIJMIPHWYVJEGI[EWW]WXIQEXMGEPP]
JMIPH[EPOIH[EWHEXIHXSXLIXLMVHERHJSYVXLGIRXYVMIW%(
%PPXLITSXXIV][EWSJPSGEPQERYJEGXYVII\GITXJSVSRIWLIVHSJ
MQTSVXIH7EQMER[EVI8LILSYWIMWEWMQTPIGSXXEKIJSVQEPMKRIH
RSVXLIEWXWSYXL[IWXQIEWYVMRKQPSRKF]Q[MHI-XW
WMRKPIVERKIMWQEHIYTSJWM\VSSQW[MXLEGSVVMHSVQ[MHISR
XLIWSYXLIEWXWMHI8LIZMPPEFYMPHMRKPMIW[MXLMREHMXGLIHIRGPSWYVI
XLVIIWMHIWSJ[LMGLGERFIWIIRSREIVMEPTLSXSKVETLW(MXGLIWEPWS
HIJMRIEJYVXLIVWM\SVWIZIRJMIPHWERHTEHHSGOWSJZEV]MRKWM^ISRXLI
WEQIEPMKRQIRX[LMGLPMIXSXLIRSVXLSJXLIZMPPEFYMPHMRK8LIZMPPE
IRGPSWYVIERHMXWEWWSGMEXIHJMIPHW]WXIQEVIZMWMFPISZIVEREVIE
EFSYXQF]Q%PXLSYKLXLIQEMRGSRGIRXVEXMSRSJXMPIWXSRI
ERHTSXXIV]JSYRHMRXLIGSYVWISJJMIPH[EPOMRKPE]SZIVXLIEVIESJXLI
FYMPHMRKXLIVI[EWEXLMRRIVWTVIEHSJTSXXIV]ERHWSQIXMPISZIVXLI
JMIPHWXSXLIRSVXLXLMW[EWRSXSJWYJJMGMIRXUYERXMX]XSWYKKIWXXLI
TVIWIRGISJJYVXLIVFYMPHMRKWFYXMWQSVIPMOIP]XSFIXLIVIWYPXSJ
QERYVMRKJVSQXLIZMPPE WQMHHIRW
8LIZMPPEERHMXWIWXEXI[IVI[IPPTPEGIHJSVEGGIWWXSVMZIVERHVSEH
XVERWTSVXXSQENSVGIRXVIWSJXLIVIKMSR%OIQER7XVIIXXLIVSEH
FIX[IIRXLI6SQERXS[RWSJ'MVIRGIWXIVERH%PGLIWXIVPE]SRP]OQ
XSXLIRSVXL[MXL%PGLIWXIVMXWIPJSRP]OQXSXLIRSVXLIEWX-X
JSVQIHSRISJERYQFIVSJZMPPEIWXEXIWI\XIRHMRKEPSRKXLIXVMFYXEVMIW
SJXLI8LEQIWJVSQXLI;MRHVYWLXSXLI'LIV[IPPETEXXIVRSJ
6SQERMWIHWIXXPIQIRXMRGSRXVEWXXSXLIPS[IVKVEZIPWSJXLI9TTIV
8LEQIW:EPPI]EREVIESJREXMZIZMPPEKIWERHWQEPPJEVQW8LIXLMVH
GIRXYV]WE[EKVS[XLMRRYQFIVWERHERMRGVIEWIMRWM^ISJWSQI
I\MWXMRKZMPPEWERHERETTEVIRXI\TERWMSRSJXLIZMPPEIWXEXIIGSRSQ]
%PXLSYKLVIPEXMZIP]WQEPPTEVXMGYPEVP]MRGSQTEVMWSRXSWSQISJXLI
PEVKIVZMPPEWSJXLI'SXW[SPHWMXMWGSQTEVEFPIMRWM^IXSXLIIEVPMIV
TLEWIWSJJSVMRWXERGI(MXGLPI]ZMPPEEX)RWXSRIª



*YVXLIVHIXEMPSRXLIEVVERKIQIRXERHI\XIRXSJXLMWZMPPEWMXI[EWTVSZMHIH
F]XLIIZEPYEXMSRWYRHIVXEOIREWTEVXSJWYTTSVXMRKMRJSVQEXMSRJSVE
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TVIZMSYWETTPMGEXMSRMR8LIIZEPYEXMSRMHIRXMJMIHX[SEVIEWSJ
EVGLEISPSKMGEPTSXIRXMEP8LIJMVWXSJXLIWIMWEPMRIEV^SRIEPMKRIH
ETTVS\MQEXIP]RSVXLWSYXL[LMGLMRGPYHIWXLIWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXERH
GSVVIWTSRHW[MXLXLIQEMRWTVIEHSJKISTL]WMGEPERSQEPMIW-QQIHMEXIP]
EHNEGIRXXSERHWSYXLSJXLMW^SRI[EWEREVIE[MXLRSGPIEVKISTL]WMGEP
ERSQEPMIW,S[IZIVXVIRGLMRKLIVIGSRJMVQIHXLEXXLMWPSGEXMSREPWS
GSRXEMRIHHITSWMXWSJ6SQERHEXI%WIGSRHEVIESJKISTL]WMGEPERSQEPMIW
MRGPYHMRKEVIGXMPMRIEVEVVERKIQIRXSVMIRXEXIHRSVXLJVSQXLIWGLIHYPIHZMPPE
EVIE[EWGSRJMVQIHEWFIMRKSJ6SQERSVMKMRERHMRGPYHIHEGVSYGLIH
FYVMEP%GSQTPI\SJKISTL]WMGEPERSQEPMIWMRXLIRSVXLIEWXIVRGSVRIV[IVI
VIZIEPIHEWEWIVMIWSJPMRIEVJIEXYVIWSJ0EXI-VSR%KIERH6SQERS&VMXMWL
HEXIVITVIWIRXMRKEJSGYWSJSGGYTEXMSR


8LIVIQEMRWSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEEVIGSQTPIXIP]FYVMIH[MXLRSTL]WMGEP
QERMJIWXEXMSREFSZIKVSYRH%IVMEPTLSXSKVETL]EREP]WMWKISTL]WMGEP
WYVZI]ERHPMQMXIHXVMEPI\GEZEXMSRF]3\JSVH%VGLEISPSK]MRLEZI
EHHIHKVIEXP]XSSYVORS[PIHKISJXLIWMXI¬WJSVQEPKVSYRHTPERERHXLI
I\XIRXSJEWWSGMEXIHJIEXYVIWGSRGIRXVEXIHXSXLIRSVXLERHWSYXLSJXLI
WGLIHYPIHEVIE,MWXSVMG)RKPERH YRHIVMXWJSVQIVKYMWIEW)RKPMWL,IVMXEKI 
LEWGPIEVP]WXEXIHXLEX
©8LIZMPPEETTIEVWXSLEZIFIIRHIWMKRIHXSJEGIIEWXWSYXLIEWX
TIVLETWMRXLIHMVIGXMSRSJXLIEKVMGYPXYVEPIWXEXIMX[EWWMXIHXSXEOI
EHZERXEKISJI\XIRWMZIZMI[WSZIVMXWHITIRHIRXPERH-XMWSYV
GSRXIRXMSRXLEXXLIZMPPE[SYPHLEZIJEGIHIEWXWSYXLIEWXERH[SYPH
LEZIIRNS]IHPSRKZMI[W[LMGL[IVIRSVQEPP]WIIREWMQTSVXERXXS
XLMWEQFMXMSYWFYMPHMRKX]TIª



8LIFYVMIHVIQEMRWSJ&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPE[LMGLGERRSXFIVIEHMP]
ETTVIGMEXIHF]EGEWYEPSFWIVZIVRSRIXLIPIWWVIXEMRETVIWIRGIMRXLI
PERHWGETIERHXLIVIJSVILEZIEWIXXMRK ,MWXSVMG)RKPERH 7YGLFYVMIH
EVGLEISPSKMGEPVIQEMRWEWXLI&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWMXILEZIFIIREJJSVHIHXLI
PSRKXIVQGSRXMRYMX]MRXLIEKVMGYPXYVEPPERHYWIXLEXMQQIHMEXIP]WYVVSYRHW
ERHGSZIVWXLIVIQEMRW1EMRXEMRMRKXLIMQQIHMEXIEFSZIKVSYRH
EKVMGYPXYVEPWIXXMRKERHXLI[MHIVPERHWGETIZMI[WIEWXWSYXLIEWXJVSQXLMW
WGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX[MPPGSRXMRYISRI¬WEFMPMX]XSETTVIGMEXIXLI
WMKRMJMGERGISJXLMWWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX
8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXERHTVIHMGXIHIJJIGXWSR&PIRLIMQ6SQER
:MPPEERHMXWWIXXMRK



8LMWWIGXMSRFVMIJP]HIWGVMFIWXLIJSVQSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXERHGVSWWVIJIVW
XSXLIHIXEMPIHXIGLRMGEPVITSVXWERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPEWWIWWQIRX[LIVI
VIPIZERX8LIEGGSYRXSJXLITVIHMGXIHIJJIGXWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXMWFEWIH
SRXLIEWWIWWQIRXMRGLETXIVSJXLIIRZMVSRQIRXEPWXEXIQIRX 1EVGL
 [LMGLMRGPYHIWEPPTVSTSWIHQMXMKEXMSRFSXLXLEXMRXIKVEXIHMRXSXLI
TVSTSWEPWERHXLIWIGSRHEV]QMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWTVSTSWIHMRVIWTSRWIXS
XLIMHIRXMJMIHMQTEGXW



8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPRSXVIWYPXMRER]HMVIGXTL]WMGEPMQTEGXXSXLI
HIWMKREXIHEVIESJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEERHXLITVSTSWEPW[MPPRSXVIWYPXMRER]
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MRHMVIGXMQTEGXWWYGLEWGLERKIWXSL]HVSPSK]XLEX[SYPHEHZIVWIP]EJJIGX
XLIFYVMIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIQEMRW


8LIMPPYWXVEXMZIQEWXIVTPEREWWIXSYXMRXLI(IWMKRERH%GGIWW7XEXIQIRX
JVSQ[LMGLXLI)-%TEVEQIXIVTPERWEVIHIVMZIH[EWWYFNIGXXSWIZIVEP
MXIVEXMSRWFIX[IIR2SZIQFIVERH1EVGL%WIVMIWSJ[SVOWLSTW
[EWLIPHSZIVXLMWTIVMSHHIZIPSTMRKXLIMRMXMEPGSRGITXTPERERH
WYFWIUYIRXP]VIJMRMRKXLMWXSXEOIEGGSYRXSJWTIGMEPMWXEHZMGISRGYPXYVEP
LIVMXEKIPERHWGETIIGSPSK]GSQQYRMX]XVEJJMGERHWYWXEMREFMPMX]MWWYIW



8LIHIWMKRSJXLITVSTSWEPWLEWXLIVIJSVIIZSPZIHSZIVXMQIERHLEWFIIR
WYFNIGXXSERYQFIVSJMXIVEXMSRWEWEVIWYPXSJFSXLGSRWYPXEXMSRERHXLI
JMRHMRKWSJFEWIPMRIIRZMVSRQIRXEPWXYHMIW8LIJMREPHIWMKREGORS[PIHKIW
XLIWIXXMRKSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEF]VITSWMXMSRMRKXLITVSTSWIHEGGIWWSJJXLI
%3\JSVH6SEHJYVXLIVRSVXLERHXLIVIF]VIMRJSVGMRKXLIXVERWMXMSRJVSQXLI
VYVEPIHKIXSYVFERXLIPMRISJFYMPXHIZIPSTQIRXEPSRKXLIIEWXIVRIHKIMW
WIXFEGOGQXSXEOIEGGSYRXSJ7Y(7VIUYMVIQIRXWERHRI[IEWX[IWX
KVIIRGSVVMHSVWLEZIFIIRTVSZMHIHXSPMRO[MXLXLILMWXSVMG7E\SRVSYXI
ORS[REW«,IL7XVEIX¬SVMIRXEXIHRSVXLWSYXLEPSRKXLIWMXI¬WIEWXIVR
FSYRHEV]



8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIFSYRHEV]PMIWQ[IWXSJ&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPE[MXL
XLIRIEVIWXFYMPXIHKISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXGQJYVXLIV[IWX
(IZIPSTQIRXMRWYGLGPSWITVS\MQMX]MW[MXLMRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLMWWGLIHYPIH
QSRYQIRXEPFIMXXSEPIWWIVHIKVIIXLERXLITVIZMSYWWGLIQI ;IWX;EHH]
%(4 8LIPERHXSXLI[IWXLEWRSXFIIRMHIRXMJMIHEWGVYGMEPXSXLI
SVMKMREPWMXMRKSVXLIIEWXWSYXLIEWXSYX[EVHZMI[WJVSQXLIWIXXPIQIRX
%VGLEISPSKMGEPIZEPYEXMSRWLEZIGPIEVP]WLS[RXLII\TERWMSRSVQYPXMTIVMSH
YWIMQQIHMEXIP]RSVXLERHWSYXLSJXLIZMPPEHIWMKREXIHEVIEFYXXLI
IZMHIRGIHSIWRSXI\XIRH[IWX[EVHWER][LIVI[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI



(IZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWIH[SYPHFIXSXLIRSVXL[IWXERHERYVFERIHKISJ
;SSHWXSGO8LMWMWGSRWMWXIRX[MXLLS[,MWXSVMG)RKPERHWXEXIHXLITVIZMSYW
HIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPW MFMH GSYPHFIEQIPMSVEXIHEWXLIGYVVIRXTVSTSWEPW
GSRXMRYIXSSJJIVXLI©PMRO[MXLXLI[MHIVPERHWGETIXS[EVHWXLIWSYXLIEWX
[LMGL[SYPHSJJIVPIWWLEVQXLVSYKLXLIMQTEGXYTSRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLI
QSRYQIRXª



8LITVIWIRGISJXLIRI[FYMPXJSVQMXWWMXMRKWGEPIXLIPMOIP]MRGVIEWIMR
RSMWIMRXVSHYGXMSRERHTVS\MQMX]SJPMKLXWTMPPERHXLIKIRIVEP
WYFYVFERMWEXMSRSJ[LEXMWGYVVIRXP]EREKVMGYPXYVEPJMIPH[MPPGSPPIGXMZIP]VIWYPX
MREGLERKIXSXLITVIWIRXWIXXMRK8LIGSRGPYWMSRWVIEGLIHMRGLETXIVSJ
XLI)7WXEXIXLEX
«%QIHMYQWQEPPGLERKIXSXLIWIXXMRKSJXLMWREXMSREPP]HIWMKREXIH
6SQERZMPPEQSRYQIRXMWTVIHMGXIH8LIIJJIGX[MXLSYXETTP]MRKER]
JSVQSJQMXMKEXMSR[MPPXLIVIJSVIFIQSHIVEXI8LMWIJJIGXMWGPEWWIH
EWWMKRMJMGERXJSVXLI)-%¬



8LITVIHMGXIHQSHIVEXIEHZIVWIIJJIGXXLVSYKLGLERKIXSXLI[IWXIVRI\XIRX
SJXLIWIXXMRKSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEGERFITEVXMEPP]QMXMKEXIHXLVSYKLTSWMXMZI
JYXYVILIVMXEKIMRXIVTVIXEXMSRERHQEREKIQIRXSJXLIWMXI;LMPWXXLI[MHIV
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PERHWGETIXSXLIWSYXLIEWXSJXLI:MPPELEWFIIRWEJIKYEVHIHMRXLI
TVSTSWEPWEWGLETXIVSJXLI)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRXSRPERHWGETIERH
ZMWYEPIJJIGXWGPIEVP]WXEXIWTVMQEV]QMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWLEZIFIIRETTPMIH
XSXLIHIWMKRSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXXLEXEMQXSQMRMQMWITSXIRXMEPIJJIGXWSR
XLI[MHIVPERHWGETIERHMXWWIXXMRK8LI]MRGPYHIXLIJSPPS[MRK








'EVIJYPPSGEXMSRERHJSVQSJFYMPXHIZIPSTQIRXXSQMRMQMWIMQTEGXW
SRXLIWIXXMRKSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXXLVSYKLXLI
TVSZMWMSRSJETTVSTVMEXIWIXFEGOWERHFYJJIVWGQ[MHI
'SRWMHIVEXMSRSJQEWWMRKLIMKLXERHWGEPISJHIZIPSTQIRXVIHYGMRK
XLIWGEPISJHIZIPSTQIRXEHNEGIRXXSWIRWMXMZIWMXIFSYRHEVMIW[MXL
;SSHWXSGOERHXLIWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX
2I[KVIIRMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXSTVSZMHIMQTSVXERXEQIRMX]WTEGIERH
TPE]WTEGIMRGSVTSVEXMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVIGSPSKMGEPIRLERGIQIRX
ERH79(W
1E\MQMWMRKGSRRIGXMZMX]FIX[IIR;SSHWXSGOERHXLIHIZIPSTQIRX
XLVSYKLXLIVIXIRXMSRERHMRGSVTSVEXMSRSJXLITYFPMGVMKLXWSJ[E]
ERHERI[RIX[SVOSJJSSXTEXLWERHG]GPI[E]WXLVSYKLXLIWMXI
PMROMRKXSXLI[MHIVEVIE



%WGLIQISJSJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRMWTVSTSWIHVIKEVHMRKXLIVIMRWXEXIQIRXSJXLI
LMWXSVMGVSYXIORS[REW«,IL7XVEIX¬8LMW[SYPHFIYRHIVXEOIREHNEGIRXXS
XLIIEWXIVRETTPMGEXMSRWMXIFSYRHEV]SRPERHYRHIVXLIGSRXVSPSJXLI
ETTPMGERX7YGLEGSQQMXQIRXXSXLMWLMWXSVMGVSYXIGSYPHTVSZMHIER
STTSVXYRMX]XSMRGVIEWIE[EVIRIWWSJMXWWMKRMJMGERGIEW[IPPEWTVSZMHMRKE
PSGEXMSRJSVMQTSVXERXMRXIVTVIXEXMSRSJXLI&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWMXI8LMWWMXI
WLSYPHRSXFIZMI[IHEWQIVIP]EFIPS[KVSYRHWMXIFYXEWEGYPXYVEP
IHYGEXMSREPERHWSGMEPVIWSYVGIXLEXGERLIPTGVIEXIEVMGLWIRWISJTPEGIJSV
XLIRI[TVSTSWIHGSQQYRMX]-RGVIEWMRKE[EVIRIWWSJXLIPE]SYXWXVYGXYVIW
ERHLMWXSV]SJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEMWEKSSH[E]SJGVIEXMRKERIRHYVMRKWIRWISJ
TPEGIJSVXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSJPERHMQQIHMEXIP][IWX



%VERKISJQIEWYVIWEVITVSTSWIHXSMQTVSZILIVMXEKIMRXIVTVIXEXMSRERH
QEREKIQIRXMRXLIEVIEF]MRGVIEWMRKTYFPMGE[EVIRIWWSJXLIPE]SYX
WXVYGXYVIWERHLMWXSV]SJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPE8LIZMPPEWLSYPHFITVSQSXIHEWTEVX
SJELIVMXEKIXVEMPSJ;SSHWXSGOERHMXWIEVP]SVMKMRWERHMRXIVTVIXEXMSRTERIPW
[MPPFIWIXYTXSTVSQSXIE[EVIRIWWSJXLI&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWMXI



8LIZEPYISJWYGLERETTVSEGLXSEQIPMSVEXIXLITSXIRXMEPIJJIGXXSETSVXMSR
SJEWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX¬WWIXXMRKF]MRGVIEWMRKE[EVIRIWWSJXLIEHNEGIRX
LIVMXEKIMQTSVXERGIXLVSYKLMRXIVTVIXEXMZIQMXMKEXMSRLEWVIGIRXP]FIIR
VIGSKRMWIHEXTPERRMRKETTIEP 4-27VIJ%44(; 8LI
MRWTIGXSVJSVXLEXETTIEPWXEXIHXLIJSPPS[MRK[LMGLMWSJVIPIZERGILIVI
©8LIVIMWRSTYFPMGEGGIWWXS?XLIWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXWAERHMREPP
PMOIPMLSSHQSWXTISTPI[EPOMRKSVWTIRHMRKXMQIMRXLMWEVIESJXLI
GSYRXV]WMHIEVITVSFEFP]SFPMZMSYWXSXLIWI1SRYQIRXW8LI
ETTIPPERXMWEKVIIEFPIXSXLIWYKKIWXMSRQEHIF],MWXSVMG)RKPERHSJ
IVIGXMRKWSQIMRJSVQEXMZIERHEGGIWWMFPIMRXIVTVIXEXMZIFSEVHWMRXLI
ZMGMRMX]SJXLIWI1SRYQIRXW8LMW[SYPHEWWMWXMREPIVXMRKXLITYFPMGXS
XLII\MWXIRGIERHZEPYISJXLIWIEWWIXW-GSRGYV[MXL,MWXSVMG
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)RKPERHXLEXXLMW[SYPH[IMKLLIEZMP]JSVXLITYFPMGFIRIJMXSJXLI
TVSTSWEPWª


8LITVMQEV]PERHWGETIQMXMKEXMSRERHHIWMKRQIEWYVIWMRGSQFMREXMSR[MXL
XLIEFSZIMRXIVTVIXEXMZILIVMXEKIQIEWYVIW[MPPFIEQSHIVEXIXSWYFWXERXMEP
WMKRMJMGERXFIRIJMGMEPIJJIGX
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'SRGPYWMSRWSRXLIIJJIGXWSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
'YPXYVEP,IVMXEKIEWWIXW



'LETXIVSJXLI)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRXLEWGSRWMHIVIHXLII\MWXMRK
FEWIPMRIWMXYEXMSRMRSVHIVXSEWWIWWXLIPMOIP]WMKRMJMGERXIJJIGXWEVMWMRKJVSQ
XLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXEWTEVXSJXLIGYVVIRXETTPMGEXMSR-XMWGSRGPYHIH
XLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI[LMGLPMIW[MXLMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJERYQFIVSJLIVMXEKI
EWWIXWHSIWRSXQEOIEQEXIVMEPGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWTIGMEPMRXIVIWXSJER]
[MXLXLII\GITXMSRSJXLIRSRHIWMKREXIH4IWX,SYWI



-RVIWTIGXSJXLI&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIERHXLIRYQIVSYWPMWXIH
FYMPHMRKW[MXLMRMXXLI+VEHI-6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIRERHXLILIVMXEKI
EWWIXW[MXLMRXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEMXMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEX
EPXLSYKLXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWTEVXSJXLI[MHIVVYVEPWIXXMRKSJXLIWI
EWWIXWXLIYRHIVP]MRKXSTSKVETL]ERHMRXIVZIRMRKZIKIXEXMSRFIX[IIRXLI
WMXIERHXLIEWWIXWTVIZIRXWER]QIERMRKJYPVIPEXMSRWLMTERHXLEXRIKPMKMFPI
MRHMVIGXIJJIGXW[SYPHEVMWIJVSQXLITVSTSWEPWMRXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRERH
STIVEXMSREPTLEWIW2SRISJXLIWIIJJIGXWGEYWILEVQXSXLIGYPXYVEPZEPYISJ
ER]SJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXWGSRWMHIVIH



8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWERMQTSVXERXWIXXMRKIPIQIRXJSVXLIRSR
HIWMKREXIH4IWX,SYWIXLILIVMXEKIZEPYISJ[LMGLPMIWTEVXP]MRMXWSTIR
VYVEPWIXXMRK8LIIRGVSEGLQIRXSJRI[HIZIPSTQIRXXS[EVHWXLMWEWWIX
[SYPHVIWYPXMREWPMKLXEHZIVWIMRHMVIGXIJJIGX



%GGSVHMRKP][MXLVIJIVIRGIXSXLI244*XLIVIMWRSRIIHXSGSYRXIVFEPERGI
ER]LEVQJYPIJJIGXWYRHIVXLIXIVQWIMXLIVSJTEVEKVETLWSV
7GLIHYPIH1SRYQIRX



8LI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 244* WXEXIWXLEX[LIR
GSRWMHIVMRKXLIMQTEGXSJHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJEHIWMKREXIH
EWWIX©KVIEX[IMKLXªWLSYPHFIKMZIRXSXLIEWWIX¬WGSRWIVZEXMSRERHXLEXEW
LIVMXEKIEWWIXWEVIMVVITPEGIEFPIGPIEVERHGSRZMRGMRKNYWXMJMGEXMSRMW
VIUYMVIHJSVER]PSWWSVLEVQ8LMWLEWFIIREGLMIZIH[MXLXLMWTVSTSWEPERH
XLIGLERKIWXLEXEVITVIHMGXIHXSVIWYPXJVSQXLITVSTSWEPW[MPPVIWYPXMRPIWW
XLERWYFWXERXMEPLEVQTVMQEVMP]EWEGSRWIUYIRGISJGLERKIXSWIXXMRK
,S[IZIV«;LIVIEHIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEP[MPPPIEHXSPIWWXLERWYFWXERXMEP
LEVQXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJEHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXXLMWLEVQWLSYPHFI
[IMKLIHEKEMRWXXLITYFPMGFIRIJMXWSJXLITVSTSWEP¬ TEVEKVETL 8LIWI
FIRIJMXW[SYPHMRGPYHILIVMXEKIFIRIJMXWWYGLEWXLITVSTSWIHMRXIVTVIXEXMSR
SJXLI&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPE



%XTVIWIRXXLIVIMWRSXLMRKSRSVMQQIHMEXIP]EHNEGIRXXSXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
XLEXMHIRXMJMIWXLITVIWIRGISJXLIREXMSREPP]HIWMKREXIH&PIRLIMQ6SQER
:MPPEWMXISVMXWVIPEXMSRWLMTXSXLI[MHIVEKVMGYPXYVEPPERHWGETI8LIVIMWER
STTSVXYRMX][MXLXLMWTVSTSWEPXSWMKRMJMGERXP]MRGVIEWIXLIJYXYVITYFPMG
E[EVIRIWWSJXLMWQSRYQIRXJSVJYXYVISGGYTMIVWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXERH
QSVIJEVVIEGLMRKMRXIVQWSJPSRKXIVQLIVMXEKIEWWMQMPEXMSR[MXL
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%VGLEISPSK]
-RXVSHYGXMSR



8LMWGLETXIVLEWFIIRTVSHYGIHF]8IVIRGI3 6SYVOI0XHERHEWWIWWIWXLI
EVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGI[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHEREKVIIHWXYH]EVIE
[LMPIGLETXIVHIEPW[MXLEPPSXLIVGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIQEXXIVW



8LEQIW:EPPI]%VGLEISPSK]7IVZMGIW 8:%7 YRHIVXSSOEWIVMIWSJ
EVGLEISPSKMGEPEWWIWWQIRXWMRXSMRJSVQER)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRXJSV
;SSHWXSGO)EWXGSQTMPIHF];IWX;EHH]%(48LIJMRHMRKWSJXLIWI
EWWIWWQIRXWEPSRK[MXLEREWWIWWQIRXSJEIVMEPTLSXSKVETLWF]%MV4LSXS
7IVZMGIWEVIWYQQEVMWIHMRXLMWGLETXIVERHXLIHIXEMPIHVITSVXWEVIMRGPYHIHEW
8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\& TEVXW %PPXLIWIEWWIWWQIRXWGSZIVXLIJSVQIVPEVKIV
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXISJ;SSHWXSGO)EWX8LIEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWYPXWVIPIZERXXSXLMW
TEVXMGYPEVTVSTSWIHETTPMGEXMSRWMXI[IVIGLSWIRXSMRJSVQXLIWMXIWTIGMJMG
HIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPW8LIVIJIVIRGIWERHHEXEWSYVGIWYWIHMRXLI
EWWIWWQIRXEVIWIXSYXMRXEFPI
'LEVXIVIH-RWXMXYXIJSV%VGLEISPSKMWXW7XERHEVHWERHKYMHERGIJSVLMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
HIWOFEWIHEWWIWWQIRXW
'SQQYRMXMIWERH0SGEP+SZIVRQIRX2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO
'SQQYRMXMIWERH0SGEP+SZIVRQIRX4PERRMRK4VEGXMGI+YMHERGI SRPMRI 
)RKPMWL,IVMXEKI'SRWIVZEXMSRTVMRGMTPIW§TSPMGMIWERHKYMHERGIJSVXLIWYWXEMREFPI
QEREKIQIRXSJXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
,MWXSVMG)RKPERH+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIRSXIW +4%PSGEPTPERQEOMRK+4%1EREKMRK
WMKRMJMGERGIMRHIGMWMSRXEOMRKMRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXERH+4%7IXXMRKERHZMI[W 
3\JSVH%VGLEISPSK]0ERHRSVXLSJ7LMTXSR6SEH;SSHWXSGO3\SR%VGLEISPSKMGEP
IZEPYEXMSRVITSVX3%
6SFIVXW&/ERH;VEXLQIPP7%R%XPEWSJ6YVEP7IXXPIQIRXMR)RKPERH)RKPMWL,IVMXEKI
4YFPMGEXMSRW
:',8LI:MGXSVME'SYRX],MWXSV] 3\JSVH:SPYQI-- 
;IFWMXIWGSRWYPXIH
LXXTEHWELHWEGYO
LXXTPMWXIRKPMWLLIVMXEKISVKYOQETWIEVGLEWT\JSV2EXMSREP,IVMXEKI0MWX
8EFPI6IJIVIRGIWERHHEXEWSYVGIW

0IKMWPEXMSRERHTSPMG]
2EXMSREP


2EXMSREPERHMRXIVREXMSREPTSPMG]VIGSKRMWIWXLIZEPYIERHWMKRMJMGERGISJGYPXYVEP
LIVMXEKIERHXLITYFPMGMRXIVIWXMRXLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJTEVXMGYPEVEWWIXWWIXXMRK
SYXQIGLERMWQWXSIRWYVIXLEXMXMWXEOIRMRXSEGGSYRXMRTPERRMRKHIGMWMSR
QEOMRK7MXIWERHJIEXYVIWSJMHIRXMJMIHMRXIVIWXEVITVSXIGXIHF]XLI%RGMIRX
1SRYQIRXWERH%VGLEISPSKMGEP%VIEW%GX EWEQIRHIH ERH[MXLMRXLI
TPERRMRKW]WXIQXLVSYKLXLI8S[RERH'SYRXV]4PERRMRK 0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWERH
'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW %GX



2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]+YMHERGISRGSRWIVZMRKERHIRLERGMRKXLILMWXSVMG
IRZMVSRQIRXMWGSRXEMRIH[MXLMRXLI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 244* 
XLISRPMRI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4VEGXMGI+YMHERGIERHXLI+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGI
TYFPMWLIHF],MWXSVMG)RKPERH +4%0SGEPTPERQEOMRK+4%1EREKMRK
WMKRMJMGERGIMRHIGMWMSRXEOMRKMRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXERH+4%7IXXMRKERH
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ZMI[W 8LI244*WIXWGSVITPERRMRKTVMRGMTPIWJSVWYWXEMREFPIHIZIPSTQIRX
SRISJ[LMGLMWXLEXLIVMXEKIEWWIXWWLSYPHFIGSRWIVZIHMREQERRIV
ETTVSTVMEXIXSXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGIWSXLEXXLI]GERGSRXVMFYXIXSUYEPMX]SJPMJIRS[
ERHMRXLIJYXYVI,IVMXEKIEWWIXWEVIMVVITPEGIEFPIERH[LIRGSRWMHIVMRKXLI
MQTEGXSJETVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJEHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKI
EWWIXKVIEX[IMKLXWLSYPHFIKMZIRXSXLIEWWIX¬WGSRWIVZEXMSR


8LIHIXEMPIHTSPMGMIWMRXLI244*SRHIZIPSTQIRXQEREKIQIRXGSRGIVRXLI
RIIHXSGPIEVP]HIJMRIXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJER]TSXIRXMEPP]EJJIGXIHWMXISVEVIEXLI
TVIETTPMGEXMSRMRJSVQEXMSRVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVER]TVSTSWEPWMRGPYHMRKJSV
EVGLEISPSKMGEPJMIPHIZEPYEXMSRERHXLITVMRGMTPIWXSFIGSRWMHIVIHMR
HIXIVQMRMRKER]TVSTSWEPJSVGLERKITSXIRXMEPP]EJJIGXMRKLIVMXEKIEWWIXW8LIVI
MWERSZIVEPPVIUYMVIQIRXXSKEXLIVWYJJMGMIRXMRJSVQEXMSRXSIRWYVIEREHIUYEXI
YRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJEREWWIXFIJSVIER]HIGMWMSRWEJJIGXMRKMXW
JYXYVIEVIQEHI%OI]GSRGITXMRXLI244*MWTVSTSVXMSREPMX]XLEXXLI
MRJSVQEXMSRVIUYMVIHIJJSVXWXSTVIWIVZIERHHIKVIISJTYFPMGFIRIJMXWRIGIWWEV]
XSNYWXMJ]ER]LEVQSVPSWWSJEREWWIXWLSYPHFIFEWIHSRERYRHIVWXERHMRKSJ
MXWWMKRMJMGERGI
0SGEP



8LI;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PERLEWRSX]IXFIIRVITPEGIHWSXLEX
TSPMGMIWXLEX[IVI«WEZIH¬MRGSRXMRYIXSETTP];MXLVIKEVHWXSXLI
EVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGIXLIJSPPS[MRKTSPMGMIWEVIVIPIZERX
4SPMG]&)§%VGLEISPSKMGEPQSRYQIRXW(IZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWXLEX
EHZIVWIP]EJJIGXXLIWMXISVWIXXMRKSJREXMSREPP]MQTSVXERXEVGLEISPSKMGEP
QSRYQIRXWERHQSRYQIRXWSJPSGEPMQTSVXERGI[LIXLIVWGLIHYPIHSV
RSX[MPPRSXFITIVQMXXIH
4SPMG]&)§%VGLEISPSKMGEPEWWIWWQIRXW4VMSVXSHIXIVQMRMRK
ETTPMGEXMSRWEJJIGXMRKWMXIWERHEVIEWSJEVGLEISPSKMGEPTSXIRXMEP
ETTPMGERXWQE]FIVIUYMVIHXSTVSZMHIEREVGLEISPSKMGEPEWWIWWQIRX
ERHSVJMIPHIZEPYEXMSRXSHIXIVQMRI
E

8LIWMKRMJMGERGIGLEVEGXIVERHMQTSVXERGISJER]EVGLEISPSKMGEP
QSRYQIRXSVVIQEMRWERH

F

8LIPMOIP]MQTEGXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRWYGLJIEXYVIW

G

8LIPIZIPSJQMXMKEXMSRVIUYMVIHXSWYMXEFP]TVSXIGXXLI
EVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGIXLVSYKLTVIWIVZEXMSRMRWMXYSV
TVIWIVZEXMSRF]VIGSVHMRGPYHMRKI\GEZEXMSRTSWXI\GEZEXMSR
EREP]WMWERHTYFPMGEXMSR

1IXLSHSPSK]




%WSYXPMRIHMRXLIMRXVSHYGXMSREFSZIXLMWGLETXIVEWWIWWIWXLIEVGLEISPSKMGEP
VIWSYVGI[MXLMRXLIWMXIERH[MXLMREQIXVIWXYH]EVIE)\MWXMRKMRJSVQEXMSR
SRTSXIRXMEPLIVMXEKIEWWIXWLEWFIIRSFXEMRIHXLVSYKLEVIZMI[SJWXEXYXSV]

(EXEOMRHP]VIGIMZIHF]IQEMPHEXIHJVSQ3\JSVHWLMVI'SYRX]'SYRGMP,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX6IGSVH
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HIWMKREXMSRWXLIREXMSREPSVPSGEPEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIGSVHHSGYQIRXEV]WSYVGIW
ERHVIPIZERXWXYHMIWSRXLIEVGLEISPSK]ERHLMWXSV]SJXLIEVIE


8LIEWWIWWQIRXQEOIWVIJIVIRGIXSXLI8:%7HIWOFEWIHEWWIWWQIRX WII
8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\& TEVX ERHWYQQEVMWIWXLIVIPIZERXJMRHMRKWJVSQXLI
KISTL]WMGEPEIVMEPTLSXSKVETLERHXVIRGLIZEPYEXMSRWYVZI]W 8IGLRMGEP
%TTIRHM\& TEVXW *MKYVIWLS[WEPPORS[REVGLEISPSK]WMXIWMRXLI
WXYH]EVIE[MXLXEFPIPMWXMRKXLIWMXIWERHEVGLEISPSKMGEPMRZIWXMKEXMSRW
HIRSXIH*MKYVIWLS[WXLIVIWYPXWSJXLIKISTL]WMGEPWYVZI]W[MXLHIXEMPERH
MRXIVTVIXEXMSRSJVIWYPXW[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJMKYVIWLS[WXLII\XIRXSJ
XLIIZEPYEXMSRXVIRGLMRKYRHIVXEOIRF]8:%7MR[MXLEVIEWSJHIJMRIHLMKL
ERHPS[TSXIRXMEP*MKYVIWLS[WXLIIZEPYEXMSRXVIRGLIWMRVIPEXMSRXSXLI
KISTL]WMGEPERSQEPMIWEGVSWWXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHJMKYVIVITVSHYGIWXLI
JMRHMRKWSJXLIEIVMEPTLSXSKVETLEREP]WMW[MXLTSWWMFPIJIEXYVIWERRSXEXIH[MXLMR
XLIWMXI



8LIEVGLEISPSKMGEPIPIQIRXSJXLIWXYH][EWYRHIVXEOIR[MXLVIJIVIRGIXSXLI
'LEVXIVIH-RWXMXYXIJSV%VGLEISPSKMWXW¬'SHISJ'SRHYGXERHETTVSTVMEXI
WXERHEVHW  
%WWYQTXMSRWERHXIGLRMGEPHIJMGMIRGMIW



8LIEWWIWWQIRX¬WGSRGPYWMSRWEVIPMQMXIHF]XLII\XIRXSJI\MWXMRKMRJSVQEXMSR
-XWYWIJYPRIWWMRTVIHMGXMRKXLIEGXYEPEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGIQYWXXLIVIJSVIFI
UYEPMJMIH8LIEVGLEISPSKMGEPIZEPYEXMSR[SVO KISTL]WMGEPWYVZI]XVIRGL
IZEPYEXMSRERHEIVMEPTLSXSKVETLEREP]WMW XSWYTTSVXEHIWOFEWIHEWWIWWQIRX
LEWVIWYPXIHMRWIZIVEPEVIEW^SRIWSJEVGLEISPSKMGEPIZMHIRGIFIMRKMHIRXMJMIH
RSRISJ[LMGLEVIWMXYEXIH[MXLMRXLMWETTPMGEXMSRWMXIFSYRHEV]WIIJMKYVI
8LIVIWYPXWSJXLIWYVZI][SVOGERFIJSYRHMRXLIVITSVXWMR8IGLRMGEP
%TTIRHMGIW& TEVXW 
)JJIGXWEWWIWWIH



8LIEWWIWWQIRXTVSZMHIWEHIWGVMTXMSRSJXLIPMOIP]ZEPYII\XIRXWXEXISJ
TVIWIVZEXMSRERHTSXIRXMEPWMKRMJMGERGISJRSRHIWMKREXIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPEWWIXW
[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHXLIQIXVIWXYH]EVIEXLEXGSYPHTSXIRXMEPP]FI
EJJIGXIHF]XLITVSTSWEPW-XEPWSMRGPYHIWGSRWMHIVEXMSRSJXLITSXIRXMEPIJJIGXW
SRXLIWIXXMRKSJEPPREXMSREPP]HIWMKREXIHWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXWMRXLIWXYH]
EVIE
7GSTMRKSTMRMSR



8LIVIWTSRWIXSWGSTMRK[EWMWWYIHF];IWX3\JSVHWLMVI(MWXVMGX'SYRGMPSR
*IFVYEV];MXLMRXLIVIWTSRWI[EWXLISTMRMSRSJ3\JSVH'SYRX]'SYRGMP
%VGLEISPSK]EWEHZMWSVWXSXLIPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMX]-X[EWEGGITXIHXLEX
HYIGSRWMHIVEXMSRLEWFIIREJJSVHIHXSXLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJXLILMWXSVMG
IRZMVSRQIRXSRWMXIERHMRXLIWXYH]EVIE%PPTVSTSWEPWVIPEXMRKXSXLILMWXSVMG
IRZMVSRQIRX[IVIHIIQIHXSFIXLSVSYKLERHETTVSTVMEXIERHXSLIPTTVSZMHI
EWYMXEFPIFEWMWJSVHIXIVQMRMRK[LEXJYVXLIVMRZIWXMKEXMSRSVQMXMKEXMSRQE]FI
VIUYMVIHWLSYPHETPERRMRKETTPMGEXMSRFIQEHI7YFWIUYIRXGSRWYPXEXMSR[MXL
3\JSVH'SYRX]'SYRGMP%VGLEISPSKMWX 3''% GSRJMVQIHXLEXRSJYVXLIVTVI
HIXIVQMREXMSREVGLEISPSK]MRZIWXMKEXMSR[EWVIUYMVIHERHXLEXQMXMKEXMSRGSYPH
FIHIEPX[MXLF]EGSRHMXMSRXSER]JYXYVITIVQMWWMSR
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%WWIWWQIRXSJWMKRMJMGERGI


8LIWMKRMJMGERGISJTSXIRXMEPIJJIGXWLEWFIIRHIXIVQMRIHYWMRKGVMXIVME
HIZIPSTIHJVSQFIWXTVEGXMGIXIGLRMUYIWERHI\TIVXORS[PIHKI7MKRMJMGERGI
LEWFIIRHIVMZIHJVSQQIEWYVIWSJXLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJXLIVIGITXSVEJJIGXIHERH
XLIQEKRMXYHISVWGEPISJXLIGLERKI8LIGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIMQTSVXERGIERH
QEKRMXYHIGVMXIVMEEVIWLS[RMRJMKYVIWERHVIWTIGXMZIP]8LIWI[IVI
GSQFMRIHYWMRKXLIQEXVM\MRJMKYVIXSHIXIVQMRIXLIHIKVIISJIJJIGX[LMGL
[EWXLIRYWIHXSHIXIVQMRIWMKRMJMGERGI)JJIGXWXLEXEVIQSHIVEXISVEFSZIEVI
GSRWMHIVIHXSFIWMKRMJMGERXMR)-%XIVQW



8LIGLETXIVJMVWXQEOIWEREWWIWWQIRXSJXLIGSQTSRIRXWUYEPMXMIWERHPIZIPSJ
MQTSVXERGISVZEPYISJEPPLIVMXEKIEWWIXWMHIRXMJMIH[MXLMRXLIGLSWIRWXYH]EVIE
ERH[LIVIVIPIZERXSJXLIMVWIXXMRKW8LIGSRXVMFYXMSRSJXLIWYVVSYRHMRKWMR
[LMGLEREWWIXMWI\TIVMIRGIHERHXLIVERKISJLMWXSVMGJYRGXMSREPSVZMWYEP
VIPEXMSRWLMTWEWIZMHIRXMRFSXLTL]WMGEPEXXVMFYXIWERHTIVGITXYEPZEPYIWXSXLI
WMKRMJMGERGISJER]WMRKPIEWWIXSVKVSYTSJEWWIXW[MPPHITIRHSRXLIREXYVISJ
XLIEWWIXERHMXWTEWXERHTVIWIRXWIXXMRK8LIMQTSVXERGISJXLIWIXXMRKSJER
EWWIXSVSJTEVXMGYPEVZMI[WSVZMWXEW IMXLIVHIPMFIVEXIP]HIWMKRIHSVMRGMHIRXEP 
XSMXWWMKRMJMGERGIERHXSLS[MXMWYRHIVWXSSHERHETTVIGMEXIHGERXLIVIJSVI
ZEV]KVIEXP]



8LIEWWIWWQIRXSJZEPYIGSYTPIH[MXLVIJIVIRGIXSREXMSREPERHPSGEPPIKMWPEXMSR
VIPIZERXTSPMG]WXEXIQIRXWERHFIWXTVSJIWWMSREPTVEGXMGIEPPS[WENYHKIQIRXXS
FIQEHISJXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLIEWWIXERHMXWWIRWMXMZMX]EWEVIGITXSV8LI
JSGYWMWXLIMRLIVIRXZEPYIERHMQTSVXERGISJXLILMWXSVMGEWWIXMXWIPJ[LMGLMW
GPIEVP]WITEVEXIHMRXLIEWWIWWQIRXJVSQER]TYFPMGEQIRMX]ZEPYITEVXMGYPEV
WMXIWQE]LEZISVTSXIRXMEPGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXSYVMWQSVSXLIVMRXIVIWXW



8LINYHKIQIRXSJXLIQEKRMXYHISJGLERKIPMOIP]XSSGGYVMWFEWIHSREZEMPEFPI
MRJSVQEXMSRSRXLIEXXVMFYXIWSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX*SVI\EQTPI
MQQIHMEXIGLERKIWWYGLEWKVSYRHHMWXYVFERGIJSVWMXITVITEVEXMSRERH
GSRWXVYGXMSRXLIVIQSZEPSJI\MWXMRKWXVYGXYVIWXVEGOWJSSXTEXLWSVXVIIW
GLERKIWXSHVEMREKIERHXLIPERHJSVQSVXLVSYKLXLIEHHMXMSRSJRI[
WXVYGXYVIWERHXVERWTSVXRIX[SVOWERHGLERKIWXSZMI[WSJJVSQSVEGVSWW
LIVMXEKIJIEXYVIWSVXSTIVGITXMSRWSJXLIMVTVMSVMX]MRXLIPERHWGETI8LI
TSXIRXMEPIJJIGXWSJHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIWIXXMRKWSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWGERHITIRH
SRMWWYIWSJHIXEMPIHHIWMKRXLEXQE]RSXFIEZEMPEFPIJSVSYXPMRITPERRMRK
ETTPMGEXMSRW



+YMHERGITVSHYGIHF],MWXSVMG)RKPERH  TVSZMHIWEHZMGISREGSRWMWXIRX
JVEQI[SVOJSVXLIEWWIWWQIRXSJXLIIJJIGXWSJHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIWIXXMRKWSJ
LIVMXEKIEWWIXW8LIEWWIWWQIRXMRXLMWGLETXIVIRGSQTEWWIWXLIJMVWXXLVII
WXITWXLIMHIRXMJMGEXMSRSJEWWIXWXLEXQE]FIEJJIGXIHERHSJXLIGSRXVMFYXMSRSJ
WIXXMRKXSXLIZEPYISJXLSWIEWWIXW WXITWERH ERHXLIHIWGVMTXMSRSJXLI
EXXVMFYXIWSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXERHEWWIWWQIRXSJPMOIP]WMKRMJMGERX
IJJIGXW WXIT 
&EWIPMRI



%HIXEMPIHSYXPMRISJXLIORS[REVGLEISPSK]FYMPXLIVMXEKIERHLMWXSVMG
HIZIPSTQIRXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHWYVVSYRHMRKPERHWGETIWSYXLSJ
;SSHWXSGOMWKMZIRMRXLIHIWOFEWIHEWWIWWQIRX 8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVX
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 *SGYWSRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHXLIEKVIIHQIXVIWXYH]EVIEVIWYPXIH
MREXSXEPSJRMRIRSRHIWMKREXIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPEWWIXWERHJSYVEVGLEISPSKMGEP
IZIRXWFIMRKVIXYVRIHJVSQXLI3'',)6 WIIJMKYVIERHXEFPI 
836-(

3''-(

()7'6-48-32
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13<
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13<
13<

1IHMIZEPTSXXIV]
0EXIVTVILMWXSVMGPMXLMGWGEXXIV;SSHWXSGO&]TEWW
4VILMWXSVMGPMXLMGWGEXXIVSR;SSHWXSGO&]TEWW
2SVXLIVRI\XIRWMSRSJ&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPE
4SWWMFPI&VSR^I%KI&EVVS[
4VILMWXSVMGJPMRXW
&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPEERH*MIPH7]WXIQ 71 
1IHMIZEP-VSR%VVS[LIEH
4SWXQIHMIZEPQMPIWXSRI

0ERHRSVXLSJ7LMTXSR6SEH;SSHWXSGOEREVGLEISPSKMGEPHIWOFEWIH
EWWIWWQIRXF]3\JSVH%VGLEISPSK]
)ZEPYEXMSRSJPERHRSVXLSJ7LMTXSR6SEHF]3\JSVH%VGLEISPSK]
8VMEPI\GEZEXMSRWEX&PIRLIMQ:MPPEF]3\JSVH%VGLEISPSK]
0ERHEX7LMTXSR6SEH%VGLEISPSKMGEP)ZEPYEXMSRF]8LEQIW:EPPI]
)ZIRX(
)3<
%VGLEISPSKMGEP7IVZMGIW
8EFPI   2 SR HIW MKREX IH E VG LEIS PSKMGE PWMXI WERHIZ IRXWMRX LI WXYH]EVIE
)ZIRX%
)ZIRX&
)ZIRX'

)3<
)3%
)3<



8LIIEVPMIWXEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIGSVHWMRXLIWXYH]EVIEEVIJSVXLVIIJPMRXWGEXXIVW
X[SSJ[LMGL[IVIVIZIEPIHXLVSYKLW]WXIQEXMGJMIPH[EPOMRKF]3\JSVH
%VGLEISPSK]IZEPYEXMRKXLI;SSHWXSGO&]TEWWVSEHGSVVMHSVMR 836 
 ERHXLIXLMVHJSYRHHYVMRKJMIPH[EPOMRKRIEV7ERWSQ¬W0ERIMRXLIWSYXL
IEWXIVRTSVXMSRSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI 836 %XSXEPSJIMKLXJPMRXJPEOIWEJPMRX
GSVIEQMGVSPMXLERHEWGVETIV[IVIJSYRHHYVMRKXLIIZEPYEXMSR[MXLEPP
XLIPEXITVILMWXSVMGEVXIJEGXWMRHMGEXMZISJKIRIVEPEGXMZMX]EWSTTSWIHXS
WIXXPIQIRXIZMHIRGI



8LI[MHIVPERHWGETIGSRXEMRWEXXVMFYXIWWYGLEWXLIGSRJPYIRGISJX[S6MZIV
8LEQIWXVMFYXEVMIW XLI)ZIRPSHIERH+P]QI XLEX[SYPHLEZIXLISVIXMGEPP]QEHI
XLIEVIEEVSYRH;SSHWXSGOEXXVEGXMZIJSVTVILMWXSVMGWIXXPIVWFYXXLIWXYH]EVIE
LEWPMXXPISVRSVIGSVHWJVSQXLITVILMWXSVMGTIVMSH7SQI&VSR^I%KIEGXMZMX]MW
TSWWMFP]MRHMGEXIH[MXLXLIVIQEMRWSJEHMWGFEVVS[QSRYQIRXGQIXVIWMR
HMEQIXIVVIGSVHIHMR'EQTWJMIPH;SSHMRXLIWSYXLSJXLIWXYH]EVIE 836 
FYXEWE«XYQYPM¬MWRSXQEVOIHSRXLIJMVWXIHMXMSR3VHRERGI7YVZI]QET WII
8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVXJMKYVI XLMWJIEXYVIQE][IPPFIERSVREQIRXEP
PERHWGETIJIEXYVI



8LIWXYH]EVIEGSQIWXSTVSQMRIRGIMRXLI6SQERS&VMXMWLTIVMSHEWXLIVSEH
%OIQER7XVIIX FIX[IIRXLIXS[RWSJ%PGLIWXIV WSYXLSJ&MGIWXIV ERH
'MVIRGIWXIVTEWWIHXSXLIRSVXLSJXLIWXYH]EVIEERHZMPPEKI[MXLVSEHWMHI
WIXXPIQIRXWERHGSYRXV]WMHIZMPPEWVIGSVHIHGPSWIXSMXWEPMKRQIRX



8LIWMXISJ&PIRLIMQ6SQER:MPPEERHJMIPHW]WXIQWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX 836
 PMIWQIXVIWIEWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI WIIJMKYVI %WMXISJWYGL
WMKRMJMGERGI[MXLMRGPSWITVS\MQMX][EVVERXWHIXEMPIHHIWGVMTXMSRJSVMXW
HIWMKREXMSRMRJSVQEXMSREWWIXSYXMR,MWXSVMG)RKPERH¬WREXMSREPLIVMXEKIPMWXJSV
)RKPERH



LXXTWLMWXSVMGIRKPERHSVKYOPMWXMRKXLIPMWXPMWXIRXV]
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©8LIWMXISJXLIZMPPEGERFIWIIRJVSQEHMWXERGIEWEPS[QSYRHSYXPMRIHEKEMRWX
XLIRSVXLIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIJMIPH-X[EWJMVWXMHIRXMJMIHF]EIVMEPTLSXSKVETL]MRXLI
WYQQIVSJ[LIRXLIFYVMIHWXSRI[EPPWERHWYVVSYRHMRKIRGPSWYVIHMXGLIW
WLS[IHGPIEVP]EWGVSTQEVOW8LISYXPMRIERHMRXIVREPEVVERKIQIRXSJVSSQW[IVI
GPIEVP]ZMWMFPIERHXLITPERERHHMQIRWMSRW[IVIWYFWIUYIRXP]GSRJMVQIHF]
PMQMXIHI\GEZEXMSRMR[LIRXLI[EPPW[IVIXVEGIHF]XVMEPXVIRGLMRK4SXXIV]
JSYRHMRXLIGSYVWISJI\GEZEXMSRERHMRXLIJSPPS[MRK]IEV[LIRXLIJMIPHWYVJEGI
[EWW]WXIQEXMGEPP]JMIPH[EPOIH[EWHEXIHXSXLIXLMVHERHJSYVXLGIRXYVMIW%(
%PPXLITSXXIV][EWSJPSGEPQERYJEGXYVII\GITXJSVSRIWLIVHSJMQTSVXIH7EQMER
[EVI8LILSYWIMWEWMQTPIGSXXEKIJSVQEPMKRIHRSVXLIEWXWSYXL[IWX
QIEWYVMRKQPSRKF]Q[MHI-XWWMRKPIVERKIMWQEHIYTSJWM\VSSQW
[MXLEGSVVMHSVQ[MHISRXLIWSYXLIEWXWMHI8LIZMPPEFYMPHMRKPMIW[MXLMRE
HMXGLIHIRGPSWYVIXLVIIWMHIWSJ[LMGLGERFIWIIRSREIVMEPTLSXSKVETLW(MXGLIW
EPWSHIJMRIEJYVXLIVWM\SVWIZIRJMIPHWERHTEHHSGOWSJZEV]MRKWM^ISRXLIWEQI
EPMKRQIRX[LMGLPMIXSXLIRSVXLSJXLIZMPPEFYMPHMRK8LIZMPPEIRGPSWYVIERHMXW
EWWSGMEXIHJMIPHW]WXIQEVIZMWMFPISZIVEREVIEEFSYXQF]Q%PXLSYKLXLI
QEMRGSRGIRXVEXMSRSJXMPIWXSRIERHTSXXIV]JSYRHMRXLIGSYVWISJJMIPH[EPOMRKPE]
SZIVXLIEVIESJXLIFYMPHMRKXLIVI[EWEXLMRRIVWTVIEHSJTSXXIV]ERHWSQIXMPI
SZIVXLIJMIPHWXSXLIRSVXLXLMW[EWRSXSJWYJJMGMIRXUYERXMX]XSWYKKIWXXLI
TVIWIRGISJJYVXLIVFYMPHMRKWFYXMWQSVIPMOIP]XSFIXLIVIWYPXSJQERYVMRKJVSQ
XLIZMPPE WQMHHIRW
8LIZMPPEERHMXWIWXEXI[IVI[IPPTPEGIHJSVEGGIWWXSVMZIVERHVSEHXVERWTSVXXS
QENSVGIRXVIWSJXLIVIKMSR%OIQER7XVIIXXLIVSEHFIX[IIRXLI6SQERXS[RWSJ
'MVIRGIWXIVERH%PGLIWXIVPE]SRP]OQXSXLIRSVXL[MXL%PGLIWXIVMXWIPJSRP]OQ
XSXLIRSVXLIEWX-XJSVQIHSRISJERYQFIVSJZMPPEIWXEXIWI\XIRHMRKEPSRKXLI
XVMFYXEVMIWSJXLI8LEQIWJVSQXLI;MRHVYWLXSXLI'LIV[IPPETEXXIVRSJ
6SQERMWIHWIXXPIQIRXMRGSRXVEWXXSXLIPS[IVKVEZIPWSJXLI9TTIV8LEQIW:EPPI]
EREVIESJREXMZIZMPPEKIWERHWQEPPJEVQW8LIXLMVHGIRXYV]WE[EKVS[XLMR
RYQFIVWERHERMRGVIEWIMRWM^ISJWSQII\MWXMRKZMPPEWERHERETTEVIRXI\TERWMSR
SJXLIZMPPEIWXEXIIGSRSQ]%PXLSYKLVIPEXMZIP]WQEPPTEVXMGYPEVP]MRGSQTEVMWSRXS
WSQISJXLIPEVKIVZMPPEWSJXLI'SXW[SPHWMXMWGSQTEVEFPIMRWM^IXSXLIIEVPMIV
TLEWIWSJJSVMRWXERGI(MXGLPI]ZMPPEEX)RWXSRIª



*YVXLIVHIXEMPSRXLIEVVERKIQIRXERHI\XIRXSJXLMWZMPPEWMXI[EWTVSZMHIHEWE
GSRWIUYIRGISJXLIIZEPYEXMSRWYRHIVXEOIRJSVXLIETTPMGEXMSR )ZIRX( 
8LIIZEPYEXMSRMHIRXMJMIHX[SEVIEWSJEVGLEISPSKMGEPTSXIRXMEP8LIJMVWXSJXLIWI
MWEPMRIEV^SRIEPMKRIHETTVS\MQEXIP]RSVXLWSYXL[LMGLMRGPYHIWXLI
WGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXERHGSVVIWTSRHW[MXLXLIQEMRWTVIEHSJKISTL]WMGEP
ERSQEPMIW WLEHIHVIHSRJMKYVI -QQIHMEXIP]EHNEGIRXXSERHWSYXLSJXLMW
^SRI[EWEREVIE[MXLRSGPIEVKISTL]WMGEPERSQEPMIW,S[IZIVXVIRGLMRKLIVI
GSRJMVQIHXLEXXLMWPSGEXMSREPWSGSRXEMRIHHITSWMXWSJ6SQERHEXI%WIGSRH
EVIESJKISTL]WMGEPERSQEPMIWMRGPYHMRKEVIGXMPMRIEVEVVERKIQIRXSVMIRXEXIH
RSVXLJVSQXLIWGLIHYPIHZMPPEEVIE[EWGSRJMVQIHEWFIMRKSJ6SQERSVMKMRERH
MRGPYHIHEGVSYGLIHFYVMEP%GSQTPI\SJKISTL]WMGEPERSQEPMIWMRXLIRSVXL
IEWXIVRGSVRIV WIIJMKYVI [IVIVIZIEPIHEWEWIVMIWSJPMRIEVJIEXYVIWSJ
0EXI-VSR%KIERH6SQERS&VMXMWLHEXIVITVIWIRXMRKEJSGYWSJSGGYTEXMSR
WLEHIH]IPPS[SRJMKYVI 



8LIIEWXIVRWMXIFSYRHEV]PMIWEHNEGIRXXS7ERWSQ¬W0ERIETVSFEFPI%RKPS
7E\SRVSYXIVIJIVVIHXSEW«,IL7XVEIX¬MREGLEVXIVHEXIH%( 8IGLRMGEP
%TTIRHM\&TEVXTK ERHJSVQWXLITEVMWLFSYRHEV][MXL7LMTXSRSR
'LIV[IPP-XMWPMOIP]XLEXXLMWVSYXIJSPPS[WXLIPMRISJETVII\MWXMRKPEXI-VSR
%KIIEVP]6SQERS&VMXMWLXVEGOSVQMRSVVSEHRSVXLMRXLIHMVIGXMSRSJ%OIQER
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7XVIIX;SSHWXSGOHIVMZIWMXWREQIJVSQE«TPEGIMRXLI[SSHW¬ERHF]
(SQIWHE]LEHFIGSQIXLIWIEXSJEVS]EPLYRXMRKPSHKI[MXLXLI*SVIWXSJ
;]GL[SSH)ZMHIRGISJTVIGSRUYIWXWIXXPIQIRXEX;SSHWXSGOMWJYVXLIV
TVSZMHIHF]XLIVIGSVHSJEGSYRGMPLIPHF]%IXLIPVIH--«MRXLIPERHSJXLI
1IVGMERW :MGXSVME'SYRX],MWXSV] 


8LIQIHMIZEPTIVMSHMWEPWSWTEVWIP]VITVIWIRXIHMRXLIWXYH]EVIE%GLERGI
JMRHSJERMVSREVVS[LIEH[EWHMWGSZIVIHMRXLIKEVHIRSJJ'VIG];EPOXSXLI
[IWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI 836 %RYRORS[RUYERXMX]SJQIHMIZEPTSXXIV]
[EWJSYRHHYVMRKJMIPH[EPOMRKMRXLIWSYXLIEWXIVRTEVXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMR
 836 ,MWXSVMGQETTMRKLEWWLS[RRSMRHMGEXMSRSJFYMPHMRKWSV
WXVYGXYVIWMRXLMWSVER]PSGEXMSRSJXLIWMXI WII8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVX
JMKYVIW ERHMXMWGSRWMHIVIHPMOIP]XLEXXLIWMXILEWVIQEMRIHYRHIZIPSTIH
JSVGIRXYVMIW
6IWYPXWSJEVGLEISPSKMGEPMRZIWXMKEXMSRW



8LIVIWYPXWSJXLIEVGLEISPSKMGEPMRZIWXMKEXMSRWYRHIVXEOIREWTEVXSJXLI)-%JSV
;SSHWXSGO)EWXMREVIVITSVXIHMRXLIJSPPS[MRKHSGYQIRXWERHGERFI
JSYRHMR8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVXW
0ERHEX7LMTXSR6SEH;SSHWXSGO3\JSVHWLMVI+ISTL]WMGEPWYVZI]
QEKRIXMG F]8:%7
0ERHEX7LMTXSR6SEH;SSHWXSGO3\JSVHWLMVI%WWIWWQIRXSJEIVMEP
TLSXSKVETLWJSVEVGLEISPSK]F]%MV4LSXS7IVZMGIW2SZIQFIV
0ERHEX7LMTXSR6SEH;SSHWXSGO3\JSVHWLMVI%VGLEISPSKMGEP
IZEPYEXMSRF]8:%7



%HIXEMPIHQEKRIXSQIXV]WYVZI][EWGEVVMIHSYXEGVSWWXLISVMKMREPLE
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMR7ITXIQFIVF]8:%7 8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVX 8LI
TVIWIRXETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMWVIJIVVIHXSEWGSQTVMWMRKJMIPH WSYXLIVRTEVGIP ERH
JMIPH RSVXLIVRTEVGIP 8LIJMRHMRKWEVIWLS[RSRJMKYVIERHWYQQEVMWIH
EWJSPPS[W
*MIPHZIV]JI[QEKRIXMGVIWTSRWIWERSQEPMIW[IVIVIGSVHIH%WIVMIW
SJRSVXLWSYXLTEVEPPIPPMRIEVW[IVIVIGSVHIHEXVIKYPEVMRXIVZEPWEGVSWW
XLIJMIPHEVIE ERRSXEXIHESRJMKYVI ERHTVSFEFP]VITVIWIRXGPIEV
MRHMGEXMSRSJTPSYKLMRKIZMHIRGI
*MIPHVIZIEPIHEQYGLPEVKIVRYQFIVSJQEKRIXMGERSQEPMIWXLERJMIPH
%WIVMIWSJPMRIEVERHHMWGVIXIERSQEPMIWTSWWMFP]MRHMGEXMRKXLVII
TSWWMFPIWYFVIGXERKYPEVIRGPSWYVIWEFYXXIHF]ERYQFIVSJHMXGL
JIEXYVIW ERRSXEXIHESRJMKYVI %RSXLIVKVSYTSJPMRIEVWEVI
TVIWIRXXSXLIIEWX F ERHGSPPIGXMZIP]ETTIEVXSJSVQXLVIIWMHIWSJ
ERSXLIVIRGPSWYVI[MXLETSWWMFPITMXGSRXEMRMRKEQIXEPJMRH*YVXLIV
WSYXLETEMVSJPMRIEVERSQEPMIWXVEZIVWIWXLIJMIPHMRERIEWX[IWX
SVMIRXEXMSR[MXLEFVIEOMRXLIGIRXVI GH ERHQE]VITVIWIRXE
JSVQIVJMIPHFSYRHEV]%WXVSRKPMRIEVVIWTSRWIXLEXXVEZIVWIWXLIIRXMVI
PIRKXLRSVXLWSYXLSJJMIPH K ETTIEVWXSGSVVIWTSRHXSEJSVQIVJMIPH
FSYRHEV]WIIRSRXLIXMXLIERHJMVWXIHMXMSR37QETSJ
8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVXJMKYVIW  8LIVIEVIJYVXLIVPMRIEV
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ERSQEPMIWSREWMQMPEVEPMKRQIRXXSXLITPSYKLWGEVWVIGSVHIHMRJMIPH
MRXLIWSYXLIVRTSVXMSRSJXLMWJMIPH IERHL 8LIRSVXLIVRTEVXSJJMIPH
ETTIEVWXSWLS[WMQMPEVEKVMGYPXYVEPTPSYKLWGEVWSVJYVVS[WFYXMRER
IEWX[IWXSVMIRXEXMSR J %PEVKIEVIESJQEKRIXMGHMWXYVFERGIMW
VIGSVHIHEHNEGIRXXSXLIRSVXLIVRFSYRHEV]SJJMIPHERHQE]
GSVVIWTSRHXSEPEVKIWXVYGXYVIZMWMFPISREIVMEPTLSXSKVETLWSJXLI
W 8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVXTK 


%REWWIWWQIRXSJEIVMEPTLSXSKVETLW[EWYRHIVXEOIRF]%MV4LSXS7IVZMGIWXS
TVSZMHIERMRHITIRHIRXETTVEMWEPSJXLIIZMHIRGIJSVEVGLEISPSKMGEPJIEXYVIW
[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI 8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVX %IVMEP
TLSXSKVETLWXEOIRFIX[IIRERH[IVII\EQMRIHERHJIEXYVIW
TPSXXIH[MXLSRP]XLSWISJVIPIZERGIXSXLIGYVVIRXETTPMGEXMSRWMXIHIWGVMFIH
LIVI4SWWMFPIJIEXYVIW[IVIWIIRMRGVSTWSZIVJSVQIVFSYRHEVMIW ERRSXEXIH.
SRJMKYVI %PMOIP]HMXGLIHGYVZMPMRIEVIRGPSWYVIERHWSQIJVEKQIRXEV]
HMXGLIWERHTMXW / EVIHMWGIVRMFPIEWGVSTQEVOWSR+SSKPI)EVXL[MXLEREVIE
SJVMHKIERHJYVVS[EPWSVIGSVHIH 0 



%XSXEPSJIZEPYEXMSRXVIRGLIW[IVIMRZIWXMKEXIHEGVSWWXLIETTPMGEXMSR
EVIEFYXJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWEWWIWWQIRXSRP]EWYQQEV]SJXLSWI[MXLMR
XLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEXSXEPSJIZEPYEXMSRXVIRGLIW[MPPFIHMWGYWWIH WII
JMKYVIWERH 8LIWXVEXMKVETL][MXLMRXLIXVIRGLIWGSRWMWXIHSJIMXLIV
XSTWSMPSZIVP]MRKWYFWSMPSVXSTWSMPHMVIGXP]SZIVP]MRKXLIREXYVEP'SVRFVEWL
KISPSK]EWWIIRMRXVIRGLIWERHSRP]%GSQTPIXIPMWXSJXLI
XVIRGLIWERHXLIMVJMRHMRKWMWTVSZMHIHEWERETTIRHM\XSXLIIZEPYEXMSRVITSVX
8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVX 



2SEVIEWSJLMKLSVPS[EVGLEISPSKMGEPTSXIRXMEP[IVIMHIRXMJMIHEWEVIWYPXSJXLI
IZEPYEXMSRSJXLIXVIRGLIW[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI2SHIJMRMXMZIEVIEWSJE
JSVQIVWIXXPIQIRXSVEVIEWSJLEFMXEXMSREVITVIWIRXMRXLIWIIZEPYEXMSR
XVIRGLIW8LIJSPPS[MRKXVIRGLIWHMHLS[IZIVGSRXEMREVGLEISPSKMGEPJIEXYVIW
FYXRSXEPPVIWYPXIHMRXLIVIGSZIV]SJHEXIEFPIEVXIJEGXW
ERH8LMWMWEPS[TVSTSVXMSR[LIRGSRWMHIVMRKXLIEPMKRQIRXSJ
XLIIZEPYEXMSRXVIRGLIW[IVITSWMXMSRIHXSXEVKIXWYWTIGXIHKISTL]WMGEP
ERSQEPMIW%PEVKIPMRIEVHMXGLJIEXYVITSWMXMSRIHXSXEVKIXKISTL]WMGEPERSQEP]
E WIIJMKYVI [EWJSYRHXSFIEPEVKIQSHIVRPERHHVEMR[MXLQSHIVR
TSXXIV]%RYQFIVSJKYPP]JIEXYVIW[IVIMRZIWXMKEXIHERHTVSHYGIHWLIVHWSJ
QIHMIZEPERHTSWXQIHMIZEPTSXXIV] XVIRGLIWERH 8VIRGL
GSQTVMWIHERSXLIVKYPP]QIEWYVMRK QPSRK\Q[MHIERHQHIIT
[MXLMXWWIGSRHEV]JMPPGSRXEMRMRK-VSR%KITSXXIV]EWMRKPITMIGISJ6SQER
TSXXIV]ERHEWLIITXSSXL2SERSQEPMIW[IVIVIZIEPIHF]IMXLIVKISTL]WMGEPSV
EIVMEPTLSXSKVETL]WYVZI]MRXLMWWSYXLIVRJMIPHSXLIVXLERIZMHIRGIJSV
I\XIRWMZIVMHKIERHJYVVS[MRHMGEXMRKPSRKXIVQTPSYKLMRKERHEKVMGYPXYVEPPERH
YWI ERRSXEXIHESRJMKYVI *YVXLIVIEWXXVIRGLYRGSZIVIHETMX
QIEWYVMRKQ[MHIERHQHIITEKYPP]Q[MHIERHQHIIT
ERHEHMXGLQIEWYVMRKQPSRK\Q[MHIERHQHIITFYXRSJMRHW
[IVIVIGSZIVIHJVSQER]JIEXYVIERHRSMRXIVTVIXEXMSRSJXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTMW
TVSZMHIH8VIRGLTSWMXMSRIHXSEPMKR[MXLXLIRSVXLWSYXLTPSYKLWGEVWVMHKI
ERHJYVVS[TVSHYGIHEHMXGLQ[MHIERHQHIITGSRXEMRMRKJSYV
TMIGIWSJFVMGOXMPISJTSWXQIHMIZEPHEXIEPSRK[MXLX[STMIGIWSJJMVIHGPE]ERH
XLVIITMIGIWSJWPEK
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*YXYVIFEWIPMRI


8LIJYXYVIFEWIPMRIMRXLIEFWIRGISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXLEWFIIR
EWWIWWIHEWXLIWMXIVIQEMRMRKYRHIVEVEFPIGYPXMZEXMSR2SEVIEWSJLMKL
EVGLEISPSKMGEPTSXIRXMEP[IVIMHIRXMJMIHEWEVIWYPXSJXLIMRZIWXMKEXMZIWYVZI]W
[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHXLIVIJSVIXLIVIMWRSVIUYMVIQIRXXSWEJIKYEVH
ER]TSVXMSRSJXLIWMXIJVSQGYVVIRXEKVMGYPXYVEPJEVQMRKTVSGIWWIWJSVJIEVSJ
YREGGITXEFPIMQTEGXXSXLIMHIRXMJMIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGI
%WWIWWQIRXSJMQTSVXERGI



8LIVIPEXMZIP]WQEPPRYQFIVSJRSRHIWMKREXIHEVGLEISPSK]WMXIW[MXLMRXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHEGVSWWXLIWXYH]EVIEEVIPEVKIP]ORS[REWEVIWYPXSJ
EVGLEISPSKMGEPJMIPH[SVO;LIRHIZIPSTQIRX[SVOLEWXVMKKIVIHXLIRIIHJSV
EVGLEISPSKMGEPWMXIMRZIWXMKEXMSRWEW[EWXLIGEWI[MXLIZEPYEXMRKXLII\XIRXSJ
&PIRLIMQ6SQERZMPPEEVIEWSJPS[ERHLMKLEVGLEISPSKMGEPTSXIRXMEPLEZIFIIR
VIZIEPIH8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXILEWFIIRWYFNIGXXSEPPPIZIPWSJRSRMRXVYWMZI
KISTL]WMGEPERHEIVMEPTLSXSKVETL ERHMRXVYWMZI IZEPYEXMSRXVIRGLMRK WYVZI]W
ERHMRKIRIVEPXLIQENSVMX]SJXLIWMXIMWHIZSMHSJEVGLEISPSKMGEPWMXIW-RXLIJI[
PSGEPMWIHEVIEW[LIVIYRVIPEXIHJIEXYVIWLEZIFIIRVIGSVHIHRSGPIEVJYRGXMSR
SVWIXXPIQIRXYWIGERFIMRJIVVIH'SPPIGXMZIP]XLIJMRHMRKWSJXLIWYVZI]WEPSRK
[MXLX[SGLERGIHMWGSZIVMIWSJJPMRXERHQIHMIZEPTSXXIV] 836ERH 
VITVIWIRXRSRHIWMKREXIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPMRXIVIWXERHZEPYISJPSGEPMRXIVIWXERH
PS[MQTSVXERGIEGGSVHMRKXSXLIGVMXIVMEMRJMKYVI



8LIWXYH]EVIEGSRXEMRWXLIREXMSREPP]HIWMKREXIHWGLIHYPIH&PIRLIMQ6SQER
ZMPPEWMXI 836 XLI[IWXIVRI\XIRXSJ[LMGLPMIWQIEWXSJ7ERWSQ¬W0ERI
XLIIEWXIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI)\XIRWMZIEVGLEISPSKMGEP
IZEPYEXMSRWLEZIWLS[RSXLIVGSRXIQTSVEV]6SQERWIXXPIQIRXEVIEWRSVXLERH
WSYXLSJXLIWGLIHYPIHEVIEEW[IPPEW0EXI-VSR%KIERH6SQERIZMHIRGIMR
XLIRSVXLIEWXIVRJMIPHGSVRIV;LMPWXXLIWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXMWVIGSKRMWIHEW
SJREXMSREPMRXIVIWXERHLMKLMQTSVXERGIXLIEVIEWMHIRXMJMIHRSVXLERHWSYXLSJ
ZMPPEWMXIEVIPMOIP]XSFISJGSYRX]SVVIKMSREPMRXIVIWXERHQIHMYQMQTSVXERGI
EGGSVHMRKXSXLIGVMXIVMEMRJMKYVI



8EFPIWYQQEVMWIWXLIMQTSVXERGISJXLIEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGI[MXLMRXLI
WMXIERHWXYH]EVIE
6IGITXSV

-QTSVXERGISJVIGITXSV
3RWMXI

%VGLEISPSK]

0S[
7XYH]EVIE

%VGLEISPSK]§&PIRLIMQ:MPPE 71 
2SRHIWMKREXIHEWWIXWVIPEXIHXS&PIRLIMQ:MPPE
2SRHIWMKREXIHEWWIXWVIGSVHIHMRXLI,)6
8EFPI7YQQEV]SJMQTSVXERGI

,MKL
1IHMYQ
0S[

4SXIRXMEPIJJIGXW


8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXGSYPHFIEWSYVGISJMQTEGXWSRXLIEVGLEISPSKMGEP
VIWSYVGI[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHMQQIHMEXIWYVVSYRHMRKWXLVSYKL
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:ERFVYKL9RMX8VYWXERH4]I,SQIW0XH

+VSYRHHMWXYVFERGI
8LITVIWIRGISJXLIRI[FYMPXJSVQMXWWMXMRKWGEPII\XIRXETTIEVERGIERH
GLEVEGXIV
'LERKIWXSXLIZMWYEPUYEPMXMIWSJXLIWMXI


1MXMKEXMSRSJEHZIVWIIJJIGXWXLVSYKLXLIHIZIPSTMRKWGLIQIHIWMKRMWMRXIKVEP
XSXLIMXIVEXMZITVSGIWWSJ)-%XLIWITVMQEV]QIEWYVIWEVIMRGPYHIHMRXLI
TVSTSWEPHIWGVMFIHMRGLETXIV8LIEWWIWWQIRXSJIJJIGXWGSRWMHIVWXLI
IJJIGXW[MXLSYXEHHMXMSREPWIGSRHEV]QMXMKEXMSR%RETTVSTVMEXITVSKVEQQISJ
QMXMKEXMSRGSYPHVIHYGIXLIWIZIVMX]SJEREHZIVWIIJJIGXSVVIQSZIMX
GSQTPIXIP]
)JJIGXWHYVMRKGSRWXVYGXMSR



-XMWIRZMWEKIHXLEXGSRWXVYGXMSRSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPGSQQIRGIMR
ERHFIGSQTPIXIHF]8LIWMXI[MPPKIRIVEPP]FIHIZIPSTIHJVSQ
WSYXLXSRSVXL



8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPMRZSPZII\XIRWMZIKVSYRH[SVOW[LMGL[MPP
MRIZMXEFP]LEZIERMQTEGXSREPPFIPS[KVSYRHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIQEMRW[LIVI
XLI]EVIORS[RSVWYWTIGXIHXSI\MWX8LIVMWOSJMQTEGXWJVSQXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHGSQIJVSQXLITSWWMFPIHEQEKIXSER]YRERXMGMTEXIH
FIPS[KVSYRHEVGLEISPSKMGEPJIEXYVIWXLEXHMHRSXGSQIXSPMKLXHYVMRKXLI
XVIRGLIZEPYEXMSRI\IVGMWIERHEVIRSXIZMHIRXMRIMXLIVXLIKISTL]WMGEPSVEIVMEP
TLSXSKVETLEREP]WMWSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI



8LIRSRHIWMKREXIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGI[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMW
GSRWMHIVIHXSFISJPS[MQTSVXERGI%PEVKITL]WMGEPGLERKIMWTVIHMGXIHXS
SGGYVEWEVIWYPXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX8LIIJJIGX[MXLSYXETTP]MRK
ER]JSVQSJQMXMKEXMSR[MPPXLIVIJSVIFIQSHIVEXI8LMWIJJIGXMWGPEWWIHEW
WMKRMJMGERXJSVXLI)-%
)JJIGXWTSWXGSRWXVYGXMSR



8LIVIQEMRWSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPE 83671 EVIGSQTPIXIP]FYVMIH[MXLRS
TL]WMGEPQERMJIWXEXMSREFSZIKVSYRH%IVMEPTLSXSKVETL]EREP]WMWKISTL]WMGEP
WYVZI] 8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\&TEVX ERHPMQMXIHXVMEPI\GEZEXMSRF]3\JSVH
%VGLEISPSK]MR )ZIRX'JMKYVI LEZIEHHIHKVIEXP]XSSYVORS[PIHKI
SJXLIWMXI¬WJSVQEPKVSYRHTPERERHI\XIRXSJEWWSGMEXIHJIEXYVIWGSRGIRXVEXIH
XSXLIRSVXLERHWSYXLSJXLIWGLIHYPIHEVIE WIIJMKYVI ,MWXSVMG)RKPERH
YRHIVMXWJSVQIVKYMWIEW)RKPMWL,IVMXEKI LEWGPIEVP]WXEXIHXLEX«8LIZMPPE
ETTIEVWXSLEZIFIIRHIWMKRIHXSJEGIIEWXWSYXLIEWXTIVLETWMRXLIHMVIGXMSR
SJXLIEKVMGYPXYVEPIWXEXIMX[EWWMXIHXSXEOIEHZERXEKISJI\XIRWMZIZMI[WSZIV
MXWHITIRHIRXPERH-XMWSYVGSRXIRXMSRXLEXXLIZMPPE[SYPHLEZIJEGIHIEWX
WSYXLIEWXERH[SYPHLEZIIRNS]IHPSRKZMI[W[LMGL[IVIRSVQEPP]WIIREW
MQTSVXERXXSXLMWEQFMXMSYWFYMPHMRKX]TI¬



8LIFYVMIHVIQEMRWSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPE[LMGLGERRSXFIVIEHMP]ETTVIGMEXIHF]E
GEWYEPSFWIVZIVRSRIXLIPIWWVIXEMRETVIWIRGIMRXLIPERHWGETIERHXLIVIJSVI



0IXXIVHEXIHJVSQ)RKPMWL,IVMXEKIXS'LIV[IPP(MWXVMGX'SYRGMPVIJ4
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LEZIEWIXXMRK ,MWXSVMG)RKPERH 7YGLFYVMIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIQEMRWEW
XLI&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWMXILEZIFIIREJJSVHIHXLIPSRKXIVQGSRXMRYMX]MRXLI
EKVMGYPXYVEPPERHYWIXLEXMQQIHMEXIP]WYVVSYRHWERHGSZIVWXLIVIQEMRW
1EMRXEMRMRKXLIMQQIHMEXIEFSZIKVSYRHEKVMGYPXYVEPWIXXMRKERHXLI[MHIV
PERHWGETIZMI[WIEWXWSYXLIEWXJVSQXLMWWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX[MPPIJJIGXMZIP]
RSXMRXIVJIVI[MXLSVEPXIVXLIWIXXMRKSJXLMWWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX


8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIFSYRHEV]PMIWQ[IWXSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPE[LMPIXLIRIEVIWX
FYMPXIHKISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXPMIWGQJYVXLIV[IWX7YGLGPSWI
TVS\MQMX]MWWXMPP[MXLMRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLMWWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXEPFIMXXSEPIWWIV
HIKVIIXLERXLITVIZMSYWWGLIQIEWPERHXSXLI[IWXLEWRSXFIIRMHIRXMJMIHEW
GVYGMEPXSXLISVMKMREPWMXMRKSVMRXLIRIGIWWEV]SYX[EVHZMI[WJVSQXLI
WIXXPIQIRX%VGLEISPSKMGEPIZEPYEXMSRWLEZIGPIEVP]WLS[RXLII\TERWMSRSV
QYPXMTIVMSHYWIMQQIHMEXIP]RSVXLERHWSYXLSJXLIZMPPEHIWMKREXIHEVIEFYX
RSX[IWX[EVHW8LITVIWIRGISJXLIRI[FYMPXJSVQMXWWMXMRKWGEPIXLIPMOIP]
MRGVIEWIMRRSMWIMRXVSHYGXMSRERHTVS\MQMX]SJPMKLXWTMPPERHXLIKIRIVEP
WYFYVFERMWEXMSRSJ[LEXMWGYVVIRXP]EREKVMGYPXYVEPJMIPH[MPPGSPPIGXMZIP]VIWYPXMRE
GLERKIXSXLITVIWIRXWIXXMRK(IZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWIH[SYPHFIXSXLIRSVXL
[IWXERHEWIGSRHEV]IPIZEXMSRXSXLIYVFERIHKISJ;SSHWXSGO8LMWMW
GSRWMWXIRX[MXLLS[,MWXSVMG)RKPERHWXEXIHXLITVIZMSYWHIZIPSTQIRX
TVSTSWEPWGSYPHFIEQIPMSVEXIHEWXLIGYVVIRXTVSTSWEPWGSRXMRYIXSSJJIVXLI
©PMRO[MXLXLI[MHIVPERHWGETIXS[EVHWXLIWSYXLIEWX[LMGL[SYPHSJJIVPIWW
LEVQXLVSYKLXLIMQTEGXYTSRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLIQSRYQIRXª%QIHMYQWQEPP
GLERKIXSXLIWIXXMRKSJXLMWREXMSREPP]HIWMKREXIHZMPPEQSRYQIRXMWTVIHMGXIH
8LIIJJIGX[MXLSYXETTP]MRKER]JSVQSJQMXMKEXMSR[MPPXLIVIJSVIFIQSHIVEXI
8LMWIJJIGXMWGPEWWIHEWWMKRMJMGERXJSVXLI)-%
1MXMKEXMSR
3RWMXIEVGLEISPSK]



8LITVIHMGXIHQSHIVEXIIJJIGXSREVGLEISPSK]GERFI[LSPP]QMXMKEXIHXLVSYKL
EJYVXLIVWXEKISJEVGLEISPSKMGEPWMXIMRZIWXMKEXMSRMRXLMWMRWXERGIERH
GSRWMHIVMRKXLIPEGOSJGSRXIQTSVEV]6SQERJIEXYVIWSVIZMHIRGISJWIXXPIQIRX
VIPEXIHXSXLI&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWMXIXSXLIIEWXXLIQSWXETTVSTVMEXIMRZIWXMKEXMSR
[SYPHFIE[EXGLMRKFVMIJ4VIWIVZEXMSRF]VIGSVHMII\GEZEXMSRSJER]
JIEXYVIWYRGSZIVIHMWEWYJJMGMIRXERHTSPMG]VIGSKRMWIHJSVQSJQMXMKEXMSRXLEX
GEREHIUYEXIP]QMXMKEXIER]TVIHMGXIHQSHIVEXIIJJIGX



;LMPIXLIZIV]TVSGIWWSJI\GEZEXMSRGERFIZMI[IHEWHIWXVYGXMZIMX]MIPHWXLI
QSWXVIPMEFPIIZMHIRGIERHGERPIEHXSERI\TVIWWMSRSJXLITEWXJSVXLSWIXLEX
PMZISVEVITPERRMRKXSPMZIGPSWIXSXLIWMXISJXLIHMWGSZIV]8LIORS[R
EVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGI[SYPHFIHIWXVS]IHXLVSYKLIVSWMSRHI[EXIVMRK
TVSGIWWIWERHSXLIVZEV]MRKPIZIPWSJHIZIPSTQIRXMRJVEWXVYGXYVIERHXLIVIJSVI
I\GEZEXMSRMWNYWXMJMIHEWQYGLHEXEXLEX[SYPHSXLIV[MWIFIPSWX[MPPFI
VIGSVHIH



%PPRIGIWWEV]ERHEKVIIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPQMXMKEXMSR[SVOWLSYPHXEOITPEGIEX
PIEWXJSYV[IIOWMREHZERGISJXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRTVSKVEQQI8LIEKVIIHEVIEW
JSVGPSWIVI\EQMREXMSRF]IMXLIVE[EXGLMRKFVMIJSVWXVMTQETERHWEQTPI
I\IVGMWIEVIXSFIEKVIIHMRGSRWYPXEXMSR[MXL3''%%HIXEMPIH;VMXXIR
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7GLIQISJ-RZIWXMKEXMSR ;7- [MPPRIIHETTVSZEPELIEHSJXLIKVSYRH[SVOW
7YGL[SVOLEWFIIRWYKKIWXIHF]3''%HYVMRKXLITVITEVEXMSRSJXLMW
EWWIWWQIRX[LIVIF]ETPERRMRKGSRHMXMSRGSYPHEHIUYEXIP]EHHVIWWXLMW
SYXWXERHMRKQEXXIV8LITLEWIHIZIPSTQIRXEVIESJXLIWSYXLIVRJMIPH WII
JMKYVI TVSZMHIWERSTTSVXYRMX]XSMRZIWXMKEXIEPEVKIVEVIEEVSYRHXVIRGL
[LIVI-VSR%KIERH6SQERTSXXIV][IVIVIXVMIZIHJVSQEKYPP]JIEXYVI8LI
PSGEXMSRSJXLITVSTSWIHTYQTMRKWXEXMSREPWSTVSZMHIWWYGLERSTTSVXYRMX]ERH
[SYPHFIMREREVIERSXTVIZMSYWP]IZEPYEXIH8LIVIWYPXWSJEKVIIH
EVGLEISPSKMGEPQMXMKEXMSR[SVO[MXLMRXLITLEWIEVIE[MPPMRJSVQXLIRIIHJSV
JYVXLIVWMQMPEVMRXIVZIRXMSRWJSVWYFWIUYIRXTLEWIWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRX


-RXLIYRPMOIP]IZIRXXLEXEHHMXMSREPJIEXYVIWSJEVGLEISPSKMGEPMRXIVIWXEVI
YRGSZIVIHHYVMRKGSRWXVYGXMSRSYXWMHISJMRZIWXMKEXMSREVIEWJYVXLIVETTVSTVMEXI
WYVZI]W[MPPFIYRHIVXEOIR-RXLIJMVWXMRWXERGI3''%[MPPFIMRJSVQIHERHXLI
QIXLSHSPSK][MPPFIHMWGYWWIHERHEKVIIH8LIWIMRZIWXMKEXMSRW[MPPJYPP]
QMXMKEXIXLITVIHMGXIHQSHIVEXIIJJIGXERH[MPPXLIQWIPZIWVIWYPXMREQSHIVEXI
WMKRMJMGERXFIRIJMGMEPIJJIGXJVSQXLIORS[PIHKIKEMRIHXLVSYKLXLI[SVO
7IXXMRKSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPE



8LITVIHMGXIHQSHIVEXIEHZIVWIIJJIGXXSXLI[IWXIVRI\XIRXSJXLIWIXXMRKSJ
&PIRLIMQ:MPPEGERFITEVXMEPP]QMXMKEXIHXLVSYKLTSWMXMZIJYXYVILIVMXEKI
MRXIVTVIXEXMSRERHQEREKIQIRXSJXLIWMXI;LMPWXXLI[MHIVPERHWGETIXSXLI
WSYXLIEWXSJXLI:MPPELEWFIIRWEJIKYEVHIHMRXLITVSTSWEPWEWGLETXIV
GPIEVP]WXEXIWXLIVILEZIFIIRTVMQEV]QMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWETTPMIHXSXLI
HIWMKRSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXXLEXEMQXSQMRMQMWITSXIRXMEPIJJIGXWSRXLI[MHIV
PERHWGETIERHMXWWIXXMRKERHMRGPYHIXLIJSPPS[MRK
'EVIJYPPSGEXMSRERHJSVQSJFYMPXHIZIPSTQIRXXSQMRMQMWIMQTEGXWSR
XLIWIXXMRKSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXXLVSYKLXLITVSZMWMSRSJ
ETTVSTVMEXIWIXFEGOWERHFYJJIVWGQ[MHI
'SRWMHIVEXMSRSJQEWWMRKLIMKLXERHWGEPISJHIZIPSTQIRXVIHYGMRK
XLIWGEPISJHIZIPSTQIRXEHNEGIRXXSWIRWMXMZIWMXIFSYRHEVMIW[MXL
;SSHWXSGOERHXLIWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX
4VSZMWMSRSJRI[KVIIRMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXSTVSZMHIMQTSVXERXEQIRMX]
WTEGIERHTPE]WTEGIMRGSVTSVEXMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVIGSPSKMGEP
IRLERGIQIRXERH79(W
1E\MQMWMRKGSRRIGXMZMX]FIX[IIR;SSHWXSGOERHXLIHIZIPSTQIRX
XLVSYKLXLIVIXIRXMSRERHMRGSVTSVEXMSRSJXLITYFPMGVMKLXWSJ[E]ERHE
RI[RIX[SVOSJJSSXTEXLWERHG]GPI[E]WXLVSYKLXLIWMXIPMROMRKXSXLI
[MHIVEVIE





%WGLIQISJSJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRMWTVSTSWIHVIKEVHMRKXLIVIMRWXEXIQIRXSJXLI
LMWXSVMGVSYXIORS[REW«,IL7XVEIX¬8LMW[SYPHFIYRHIVXEOIREHNEGIRXXSXLI
IEWXIVRETTPMGEXMSRWMXIFSYRHEV]SRPERHYRHIVXLIGSRXVSPSJXLIETTPMGERX
7YGLEGSQQMXQIRXXSXLMWLMWXSVMGVSYXIGSYPHTVSZMHIERSTTSVXYRMX]XS
MRGVIEWIE[EVIRIWWMXWWMKRMJMGERGIEW[IPPEWTVSZMHMRKEPSGEXMSRJSVMQTSVXERX
MRXIVTVIXEXMSRSJXLI&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWMXI8LMWWMXIWLSYPHRSXFIZMI[IHEWQIVIP]

)QEMPGSVVIWTSRHIRGIJVSQ,YKL'SHHMRKXSR3''%VGLEISPSKMWXHEXIH
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EWIVMIWSJFIPS[KVSYRHIEVXL[SVOWFYXEWEGYPXYVEPIHYGEXMSREPERHWSGMEP
VIWSYVGIXLEXGERLIPTGVIEXIEVMGLWIRWISJTPEGIJSVXLIRI[TVSTSWIH
GSQQYRMX]-RGVIEWMRKE[EVIRIWWSJXLIPE]SYXWXVYGXYVIWERHLMWXSV]SJ
&PIRLIMQ:MPPEMWEKSSH[E]SJGVIEXMRKERIRHYVMRKWIRWISJTPEGIJSVXLI
TVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSJPERHMQQIHMEXIP][IWX


;MXLRSJYVXLIVWMXIMRZIWXMKEXMSRWIRZMWEKIHYTSRSVMRXLIMQQIHMEXIZMGMRMX]SJ
&PIRLIMQ:MPPEMXMWTVSTSWIHXSSJJIVEVERKISJEPXIVREXMZIWXSFIXXIVVIZIEPXLMW
QSRYQIRXERHMRGVIEWIJYXYVITYFPMGE[EVIRIWW
8LIWMXIWLSYPHFITVSQSXIHEWTEVXSJELIVMXEKIXVEMPSJ;SSHWXSGOERH
MXWIEVP]SVMKMRW7YGGIWWJYPETTPMGEXMSRWYXMPMWIXVIEWYVILYRXWGIREVMSW
XLEXI\TPSVIXLIEVGLEISPSK]ERHLMWXSV]SJXLIXS[RERHMQQIHMEXI
IRZMVSRW[LMPWXTSWMXMZIP]I\TPSVMRKKVIIRSTIRWTEGIWEVSYRHXLI
XS[RTVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXWMXI¬WTIVMQIXIV
)VIGXMSRSJMRXIVTVIXEXMSRTERIP W XSTVSQSXIE[EVIRIWWSJXLI&PIRLIMQ
:MPPEWMXIGSYRXV]WMHIERH[MPHPMJISJXLIEVIE8LIEJSVIQIRXMSRIH56
GSHIGSYPHFITVIWIRXSRXLIFSEVH W XSEPPS[IEWISJMRXIVEGXMSR[MXL
IRLERGIHZMWYEPMWEXMSRSJLS[XLIZMPPEWMXIPSSOIH



8LIWIQIEWYVIWXSQE\MQMWILIVMXEKIIRLERGIQIRX[MPPTEVXMEPP]QMXMKEXIXLI
TVIHMGXIHQSHIVEXIIJJIGXFYX[MPPGSPPIGXMZIP]VIWYPXMREQSHIVEXIWYFWXERXMEP
WMKRMJMGERXFIRIJMGMEPIJJIGXJVSQXLIMRGVIEWIHE[EVIRIWWSJXLILIVMXEKI
VIWSYVGIMQQIHMEXIP]EHNEGIRXXSXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
6IWMHYEPIJJIGXW



-JEVGLEISPSKMGEPJMRHWEVIYRGSZIVIHHYVMRKHIZIPSTQIRXXLIQIEWYVIWWIXSYX
MRXLIQMXMKEXMSRWIGXMSR[MPPIRWYVIXLEXRSWMKRMJMGERXEHZIVWIVIWMHYEPIJJIGXW
[MPPVIWYPX%R]EKVIIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPMRZIWXMKEXMSREXXLIWMXI[MPPFIF]MXWZIV]
REXYVIEHIWXVYGXMZITVSGIWWFYXXLIFIRIJMXXSXLIGYVVIRXFSH]SJORS[PIHKI
JSVXLMWWMXI[MPPFIIJJIGXMZIP]JMPPIHXLVSYKLXLIQEXIVMEPERHEVXIJEGXEWWIQFPEKI
YRGSZIVIH%R]QIEWYVIWWIXSYXMREJYXYVI;7-XSFIIRHSVWIHF]3''%MRE
TPERRMRKGSRHMXMSR[MPPFIMRPMRI[MXLFIWXTVEGXMGIERHXLI'LEVXIVIH-RWXMXYXISJ
%VGLEISPSKMWXWGSHISJTVEGXMGI%WYMXEFP]UYEPMJMIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPGSRXVEGXSV
[MPPTVSHYGIXLI;7-VIUYMVIHERHYRHIVXEOIXLIRIGIWWEV]WMXIMRZIWXMKEXMSRW
8LMW[MPPIRWYVIXLEXXLIEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGIEXXLIWMXI[MPPFITVSTIVP]
WEJIKYEVHIHERHWYMXEFP]HMWWIQMREXIH



8EFPIWYQQEVMWIWXLIWMKRMJMGERXVIWMHYEPIJJIGXWTVIHMGXIHXSVIQEMREJXIV
XLIETTPMGEXMSRSJXLIWIGSRHEV]QMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIW
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7MKRMJMGERXVIWMHYEP
IJJIGX

6IGITXSV
WIRWMXMZMX]

-QTEGX
QEKRMXYHI

2EXYVI

(YVEXMSR

(IKVIISJ
IJJIGX

0IZIPSJ
GIVXEMRX]

/RS[PIHKIKEMRIH
XLVSYKLI\GEZEXMSR
VIUYMVIHXSQMXMKEXI
QSHIVEXIIJJIGXSR
XLISRWMXI
EVGLEISPSK]

0S[

0EVKI

&IRIJMGMEP

0SRKXIVQ

1SHIVEXI

%FWSPYXI

'LERKIXSWIXXMRK
[IWXSJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPE
EWEGSRWIUYIRGISJ
XLIFYMPXHIZIPSTQIRX

,MKL

1IHMYQ
7QEPP

%HZIVWI

0SRKXIVQ

1SHIVEXI

6IEWSREFPI

*YXYVIMRXIVTVIXEXMSR
[SYPHEHZERGI
ORS[PIHKIERH
E[EVIRIWWSJXLMW
REXMSREPP]MQTSVXERGI
6SQERZMPPEWMXI

,MKL

1IHMYQ

&IRIJMGMEP

0SRKXIVQ

1SHIVEXI
7YFWXERXMEP

6IEWSREFPI

8EFPI7MKRMJMGERXVIWMHYEPIJJIGXW

'YQYPEXMZIIJJIGXW


8LIJSPPS[MRKWMXILEWFIIRMHIRXMJMIHJSVMRGPYWMSRMRXLIGYQYPEXMZIIJJIGXW
EWWIWWQIRX
0ERHRSVXLSJ1EVPFSVSYKL7GLSSP )VIGXMSRSJVIWMHIRXMEPH[IPPMRKWRI[
EGGIWWJSVZILMGPIWTIHIWXVMERWERHG]GPMWXWJSVQEPSTIRWTEGIGEV
TEVOMRKERHPERHWGETMRKMQTVSZIQIRXW 



8LITVSTSWEPKMZIWVMWIXSEQSHIVEXIWYFWXERXMEPEHZIVWIIJJIGXXSXLIORS[R
ERHWYWTIGXIHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGI[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI,S[IZIV
EHZIVWIIJJIGXWGERFIJYPP]QMXMKEXIHXLVSYKLXLIETTVSTVMEXIERHEKVIIHPIZIPW
SJIZEPYEXMSRERHVIGSVHMRKEWWIXSYXEFSZI8LIVIMWXLITSXIRXMEPJSVJYVXLIV
EHZIVWIGYQYPEXMZIIJJIGXWSRXLIEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGISJXLIPSGEPEVIEEWE
VIWYPXSJXLIEFSZIVIWMHIRXMEPHIZIPSTQIRX%WMQMPEVETTVSEGLMRXIVQWSJ
EVGLEISPSKMGEPIZEPYEXMSRERHTVIWIVZEXMSRF]VIGSVHQE]EPWSFIETTPMIHMR
SVHIVXSMRJSVQERHQMXMKEXITSXIRXMEPIJJIGXW



8LIEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIWSYVGISJXLISXLIVTVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXMWGSRWMHIVIH
XSFISJRIKPMKMFPIMQTSVXERGIERHHIXEMPIHMRZIWXMKEXMSRW[IVIRSXHIIQIH
RIGIWWEV]TVMSVXSGSRWXVYGXMSREXXLIWMXI8LIVI[SYPHXLIVIJSVIFIRS
GYQYPEXMZIIJJIGXW
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8LIVI[MPPFIRSGYQYPEXMZIIJJIGXWSR&PIRLIMQ:MPPEWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXSVMXW
WIXXMRKEWEVIWYPXSJXLIEFSZIVIWMHIRXMEPHIZIPSTQIRXEWMXMWHSIWRSXJEPP
[MXLMRXLI[MHIVPERHWGETIWIXXMRKXLEXGSRXVMFYXIXSXLMWWMXI¬WWMKRMJMGERGIERH
VIGSKRMWIHREXMSREPMQTSVXERGI
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'YPXYVEP,IVMXEKI
-RXVSHYGXMSR



8LMWGLETXIVSJXLI)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRX )7 MWTVITEVIHF]1SRXEKY
)ZERW004-XEMQWXSMHIRXMJ]ER]WMKRMJMGERXIJJIGXWYTSRGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKI
EVMWMRKJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXEXPERHWSYXLIEWXSJ;SSHWXSGO;IWX
3\JSVHWLMVI%FSZIKVSYRHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWSRP]EVIGSRWMHIVIHERHXLMW
GLETXIVWLSYPHFIVIEHMRGSRNYRGXMSR[MXL'LETXIVSJXLMW)7[LMGL
EWWIWWIWEVGLEISPSK]'LETXIVEWWIWWIWXLIWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX[LMGLPMIW
GQJVSQXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIFSYRHEV]



8LMWGLETXIVLEWFIIRGSQTPIXIHMREGGSVHERGI[MXLXLI)-%7GSTMRK6ITSVX
WYFQMXXIHXS;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI(MWXVMGX'SYRGMPMR.ERYEV]ERHXEOIWMRXS
EGGSYRXXLIGSRWYPXEXMSRVIWTSRWISJ,MWXSVMG)RKPERHVIGIMZIH*IFVYEV]
8LMWEWWIWWQIRXVIPMIWSRXLIFEWIPMRIMRJSVQEXMSRTVIZMSYWP]TVITEVIHF];IWX
;EHH]%(4EWTEVXSJXLI)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRXWYFQMXXIHEWTEVXSJ
ETTPMGEXMSR 398 8LMWLEWFIIRYTHEXIH[LIVIETTPMGEFPIXSIREFPI
EJVIWLEWWIWWQIRXSJXLIGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIMQTEGXWEVMWMRKJVSQXLMWTVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRX8LIFEWIPMRIMRJSVQEXMSRMRXLITVIZMSYW)7LEWFIIRWYFNIGXXS
GSRWYPXEXMSRSRXLIETTPMGEXMSR



8LMWGLETXIVLEWVIKEVHXSREXMSREPVIKMSREPERHPSGEPTPERRMRKTSPMG]8LI
GLETXIVEREP]WIWXLIGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKI[MXLMRERHEVSYRHXLIWMXIERHEWWIWWIW
XLIPMOIP]IJJIGXWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXYTSRGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVW8LIWIEVI
MHIRXMJMIHERHWYQQEVMWIHMRXLIWYQQEV]SJIJJIGXW8EFPIWERHEXXLIIRH
SJXLMWGLETXIV



2SLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWEVIPSGEXIH[MXLMRXLIWMXIERHRSHMVIGXMQTEGXWSR
GYPXYVEPLIVMXEKI[MPPEVMWIJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX8LITVSTSWEPWHS
LS[IZIVLEZIXLITSXIRXMEPJSVMRHMVIGXIJJIGXWSRWYVVSYRHMRKLIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVWMRGPYHMRKXLI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIRERH
;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIERHXLI+VEHI--PMWXIH'S[]EVHWXSXLI[IWX8LI
;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEEPWSLEWXLITSXIRXMEPXSFIEJJIGXIH



%REWWIWWQIRXLEWFIIRGEVVMIHSYXMRSVHIVXSUYERXMJ]XLIIJJIGXSJXLI
TVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXYTSRFSXLHIWMKREXIHERHYRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKI
EWWIXWEWTIVXLIVIUYMVIQIRXWSJXLI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO
244* 



8LIVIJIVIRGIWERHHEXEWSYVGIWYWIHMRXLIEWWIWWQIRXEVIWIXSYXMR8EFPI
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;IWX;EHH]%(4'YPXYVEP,IVMXEKI'LETXIV)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRX
4PERRMRK 0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWERH'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW %GX 
%RGMIRX1SRYQIRXWERH%VGLEISPSKMGEP%VIEW%GX  
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 244*  1EVGL 
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4VEGXMGI+YMHERGI  
,MWXSVMG)RKPERH+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIMR4PERRMRK2SXIW +4%  
;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER EHSTXIH §«7EZIH¬4SPMGMIW
;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI4EVOPERH1EREKIQIRX4PER
'SRWIVZEXMSR4VMRGMTEPW)RKPMWL,IVMXEKI
8LEQIW%VGLEISPSK]%VGLEISPSK]'LETXIV)RZMVSRQIRXEP7XEXIQIRX
8EFPI6IJIVIRGIWERHHEXEWSYVGIW

0IKMWPEXMSRERHTSPMG]GSRXI\X


8LIQEMRLIVMXEKIGSRWMHIVEXMSRWMRXLMWGEWIEVMWIJVSQXLIHIZIPSTQIRX¬W
PSGEXMSRVIPEXMZIXSXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
8LMWMWEREWWIXSJXLIKVIEXIWXGYPXYVEPZEPYIEWVIGSKRMWIHMRMXWHIWMKREXMSR
ERHMXGSQTVMWIWRYQIVSYWPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWWIX[MXLMRE+VEHI-6IKMWXIVIH4EVO
,IVMXEKIGSRWMHIVEXMSRWEPWSEVMWIJVSQXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEERH
RSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWXLI4IWX,SYWIERHXLILMWXSVMGVSYXISJ,IL
7XVEIX6IPIZERXKYMHERGIERHTSPMG]MWGSRXEMRIHMRXLI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]
*VEQI[SVOERHXLI;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER8LMWGLETXIVGSRWMHIVW
WXEXYXSV]TVSZMWMSRERHEFSZIKVSYRHLIVMXEKITSPMGMIWVIPIZERXXSXLI
EWWIWWQIRXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX8LIWMXIMWPSGEXIH[MXLMRXLI
EHQMRMWXVEXMZIFSYRHEV]SJ;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI(MWXVMGX'SYRGMP
2EXMSREP
4PERRMRK 0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWERH'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW %GX 



0IKMWPEXMSRVIPEXMRKXSXLITVSXIGXMSRSJXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXMWWIXSYXMRXLI
4PERRMRK 0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWERH'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW %GX8LMWVIUYMVIWPSGEP
TPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWXSLEZIWTIGMEPVIKEVHXSXLIHIWMVEFMPMX]SJTVIWIVZMRKXLI
WTIGMEPMRXIVIWXSJPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWGSRWIVZEXMSREVIEWERHXLIMVWIXXMRKW8LI
VIPIZERXTVSZMWMSRMWWIXSYXFIPS[
7IGXMSR  ;LIRHIXIVQMRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWXLIPSGEPTPERRMRK
EYXLSVMX]SVXLI7IGVIXEV]SJ7XEXIWLEPPLEZIWTIGMEPVIKEVHXSXLI
HIWMVEFMPMX]SJTVIWIVZMRKXLIFYMPHMRKSVMXWWIXXMRKSJER]JIEXYVIWSJ
WTIGMEPEVGLMXIGXYVEPSVLMWXSVMGMRXIVIWX[LMGLMXTSWWIWWIW



8LIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWLIVIGSQTVMWITVMRGMTEPP]XLI+VEHI--PMWXIH'S[]EVHW
GSQTPI\ERHXLIRYQIVSYWPMWXIHFYMPHMRKW[MXLMRXLI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;SVPH
,IVMXEKI7MXI
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 244*  1EVGL 



8LI244*MRGPYHIWGSVITPERRMRKTVMRGMTPIWXLIQSWXVIPIZERXSJ[LMGLMWXLI
RIIHJSVTPERRMRKXS©GSRWIVZILIVMXEKIEWWIXWMREQERRIVETTVSTVMEXIXSXLIMV
WMKRMJMGERGIWSXLEXXLI]GERFIIRNS]IHJSVXLIMVGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIUYEPMX]SJ
PMJISJXLMWERHJYXYVIKIRIVEXMSRWª TEVE 
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;MXLVIKEVHXSXLIVIUYMVIQIRXJSVKSSHHIWMKRXLI244*WXEXIW
8LI+SZIVRQIRXEXXEGLIWKVIEXMQTSVXERGIXSXLIHIWMKRSJXLIFYMPX
IRZMVSRQIRX+SSHHIWMKRMWEOI]EWTIGXSJWYWXEMREFPIHIZIPSTQIRXMW
MRHMZMWMFPIJVSQKSSHTPERRMRKERHWLSYPHGSRXVMFYXITSWMXMZIP]XSQEOMRK
TPEGIWFIXXIVJSVTISTPI¬ TEVE 



-RTEVXMGYPEVHIWMKRWLSYPH
*YRGXMSR[IPPERHEHHXSXLISZIVEPPUYEPMX]SJXLIEVIERSXNYWXJSVXLIWLSVX
XIVQFYXSZIVXLIPMJIXMQISJXLIHIZIPSTQIRX TEVE 
)WXEFPMWLEWXVSRKWIRWISJTPEGIYWMRKWXVIIXWGETIWERHFYMPHMRKWXS
GVIEXIEXXVEGXMZIERHGSQJSVXEFPITPEGIWXSPMZI[SVOERHZMWMX TEVE 
3TXMQMWIXLITSXIRXMEPSJXLIWMXIXSEGGSQQSHEXIHIZIPSTQIRXGVIEXIERH
WYWXEMRERETTVSTVMEXIQM\SJYWIW MRGPYHMRKMRGSVTSVEXMSRSJKVIIRERH
SXLIVTYFPMGWTEGIEWTEVXSJHIZIPSTQIRXW ERHWYTTSVXPSGEPJEGMPMXMIWERH
XVERWTSVXRIX[SVOW TEVE 
6IWTSRHXSPSGEPGLEVEGXIVERHLMWXSV]ERHVIJPIGXXLIMHIRXMX]SJPSGEP
WYVVSYRHMRKWERHQEXIVMEPW[LMPIRSXTVIZIRXMRKSVHMWGSYVEKMRK
ETTVSTVMEXIMRRSZEXMSR TEVE 
'VIEXIWEJIERHEGGIWWMFPIIRZMVSRQIRXW[LIVIGVMQIERHHMWSVHIVERHXLI
JIEVSJGVMQIHSRSXYRHIVQMRIUYEPMX]SJPMJISVGSQQYRMX]GSLIWMSR TEVE
 ERH
%VIZMWYEPP]EXXVEGXMZIEWEVIWYPXSJKSSHEVGLMXIGXYVIERHETTVSTVMEXI
PERHWGETMRK¬ TEVE 



;MXLVIKEVHXSGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKI'LETXIVSJXLI244* TEVEKVETLWXS
 WIXWSYXXLIREXMSREPTPERRMRKTSPMGMIWSRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX8LI
244*WXVIWWIWXLEXLIVMXEKIEWWIXWEVIERMVVITPEGIEFPIVIWSYVGIXLEXWLSYPHFI
GSRWIVZIHMREQERRIVETTVSTVMEXIXSXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGI TEVE 8LI
KYMHERGIGSRXMRYIWXSTPEGIXLIEWWIWWQIRXSJXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLIVMXEKI
EWWIXWERHXLIIJJIGXSJHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLMWEXXLILIEVXSJTPERRMRKJSVXLI
LMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
«-RHIXIVQMRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWWLSYPHVIUYMVIER
ETTPMGERXXSHIWGVMFIXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJER]LIVMXEKIEWWIXWEJJIGXIH
MRGPYHMRKER]GSRXVMFYXMSRQEHIF]XLIMVWIXXMRK¬ TEVE 
«0SGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWWLSYPHMHIRXMJ]ERHEWWIWWXLITEVXMGYPEV
WMKRMJMGERGISJER]LIVMXEKIEWWIXXLEXQE]FIEJJIGXIHF]ETVSTSWEP
MRGPYHMRKF]HIZIPSTQIRXEJJIGXMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIX XEOMRK
EGGSYRXSJXLIEZEMPEFPIIZMHIRGIERHER]RIGIWWEV]I\TIVXMWI8LI]WLSYPH
XEOIXLMWEWWIWWQIRXMRXSEGGSYRX[LIRGSRWMHIVMRKXLIMQTEGXSJE
TVSTSWEPSRELIVMXEKIEWWIXXSEZSMHSVQMRMQMWIGSRJPMGXFIX[IIRXLI
LIVMXEKIEWWIX¬WGSRWIVZEXMSRERHER]EWTIGXSJXLITVSTSWEP¬ TEVE 
«;LIRGSRWMHIVMRKXLIMQTEGXSJEHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJE
HIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXKVIEX[IMKLXWLSYPHFIKMZIRXSXLIEWWIX¬W
GSRWIVZEXMSR8LIQSVIMQTSVXERXXLIEWWIXXLIKVIEXIVXLI[IMKLXWLSYPH
FI7MKRMJMGERGIGERFILEVQIHSVPSWXXLVSYKLEPXIVEXMSRSVHIWXVYGXMSRSJ
XLILIVMXEKIEWWIXSVHIZIPSTQIRX[MXLMRMXWWIXXMRK%WLIVMXEKIEWWIXWEVI
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MVVITPEGIEFPIER]LEVQSVPSWWWLSYPHVIUYMVIGPIEVERHGSRZMRGMRK
NYWXMJMGEXMSR 7YFWXERXMEPLEVQXSSVPSWWSJHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWSJ
XLILMKLIWXWMKRMJMGERGIRSXEFP]WGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXWTVSXIGXIH[VIGO
WMXIWFEXXPIJMIPHWKVEHI-ERH--PMWXIHFYMPHMRKWKVEHI-ERH--VIKMWXIVIH
TEVOWERHKEVHIRWERH;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIWWLSYPHFI[LSPP]I\GITXMSREP¬
TEVE 


8LIFEPERGMRKTVSZMWMSRWMRXLIJVEQI[SVOMRXLIIZIRXSJLEVQEVMWMRKXS
LIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXEVIRSXIH8LIWIEVIWIXSYX
MRTEVEKVETLWERHSJXLIJVEQI[SVOERHEVISRP]IRKEKIHMJEJMRHMRK
SJLEVQMWQEHI8LI]EVIRSXGSRWMHIVIHJYVXLIVLIVIFIGEYWIEW[MPPFIWIIR
FIPS[XLMWEWWIWWQIRXQEOIWRSJMRHMRKSJLEVQXSHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVW



8LI244*GSRWMHIVWRSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWEXTEVEKVETL-XWXEXIW
XLEXXLIIJJIGXSJERETTPMGEXMSRSRXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJERSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKI
EWWIXWLSYPHFIXEOIRMRXSEGGSYRXMRHIXIVQMRMRKXLIETTPMGEXMSR-R[IMKLMRK
ETTPMGEXMSRWXLEXEJJIGXHMVIGXP]SVMRHMVIGXP]RSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIXWE
FEPERGIHNYHKIQIRX[MPPFIVIUYMVIHLEZMRKVIKEVHXSXLIWGEPISJER]LEVQSV
PSWWERHXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIX¬



7IXXMRKMWHMWGYWWIHMRTEVEKVETL-XWXEXIWXLEXPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIW
«WLSYPHPSSOJSVSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVRI[HIZIPSTQIRX[MXLMR'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW
ERH;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIWERH[MXLMRXLIWIXXMRKSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWXSIRLERGISV
FIXXIVVIZIEPXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGI4VSTSWEPWXLEXTVIWIVZIXLSWIIPIQIRXWSJXLI
WIXXMRKXLEXQEOIETSWMXMZIGSRXVMFYXMSRXSSVFIXXIVVIZIEPXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJ
XLIEWWIXWLSYPHFIXVIEXIHJEZSYVEFP]¬



4EVEKVETLHIEPW[MXLIPIQIRXWGSQTVMWMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJE;SVPH,IVMXEKI
7MXISV'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE-XWXEXIWXLEXRSXEPPIPIQIRXWSJE;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
SV'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE[MPPRIGIWWEVMP]GSRXVMFYXIXSMXWWMKRMJMGERGI-XGSRXMRYIW
XLEXPSWWSJEFYMPHMRK SVSXLIVIPIQIRX [LMGLQEOIWETSWMXMZIGSRXVMFYXMSRXS
XLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIESV;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIWLSYPHFI
XVIEXIHIMXLIVEWWYFWXERXMEPLEVQYRHIVTEVEKVETLSVPIWWXLERWYFWXERXMEP
LEVQYRHIVTEVEKVETLEWETTVSTVMEXIXEOMRKMRXSEGGSYRXXLIVIPEXMZI
WMKRMJMGERGISJXLIIPIQIRXEJJIGXIHERHMXWGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLI
'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIESV;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIEWE[LSPI



%W[MPPFIWIIRJVSQXLIFIPS[EWWIWWQIRXMXMWRSXGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEWERIPIQIRXQEOIWEQEXIVMEPGSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGI
SJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
0SGEP



7IGXMSR  SJXLI4PERRMRKERH'SQTYPWSV]4YVGLEWI%GXWXEXIWXLEX
TPERRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWQYWXFIHIXIVQMRIHMREGGSVHERGI[MXLXLIEHSTXIH
7XEXYXSV](IZIPSTQIRX4PERYRPIWWQEXIVMEPGSRWMHIVEXMSRWMRHMGEXISXLIV[MWI



8LIWXEXYXSV]HIZIPSTQIRXTPERMRXLMWGEWIGSQTVMWIW
;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER EHSTXIH §«7EZIH¬4SPMGMIW
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8LIWEZIHTSPMGMIWSJXLI0SGEP4PERTVSZMHIXLIFEWMWJSVPSGEPTPERRMRK
HIGMWMSRW%WVIKEVHWLIVMXEKIXLIVIPIZERXTSPMGMIWEVIEWJSPPS[W
4SPMG]&)GSRGIVRWGSRWIVZEXMSREVIEW8LITSPMG]WXEXIWXLEX
«8LIWTIGMEPEVGLMXIGXYVEPLMWXSVMGERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPGLEVEGXIVSV
ETTIEVERGISJXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEW[MPPFITVIWIVZIHSVIRLERGIH
)ZIV]IJJSVX[MPPFIQEHIXSIRWYVIXLEXXLMWGLEVEGXIVSVETTIEVERGI
MWRSXIVSHIHF]XLIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJYRW]QTEXLIXMGHIZIPSTQIRX
TVSTSWEPWIMXLIV[MXLMRSVEJJIGXMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJXLIHIWMKREXIHEVIE¬
4SPMG]&)VIPEXIWXSHIZIPSTQIRXEJJIGXMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJEPMWXIHFYMPHMRK8LI
TSPMG]WXEXIWXLEX«HIZIPSTQIRXWLSYPHRSXHIXVEGXJVSQXLIWIXXMRKSJEPMWXIH
FYMPHMRK¬8LITSPMG]MWVIPIZERXXSXLMWEWWIWWQIRXEWXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPMIW
[MXLMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJKVEHI--PMWXIHFYMPHMRKW
4SPMG]&)HIEPW[MXLLMWXSVMGTEVOWERHKEVHIRW-XWXEXIWXLEX
«(IZIPSTQIRX[MPPRSXFITIVQMXXIHXLEXEHZIVWIP]EJJIGXWXLI
GLEVEGXIVWIXXMRKEQIRMXMIWLMWXSVMGEPGSRXI\XSVZMI[W[MXLMRMRXSSV
JVSQE4EVOERH+EVHIRSJLMWXSVMGMRXIVIWX¬



8LIWYTTSVXMRKXI\XEHHW
«-REHHMXMSRXSXLITEVOWERHKEVHIRWSJWTIGMEPLMWXSVMGMRXIVIWX
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIMWEPWSVIKMWXIVIHEWE;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI%PXLSYKL
RSJYVXLIVEHHMXMSREPWXEXYXSV]GSRXVSPWJSPPS[JVSQXLIMRGPYWMSRSJE
WMXIMRXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI0MWXMXWMRGPYWMSRHSIWLS[IZIVLMKLPMKLXXLI
SYXWXERHMRKMRXIVREXMSREPMQTSVXERGISJXLIWMXI[LMGLWLSYPHFI
XEOIRMRXSEGGSYRX[LIRGSRWMHIVMRKER]TVSTSWEPWPMOIP]XSEJJIGX
&PIRLIMQ¬



-XWLSYPHFIRSXIHXLEXXLITSPMGMIWLIVIGMXIHHSRSXLEZIXLIFEPERGMRK
TVSZMWMSRWIPYGMHEXIHMRXLI244*



8LI'SYRGMPMWMRXLITVSGIWWSJMRXVSHYGMRKERI[0SGEP4PERXLEX[MPPVITPEGI
XLII\MWXMRK;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PER8LIIQIVKMRKTSPMGMIWJVSQXLI;IWX
3\JSVHWLMVI0SGEP4PERETTPMGEFPIXSGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIEVI
4SPMG]),MWEKIRIVEPTSPMG]SRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX-XWXEXIWXLEX
%PPHIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWWLSYPHGSRWIVZISVIRLERGIXLIWTIGMEP
GLEVEGXIVERHHMWXMRGXMZIRIWWSJ;IWX3\JSVHWLMVI¬WLMWXSVMG
IRZMVSRQIRXERHTVIWIVZISVIRLERGIXLI(MWXVMGX¬WLIVMXEKIEWWIXW
ERHXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGIERHWIXXMRKW
4SPMG]);VIPEXIWWTIGMJMGEPP]XSXLI&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI[LMGLPMIW
XSXLI[IWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI-XWXEXIWMRXIVEPMEXLEX
'SRWMHIVEXMSRSJMQTEGX[MPPFIQEHISJTVSTSWEPW[MXLMRSV
TSXIRXMEPP]EJJIGXMRKXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIERHMXWWIXXMRKMRGPYHMRK
EVIEWMHIRXMJMIHEWFIMRKSJWTIGMEPMQTSVXERGIJSVXLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJ
PSRKHMWXERGIZMI[WXSERHSVJVSQXLI7MXI EWWLS[RSRXLI
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI1EREKIQIRX4PER 4EVXMGYPEVVIKEVH[MPPFIKMZIRXS
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XLIHIWMKRUYEPMX]SJXLITVSTSWEP MRGPYHMRKWGEPIJSVQERHQEWWMRK 
MXWVIPEXMSRWLMTXSGSRXI\X MRGPYHMRKXSTSKVETL]FYMPXJSVQZMI[W
ZMWXEWERHIJJIGXSRXLIWO]PMRI ERHXLIMQTPMGEXMSRWSJXLIGYQYPEXMZI
IJJIGXSJGLERKIW
4SPMG]); )]RWLEQ§;SSHWXSGO7YF%VIE7XVEXIK] MHIRXMJMIWXLIJSGYWSJ
RI[HIZIPSTQIRXEW«)]RWLEQ0SRK,ERFSVSYKLERH;SSHWXSGOERHXLEX
HIZIPSTQIRXMRXLIWIVYVEPWIVZMGIGIRXVIW[MPPFISJERETTVSTVMEXIWGEPIERH
X]TIXLEX[SYPHLIPTXSVIMRJSVGIXLII\MWXMRKWIVZMGIGIRXVIVSPI(IZIPSTQIRX
IPWI[LIVI[MPPFIPMQMXIHXSQIIXMRKPSGEPLSYWMRKGSQQYRMX]ERHFYWMRIWW
RIIHWERH[MPPFIWXIIVIHXS[EVHWXLIPEVKIVZMPPEKIW¬
1EXIVMEPGSRWMHIVEXMSRW
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4VEGXMGI+YMHERGI  


+YMHERGIJSVXLIETTPMGEXMSRSJXLI244*MWTVSZMHIHF]XLI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK
4VEGXMGI+YMHERGI 244+ 8LMWKYMHERGI[EWTYFPMWLIHEWE[IFFEWIH
VIWSYVGISR1EVGL-RTVITEVMRK0SGEP4PERWERHXEOMRKHIGMWMSRWPSGEP
TPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWRIIHXSGSRWMHIVERHLEZIVIKEVHXSTPERRMRKTVEGXMGI
KYMHERGIMWWYIHF]XLI+SZIVRQIRX



-RVIKEVHXSXLIWIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIXERHLS[MXWLSYPHFIXEOIRMRXS
EGGSYRXHYVMRKXLIEWWIWWQIRXSJRI[HIZIPSTQIRXXLIKYMHERGIWXEXIW



©%XLSVSYKLEWWIWWQIRXSJXLIMQTEGXSRWIXXMRKRIIHWXSXEOIMRXSEGGSYRX
ERHFITVSTSVXMSREXIXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXYRHIV
GSRWMHIVEXMSRERHXLIHIKVIIXS[LMGLTVSTSWIHGLERKIWIRLERGISVHIXVEGX
JVSQXLEXWMKRMJMGERGIERHXLIEFMPMX]XSETTVIGMEXIMX



7IXXMRKMWXLIWYVVSYRHMRKWMR[LMGLEREWWIXMWI\TIVMIRGIHERHQE]XLIVIJSVI
FIQSVII\XIRWMZIXLERMXWGYVXMPEKI%PPLIVMXEKIEWWIXWLEZIEWIXXMRK
MVVIWTIGXMZISJXLIJSVQMR[LMGLXLI]WYVZMZIERH[LIXLIVXLI]EVIHIWMKREXIH
SVRSX



8LII\XIRXERHMQTSVXERGISJWIXXMRKMWSJXIRI\TVIWWIHF]VIJIVIRGIXSZMWYEP
GSRWMHIVEXMSRW%PXLSYKLZMI[WSJSVJVSQEREWWIX[MPPTPE]ERMQTSVXERXTEVX
XLI[E]MR[LMGLEREWWIXMWI\TIVMIRGIHMXWWIXXMRKMWEPWSMRJPYIRGIHF]SXLIV
IRZMVSRQIRXEPJEGXSVWWYGLEWRSMWIHYWXERHZMFVEXMSRJVSQSXLIVPERHYWIWMR
XLIZMGMRMX]ERHF]ERYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLILMWXSVMGVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRTPEGIW
*SVI\EQTPIFYMPHMRKWXLEXEVIMRGPSWITVS\MQMX]FYXEVIRSXZMWMFPIJVSQIEGL
SXLIVQE]LEZIELMWXSVMGSVEIWXLIXMGGSRRIGXMSRXLEXEQTPMJMIWXLII\TIVMIRGI
SJXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJIEGL



8LIGSRXVMFYXMSRXLEXWIXXMRKQEOIWXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIX
HSIWRSXHITIRHSRXLIVIFIMRKTYFPMGVMKLXWSVEREFMPMX]XSEGGIWWSV
I\TIVMIRGIXLEXWIXXMRK8LMW[MPPZEV]SZIVXMQIERHEGGSVHMRKXSGMVGYQWXERGI



;LIREWWIWWMRKER]ETTPMGEXMSRJSVHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLQE]EJJIGXXLIWIXXMRKSJ
ELIVMXEKIEWWIXPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWQE]RIIHXSGSRWMHIVXLI
MQTPMGEXMSRWSJGYQYPEXMZIGLERKI8LI]QE]EPWSRIIHXSGSRWMHIVXLIJEGXXLEX
HIZIPSTQIRXW[LMGLQEXIVMEPP]HIXVEGXJVSQXLIEWWIX¬WWMKRMJMGERGIQE]EPWS
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HEQEKIMXWIGSRSQMGZMEFMPMX]RS[SVMRXLIJYXYVIXLIVIF]XLVIEXIRMRKMXW
SRKSMRKGSRWIVZEXMSRª
4EVEKVETL6IJIVIRGI-(E6IZMWMSRHEXI


8LI244+MRGPYHIWEHZMGISRLS[XSMHIRXMJ]XLITYFPMGFIRIJMXWXLEXQE]
SYX[IMKLPIWWXLERWYFWXERXMEPLEVQXSLIVMXEKIEWWIXW-RVIPEXMSRXSTYFPMG
FIRIJMXWMXWXEXIWXLEX



4YFPMGFIRIJMXWQE]JSPPS[JVSQQER]HIZIPSTQIRXWERHGSYPHFIER]XLMRKXLEX
HIPMZIVWIGSRSQMGWSGMEPSVIRZMVSRQIRXEPTVSKVIWWEWHIWGVMFIHMRXLI
2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO 4EVEKVETL 4YFPMGFIRIJMXWWLSYPHJPS[
JVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX8LI]WLSYPHFISJEREXYVISVWGEPIXSFISJ
FIRIJMXXSXLITYFPMGEXPEVKIERHWLSYPHRSXNYWXFIETVMZEXIFIRIJMX,S[IZIV
FIRIJMXWHSRSXEP[E]WLEZIXSFIZMWMFPISVEGGIWWMFPIXSXLITYFPMGMRSVHIVXS
FIKIRYMRITYFPMGFIRIJMXW



4YFPMGFIRIJMXWQE]MRGPYHILIVMXEKIFIRIJMXWWYGLEW
WYWXEMRMRKSVIRLERGMRKXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJELIVMXEKIEWWIXERHXLI
GSRXVMFYXMSRSJMXWWIXXMRK
VIHYGMRKSVVIQSZMRKVMWOWXSELIVMXEKIEWWIX
WIGYVMRKXLISTXMQYQZMEFPIYWISJELIVMXEKIEWWIXMRWYTTSVXSJMXWPSRK
XIVQGSRWIVZEXMSR
4EVEKVETL6IJIVIRGI-(E6IZMWMSRHEXI




,MWXSVMG)RKPERH+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIMR4PERRMRK2SXIW +4% 

-R%TVMP,MWXSVMG)RKPERHEHSTXIHRI[KYMHERGIMRPMRI[MXLXLI244*
[LMGLTVSZMHIWEHZMGIXSS[RIVWHIZIPSTIVWETTPMGERXWERHPSGEPTPERRMRK
EYXLSVMXMIWSRHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLLEWERIJJIGXSRXLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIMR4PERRMRK2SXI1EREKMRK
7MKRMJMGERGIMR(IGMWMSR8EOMRKMRXLI,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX



8LIKYMHERGIMWMRXIRHIHXSEWWMWXXLSWIMQTPIQIRXMRKLMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRX
TSPMG]ERHTVSZMHIWMRJSVQEXMSRSREWWIWWMRKXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLIVMXEKI
EWWIXWYWMRKETTVSTVMEXII\TIVXMWILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXVIGSVHWVIGSVHMRKERH
JYVXLIVYRHIVWXERHMRKRIKPIGXERHYREYXLSVMWIH[SVOWQEVOIXMRKERHHIWMKR
ERHHMWXMRGXMZIRIWW



8LIRSXIIQTLEWMWIWXLIMQTSVXERGISJYRHIVWXERHMRKXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJER]
LIVMXEKIEWWIXPMOIP]XSFIEJJIGXIHF]HIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWERHXLI
GSRXVMFYXMSR MJER] XLEXWIXXMRKQEOIWXSXLEXWMKRMJMGERGI-XWXEXIWXLEXXLMW
YRHIVWXERHMRKMWMQTSVXERXMRXLIGSRGITXMSRERHHIWMKRSJEWYGGIWWJYP
HIZIPSTQIRXERHMRIREFPMRKPSGEPTPERRMRKEYXLSVMXMIWXSQEOIHIGMWMSRWMRPMRI
[MXLPIKEPVIUYMVIQIRXWXLIVIUYMVIQIRXWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXTPERERHXLSWISJ
XLI244*



8LIRSXITVSZMHIWKYMHERGISRXLVIIEWTIGXWSJWMKRMJMGERGI
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9RHIVWXERHMRKXLIREXYVISJXLIWMKRMJMGERGIMWMQTSVXERXXSYRHIVWXERHMRK
XLIRIIHJSVERHFIWXQIERWSJGSRWIVZEXMSR*SVI\EQTPIEQSHIVR
FYMPHMRKSJLMKLEVGLMXIGXYVEPMRXIVIWX[MPPLEZIUYMXIHMJJIVIRXWIRWMXMZMXMIW
JVSQEREVGLEISPSKMGEPWMXI[LIVIXLIMRXIVIWXEVMWIWJVSQXLITSWWMFMPMX]SJ
KEMRMRKRI[YRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLITEWX
9RHIVWXERHMRKXLII\XIRXSJXLEXWMKRMJMGERGIMWEPWSMQTSVXERXFIGEYWIXLMW
GEREQSRKSXLIVXLMRKWPIEHXSEFIXXIVYRHIVWXERHMRKSJLS[EHETXEFPI
XLIEWWIXQE]FIERHXLIVIJSVIMQTVSZIZMEFMPMX]ERHXLITVSWTIGXWJSVPSRK
XIVQGSRWIVZEXMSR
9RHIVWXERHMRKXLIPIZIPSJWMKRMJMGERGIMWMQTSVXERXEWMXTVSZMHIWXLI
IWWIRXMEPKYMHIXSLS[XLITSPMGMIWWLSYPHFIETTPMIH8LMWMWMRXVMRWMGXS
HIGMWMSRXEOMRK[LIVIXLIVIMWYREZSMHEFPIGSRJPMGX[MXLSXLIVTPERRMRK
SFNIGXMZIW


8LIRSXIEHZSGEXIWEWXVYGXYVIHETTVSEGLXSEWWIWWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPW
PMOIP]XSEJJIGXXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWERHTVSTSWIWWM\«WXEKIW¬XS
JSPPS[WXEXMRK«MXMWKSSHTVEGXMGIXSGLIGOMRHMZMHYEPWXEKIWSJXLMWPMWXFYXXLI]
QE]RSXFIETTVSTVMEXIMREPPGEWIWERHXLIPIZIPSJHIXEMPETTPMIHWLSYPHFI
TVSTSVXMSREXI¬8LIWIEVI
9RHIVWXERHXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLIEJJIGXIHEWWIXW
9RHIVWXERHXLIMQTEGXSJXLITVSTSWEPSRXLEXWMKRMJMGERGI
%ZSMHQMRMQMWIERHQMXMKEXIMQTEGXMRE[E]XLEXQIIXWXLISFNIGXMZIWSJ
XLI244*
0SSOJSVSTTSVXYRMXMIWXSFIXXIVVIZIEPSVIRLERGIWMKRMJMGERGI
.YWXMJ]ER]LEVQJYPMQTEGXWMRXIVQWSJXLIWYWXEMREFPIHIZIPSTQIRX
SFNIGXMZISJGSRWIVZMRKWMKRMJMGERGIERHXLIRIIHJSVGLERKI
3JJWIXRIKEXMZIMQTEGXWSREWTIGXWSJWMKRMJMGERGIF]IRLERGMRKSXLIVW
XLVSYKLVIGSVHMRKHMWWIQMREXMRKERHEVGLMZMRKEVGLEISPSKMGEPERHLMWXSVMGEP
MRXIVIWXSJXLIMQTSVXERXIPIQIRXWSJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXWEJJIGXIH
,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX+SSH4VEGXMGI%HZMGIMR4PERRMRK2SXI8LI7IXXMRKSJ
,IVMXEKI%WWIXW



,MWXSVMG)RKPERHTYFPMWLIHMXW,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRXMR4PERRMRK2SXI8LI
7IXXMRKSJ,IVMXEKI%WWIXWMR.YP]8LIKYMHERGIMWMRXIRHIHXSEWWMWX
XLSWIMQTPIQIRXMRKLMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXTSPMG]ERHQEREKMRKGLERKI[MXLMRXLI
WIXXMRKWSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWMRGPYHMRKEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIQEMRWERHLMWXSVMG
FYMPHMRKWWMXIWEVIEWERHPERHWGETIW



8LIRSXIVIJIVWXSXLIHIJMRMXMSRSJWIXXMRKMRXLI244*XLIWIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKI
EWWIXMWXLIWYVVSYRHMRKWMR[LMGLELIVMXEKIEWWIXMWI\TIVMIRGIH-XWI\XIRXMW
RSXJM\IHERHQE]GLERKIEWXLIEWWIXERHMXWWYVVSYRHMRKWIZSPZI8LIWIXXMRK
SJELIVMXEKIEWWIXGERGSRXVMFYXIXSMXWWMKRMJMGERGI



8LIETTVSEGLXSEWWIWWMRKXLIWIXXMRKSJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWMWKMZIRMRWXEKIW
 -HIRXMJ]MRKXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXWEJJIGXIHERHXLIMVWIXXMRKW
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 %WWIWWMRK[LIXLIVLS[ERHXS[LEXHIKVIIXLIWIWIXXMRKWQEOIE
GSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIX W 
 %WWIWWMRKXLIIJJIGXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJ
XLIEWWIX W 
 1E\MQMWMRKIRLERGIQIRXERHQMRMQMWMRKLEVQERH
 1EOMRKERHHSGYQIRXMRKXLIHIGMWMSRERHQSRMXSVMRKSYXGSQIW


8LIOI]GSRWMHIVEXMSRWJSVEWWIWWMRKXLII\XIRXXS[LMGLWIXXMRKGSRXVMFYXIWXS
XLIWMKRMJMGERGISJEKMZIRLIVMXEKIEWWIXMWEWJSPPS[W
8LITL]WMGEPWYVVSYRHMRKWSJXLIEWWIXMRGPYHMRKMXWVIPEXMSRWLMT[MXLSXLIV
LIVMXEKIEWWIXW
8LI[E]XLIEWWIXMWETTVIGMEXIHERH
8LIEWWIX¬WEWWSGMEXMSRWERHTEXXIVRWSJYWI



-RXIVQWSJEWWIWWMRKXLIMQTEGXSJTVSTSWEPWSREREWWIXXLIKYMHERGI
WYKKIWXWXLEXXLIPSGEXMSRERHWMXMRKSJHIZIPSTQIRXJSVQERHETTIEVERGI
EHHMXMSREPIJJIGXWERHTIVQERIRGIEVIGSRWMHIVIH
'SRWIVZEXMSR4VMRGMTPIW,MWXSVMG)RKPERH  



&IWXTVEGXMGISRHIJMRMRKWMKRMJMGERGIMWWIXSYXMR,MWXSVMG)RKPERH¬W
'SRWIVZEXMSR4VMRGMTPIW  8LIFVSEHWGLIQEJSVEWWIWWMRKWMKRMJMGERGI
WIXSYXMRXLMWTYFPMGEXMSRXLIMQTSVXERGISJLIVMXEKIEWWIXWGERFIYRHIVWXSSH
MRVIPEXMSRXSXLIMVTSXIRXMEPIZMHIRXMEPLMWXSVMGEPEIWXLIXMGERHGSQQYREP
WMKRMJMGERGILEZIFIIRGSRWMHIVIHMRXLMWEWWIWWQIRX
&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI4EVOPERH1EREKIQIRX4PER 414   



8LI414JSV&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIHIEPW[MXLXLISTIRTEVOPERHERHEWWSGMEXIHPERH
WYVVSYRHMRKXLI4EPEGI8LI414JSVQWTEVXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
1EREKIQIRX4PERJVEQI[SVOERHWIIOWXSLIPTXSHIPMZIVMXWSFNIGXMZIWF]
TVSZMHMRKKVIEXIVHIXEMPIHKYMHERGISRTPERRMRKXLIJYXYVIQEREKIQIRXSJXLI
HIWMKRIHTEVOPERH



8LI414HIWGVMFIWXLITEVOPERHEX&PIRLIMQEWE[IPPHIJMRIHERHGSRXEMRIH
PERHWGETI[LMGLLEWPMQMXIHMRXIVZMWMFMPMX][MXLMXW[MHIVPERHWGETIWIXXMRK;MXL
VIKEVHXSFYJJIV^SRIWERHWIXXMRKXLITPERWXEXIW
«%WLEWFIIRHMWGYWWIHMRXLIEREP]WMWSJZMI[WGSZIVIHMR'LETXIV
YRPMOISXLIVPERHWGETITEVOWXLEXSJXIRRIIHIHXS«FSVVS[¬ZMI[WSJ
XLI[MHIVPERHWGETIMRSVHIVXSQEOIERETTVSTVMEXIMQTEGX
&PIRLIMQLEWFIGSQIPEVKIP]ERMR[EVHPSSOMRKWIPJGSRXEMRIHTEVO
1EMRP]XLMWEVIWYPXSJXLIQEXYVMRKXLERHXLGIRXYV]TPERXMRKMR
XLISTIRTEVOXSKIXLIV[MXLXLI[IPPIWXEFPMWLIH[SSHPERHWERH
EWWSGMEXIHWLIPXIVFIPXW-REHHMXMSRXSXLMWXLIIRGPSWMRKTEVO[EPP
ERHXLITEVXMGYPEVXSTSKVETL]SJXLIWMXIQIERXLEXXLIZMWYEP
VIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIR&PIRLIMQ4EVOERHMXW[MHIVPERHWGETIWIXXMRKMW
GSRJMRIHXSZIV]REVVS[ZMI[WSYX XS&PEHSR'LYVGL8S[IV§2S 
SVWTIGMJMGZMI[WMR JVSQ;SSHWXSGOXSXLI'SPYQRSJ:MGXSV]§2SW
  8LI;,7TPERXLIVIJSVIHIJMRIHGIVXEMREVIEWSJWMKRMJMGERX
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ZMWYEPMQTSVXERGIERH[LIVIXLIVIEVIEVIEWSJPMQMXIHMRXIVZMWMFMPMX]
FIX[IIRXLITEVOERHMXW[MHIVWIXXMRK4YXXMRKXLMWXSKIXLIV[MXLXLI
QSVIHIXEMPIHZMI[WWXYH]RS[YRHIVXEOIRMXVIQEMRWXLIGEWIXLEX
XLIVIMWRSRIIHJSV&PIRLIMQ;,7XSLEZIEWTIGMJMGFYJJIV^SRIEW
PSRKEWXLIOI]REVVS[P]HIJMRIHZMI[WEVIGSRWIVZIH WII:MI[W
%REP]WMW2SWERH ¬T


8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPMIWXSXLIWSYXLSJXLIZMI[MRKGSVVMHSVJSVZMI[W2SERH
 ;SSHWXSGOXS[EVHWXLI'SPYQRSJ:MGXSV] 8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
[SYPHRSXMRXIVJIVIXLIWIZMI[WMHIRXMJMIHEWMQTSVXERX[MXLMRXLI414
'SRWYPXEXMSR



7GSTMRKERHTVIETTPMGEXMSRGSRWYPXEXMSRVIWTSRWIWLEZIFIIRVIGIMZIHJVSQ
,MWXSVMG)RKPERHSRXLIXLERHXLSJ*IFVYEV]VIWTIGXMZIP]&SXLQEOI
VIJIVIRGIXSXLITSXIRXMEPWIXXMRKIJJIGXWEVMWMRKJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
SRXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEERHXLITVIETTPMGEXMSRVIWTSRWIEPWS
VIJIVWXSXLITSXIRXMEPJSVIJJIGXWSRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
1SRXEKY)ZERWLEWFIIRQMRHJYPSJXLIWIVIWTSRWIWMRTVITEVMRKXLIFIPS[
EWWIWWQIRX
1IXLSHSPSK]



8LIJSPPS[MRKWIGXMSRI\TPEMRWXLIQIXLSHSPSKMIWIQTPS]IHJSVFSXLXLI
EWWIWWQIRXSJFEWIPMRIGSRHMXMSRWERHXLIIJJIGXSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
SRLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVW



8LMWQIXLSHMWXLITVSHYGXSJPIKMWPEXMSRTSPMG]ERHFIWXTVEGXMGIKYMHERGIEW
WIXSYXEFSZI
7XYH]%VIE



1SRXEKY)ZERWLEWEHSTXIHEWXYH]EVIEFEWIHSRXLISRIWYFQMXXIHEWTEVX
SJXLITVIZMSYWETTPMGEXMSRQEXIVMEP[LMGL[EWMHIRXMJMIHMRVIWTSRWIXSXLI
WGEPISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLIPEVKIVETTPMGEXMSRWMXI8LMWWXYH]
EVIEMWGSRWMHIVIHEHIUYEXIXSIJJIGXMZIP]EWWIWWXLIPMOIP]IJJIGXWEVMWMRKJVSQ
XLIWQEPPIVHIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWIHEWTEVXSJXLIGYVVIRXETTPMGEXMSR8LMWWXYH]
EVIELEWFIIRMHIRXMJMIHMRVIWTSRWIXSXLIWGEPISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
ERHMWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIVIEWSREFPIERHTVSTSVXMSREXI
7MXI:MWMX



%WMXIWYVZI]SJXLIFEWIPMRIWMXYEXMSR[EWYRHIVXEOIRF]1SRXEKY)ZERWHYVMRK
1EVGLXSYRHIVWXERHXLIWIXXMRKSJXLIWMXIERHXLIWYVVSYRHMRKLIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVW[MXLMRXLIMVPERHWGETIGSRXI\X
%WWIWWQIRX4VSGIWW*VEQI[SVO



8LISZIVEVGLMRKEWWIWWQIRXJVEQI[SVOJSVEPPXSTMGWJSPPS[WEXLVIIWXIT
TVSGIWW
 %WWIWWQIRXSJZEPYIERHWIRWMXMZMX]
 %WWIWWQIRXSJQEKRMXYHI
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 %WWIWWQIRXSJPMOIP]WMKRMJMGERXIJJIGXW


8LIGSRWXMXYIRXTEVXWSJXLMWTVSGIWWEVIHMWGYWWIHFIPS[
&EWIPMRI%WWIWWQIRXSJ:EPYIERH7IRWMXMZMX]



8LIXIVQ«LIVMXEKIVIGITXSV¬MWYWIH[MXLMRXLMWEWWIWWQIRXXSHIWGVMFIE
HIWMKREXIH IK[SVPHLIVMXEKIWMXIWGLIHYPIHQSRYQIRXPMWXIHFYMPHMRK
TVSXIGXIH[VIGOWMXIVIKMWXIVIHTEVOERHKEVHIRVIKMWXIVIHFEXXPIJMIPHSV
GSRWIVZEXMSREVIE SVRSRHIWMKREXIH MHIRXMJMIHF]XLIPSGEPEYXLSVMX]IKPSGEPP]
PMWXIHFYMPHMRKWFYMPHMRKWSJXS[RWGETIQIVMXIXG LIVMXEKIEWWIX%WRSXIH
EFSZIJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWGLETXIVFYMPXLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWHSRSXMRGPYHI
FIPS[KVSYRHEVGLEISPSKMGEPVIQEMRW



«7MKRMJMGERGI¬MWHIJMRIH[MXLMRELIVMXEKIGSRXI\XEW©XLIZEPYISJELIVMXEKI
EWWIXXSXLMWERHJYXYVIKIRIVEXMSRWFIGEYWISJMXWLIVMXEKIMRXIVIWX8LEX
MRXIVIWXQE]FIEVGLEISPSKMGEPEVGLMXIGXYVEPEVXMWXMGSVLMWXSVMG7MKRMJMGERGI
HIVMZIWRSXSRP]JVSQELIVMXEKIEWWIX¬WTL]WMGEPTVIWIRGIFYXEPWSJVSQMXW
WIXXMRKª 244* SVXLI©WYQSJXLIGYPXYVEPERHREXYVEPLIVMXEKIZEPYIWSJE
TPEGISJXIRWIXSYXMREWXEXIQIRXSJWMKRMJMGERGIª 'SRWIVZEXMSR4VMRGMTPIW
 



%WWIXSYXEFSZI+4%TVSZMHIWKYMHERGISRXLIEWWIWWQIRXSJWMKRMJMGERGI
EWTEVXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRTVSGIWWERHXLMWMWWYTTSVXIHF]'SRWIVZEXMSR
4VMRGMTPIW[LMGLWIXWSYXEJVEQI[SVOSJJSYVMRXIVVIPEXIHOI]ZEPYIWJSV
EWWIWWMRKXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLMWXSVMGFYMPHMRKWERHTPEGIW-XMWXLMWJVEQI[SVO
XLEXJSVQWXLIFEWMWSJXLIJSPPS[MRKEWWIWWQIRXSJXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJXLI
LIVMXEKIVIGITXSVW



8SEMHWMQTPIGSQQYRMGEXMSRERHEZSMHGSRJYWMSR[MXLXLIXIVQ«WMKRMJMGERGI¬
EWYWIHMRGSRZIRXMSREP)-%WIRWILIVMXEKIWMKRMJMGERGIMWVIJIVVIHXSEW
«LIVMXEKIZEPYI¬SV«ZEPYI¬MRXLIGSRXI\XSJXLMWGLETXIV



:EPYIMWEWWIWWIHEKEMRWXXLIGVMXIVMEGSRXEMRIHMR*MKYVIEXXLIIRHSJXLMW
'LETXIV8LIEWWIWWQIRXSJLIVMXEKIZEPYIMWKVEHIHLMKLQIHMYQPS[SV
RIKPMKMFPI+VEHI-ERH--FYMPHMRKWEVISJ©I\GITXMSREPªERH©TEVXMGYPEVP]
MQTSVXERXªMRXIVIWXXLIVIJSVIXLIWIEVIKIRIVEPP]EJJSVHIHELMKLIVLIVMXEKI
ZEPYI8LMWHMJJIVIRXMEXMSRMWFIWXWYQQEVMWIHF]XLIHVEJXMRKSJTEVEKVETL
SJXLI244*[LMGLWXEXIWXLEXXLI©PIZIPSJHIXEMP XSHIWGVMFIXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJ
LIVMXEKIEWWIXW WLSYPHFITVSTSVXMSREXIXSXLIEWWIXW¬MQTSVXERGIªXLYWE
KVEHMRKMWETTVSTVMEXI(YIERHTVSTSVXMSREXIVIKEVHLEWFIIRKMZIRXSEPP
LIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWEWWIWWIH



;LIVIETVSTSWEPQE]EJJIGXXLIWYVVSYRHMRKWMR[LMGLXLIVIGITXSVMW
I\TIVMIRGIHEUYEPMXEXMZIEWWIWWQIRXMWQEHISJ[LIXLIVLS[ERHXS[LEX
HIKVIIWIXXMRKGSRXVMFYXIWXSXLIWMKRMJMGERGISJLIVMXEKIEWWIXW8LMWMW
MRJSVQIHF]XLIGLIGOPMWXSJTSXIRXMEPEXXVMFYXIWSJEWIXXMRKEWSYXPMRIHMR
+4%



8SMHIRXMJ]XLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJELIVMXEKIVIGITXSVXSXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
XLIFEWIPMRIVIGITXSVZEPYIQYWXFIGEPMFVEXIHF]MXWWYWGITXMFMPMX]XSGLERKI-R
XLMWGSRXI\XWYWGITXMFMPMX]MWXLIEFMPMX]SJXLIVIGITXSVXSEGGSQQSHEXI
TVSTSWEPW[MXLSYXYRHYIGSRWIUYIRGIWJSVXLIQEMRXIRERGISJXLIFEWIPMRI
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WMXYEXMSRERHSVXLIEGLMIZIQIRXSJTPERRMRKTSPMGMIW8LMWEWWIWWQIRXMW
VIEGLIHXLVSYKLGSRWMHIVEXMSRSJXLIWTIGMJMGREXYVISJXLITVSTSWEPWMRVIPEXMSR
XSXLIZEPYISJXLIVIGITXSV-XMWEUYEPMXEXMZINYHKIQIRXVIGSVHIHMREZIVFEP
WGEPI IKLMKLQIHMYQSVPS[ ERHMWWYTTSVXIHF]EREVVEXMZIPMROIHXS
IZMHIRGIJVSQXLIFEWIPMRIWXYH]
%WWIWWQIRXSJ1EKRMXYHI


*SPPS[MRKXLIMHIRXMJMGEXMSRSJFEWIPMRIGSRHMXMSRWXLIIJJIGXSJXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRXSRIEGLSJXLIMHIRXMJMIHVIGITXSVWMWXLIRGSRWMHIVIHERHE
NYHKIQIRXJSVQIHEWXSXLIHYVEXMSRI\XIRXERHQEKRMXYHISJIJJIGX8LI
MQTEGXWHYVMRKXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRERHTSWXGSRWXVYGXMSRSTIVEXMSREPTLEWIWEVI
I\EQMRIH-RKIRIVEPXIVQWXLIGSRWXVYGXMSREPTLEWIMRVIPEXMSRXSGYPXYVEP
LIVMXEKIMWXIQTSVEV]ERHEXXVEGXWPIWW[IMKLX



%TVSJIWWMSREPNYHKIQIRXMWQEHISJXLIQEKRMXYHISJPMOIP]IJJIGXYWMRKGVMXIVME
EX*MKYVI1EKRMXYHISJIJJIGXMWHIXIVQMRIHF]XLIWM^ISVWGEPI
KISKVETLMGEPI\XIRXSVHYVEXMSRERHVIZIVWMFMPMX]SJXLIIJJIGX1EKRMXYHI
GSRWMHIVW[LIXLIVXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
'SRJSVQW[MXLXLITEXXIVRWGEPIQEWWKVEMRERHLMWXSVMGJIEXYVIWSJXLI
VIGITXSV
'VIEXIWEPSWWSVVIWXSVEXMSRSJOI]JIEXYVIWSJXLIVIGITXSV
'SRXVMFYXIWXSXLIMHIRXMJMIHVIGITXSVGLEVEGXIV
%GGSVHW[MXLREXMSREPVIKMSREPERHPSGEPTPERRMRKTSPMG]ERHKYMHIPMRIW
%WWIWWQIRXSJ0MOIP])JJIGXW



0MOIP]WMKRMJMGERXIJJIGXWEVIHIXIVQMRIHXLVSYKLGSQFMRMRKNYHKIQIRXWSJ
WIRWMXMZMX]ERHQEKRMXYHIYWMRKEGSQQSRQEXVM\WLEVIHEGVSWWEPPXSTMGEVIEW



'SQFMRMRKVIWTIGXMZIWIRWMXMZMX]ERHQEKRMXYHIQEXVMGIWTVSZMHIWERMRHMGEXMSR
SJPMOIP]WMKRMJMGERXIJJIGXWLS[IZIVTVSJIWWMSREPNYHKIQIRXMWEPWSVIUYMVIHMR
XLIMVHIXIVQMREXMSR5YEPMXEXMZIEWWIWWQIRXMWYWIHXSHIWGVMFIERHIPYGMHEXI
XLINYHKIQIRXWMRXLMWGLETXIV8LMWMWRIGIWWEV]FIGEYWIXLIQIXLSHSPSK]
SYXPMRIHMR*MKYVIMWRSXEWXVMGXUYEPMXEXMZITVSGIWWERHWSQISJXLIWI
GSRWMHIVEXMSRW[MPPHITIRHSRI\TIVXNYHKIQIRXW%GGSVHMRKP]XLIVIMWER
IQTLEWMWSRREVVEXMZIXI\XXLVSYKLSYXXLIGLETXIV



;MXLMRXLINYHKIQIRXSJPMOIP]WMKRMJMGERXIJJIGXWXLIVIMWEHMWXMRGXMSRFIX[IIR
PIZIPWSJWMKRMJMGERGIERHHMVIGXMSRSJIJJIGXI\TVIWWIHEWE«[SVHWGEPI¬



.YWXMJMGEXMSRJSVXLIHIWGVMTXMSRSJIJJIGXWMWHMWGYWWIH[MXLMRXLIUYEPMXEXMZI
EWWIWWQIRXXI\X6EXMRKWSJWMKRMJMGERGIEVIMRHITIRHIRXSJ«EGGITXEFMPMX]¬SJ
XLIWGLIQIEWE[LSPI[LMGLMWENYHKIQIRXEFSZIERHFI]SRHXLEXSJ
WMKRMJMGERGI%GGITXEFMPMX]MWEFSYXXLISZIVEPPFEPERGISJFIRIJMXWERHLEVQJVSQ
XLITVSTSWEPWEWZMI[IHSV[IMKLXIHF]REXMSREPTSPMG]ERHHIZIPSTQIRXTPER
TSPMGMIWERHMWRSXGSRWMHIVIHMRXLI)-%TVSGIWW



-XMWKIRIVEPP]GSRWMHIVIHXLEXQSHIVEXIERHEFSZIEVI«WMKRMJMGERX¬MRXLI
GSRXI\XSJXLI)-%
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-X[MPPFIWIIRXLEXER]RSXMGIEFPIIJJIGXSRELMKLP]ZEPYIHVIGITXSV
EYXSQEXMGEPP]KIRIVEXIWEWPMKLXEHZIVWIMQTEGX*SVXLEXVIEWSRXLIGLETXIV
GSRGPYHIW[MXLJYVXLIVEREP]WMWSJXLIWIIJJIGXW



-X[MPPEPWSFIWIIRXLEXXLINYHKIQIRXW[MXLMRXLMWGLETXIVLEZIFIIRQEHI[MXL
VIJIVIRGIXSXLIQIXLSHSPSK]MRGPYHIHEX*MKYVI[LMGLEPPS[WJSVHIKVIIW
SJIJJIGXVERKMRKJVSQZIV]WYFWXERXMEPXSRIKPMKMFPI8LIPEXXIVMWHIJMRIHEW«RS
QEXIVMEPGLERKIXSELIVMXEKIEWWIXSVMXWWIXXMRKSVXSXLIEFMPMX]XSYRHIVWXERH
ERHETTVIGMEXIXLIEWWIX¬*SVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWEWWIWWQIRXFIPS[XLMWMW
YWIHMRFSXLXLIWIRWIVIJIVVIHXSEFSZIERHEPWSMRXLIWIRWISJERIJJIGXWS
WQEPPEWXSFIYRMQTSVXERX;LIVIXLIVIMWHMJJIVIRXMEXMSRJVSQXLIHIJMRMXMSRMR
*MKYVII\TPMGMXVIJIVIRGIMWQEHIMRXLIXI\X



8LMWVITSVXEPWSGSRWMHIVWXLIHMVIGXMRHMVIGXERHWIGSRHEV]GYQYPEXMZIWLSVX
QIHMYQERHPSRKXIVQTIVQERIRXERHXIQTSVEV]IJJIGXWSJXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRX



&VSEHP]WLSVXXSQIHMYQXIVQIJJIGXWEVIGSRWMHIVIHXSFIXLSWIEWWSGMEXIH
[MXLXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWIERHPSRKXIVQIJJIGXWEVIXLSWIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLI
GSQTPIXIHERHSGGYTMIHTVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX



«0SGEP¬«HMWXVMGX¬SV«REXMSREP¬WGEPIMWVIPEXMZIXSXLIWTEXMEPWGEPISJXLIIJJIGXW



(MVIGXIJJIGXWQE]GEYWIETL]WMGEPGLERKI IKEPXIVEXMSRI\XIRWMSRSV
HIQSPMXMSR XSXLIVIGITXSVEWEGSRWIUYIRGISJGSRWXVYGXMSRSVMRXLITSWX
GSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWI



-RHMVIGXIJJIGXWEVMWIJVSQXLIIJJIGXSJEGXMZMXMIWXLEXHSRSXI\TPMGMXP]JSVQTEVXSJ
XLIWGLIQI8LI]QE]SGGYVEWEGSRWIUYIRGISJGSRWXVYGXMSRSVTSWX
GSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWISJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXWGLIQIFYXQE]LEZIERIJJIGXWSQI
HMWXERGIJVSQXLIHIZIPSTQIRX%WWIWWQIRXSJMQTEGXWSRLIVMXEKIWIXXMRK
VIJIVWXSTIVGITXMFPIZMWYEPERHEYVEP RSMWI IJJIGXWXLEXGERFIETTVIGMEXIHEXE
KMZIRXMQI



7IGSRHEV]MQTEGXWEVIEGSRWIUYIRGISJGSRWXVYGXMSRSVTSWXGSRWXVYGXMSRSJ
XLIHIZIPSTQIRXERHGERVIWYPXMRTL]WMGEPPSWWSVGLERKIWXSEVIGITXSV
FI]SRHXLIHIZIPSTQIRXJSSXTVMRX*SVI\EQTPIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJVIPEXIH
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIWYGLEWVSEHWSVTS[IVPMRIWXLEXEVIVIUYMVIHXSWYTTSVXXLI
HIZIPSTQIRX*EGMPMXEXIHMQTEGXWWLSYPHEPWSFIGSRWMHIVIH[LMGLQE]FI
JYVXLIVEGXMSRW MRGPYHMRKF]XLMVHTEVXMIW [LMGLEVIQEHITSWWMFPISVJEGMPMXEXIH
F]XLIHIZIPSTQIRX



*MREPP]QIEWYVIWTVSTSWIHXSTVIZIRXVIHYGISV[LIVITSWWMFPISJJWIXER]
EHZIVWIIJJIGXWLEZIFIIRMHIRXMJMIHERHHIZIPSTIHEWTEVXSJXLIHIWMKR
TVSGIWWERHEVIMHIRXMJMIH[MXLMRXLIVITSVX;LIVIVIPIZERXXLIJMREP
EWWIWWQIRXGSRWMHIVWXLIMQTEGXEJXIVMRGSVTSVEXIHQMXMKEXMSR-RQSWXGEWIW
QMXMKEXMSRLEWFIIRHIWMKRIHMRXSXLIWGLIQIEPXLSYKLWSQISJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSR
EWTEVXSJXLITVSTSWEPWMWRSXIH
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)JJIGXWEWWIWWIH


8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIGSRXEMRWRSLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVW%R]IJJIGXWEVMWMRKJVSQXLI
TVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXMRXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRERHTSWXGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWIWEVI
XLIVIJSVIMRHMVIGXMRREXYVIERHEVIEWWIWWIHEWWYGLFIPS[
&EWIPMRI



8LIJSPPS[MRKFEWIPMRIHIEPW[MXLFYMPXLIVMXEKIWYVVSYRHMRKXLIWMXI%W[MPPFI
I\EQMRIHFIPS[XLIXSTSKVETL]SJXLIWMXIMRXIVTSWMRKZIKIXEXMSRERHFYMPX
HIZIPSTQIRXMRXLI[MHIVEVIEGSRWMHIVEFP]PMQMXWMRXIVEGXMSR[MXLLIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVWJYVXLIVEJMIPH



8LIHIZIPSTQIRXWMXIMWPSGEXIHXSXLIWSYXLIEWXSJ;SSHWXSGOERHXSXLIIEWX
SJXLI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI-XPMIWMREVYVEPPERHWGETIFVSEHP]
GLEVEGXIVMWIHF]PEVKISTIREKVMGYPXYVEPJMIPHWXSXLIWSYXLERHIEWXERHXLI
HIWMKRIHPERHWGETISJ&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIXSXLI[IWX8LIXS[RSJ;SSHWXSGO
PMIWXSXLIRSVXL[IWXXLIWYFYVFERHIZIPSTQIRXXLEXGLEVEGXIVMWIWMXWWSYXLIVR
JVMRKIWPMIWEHNEGIRXXSXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI



8LIWMXIGSQTVMWIWX[SJMIPHWMREVEFPIYWIHMZMHIHF]EXVIILIHKI8LIWMXIMW
FSYRHIHXSXLIWSYXLF]XLI3\JSVH6SEH % [LMGLMWMXWIPJJPEROIHF]E
[MHIVZIVKIERHQEXYVILIHKIVS[XSMXWIEWXIVRWMHIERHF]XLIQEXYVIXVIIW
ERH+VEHI--PMWXIHFSYRHEV][EPP[LMGLHIJMRIXLIIHKISJ&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI
0S[IV4EVOXSXLI[IWX1EXYVILIHKIVS[WIRGPSWIXLIWMXIXSMXWIEWXIVRERH
RSVXLIVRIHKIW



2SLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWEVIPSGEXIH[MXLMRXLIWMXI8LITVMRGMTEPLIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVWMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIWMXIEVIXLI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
ERHXLI+VEHI-6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR8LILMWXSVMGVSYXISJ,IL7XVEIX
PMIWXSXLIIEWXSJXLIWMXIEPMKRIHSRXLIRSVXLWSYXLVSYXISJXLIFSYRHEV]
LIHKIVS[ERHMXMWXVIEXIHLIVIEWERSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIVIGITXSV8LI
4IWX,SYWIEPWSERSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVPMIWSRXLMWIEWXIVR
FSYRHEV]



8LIJSPPS[MRKFEWIPMRIVIPMIWPEVKIP]SRXLEXTVITEVIHMRF];IWX;EHH]
%(48LEXMRJSVQEXMSRLEWFIIRVIZMI[IHEWTEVXSJXLMW)-%TVSGIWW
,MWXSVMG(IZIPSTQIRX



;SSHWXSGOERH&PIRLIMQEVIPSGEXIHMRETEVXSJ3\JSVHWLMVIXLEXMWORS[RXS
LEZIEPSRKERHGSQTPI\LMWXSV]SJLYQERMRXIVEGXMSR[MXLXLIPERHWGETI[LMGL
LEWVIWYPXIHMRVIKYPEVGLERKIXSXLIPERHJSVQ%WHMWGYWWIHMR'LETXIVXLI
PERHWYVVSYRHMRKXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIIZMHIRGIWLYQERSGGYTEXMSRJVSQXLI
2ISPMXLMG&VSR^I%KISR[EVHWERHWYFWXERXMEPEVGLEISPSKMGEPWYVZMZEPWMRHMGEXI
WIXXPIQIRXMRXLI6SQERTIVMSH %( 8LILMWXSV]SJ&PIRLIMQ:MPPEMW
I\EQMRIHMR'LETXIV%RYQFIVSJEFSZIKVSYRHGYPXYVEPLIVMXEKIIPIQIRXW
WYVZMZIMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHXLIJSPPS[MRKWIGXMSRI\EQMRIW
XLILMWXSVMGHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLSWITVMRGMTEPPERHWGETIERHXS[RWGETIIPIQIRXW
MRXLIEVIEXLI4EVOERH4EPEGIERHXLIWIXXPIQIRXSJ2I[;SSHWXSGOMXWIPJ
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&PIRLIMQ4EVOERH+EVHIR ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI 


8LITEVOEX;SSHWXSGOETTIEVWXSLEZIJMVWXFIIRIRGPSWIHEXXLIFIKMRRMRKSJ
XLIXL'IRXYV]YRHIVXLIVIMKRSJ,IRV]-XSGVIEXIEVS]EPLYRXMRKTEVO8LI
TEVO[EWJSGYWWIHSR;SSHWXSGO4EPEGIEQIHMIZEPLYRXMRKPSHKIERHYWIH
EWEVS]EPVIWMHIRGIXLVSYKLSYXXLIQIHMIZEPTIVMSHERH[EWI\TERHIHHYVMRK
XLIVIMKRWSJWYGGIWWMZIQSREVGLW&]XLIPEXIXL'IRXYV]XLIGSRHMXMSRSJXLI
PSHKIERHWYVVSYRHMRKTEVOPERHLEHHIGPMRIHERHMRXLIIEVP]XL'IRXYV]XLI
VS]EPQERSVSJ;SSHWXSGO[EWKVERXIHF]5YIIR%RRIXS.SLR'LYVGLMPPJMVWX
(YOISJ1EVPFSVSYKLEWEVI[EVHJSVLMWWIVZMGIWMRHIJIEXMRKXLI*VIRGLMR
)YVSTI



&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIEWMXWYVZMZIWXSHE]HEXIWJVSQGERH[EW
HIWMKRIHF]7MV.SLR:ERFVYKL EWWMWXIHF]2MGLSPEW,E[OWQSSV JSVXLI(YOI
SJ1EVPFSVSYKL8LIRI[TEPEGI[EWWIX[MXLMREJSVQEPPERHWGETIHIWMKRIHF]
XLI6S]EP+EVHIRIV,IRV];MWI  ;MWI¬WHIWMKRGSQTVMWIHJSVQEP
KEVHIRWERI\XIRWMZI[MPHIVRIWWERHE[MHIVHIWMKRIHTEVOPERHPERHWGETI
[LMGL[EWWYFWXERXMEPP]EPXIVIHMRXLIWF]0ERGIPSX'ETEFMPMX]&VS[R
&VS[R¬WRI[TPERJSVXLIPERHWGETIGVIEXIHXLIPEOIMRXLIGIRXVEPGSVIERH
WGEPIHFEGOXLIJSVQEPMX]SJPEVKITEVXWSJXLITEVOERHXVIIFIPXTPERXMRKW
EVSYRHXLITEVOFSYRHEV]8LIWIGLERKIWPIHXSXLIIWXEFPMWLQIRXSJXLI
KVSYRHWEX&PIRLIMQEWERI\EQTPISJXLI«)RKPMWL0ERHWGETI7X]PI¬ 414
 



8LIIEVP]XL'IRXYV]WE[XLIJIPPMRKSJXVIIWMRWSQITEVXWSJXLITEVOERHXLI
PSWWSJWSQISJXLIWYVZMZMRKIEVP]XL'IRXYV]PERHWGETIIPIQIRXW-RXLIPEXIV
XL'IRXYV]ERHXLVSYKLSYXXLIXL'IRXYV]VIWXSVEXMZITPERXMRK[SVOW[IVI
GEVVMIHSYXERHWMRGIXLITEVO¬WMRWGVMTXMSREWE;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIMR
WYGL[SVOWLEZIGSRXMRYIH
8LI0S[IV4EVO&PIRLIMQ



8LEXTEVXSJXLITEVOGPSWIWXXSXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMWORS[REWXLI0S[IV4EVO
[LMGLPMIWXSXLIWSYXLERHIEWXSJXLI+VEHI-PMWXIH4EPEGI8LI0S[IV4EVO
XLSYKLXXSLEZIFIIRMRGSVTSVEXIH[MXLMRXLI6S]EP4EVOEX;SSHWXSGOMRXLI
PEXIXLSVIEVP]XL'IRXYV]VIXEMRWZIXIVERXVIIWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLMXWQIHMIZEP
SVMKMRWEWEHIIVTEVO;MWI¬WHIWMKRJSVXLMWTEVXSJXLITEVOPERHMRXLIIEVP]
XL'IRXYV]ETTIEVWXSLEZIMRGPYHIHEFSWUYIXWX]PIHIWMKR[MXLVEHMEXMRK
EZIRYIWMRXIVWIGXMRKGMVGYPEVPE[RWWIX[MXLMRXLITVII\MWXMRKQIHMIZEPSEOW



8LIWIIEVP]XL'IRXYV]JSVQEPKISQIXVMG[EPOW[IVIVIXEMRIHF]&VS[RERH
XLMWKIRIVEPPE]SYXSJXLI0S[IV4EVOWYVZMZIHYRXMPXLIIEVP]XL'IRXYV][LIR
ETIVMSHSJXVIIJIPPMRKVIWYPXIHMRXLIKVEHYEPPSWWSJXLIJSVQEPWXVYGXYVISJXLI
PERHWGETI EWWLS[RF]XLI3VHRERGI7YVZI]QETSJXLIIEVP]W 



8LI0S[IV4EVORS[GSQTVMWIWEXXVEGXMZIKVEWWPERHMRXIVWTIVWIH[MXLMRHMZMHYEP
XVIIW
2I[;SSHWXSGO



8LIFSVSYKLSJ;SSHWXSGO[EWGVIEXIHMRXLIPEXIXL'IRXYV]JVSQXLIWQEPP
XS[RWLMTSJ,IRWMRKXSR2I[;SSHWXSGOWMXIHSRE[IPPHVEMRIHTPEXIEYSR
XLIIHKISJXLI+P]QI:EPPI]STTSWMXIXLIQIHMIZEPVS]EPTEPEGIMWPMOIP]XSLEZI
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HIZIPSTIHEWEVIWTSRWIXSXLIXVEHISTTSVXYRMXMIWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIZMGMRMX]
SJXLIVS]EPLSYWILSPH


7XMQYPEXIHF]VS]EPTEXVSREKIERHXLITVS\MQMX]SJ;SSHWXSGO4EVOXLIXS[R
[EWQSHIVEXIP]WYGGIWWJYPEPXLSYKLMXVIQEMRIHEWQEPPGSQQYRMX]XLVSYKLSYX
QYGLSJXLIQIHMIZEPTIVMSH;SSHWXSGOKEMRIHTVSWTIVMX]MRXLIXL'IRXYV]
XLVSYKLXLIGVIEXMSRSJ&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIERHXLIPEVKIXVEHIERHPEFSYVJSVGI
EWWSGMEXIH[MXLMXWGSRWXVYGXMSR8LII\TERWMSRSJXLIXS[R[EWWYTTSVXIHF]
XLIKVS[MRKMRHYWXV]SJXSYVMWQERHGSEGLMRKEWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLITEPEGIERH
XLIGSRWIUYIRXWYGGIWWMSRSJ[IEPXL]ZMWMXSVW&];SSHWXSGOLEHFIKYR
XSIRGVSEGLEGVSWWXLI[IWXIVRIHKISJ,IRWMRKXSR



8LIXL'IRXYV]WE[XLIHIGPMRISJ;SSHWXSGO¬WKPSZMRKERHGSEGLMRK
MRHYWXVMIWERHXLIXS[REPXLSYKLWXMPPTVSWTIVSYW[EWYREFPIXSGSQTIXI[MXL
PEVKIVQEVOIXXS[RW8LIXS[RVIQEMRIHEWQEPPGSQQYRMX]YRXMPQMHXL
'IRXYV]I\TERWMSR[LIRLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXEPSRK,IRWMRKXSR6SEHWXEVXIH
XSMRGVIEWI



+VEHYEPLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXXSXLI[IWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEPWSSGGYVVIH
MRXLMWTIVMSHEPXLSYKLXLIPEVKILSYWMRKIWXEXIWSJ'EHSKER4EVO4VMRGIW
6MHI,IHKI)RHERH*PIQMRKW6SEHHEXIJVSQXLIW8LILSYWIWJVSRXMRK
XLIQEMRVSEHGEPPIH«0MXXPIGSXI¬«0SRK'VSJX¬ERHEKVSYTSJJSYVLSYWIWSRXLI
[IWXWMHISJ'LYVGLMPP+EXIEVIEPPIZMHIRXSRXLI6%*JP]SZIVEIVMEPW
EZEMPEFPIXSZMI[SR+SSKPI)EVXLFYXEVIRSXGSRWMHIVIHXSFISJLIVMXEKIZEPYI
8LIKIRIVEPI\TERWMSRSJ,IRWMRKXSREXXLMWHEXI[EWGSRJMRIHXSXLIRSVXLWMHI
SJ7LMTXSR6SEHERHFSXLWMHIWSJ2I[6SEH'LYVGLMPP+EXIEWIPJGSRXEMRIH
GYPHIWEGSJJXLI%TSWXHEXIWXLIQMH¬W,MWXSVMGQETWSJXLIEVIE
EVIMRGPYHIHEX8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\



8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPMIWXSXLIWSYXLIEWXSJXLII\XIRHIHXS[RERHGSQTVMWIW
X[SJMIPHWMREKVMGYPXYVEPYWIHMZMHIHF]ELIHKIVS[SJWSQIZEPYIVYRRMRK
IEWX[IWXEGVSWWXLIPS[IVTEVXSJXLIWMXI8LI[IWXIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIWMXI
GSQTVMWIWXLITSWX[EVLSYWMRKI\TERWMSRSJRI[;SSHWXSGO



-RXLIXL'IRXYV]XLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIGSQTVMWIHWQEPPJMIPHWMRYWIEWEVEFPISV
KVE^MRKPERHYRXMPMXWVIGSRJMKYVEXMSRXSTVSZMHIEPPSXQIRXWJSVXLIXS[REXXLI
XYVRSJXLIXL'IRXYV]-XXLIRVIXYVRIHXSJEVQPERHPEXIVMRXLIXL'IRXYV]
8LIWMXIVIXEMRWX[SLMWXSVMGLIHKIVS[WXLEXXSXLIIEWXSJXLIWMXIERHXLEX
HMZMHMRKXLIRSVXLIVRERHWSYXLIVRJMIPHW8LEXXSXLIIEWXFSYRHWXLIVSYXISJ
,IL7XVEIX[LMGLMWXVIEXIHEWERSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIVIGITXSV
)\MWXMRK'SRHMXMSRW



%WIWXEFPMWLIHEFSZIRSLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWPMI[MXLMRXLIWMXIFSYRHEV]%
RYQFIVSJHIWMKREXIHERHRSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWEVILS[IZIV
PSGEXIH[MXLMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIWMXIERHXLIWIEVIHMWGYWWIHFIPS[*MKYVI
WLS[WXLIPSGEXMSRWSJEPPXLILIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWEWWIWWIH%TLSXSKVETLMG
KE^IXXIIVSJXLIVIGITXSVWMWMRGPYHIHEX8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\ERHVIPIZERXPMWX
HIWGVMTXMSRWJSVQ8IGLRMGEP%TTIRHM\
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;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI


&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI[EWMRWGVMFIHF]92)7'3EWE;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI «;,7¬ MR
8LITEPEGIERHWYVVSYRHMRKTEVOPERHEVIMRWGVMFIHJSVXLIMV3YXWXERHMRK
9RMZIVWEP:EPYI 39: YRHIVX[SGVMXIVME
JMVWXP] GVMXIVMSRMM EWEERI\LMFMXSJER«MQTSVXERXMRXIVGLERKISJ
LYQERZEPYIWSZIVEWTERSJXMQISV[MXLMREGYPXYVEPEVIESJXLI
[SVPHSRHIZIPSTQIRXWMREVGLMXIGXYVISVXIGLRSPSK]QSRYQIRXEP
EVXWXS[RTPERRMRKSVPERHWGETIHIWMKR¬ FIGEYWIXLITEPEGIERH
XLITEVOVINIGX*VIRGLQSHIPWSJGPEWWMGMWQERHMPPYWXVEXIXLI
FIKMRRMRKWSJXLI)RKPMWL6SQERXMGQSZIQIRXGLEVEGXIVMWIHF]XLI
IGPIGXMGMWQSJMXWMRWTMVEXMSRMXWVIXYVRXSREXMSREPWSYVGIWERHMXWPSZI
SJREXYVI-XWMRJPYIRGI[EWKVIEXP]JIPXMR)RKPERHERHEFVSEH 
WIGSRHP] MZ EWERSYXWXERHMRKX]TISJFYMPHMRKEVGLMXIGXYVEPSV
XIGLRSPSKMGEPIRWIQFPISVPERHWGETI[LMGLMPPYWXVEXIWEWMKRMJMGERX
WXEKIMRLYQERLMWXSV] FIGEYWIMX[EWXLILSQISJER)RKPMWL
EVMWXSGVEXEPWSE4VMRGISJXLI+IVQERMG,SP]6SQER)QTMVI
&PIRLIMQMWX]TMGEPSJXLGIRXYV])YVSTIERTVMRGIP]VIWMHIRGIW 

 8LI3YXWXERHMRK9RMZIVWEP:EPYISJXLI4EPEGIERHMXWTEVOEWE;,7VIWMHIW
TEVXP]ERHWMKRMJMGERXP]SRMXWMRXIKVMX]ERHXLII\XIRXSJXLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJXLI
[SVOSJ:ERFVYKLERH,E[OWQSSVERHPEXIVSJ&VS[RFSXLSZIVPEMHSRIEVPMIV
LMWXSVMGPERHWGETIW8LIMRXIKVMX]SJXLI;,7MWI\IQTPMJMIHERHQEMRXEMRIHF]
MXWIWXEXI[EPP [LMGL«HIJMRIWMXWI\XIRXERHQEMRXEMRWMXWTL]WMGEPMRXIKVMX]¬
EGGSVHMRKXSXLI39:EWHIJMRIHF]-'3137 ERHF]XLITVIWIVZEXMSRSJE
WMKRMJMGERXRYQFIVSJZIXIVERXVIIW
 8LI39:MWFEWIHTVMQEVMP]SRXLIUYEPMX]XLIGYPXYVEPMRJPYIRGIERHXLIWYVZMZEP
SJXLIMRXIVREPJIEXYVIWERHMRXIVVIPEXMSRWLMTWSJXLI4EPEGIERHTEVO;MXL
VIKEVHXS*MKYVIXLI;,7MWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIEVIGITXSVSJLMKLZEPYI
 1YGLSJXLI;,7MWSVMIRXEXIHE[E]JVSQXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI[MXLXLIQEMR
JSGYWFIMRKJVSQXLI+VEHI-PMWXIHTEPEGIXSXLIRSVXLEGVSWWXLI'ETEFMPMX]
&VS[RPERHWGETISJXLI+VIEX4EVO%WHMWGYWWIHMRXLIPERHWGETIGLETXIVSJ
XLMW)7 'LETXIV XLIHIZIPSTQIRXWMXIMWPSGEXIHSYXWMHIXLIZMWYEPWTPE]SJ
XLIWMKRMJMGERXZMI[WJVSQXLIWIXXPIQIRXSJ;SSHWXSGOXS[EVHWXLI'SPYQRSJ
:MGXSV]MHIRXMJMIH[MXLMRXLI414
 2YQIVSYWPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWERHWXVYGXYVIWEVIPSGEXIH[MXLMRXLI;,7MRGPYHMRK
XLI4EPEGIERHEWWSGMEXIHPMWXIHWXVYGXYVIWXLVSYKLSYXXLIKVSYRHW8LIWI
WXVYGXYVIWEVIGSRWMHIVIHXSFILIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWMRXLIMVS[RVMKLXFYXHYIXS
XLIMVSVMIRXEXMSRXLIYRHIVP]MRKXSTSKVETL]SJXLIEVIEERHMRXIVTSWMRK
ZIKIXEXMSRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIHSIWRSXJSVQTEVXSJXLIMVWIXXMRKWERHQEOIW
RSGSRXVMFYXMSRXSERETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLIMVWTIGMEPMRXIVIWX8LEXTEVXSJXLI4EVO
[LMGLPMIWGPSWIWXXSXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHVIUYMVIWJYVXLIVGSRWMHIVEXMSRMW
HMWGYWWIHFIPS[
8LI0S[IV4EVO
 %WHMWGYWWIHEFSZIXLEXTEVXSJXLI;,7MRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMW
XLI0S[IV4EVO[LMGLGSQTVMWIWXLIVIQRERXWSJQIHMIZEPTEVOPERH[MXL
MRXIVWTIVWIH[EPOWERHTEXL[E]W%WIGSRHEV]ZMWMXSVGEVTEVOMWJSVXLI4EPEGI
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MWPSGEXIHMRXLMWTEVXSJXLITEVOERHXLIPERHWGETIMWI\TIVMIRGIHTVMQEVMP]MR
XLIGSRXI\XSJQSZIQIRXXLVSYKLMXIMXLIVXS[EVHWSVE[E]JVSQXLITEPEGI
 8LI&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI4PIEWYVI+EVHIRW[LMGLGSRXEMRERYQFIVSJPMWXIH
WXVYGXYVIWEVIPSGEXIHXSXLI[IWXSJXLIGEVTEVOLS[IZIVXLIJSVQEPKEVHIRW
ERHXLILIVMXEKIVIGITXSVW[MXLMRXLIQEVIWITEVEXIHJVSQXLI0S[IV4EVOEW
HIWGVMFIHEFSZIF]HIRWIMRXIVTSWMRKZIKIXEXMSR2SMRXIVZMWMFMPMX]LEWFIIR
MHIRXMJMIHFIX[IIRXLI4PIEWYVI+EVHIRWERHXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI8LIWMXIMW
TEVXSJ[LEXMWERI\XIRWMZIWIXXMRKXSXLI;,7LS[IZIVSRSYVEREP]WMW WII
FIPS[ XLIWMXIHSIWRSXGSRXVMFYXIXSXLI3YXWXERHMRK9RMZIVWEP:EPYISJXLI
;,7SVGSRXVMFYXIXSSYVETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLEX39:
&SYRHEV]8VIEXQIRX
 8LI;,7MWKIRIVEPP]WIX[MXLMRE+VEHI--PMWXIHWXSRITEVOFSYRHEV][EPP
I\XIRHMRKMRXSXEPXSOQ-RQER]PSGEXMSRWXLMWMWEXEPPERHWYFWXERXMEP
WXVYGXYVIGSQTVMWMRKWUYEVIHERHGSYVWIHPMQIWXSRI[MXLEGERXIHGSTMRK
EXXVMFYXIHXSXLI3\JSVHEVGLMXIGXW;MPPMEQ8S[RIWIRHERH&EVXLSPSQI[
4MIWPI]%PSRKXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLIWSYXLIEWXIVRTEVXSJXLI0S[IV4EVOGPSWIWX
XSXLIWMXIXLI4EVO;EPPERHXLI;,7FSYRHEV]VYRMRWMHIEPIWWWYFWXERXMEP
JVSRXEKIXVIEXQIRXTVSZMHIHF]EHV]WXSRI[EPPQSVIX]TMGEPSJXLIVYVEPEVIE
 8LIFSYRHEV]XVIEXQIRXSJXLITEVOMWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVMXWTVMQEVMP]IRGPSWIH
GLEVEGXIV;MXLMRXLI0S[IV4EVOXLIQEXYVIXVIIWPMRMRKXLIIEWXIVRIHKI
FILMRHXLIFSYRHEV][EPPWIVZIXSIRGPSWIXLIEVIEERHWMKRMJMGERXP]PMQMXZMI[W
SYXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIMRXLMWPSGEXMSR8LI% 3\JSVH6SEH [LMGL
VYRWEPSRKXLI0S[IV4EVO¬WIEWXIVRFSYRHEV]MWVEMWIHEFSZIXLIPIZIPSJXLI
4EVOERHEZMWMXSVXSXLI0S[IV4EVOMWE[EVISJXLILIEZ]ZILMGYPEVYWISJXLMW
VSEHXLVSYKLFSXLRSMWIERHJVIUYIRXKPMQTWIWSJXVEJJMGMRGPYHMRK,+:W%W
HMWGYWWIHMRXLIPERHWGETIGLETXIVSJXLMW)7XLMWVSYXIJSVQWXLIQEMR
ETTVSEGLXS[EVHW&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;,7ERHMWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIERMQTSVXERX
GSRXVMFYXSVXSXLIZMWMXSV¬WI\TIVMIRGI
6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI4EVOERH+EVHIR +VEHI- 
 8LI4EVOXS&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIMWEPWSE6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR +VEHI- 
9RPMOIXLI;,7MXWFSYRHEV]VYRWEPSRKWMHIXLIQEMRVSEHJVSRXEKIMXWIPJERHMW
FSYRHIHF]HV]WXSRI[EPPMRK8LIVIKMWXIVIHWMXII\XIRHWFI]SRHXLI;,7EW
JEVEWEFEGOVSEHGSRRIGXMRKHMVIGXP][MXLXLI&PEHSR6SEH8LMWVSEHWIVZIW
XLIEGGIWWXSXLITMXGL&PEHSR'LEMRW'EVEZER'PYF4EVOPSGEXIH[MXLMRXLI
I\XVIQIWSYXLIEWXIVRGSVRIVSJXLITEVO
 *SVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWVITSVXXLIHMJJIVIRGIWFIX[IIRXLIFSYRHEVMIWSJXLI
;,7ERHXLI64+EVIWYFXPIERHMXMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLIMVLIVMXEKIZEPYI
WIXXMRKERHXLIGSRXVMFYXMSRSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXSXLIMVWMKRMJMGERGIXSFI
MHIRXMGEP8LI64+MWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIEVIGITXSVSJLMKLZEPYI[MXLVIJIVIRGIXS
*MKYVI
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0MWXIH&YMPHMRKW
8LI'S[]EVHWERH'S[]EVHW'SXXEKI +VEHI-- 
 8LMW+VEHI--PMWXIHGSQTPI\RS[YWIHEWSJJMGIWMWWIXFIPS[XLIPMRISJXLI
% 3\JSVH6SEH XSXLI[IWXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI-XWWMKRMJMGERGIHIVMZIW
JVSQMXWLMWXSVMGERHEVGLMXIGXYVEPZEPYI8LIGSQTPI\MWIRGPSWIHF]EPS[WXSRI
[EPP[LMGLHIJMRIWMXWMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRK&I]SRHXLEXMW&PIRLIMQ0S[IV4EVO
[MXLMR[LMGLXLIGSQTPI\WMXW8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEPXLSYKLMXGSYPHFI
GSRWMHIVIHXSJSVQTEVXSJXLIVIGITXSVW¬[MHIVWIXXMRKMWWITEVEXIHJVSQMXF]
XLIPMRISJXLILIEZMP]YWIH%[LMGLMWJPEROIHF][MHIKVEWWIHZIVKIW
1EXYVIXVIIWERHLIHKIVS[FIX[IIRHSYFPIFSYRHEV][EPPWHIPMRIEXIXLI
FSYRHEV]SJXLITEVOERHPMRIXLIVSEHSRMXW[IWXIVRIHKIWMKRMJMGERXP]PMQMXMRK
MRXIVZMWMFMPMX]FIX[IIRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHXLIVIGITXSV-XMWRSXGSRWMHIVIH
XLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWEQIERMRKJYPTEVXSJXLIMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRKSJXLI
VIGITXSVWERHXLIPEXXIVHSIWRSXGSRXVMFYXIXSERETTVIGMEXMSRSJVIGITXSVW¬
LIVMXEKIZEPYI
 8LI'S[]EVHWGSQTPI\MWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIEVIGITXSVSJLMKLZEPYI[MXL
VIJIVIRGIXS*MKYVI
0MWXIHFYMPHMRKW[MXLMRXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE
 2YQIVSYWPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWPMI[MXLMRXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE8LIWI
LIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWERHXLIMVWIXXMRKWEVIGSRWMHIVIHXSKIXLIVEWTEVXSJXLI
FIPS[I\EQMREXMSRSJXLI'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE
'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE
;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE
 ;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE '% [EWHIWMKREXIHMR-XPMIWXSXLIIEWXSJ
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI;,7ERH6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIRIRGSQTEWWMRK
;SSHWXSGO,MKL7XVIIXERHERYQFIVSJFYMPHMRKWXSXLIRSVXL[IWX8LI
FSYRHEV]SJXLI'%MWWSQIQQIXVIWHMWXERXJVSQXLIRIEVIWXTEVXSJXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPERHERHEWQIEWYVIHEPSRKXLIVSEHJVSRXEKIMWWITEVEXIH
JVSQXLIRIEVIWXTEVXSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXF]WSQIQ
 &YMPHMRKWMRXLIGSRWIVZEXMSREVIEGSQTVMWITVIHSQMREXIP]XL'IRXYV]WLSTW
ERHLSYWIWQER]SJ[LMGLEVIPMWXIHERHEVIYRMJMIHXLVSYKLXLIMVYWISJXLI
PSGEPZIVREGYPEV8LI'%IRGSQTEWWIWXLILMWXSVMGWIXXPIQIRXSJ2I[
;SSHWXSGOERHMWJSGYWWIHSRXLI,MKL7XVIIXERH3\JSVH7XVIIX[LMGLFMWIGX
XLIEVIE&YMPHMRKWEVIPEVKIP]SVMIRXEXIHXSXLIWXVIIXWXLEXXLI]PMRIGVIEXMRK
XLIIRGPSWIHMR[EVHPSSOMRKGLEVEGXIVEWWSGMEXIH[MXLEWQEPPQEVOIXXS[R
 ;SSHWXSGOMWFSYRHIHXSXLI[IWXF]XLI+VIEX4EVOEX&PIRLIMQ4EPEGIERH
XLITVMRGMTEPIRXVERGIWXSXLITEVOEVIWMXIH[MXLMRXLIGSRWIVZEXMSREVIE8SXLI
RSVXLIEWXERHWSYXLXLI'%MWFSYRHIHF]QMHPEXIXL'IRXYV]
HIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLJSVQMXWMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRK8LIWILSYWMRKIWXEXIW
I\GPYHIHJVSQXLI'%HIWMKREXMSRERHKIRIVEPP]SJTSSVEVGLMXIGXYVEPUYEPMX]EVI
XLIWITEVEXMRKJEGXSVFIX[IIRXLIGSRWIVZEXMSREVIEERHXLIETTPMGEXMSR
WMXI8LI'%MWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIEVIGITXSVSJQIHMYQZEPYI[MXLVIJIVIRGIXS
*MKYVI
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8LIETTVSEGLJVSQXLI% 3\JSVH6SEH 
 8LIETTVSEGLXS;SSHWXSGOEPSRKXLI% 3\JSVH6SEH LEWFIIRMHIRXMJMIH
F],MWXSVMG)RKPERHEWERMQTSVXERXJEGXSVMRXLII\TIVMIRGISJXLIGSRWIVZEXMSR
EVIEMRMXWWGSTMRKVIWTSRWISJXLIXL*IFVYEV]ERHTVIETTPMGEXMSREHZMGI
SJXLIXL*IFVYEV]
 8LMWFYW]VSEHMWGLEVEGXIVMWIHF]XLIPMRISJQEXYVIXVIIWERHXLIHSYFPI
FSYRHEV][EPPW[LMGLHIPMRIEXIXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLI0S[IV4EVOSJ&PIRLIMQ
4EPEGI-XMWHYEPPERI[MXL[MHITEZIQIRXWXSIEGLWMHI+PMQTWIHZMI[WSJXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEVIIZMHIRXEPSRKXLMWETTVSEGLEPXLSYKLEQEXYVILIHKIVS[
WGVIIRWXLIQENSVMX]SJZMI[WXSXLIIEWX%WEZMWMXSVRIEVW;SSHWXSGOXLIXL
'IRXYV]WYFYVFERIWXEXIWGLEVEGXIVMWIXLMWETTVSEGL
2SRHIWMKREXIH,IVMXEKI6IGITXSVW
8LI4IWX,SYWI
 8LI4IWX,SYWIMWPSGEXIHEXXLIRSVXLIEWXIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
[MXLMREWITEVEXIGYVXMPEKIEGGIWWIHJVSQSRISJXLIVMKLXERKPIHXYVRWMR
7LMTXSR6SEH8LIFYMPHMRKMWWLS[RSRXLI3VHRERGI7YVZI]QETSJG
EPXLSYKLMWEFWIRXJVSQXLIWYVZI]SJ8LI4IWX,SYWIHIWMKRIHXSLSYWI
XLSWI[MXLMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWIW[SYPHLEZIFIIRFYMPXMRERMWSPEXIHPSGEXMSR
SYXWMHIXLIXS[RXSTVSZMHIWITEVEXMSRFIX[IIRXLIWMGOERHXLILIEPXL]8LI
FYMPHMRKMWSJLIVMXEKIZEPYIJSVMXWGSRRIGXMSR[MXLXLIWSGMEPLMWXSV]SJXLIXS[R
-XMWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIEVIGITXSVSJPS[ZEPYI[MXLVIJIVIRGIXS*MKYVI
 %PXLSYKLXLIMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRKSJXLI4IWX,SYWIMWXMKLXP]HIJMRIHF]MXW
IRGPSWMRKFSYRHEV]LIHKIMXWVIPEXMSRWLMT[MXLXLI[MHIVVYVEPPERHWGETIMWE
JEGXSVMRYRHIVWXERHMRKMXWLMWXSVMGJYRGXMSR-XMWXLIVIJSVIGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLI
ETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWTEVXSJXLIFYMPHMRK¬WSTIRWIXXMRKERHQEOIWWSQI
GSRXVMFYXMSRXSMXWLIVMXEKIZEPYI
,IL7XVEIX
 8LI«,IL7XVEIX¬ 716 MWELMWXSVMGVSYXI[LMGLVYRWXSXLIIEWXSJXLI
QENSVRSVXLWSYXLLIHKIVS[XLEXHIPMRIEXIWXLIIHKISJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI8LI
VSYXIREQIHEWEFSZIMRXLI7LMTXSR'LIV[IPPGLEVXIVSJTVSFEFP]HEXIW
JVSQXLI6SQERS&VMXMWLWIXXPIQIRXSJXLIEVIE-XMWGPEWWMJMIHF]XLIPSGEP
,MWXSVMG)RZMVSRQIRX6IGSVHEWER«IEVP]QIHMIZEP(EVO%KIXS1IHMIZEP¬
JIEXYVI-XMWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIEVIGITXSVSJPS[ZEPYI[MXLVIJIVIRGIXS*MKYVI

 8LIPMRISJXLIVSYXIPMIWSYXWMHIXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXSXLIIEWXERHI\XIRHW
EPSRKXLISYXIVWMHISJXLIRSVXLWSYXLLIHKIVS[[LMGLMXWIPJMWVIGSVHIHSR
XLIJMVWXIHMXMSR3VHRERGI7YVZI]SJ8LIGYVVIRXEGGIWWSJXLI4IWX,SYWI
ETTIEVWXSPMIEGVSWWXLIVSYXISJXLI,IL7XVEIX
*YXYVIFEWIPMRI
 -RXLIEFWIRGISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXMXMWPMOIP]XLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
[MPPGSRXMRYIMRMXWGYVVIRXEKVMGYPXYVEPYWI
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4SXIRXMEP)JJIGXW
 8LIL]FVMHETTPMGEXMSR TEVXHIXEMPIHTEVXSYXPMRI WIIOWTIVQMWWMSRMRSYXPMRIJSV
XLIIRXMVIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI%HIXEMPIHTPERRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWIIOWTIVQMWWMSRJSV
XLEXEVIESJXLIWMXIXSXLIWSYXLIEWX8LITVSTSWEPWEVIHIWGVMFIHMRXLI
TPERRMRKERHHIWMKRERHEGGIWWWXEXIQIRXWXLIPEXXIVTVITEVIHF]%(%1
%VGLMXIGXYVI 1EVGL EW[IPPEWMR'LETXIVSJXLMW)7*MKYVIWXS
HIJMRIXLIHIZIPSTQIRXTEVEQIXIVW6IJIVIRGIWLSYPHEPWSFIQEHIXSXLMW
GLETXIVJSVEGPIEVYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXTEVEQIXIVWEKEMRWX[LMGL
XLIEWWIWWQIRXMWQEHI8LSWIGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLEVI
VIPIZERXXSXLMWEWWIWWQIRXEVILMKLPMKLXIHFIPS[8LIWIMRGPYHIXLIHIXEMPIH
IPIQIRXWERHXLITEVEQIXIVTPERWTVITEVIHF]%(%1%VGLMXIGXYVI
XLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJX[SRI[EGGIWWTSMRXWSRISRXLI%3\JSVH6SEH
ERHXLISXLIVSR7LMTXSR6SEH
XLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJYTXSVIWMHIRXMEPH[IPPMRKW
XLITVSZMWMSRSJYTXSWUQ+)%SJIQTPS]QIRXJPSSVWTEGI 'PEWW&
%%(ERH
EWWSGMEXIHVSEHJSSX[E]G]GPI[E]TVSZMWMSRSTIRWTEGIPERHWGETMRK
WYVJEGI[EXIVEXXIRYEXMSRTYQTMRKWXEXMSRERHERGMPPEV][SVOW
 8LIHIXEMPIHIPIQIRXSJXLITPERRMRKETTPMGEXMSRGSQTVMWIW
XLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJXLIRI[EGGIWWIWSJJXLI%3\JSVH6SEHERH7LMTXSR
6SEH
XLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJVIWMHIRXMEPYRMXW
EWWSGMEXIHVSEHJSSX[E]G]GPI[E]TVSZMWMSRSTIRWTEGIPERHWGETMRK
WYVJEGI[EXIVEXXIRYEXMSRTYQTMRKWXEXMSRERHERGMPPEV][SVOW
 *SVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWEWWIWWQIRXXLISYXPMRITPERRMRKETTPMGEXMSRQEXIVMEP
TVSZMHIWWYJJMGMIRXMRJSVQEXMSRXSIREFPIEGSQTVILIRWMZIEWWIWWQIRX;LIVI
XLIHIXEMPIHHIWMKRQEXIVMEPWLEZIMRJSVQIHEWTIGMJMGEWTIGXSJXLMW
EWWIWWQIRXXLMWMWWXEXIHI\TPMGMXP]-RJSVQMRKXLIFIPS[NYHKIQIRXWVIKEVH
LEWFIIRLEHXSXLIJSPPS[MRKWYFQMWWMSRHSGYQIRXW
%TTPMGEXMSR7MXI&SYRHEV]7/(
7MXI&SYRHEV]§4LEWI7/(
4LEWI7MXI0E]SYX7/(
&YMPHMRKLIMKLXTEVEQIXIVTPER7/+
7XVEXIKMG0ERHWGETIERH3TIR7TEGITEVEQIXIVTPER7/%
%GGIWWERHQSZIQIRXTEVEQIXIVTPER7/(
0ERHYWITEVEQIXIVTPER7/)
&YMPHMRKHIRWMX]TEVEQIXIVTPER7/*
(IWMKRERH%GGIWW7XEXIQIRX%(%1%VGLMXIGXYVI1EVGL
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 8LIWEPMIRXGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWSJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXXS[LMGLVIKEVHLEW
FIIRLEH[LIRGEVV]MRKSYXXLIEWWIWWQIRXMRGPYHIXLIJSPPS[MRK
8LITSWMXMSRMRKSJXLIEGGIWWIWXS7LMTXSRERH3\JSVH6SEHW
8LIPERHWGETIFYJJIVWWGVIIRMRKERHTVSTSWIHTPERXMRK
8LISVMIRXEXMSRERHWTEGMRKSJXLILSYWIWEW[IPPEWXLIMVWGEPILIMKLXERH
VIPEXMSRWLMTXSIEGLSXLIVMRFSXLXLIL]FVMHERHSYXPMRIIPIQIRXEWWIXSYX
MRXLITEVEQIXIVTPERWERH4LEWIHVE[MRKW
)JJIGXWHYVMRKGSRWXVYGXMSR
 -RHMVIGXIJJIGXWXSWSQIVIGITXSVWQE]EVMWIJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXMR
XLIGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWISJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX
 8LSWIIJJIGXWEVMWMRKMRGPYHIXLITSXIRXMEPMRGVIEWIMREGXMZMX]EJJIGXMRKXLIPSGEP
VSEHRIX[SVOERHXLITSXIRXMEPMQTEGXWSJRSMWIHYWXERHZMFVEXMSREWWSGMEXIH
[MXLXLII\GEZEXMSRERHIEVXL[SVOWTVSTSWIHXSJEGMPMXEXIXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJ
RI[FYMPHMRKW
 %WSYXPMRIHMR'LETXIVSJXLMW)7XLIGSRWXVYGXMSRWMXIXVEJJMGEGGIWWMW
TVSTSWIHXSFIZMEXLIRI[EGGIWWXS3\JSVH6SEH % 8LIVIEVIXLIVIJSVI
TSXIRXMEPMRHMVIGXIJJIGXWSRXLI+VEHI--PMWXIH'S[]EVHWERHSRXLI0S[IV4EVO
IPIQIRXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIERH6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIRJVSQ
MRGVIEWIHZILMGYPEVEGXMZMX]MRXLMWPSGEXMSRMRGPYHMRKXLIQSZIQIRXSJ,+:W
,S[IZIVXLIWIVIGITXSVWTEVXMGYPEVP]XLIPMWXIH'S[]EVHWEVIPSGEXIHSRE
FYW]QEMRVSEH[LMGLMWEPVIEH]YWIHF],+:¬W'SRWMHIVIHMRXLMWGSRXI\XMXMW
GSRGPYHIHXLEXMRGVIEWIHZILMGYPEVEGXMZMX]EWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLITVSTSWEPW[SYPH
VIWYPXMREXIQTSVEV]RIKPMKMFPIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXSRXLIVIGITXSVW8LIXIVQMW
YWIHLIVIXSQIEREGLERKIWSQMRMQEPEWXSFIGSRWMHIVIHMRWMKRMJMGERX
 8LIRSMWIHYWXERHZMFVEXMSREWWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRX[MPPFIGSRXVSPPIHXLVSYKLE')14XSFITVITEVIHEXXLIHIXEMPIH
WXEKI1MXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWEVIHMWGYWWIHFIPS[
 8LIIJJIGXWSJXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWIEVIF]XLIMVXIQTSVEV]REXYVI
GSRWMHIVIHXSLEZIERIKPMKMFPIIJJIGXSRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLILIVMXEKIVIGITXSVW
)JJIGXWTSWXGSRWXVYGXMSRSTIVEXMSREPSVTIVQERIRXTLEWI
 %WIWXEFPMWLIHEFSZIXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPLEZIRSHMVIGXIJJIGXWSR
LIVMXEKIVIGITXSVW8LSWITSXIRXMEPMRHMVIGXIJJIGXWHYVMRKXLISTIVEXMSREPTLEWI
EVIEWWIWWIHFIPS[
&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXI
 8LIIEWXIVRIHKISJ&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIMWWIXFEGOJVSQXLI%
3\JSVH6SEH [MXLEPS[HV]WXSRI[EPPVYRRMRKEPSRKXLI%JSSXTEXLJSVQMRK
XLIFSYRHEV]XSETEHHSGOXLI[IWXIVRIHKISJ[LMGLVYRWEPSRKXLILMKL
PMWXIH;,7FSYRHEV][EPP8LEXTEVX[LMGLPMIWEGVSWWJVSQXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
MWXLI0S[IV4EVO[LMGLEWHMWGYWWIHEFSZIGSQTVMWIWXLIVIQRERXWSJ
QIHMIZEPTEVOPERH[MXLMRXIVWTIVWIH[EPOWERHTEXL[E]W
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 8LIIRGPSWIHREXYVISJXLI0S[IV4EVOMWVIMRJSVGIHF]XLIPMRISJQEXYVIXVIIW
EPSRKMXWIEWXIVRIHKIEPSRKXLI%ERHXLIWIWMKRMJMGERXP]PMQMXZMI[WSYXSJ
XLI4EVOIZIRMRXLI[MRXIVQSRXLW2SX[MXLWXERHMRKXLMWXLIHIWMKRERHPE]SYX
SJXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXVIWTSRHWXSXLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJXLIVIGITXSVXLVSYKL
I\XIRWMZIPERHWGETMRKEXXLIWSYXLIVRTEVXSJXLIWMXI[LIVIMXFSVHIVWXLI%
 8VIITPERXMRKERHXLIGVIEXMSRSJPERHWGETIJIEXYVIW[MPPVIMRJSVGIXLIWITEVEXMRK
KETFIX[IIRXLI;,7FSYRHEV]ERHXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXERHEGXEWE
WGVIIRMRKHIZMGIJVSQXLI%3\JSVH6SEH-REHHMXMSRXLILSYWMRKTVSTSWIH
MRXLMWEVIEWLEWERSTIRPE]SYXWMRKPILSYWIWMRVIPEXMZIP]PEVKIKEVHIRWEW
[IPPEWERMVVIKYPEVJSVQ
 %WWIXSYXMR'LETXIVSJXLMW)7EOI]SFNIGXMZISJXLITVSTSWEPWLEWFIIRXS
GVIEXIEPERHWGETIJVSRXEKIXSXLIHIZIPSTQIRXMRXLMWPSGEXMSR&YMPHMRKWEVI
WIXFEGOJVSQ3\JSVH6SEHFIX[IIRQQIRLERGMRKXLIGLEVEGXIVSJ
XLMWETTVSEGLXS;SSHWXSGOERHGVIEXMRKERMQTVSZIHWIRWISJEVVMZEP[LMPWX
VIWTSRHMRKXSXLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJXLILIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWMRXLMWPSGEXMSR
 8LIQEMRZILMGYPEVEGGIWWXSXLIHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPFIJVSQXLI%TSWMXMSRIH
WPMKLXP]RSVXLSJXLIGYVVIRX'S[]EVHWNYRGXMSR%WWIXSYXMR'LETXIVWERHMX
[MPPPEVKIP]VITPMGEXII\MWXMRKNYRGXMSRW[MXLMRXLIEVIE
 8LII\TIVMIRGISJXLI4EVOJVSQ[MXLMRMXWFSYRHEV][SYPHRSXGLERKIEWXLI
PMWXIHTEVO[EPPERHXLIFYW]% 3\JSVH6SEH [SYPHGSRXMRYIXSFIXLIQEMR
HIJMRMRKI\XIVREPIPIQIRXWXSXLIIEWXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIFSXLZMWYEPP]
ERHEYVEPP]
 8LI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIEWI\TIVMIRGIHJVSQXLI%ETTVSEGLXS;SSHWXSGO
[SYPHGLERKIXLVSYKLXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJVIWMHIRXMEPHIZIPSTQIRXSRPERH
[LMGLGYVVIRXP]JSVQWEREKVMGYPXYVEPIPIQIRXMRXLMWZMI[8LII\XIRWMZI
PERHWGETMRKTVSTSWIH[SYPHLS[IZIVPEVKIP]PMQMXZMI[WSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
JVSQXLMWETTVSEGLERHXLIXVERWMIRXREXYVISJXLIZMI[[SYPHJYVXLIVVIHYGI
ER]ZMWYEPMQTEGX8LMWGLERKIMRI\TIVMIRGILS[IZIVHSIWRSXEJJIGX
ETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLI39:SJXLI;,78LIWIRWISJSTIRRIWWXSXLIIEWXSJXLI
%MWVIXEMRIHEW]SYETTVSEGL;SSHWXSGOJVSQXLI&PEHSR%VSYRHEFSYX
[MXLWYFXPIPERHWGETIGLERKIWGVIEXMRKERIRLERGIHWIRWISJEVVMZEPXSQEXGL
XLI[IWXIVRWMHISJXLIVSEHEW]SYETTVSEGL;SSHWXSGOMXWIPJ
 %WHMWGYWWIHEFSZIXLI3YXWXERHMRK9RMZIVWEP:EPYISJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKIPMIW
MRMXWLMWXSVMGERHEIWXLIXMGZEPYIEWERSYXWXERHMRKI\EQTPISJXLI[SVOSJ.SLR
:ERFVYKLERH2MGLSPEW,E[OWQSSVERHPEXIVSJ0ERGIPSX«'ETEFMPMX]¬&VS[R-X
MWSJJYVXLIVWMKRMJMGERGIJSVMXWMRJPYIRGISRXLI)RKPMWL6SQERXMGQSZIQIRX
ERHSRXLIEVGLMXIGXYVIERHSVKERMWEXMSRSJWTEGIMRXLIXLERHXL'IRXYVMIW
 8LI;,7MRWGVMTXMSRHIWGVMFIWXLIMRXIKVMX]SJXLITVSTIVX]MXWHIJMRIHI\XIRX
ERHMXWTVSXIGXMSRF]MXWIRGPSWMRKHV]WXSRI[EPP8LI414EWHMWGYWWIHEFSZI
EPWSIQTLEWMWIWXLIIRGPSWIHTVSXIGXIHREXYVISJXLITEVOEPXLSYKLMX
MHIRXMJMIWMQTSVXERXZMWYEPPMROW[MXLWSQIEVIEWSJXLIWYVVSYRHMRKPERHWGETI
 8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIPMIWXSXLIWSYXLSJXLIZMI[MRKGSVVMHSVJSVZMI[W2SERH
 ;SSHWXSGOXS[EVHWXLI'SPYQRSJ:MGXSV] [LMGLEVIWLS[RSRXLI
,IVMXEKI6IGITXSV1ETEX*MKYVI8LITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPRSXEJJIGX
XLIWIZMI[WEWXLIWMXIPMIWSYXWMHIXLIMVZMWYEPWTPE] WII'LETXIV 
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 (YIXSXLIIRGPSWIHREXYVISJXLITEVO[LIVIMXPMIWSTTSWMXIXLIETTPMGEXMSR
WMXIXLIMRXIVTSWMRKZIKIXEXMSRERHXLIVEMWIHVMHKISJXLI%MXMWGSRWMHIVIH
XLEXTVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHLEZISRP]EPMQMXIHIJJIGXSRXLIWIXXMRKSJ
XLI4EVO ;,7 8LEXIJJIGXMWLS[IZIVRSXLEVQJYPXSXLIGYPXYVEPWMKRMJMGERGI
SJXLIEWWIXMRGPYHMRKMXW3YXWXERHMRK9RMZIVWEP:EPYI
 -XMWGSRGPYHIHXLIVIJSVIXLEXXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHLEZIE
RIKPMKMFPIMQTEGXSRXLIWIXXMRKSJXLI;,7PIEHMRKXSERIKPMKMFPIIJJIGXXLEX
[SYPHRSXFIWMKRMJMGERX
6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR
 3TTSWMXIXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLI6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIR
HIZMEXIWWPMKLXP]JVSQXLEXSJXLI;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIF]MXWI\XIRWMSRFI]SRH
XLIMRRIVFSYRHEV][EPPXSQIIXXLIIHKISJXLI%F]XLI&PEHSR'LEMRW
'EVEZER7MXI,S[IZIVJSVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWEWWIWWQIRXXLIX[SVIGITXSVW
EVIGSRWMHIVIHXSKIXLIVERHXLIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXEVMWMRKJVSQXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRXSRXLI64+[MPPFIRIKPMKMFPIERHRSXWMKRMJMGERXJSVXLIVIEWSRW
WIXSYXEFSZI
0MWXIHFYMPHMRKW
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI +VEHI- 
 8LI4EPEGIMWSRISJXLIPMWXIHWXVYGXYVIW[MXLMRXLI;,7XLEX[ILEZIMHIRXMJMIH
EWRSXMQTEGXIHF]XLITVSTSWEPW-XMWLS[IZIVGSRWMHIVIHFVMIJP]LIVIEWE
TEVXMGYPEVUYIWXMSR[EWEWOIHMRXLIGSRXI\XSJXLITVIZMSYWERHPEVKIV
ETTPMGEXMSREFSYXZMI[WJVSQWXEXIVSSQW8LIVIMWMRSYVZMI[RSWIXXMRK
MQTEGXSRXLI4EPEGIMXWIPJ-XWWIXXMRKGSQTVMWIWXLI64+
 -X[EWHIQSRWXVEXIHMRXLITVIZMSYWETTPMGEXMSRXLEXXLIVI[IVIRSZMWYEP
MQTEGXWJVSQTVMRGMTEPVSSQW[ILEZIVIZMWMXIHXLIWIJMRHMRKWMRXLIGSRXI\XSJ
XLITVIWIRXWGLIQIERHGSRJMVQXLIMQTEGXMWVIQEMRWRI KPMK MFPIERHRSX
WMKRMJMGERX8LITVIWIRXWGLIQIMWWYFWXERXMEPP]WQEPPIVERHGSQTVMWIWPERHXLEX
JIPP[MXLMRXLIPEWXETTPMGEXMSR8LIVIJSVI[IEVIWEXMWJMIHXLIVIMWRSZMWYEPMQTEGX
ERHEGGSVHMRKP][IHSYRHIVXEOIEJYVXLIVHIXEMPIHEWWIWWQIRX
'S[]EVHW +VEHI-- 
 %WSYXPMRIHEFSZIMXMWRSXGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIQEOIWEQEXIVMEP
GSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLILIVMXEKIZEPYISJXLIWI+VEHI--VIGITXSVW[LMGLEVIPSGEXIH
[MXLMREXMKLXP]HIJMRIHGSQTPI\FSYRHIHF]EWXSRI[EPPERHWIX[MXLMRXLI
IRGPSWIH0S[IV4EVO2SX[MXLWXERHMRKXLMWXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXVIJPIGXW
XLITVS\MQMX]SJXLIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWXLVSYKLXLIHIWMKRERHPE]SYXSJXLI
H[IPPMRKWTSWMXMSRIHEPSRKXLIWSYXL[IWXIVRIHKISJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
 %WMRHMGEXIHF]XLI4LEWIWMXIPE]SYXTPEREKIRIVSYWPERHWGETIFYJJIVMW
TVSTSWIHXSVIMRJSVGIXLIPMRISJXLII\MWXMRKLIHKIVS[[MXLFYMPHMRKW[IPPWIX
FEGOJVSQ3\JSVH6SEHXLEXWIXFEGOVERKMRKJVSQQXSQ8LSWI
H[IPPMRKWGPSWIWXXSXLMWIHKISJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIEVITVSTSWIHXSFIYTXS
X[SWXSVI]W[MXLPS[IVVIWMHIRXMEPHIRWMXMIW8LILMKLIVHIRWMXMIWEVIJSGYWWIH
E[E]JVSQXLI4EVOFSYRHEV]ERHXLI+VEHI--HIWMKREXIHVIGITXSVW
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 8LIQEMRZILMGYPEVEGGIWWXSXLIHIZIPSTQIRX[MPPFIJVSQXLI%TSWMXMSRIH
RSVXLSJXLIGYVVIRX'S[]EVHWNYRGXMSRXSQE\MQMWIXLIVIXIRXMSRSJXLIVYVEPMX]
SJXLIWIXXMRK%WWIXSYXMRXLIXVERWTSVXEWWIWWQIRXMRXLMW)7XLINYRGXMSR[MPP
PEVKIP]VITPMGEXII\MWXMRKNYRGXMSRW[MXLMRXLIEVIE-XMWRSXGSRWMHIVIHXLEXER]
MRGVIEWIHXVEJJMGMRXLMWPSGEXMSR[MPPLEZIEQEXIVMEPP]KVIEXIVIJJIGXSRXLI
LIVMXEKIVIGITXSVEWXLIPMWXIHGSQTPI\MWEPVIEH]I\TIVMIRGIH[MXLMRXLI
GSRXI\XSJEFYW]QEMRVSEH [MXLRSMWIERHERETTVIGMEXMSRMRHMJJIVIRX
PSGEXMSRWSJWSQIQSZMRKZILMGPIW 
 8LIXMKLXP]HIJMRIHWIXXMRKSJXLIVIGITXSVWGSQFMRIH[MXLXLIVIMRJSVGIH
MRXIVTSWMRKZIKIXEXMSRTVSTSWIHEWTEVXSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRPIEHWYWXSGSRGPYHI
ERIKPMKMFPIMQTEGXEVMWMRKJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXSRXLILIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVWPIEHMRKXSERIKPMKMFPIIJJIGXXLEX[MPPRSXFIWMKRMJMGERX
;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE
 8LI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIE '% ERHXLI+VEHI--ERH+VEHI--PMWXIH
FYMPHMRKWEVIWITEVEXIHJVSQXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIXLVSYKLXLITSWMXMSRMRKERH
I\XIRXSJXL'IRXYV]LSYWMRKIWXEXIW[LMGLJSVQXLI'%¬WMQQIHMEXIWIXXMRK
*YVXLIVQSVIXLI'%¬WGLEVEGXIVMWMR[EVHJSGYWWIHERHIRGPSWIH8LI
TVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHFIPSGEXIHEXXLIIHKISJXLII\MWXMRKWIXXPIQIRX
EHNEGIRXXSXLIXL'IRXYV]LSYWMRKIWXEXIW-X[SYPHI\XIRHXLIPMRISJXLIFYMPX
IHKISJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXWSYXLIEWX[EVHW8LITVSTSWIHHIRWMX]ERHSYXPMRI
TEVEQIXIVFYMPHMRKLIMKLXW[SYPHVIJPIGXXLIWMXI¬WXVERWMXMSRJVSQXLIWYFYVFER
HIZIPSTQIRXWSYXWMHI;SSHWXSGOXSXLIVYVEPPERHWGETIFI]SRHXLVSYKLXLI
ETTVSTVMEXITPEGIQIRXPS[IVHIRWMX]PS[WXSVI]FYMPHMRKWXSXLISYXIVIHKIWSJ
XLIWMXI
 8LIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJVIWMHIRXMEPHIZIPSTQIRXSRPERH[LMGLGYVVIRXP]JSVQWER
EKVMGYPXYVEPIPIQIRXMRXLIETTVSEGLXS;SSHWXSGOGSYPHGLERKIXLII\TIVMIRGI
SJXLIETTVSEGLFYXSRP]F]ERIKPMKMFPIEQSYRXEWXLIQENSVMX]SJXLIJMIPHXLEX
GVIEXIWXLIIJJIGXSJSTIRRIWWSRXLIETTVSEGLXS;SSHWXSGOJVSQXLI
%&PEHSRVSYRHEFSYXVIQEMRWYRGLERKIH-XMWJYVXLIVERXMGMTEXIHXLEXXLI
I\XIRWMZIPERHWGETMRKTVSTSWIHEWTEVXSJ4LEWI[SYPHLS[IZIVPEVKIP]PMQMX
ZMI[WSJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJVSQXLMWETTVSEGL
 8LIETTVSEGLXS;SSHWXSGOEPSRKXLI%[SYPHWMQMPEVP]FIKSZIVRIHXLVSYKL
ETTVSTVMEXIHIRWMXMIWMRXIVQWSJQEWWMRKERHLIMKLXERHXLVSYKLXLIVIXIRXMSR
ERHVIMRJSVGIQIRXSJI\MWXMRKZIKIXEXMSRERHLIHKIVS[WEPSRKXLIWSYXL[IWX
IHKISJXLIWMXI8LMWTVSTSWIHTPERXMRKTEVXMEPP]JEPPW[MXLMRXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
FSYRHEV]ERHJSVQWTEVXSJXLIHIXEMPSJ4LEWI%RSXLIVIPIQIRXSJXLMW
PERHWGETMRKPMIWSYXWMHIXLIWMXIFSYRHEV]ERHJSVQWSJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSR[LMGLMW
HMWGYWWIHFIPS[
 %WRSXIHEFSZIXLIIRXVERGIXSXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHFI
TSWMXMSRIHWPMKLXP]XSXLIRSVXLSJXLII\MWXMRK'S[]EVHWNYRGXMSR8LMW
TPEGIQIRXEWRSXIHF],MWXSVMG)RKPERHMRMXWTVIETTPMGEXMSREHZMGIVIHYGIW
XLIMQTEGXSJXLINYRGXMSRERHMRGVIEWIWXLIVYVEPGLEVEGXIVSJXLIETTVSEGL
 -XMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHRSXEJJIGXXLI
YRHIVWXERHMRKSVETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLIWTIGMEPMRXIVIWXSJ;SSHWXSGO'%EWE
QEVOIXXS[RSVXLIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKW[MXLMRMXERH[SYPHMRWXIEHMQTVSZIXLI
ETTVSEGLXLVSYKLXLIVIMRJSVGIQIRXSJXLII\MWXMRKLIHKIVS[ERHEWWSGMEXIH
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PERHWGETMRK-XMWXLYWGSRGPYHIHXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRTVSTSWEPW[SYPHVIWYPXMRE
WQEPPGLERKIPIEHMRKXSEWPMKLXFIRIJMGMEPMRHMVIGXIJJIGXSRXLILIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVXLEX[MPPRSXFIWMKRMJMGERX
4IWX,SYWI
 -X[EWGSRGPYHIHEFSZIXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWERIPIQIRXSJXLIWIXXMRK
SJXLI4IWX,SYWIERHXLEXXLISTIRGLEVEGXIVSJXLIPERHQEOIWEGSRXVMFYXMSR
XSXLIETTVIGMEXMSRSJXLILIVMXEKIZEPYISJXLIVIGITXSV8LITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHVIWYPXMRXLIIRGVSEGLQIRXSJLSYWMRKMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLI
VIGITXSVERHXLIPSWWSJMXWMWSPEXIHWIXXMRKEPXLSYKLXLIFSYRHEV]LIHKIVS[
[LMGLIRGPSWIWXLIFYMPHMRKMWTVSTSWIHXSFIPEVKIP]VIXEMRIH
 %RI[ZILMGYPEVEGGIWWXSXLILSYWIMWTVSTSWIHZMEXLIRI[HIZIPSTQIRXXS
XLIIEWXERHMXMWERXMGMTEXIHXLEXXLII\MWXMRKEGGIWWJVSQ7LMTXSR6SEH[SYPH
FIGSQIEJSSXTEXLVIMRWXEXMRKXLIPMRISJXLILMWXSVMGVSYXI,IL7XVEIX
 -XMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHPIEHXSEWQEPPGLERKI
ERHEWPMKLXEHZIVWIIJJIGXYTSRXLMWRSRHIWMKREXIHVIGITXSVXLEX[MPPRSXFI
WMKRMJMGERXXLVSYKLXLIIRGVSEGLQIRXSJXLITVSTSWEPWSRMXWI\MWXMRKMWSPEXIH
WIXXMRKERHXLVSYKLXLIGLERKIMRSVMIRXEXMSRJVSQ[LMGLXLIFYMPHMRKMW
I\TIVMIRGIHERHETTVSEGLIH
,IL7XVEIX
 8LMWLMWXSVMGVSYXIVYRWEHNEGIRXXSXLIIEWXIVRFSYRHEV]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI
SYXWMHIXLIWMXIFSYRHEV]-XLEWRSYTWXERHMRKJIEXYVIWERHMXMWGSRWMHIVIH
XLEXXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHVIWYPXMRERIKPMKMFPIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXSRMXW
LIVMXEKIZEPYIEWELMWXSVMGVSYXIWYFNIGXXSXLIGSQQIRXWMRTEVEKVETL
FIPS[
 %WTEVXSJXLITVSTSWEPWXLIVIMWEGSQQMXQIRXXSMXWVIMRWXEXIQIRXEWE
JSSXTEXLEWWLS[RSRXLITEVEQIXIVTPERWWYFQMXXIH[MXLXLIETTPMGEXMSR-J
WIGYVIHMXMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEXXLMWLEWXLITSXIRXMEPXSVIWYPXMREQSVI
FIRIJMGMEPTVSTSWEP8LMWMWHMWGYWWIHEWERSJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIFIPS[
1MXMKEXMSR
'SRWXVYGXMSR
 8LSWIMQTEGXWEVMWMRKJVSQXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWIEFSZI[SYPHFIGSRXVSPPIH
XLVSYKLXLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJE'SRWXVYGXMSR)RZMVSRQIRXEP1EREKIQIRX4PER
')14 XLITVSZMWMSRWJSV[LMGLEVISYXPMRIHMR'LETXIVSJXLMW)78LI
TVSHYGXMSRSJXLI')14[SYPHFIGSRHMXMSRIHEWTEVXSJER]KVERXSJTPERRMRK
TIVQMWWMSR
 8LI')14[SYPHVIWTSRHXSXLSWITSXIRXMEPMQTEGXWSJRSMWIHYWXERH
ZMFVEXMSREVMWMRKJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXXLVSYKLXLIGSRXVSPSJTLEWMRK
LSYVWSJ[SVOLEYPEKIVSYXIWHIPMZIV]ERHVIQSZEPSJQEXIVMEPWERHTPERXERH
SXLIVIRZMVSRQIRXEPGSRXVSPQIEWYVIW
 'SRWXVYGXMSRXVEJJMG[MPPEPWSFIQEREKIHXLVSYKLXLITVSTSWIH')14
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 8LI')14EPWSSYXPMRIWXLIJYVXLIVQMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIHMRGPYHMRKXLI
WYTIVZMWMSRSJGSRWXVYGXMSREGXMZMXMIWERHQMXMKEXMSRTVEGXMGIWXSQMRMQMWIHYWX
ERHRSMWIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLGSRWXVYGXMSRZILMGPIQSZIQIRXW
4SWXGSRWXVYGXMSR
 2SQMXMKEXMSRMWVIUYMVIHMRXLITSWXGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWISJXLITVSTSWIH
HIZIPSTQIRXEWXLIOI]QMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWEVIMRGSVTSVEXIHMRXSWGLIQI
8LIHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLIHIWMKRSTXMSRWGSRWMHIVIHLS[QMXMKEXMSRGSYPHFI
MRGSVTSVEXIHXSVIHYGIXLIIJJIGXWXLEXXLIHIZIPSTQIRXQE]LEZIMRLIVMXEKI
XIVQW8LIOI]TVMRGMTPIWMRGPYHI
8LIGVIEXMSRSJELMKLUYEPMX]PERHWGETIJVSRXEKIXSXLIHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGL
KMZIWEGPIEVERHIRLERGIHWIRWISJEVVMZEPXSXLILMWXSVMGXS[RERH
&PIRLIMQ4EPEGI
8LIVIWXVMGXMSRSJVMHKILIMKLXWXSXLIIHKIWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXXSQMRMQMWI
MQTEGXEPSRKXLI%ERHXLIWSYXLIVRFSYRHEV]EHNEGIRXXSXLIWGLIHYPIH
QSRYQIRX
'SRXVSPSJFYMPHMRKHIRWMX]XSXLIWEQIEVIEW
 %WTEVXSJXLIL]FVMHETTPMGEXMSRHIXEMPWSJ4LEWILEZIFIIRTVSZMHIH%W
RSXIHEFSZIERIPIQIRXSJXLI4LEWITVSTSWEPWEVISYXWMHIXLIWMXI
FSYRHEV]*SVXLITYVTSWIWSJXLMW'LETXIVXLIWIEVIGSRWMHIVIHEWSJJWMXI
QMXMKEXMSRERHEVIERXMGMTEXIHXSFIWIGYVIHXLVSYKLGSRHMXMSRPIKEP
EKVIIQIRX*YVXLIVSJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRMWTVSTSWIHEWTEVXSJXLISYXPMRI
ETTPMGEXMSR3JJWMXIQMXMKEXMSREWTEVXSJXLITVSTSWEPWGSQTVMWIW
2I[XVIITPERXMRKEPSRKXLI%3\JSVH6SEHXSXLIWSYXLIEWXSJXLIWMXIXS
IRLERGIXLIETTVSEGLMRXS;SSHWXSGOVIWTSRHMRKXSXLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJXLI
;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIERHMXWWIXXMRK
8LIVIMRWXEXIQIRXSJXLILMWXSVMGVSYXISJ,IL7XVEIXEWEYWEFPIVSYXI-XMW
GSRWMHIVIHLIVIEWERSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIEWWIX
 8LIVIMRWXEXIQIRXSJXLILMWXSVMGVSYXISJ,IL7XVEIX[LMGLPMIWSYXWMHIXLIWMXI
FSYRHEV][LIRWIGYVIH[SYPHLEZIEWPMK LX FIRIJMGMEPTSWXQMXMKEXMSR
IJJIGXSRXLIRSRHIWMKREXIHLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVXLEX[SYPHRSXFIWMKRMJMGERX
6IWMHYEPIJJIGXW
 6IWMHYEPIJJIGXWEVIXLSWIXLEXEVITVIHMGXIHXSVIQEMREJXIVMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJ
XLIQMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIW8LIFIRIJMXWERHIRLERGIQIRXWSJXLIMRGSVTSVEXIH
ERHSJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWTVSTSWIHHYVMRKXLISTIVEXMSREPTIVQERIRX
TLEWIWSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXERHXLSWITVSTSWIHHYVMRKXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRTLEWI
[LMGLVIWTSRHTSWMXMZIP]XSXLIWIXXMRKSJRIEVF]LIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWEVIRSXIH
,S[IZIVKMZIRXLIGSRGPYWMSRWEFSZISJRIKPMKMFPIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXWSRXLI
QENSVMX]SJXLILIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIMXMW
GSRGPYHIHXLEXXLIVIWMHYEPIJJIGXWVIQEMRRIKPMKMFPI
 %WPMKLXEHZIVWIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXYTSRXLIRSRHIWMKREXIH4IWX,SYWIHYVMRKXLI
STIVEXMSREPTLEWISJXLIHIZIPSTQIRX[EWMHIRXMJMIHEFSZI8LIFIRIJMXWSJXLI
SJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRSJXLIVIMRWXEXIQIRXSJXLIVSYXISJ,IL7XVEIXEPSRKXLII\XERX
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EGGIWWSJXLI4IWX,SYWIXS7LMTXSR6SEHEVIRSXIH2SX[MXLWXERHMRKXLMW
LS[IZIVMXMWGSRGPYHIHXLEXEVIWMHYEPWPMKLXEHZIVWIMQTEGXXSXLIWIXXMRKERH
LIVMXEKIZEPYISJXLILIVMXEKIVIGITXSV[SYPHEVMWI
'YQYPEXMZIIJJIGXW
 8LIJSPPS[MRKWMXILEWFIIRMHIRXMJMIHJSVMRGPYWMSRMRXLIGYQYPEXMZIIJJIGXW
EWWIWWQIRX
0ERHRSVXLSJ1EVPFSVSYKL7GLSSP )VIGXMSRSJVIWMHIRXMEPH[IPPMRKWRI[
EGGIWWJSVZILMGPIWTIHIWXVMERWERHG]GPMWXWJSVQEPSTIRWTEGIGEV
TEVOMRKERHPERHWGETMRKMQTVSZIQIRXW 
 8LIEFSZIHIZIPSTQIRXMWGSRWMHIVEFP]WQEPPIVXLERXLIHIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWIH
EWTEVXSJXLIGYVVIRXSYXPMRIETTPMGEXMSR(YIXSXLMWXLIHMWXERGISJ
1EVPFSVSYKL7GLSSPHIZIPSTQIRXJVSQXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIERHXLIREXYVISJXLI
HIZIPSTQIRXEWJEQMP]H[IPPMRKWX]TMGEPSJXLIHIZIPSTQIRXWXLEXGLEVEGXIVMWI
XLMWTEVXSJ;SSHWXSGORSEHHMXMSREPGYQYPEXMZIIJJIGXWSRXLILIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVWEVIMHIRXMJMIH
7YQQEV]
 8LMW'LETXIVLEWGSRWMHIVIHXLII\MWXMRKFEWIPMRIWMXYEXMSRMRSVHIVXSEWWIWW
XLIPMOIP]WMKRMJMGERXIJJIGXWEVMWMRKJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXEWTEVXSJ
XLIGYVVIRXETTPMGEXMSR-XMWGSRGPYHIHXLEXXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXI[LMGLPMIW[MXLMR
XLIZMGMRMX]SJERYQFIVSJLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWHSIWRSXQEOIEQEXIVMEP
GSRXVMFYXMSRXSXLIWTIGMEPMRXIVIWXSJER][MXLXLII\GITXMSRSJXLIRSR
HIWMKREXIH4IWX,SYWI
 -RVIWTIGXSJXLI&PIRLIMQ;SVPH,IVMXEKI7MXIERHXLIRYQIVSYWPMWXIH
FYMPHMRKW[MXLMRMXXLI+VEHI-6IKMWXIVIH4EVOERH+EVHIRERHXLILIVMXEKI
VIGITXSVW[MXLMRXLI;SSHWXSGO'SRWIVZEXMSR%VIEMXMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEX
EPXLSYKLXLIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWTEVXSJXLI[MHIVVYVEPWIXXMRKSJXLIWI
VIGITXSVWXLIYRHIVP]MRKXSTSKVETL]ERHMRXIVZIRMRKZIKIXEXMSRFIX[IIRXLI
WMXIERHXLIVIGITXSVWTVIZIRXWER]QIERMRKJYPVIPEXMSRWLMTERHXLEXRIKPMKMFPI
MRHMVIGXIJJIGXW[SYPHEVMWIJVSQXLITVSTSWEPWMRXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRERH
STIVEXMSREPTLEWIW2SRISJXLIWIIJJIGXWGEYWILEVQXSXLIGYPXYVEPZEPYISJ
ER]SJXLILIVMXEKIEWWIXWGSRWMHIVIHLIVI
 %GGSVHMRKP][MXLVIJIVIRGIXSXLI244*XLIVIMWRSRIIHXSGSYRXIVFEPERGI
ER]LEVQJYPIJJIGXWYRHIVXLIXIVQWIMXLIVSJTEVEKVETLWSV;ILEZI
VIZMI[IHXLIGSRWYPXEXMSRVIWTSRWIJVSQ,MWXSVMG)RKPERH[LMGLLEWMHIRXMJMIHE
HIKVIISJLEVQEPFIMXPIWWXLERWYFWXERXMEPXSLIVMXEKIMRXIVIWXW;ILEZI
I\TPEMRIHMRXLMWGLETXIVSYVVIEWSRWJSVHMJJIVIRXMEXMRKFIX[IIRGLERKIXS
WIXXMRKERHMQTEGXSRWMKRMJMGERGIERH[ILEZIETTPMIHXLIEHZMGIGSRXEMRIHMR
XLI;,7'SRWIVZEXMSR1EREKIQIRX4PER;IRSXIXLEX,MWXSVMG)RKPERH
MHIRXMJ]XLITSXIRXMEPJSVQMXMKEXMSRERH[ILEZIVIZMI[IHXLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJ
XLEXQMXMKEXMSRMRXLMWGLETXIVERHXEOIRMXMRXSEGGSYRX
 8LIETTPMGEXMSRWMXIJSVQWERMQTSVXERXWIXXMRKIPIQIRXJSVXLIRSRHIWMKREXIH
4IWX,SYWIXLILIVMXEKIZEPYISJ[LMGLPMIWTEVXP]MRMXWSTIRVYVEPWIXXMRK8LI
IRGVSEGLQIRXSJRI[HIZIPSTQIRXXS[EVHWXLMWVIGITXSV[SYPHVIWYPXMREWPMKLX
EHZIVWIMRHMVIGXIJJIGXHYVMRKXLISTIVEXMSREPTLEWI8LIVSYXISJ,IL7XVEIX
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[LMGLPMIWEHNEGIRXXSXLIWMXIFSYRHEV]XSXLIIEWXMWTVSTSWIHXSFI
VIMRWXEXIHEWTEVXSJXLISJJWMXIQMXMKEXMSRQIEWYVIWEGGSQTER]MRKXLI
TVSTSWEPWERHMXMWGSRWMHIVIHXLEXMJWIGYVIHXLMW[SYPHPIEHXSEQIHMYQ
FIRIJMGMEPIJJIGXSRXLIRSRHIWMKREXIHVIGITXSV
 8LIFIRIJMGMEPREXYVISJXLIOI]TVMRGMTPIWKSZIVRMRKXLIWGLIQIERHXLIHIWMKR
VIWTSRWIXSXLIWIRWMXMZMX]SJLIVMXEKIVIGITXSVWMRXLIZMGMRMX]SJXLIWMXIEVI
RSXIH%PWSRSXIHEVIXLIFIRIJMXWERHIRLERGIQIRXWSJSRERHSJJWMXI
QMXMKEXMSRMRGPYHMRKXLIGVIEXMSRSJEUYEPMX]PERHWGETIHJVSRXEKIXSXLI%
FI]SRHXLIFSYRHEV]SJXLIWMXI,S[IZIVEWRIKPMKMFPIIJJIGXWLEZIFIIR
MHIRXMJMIHEVMWMRKJVSQXLITVSTSWIHHIZIPSTQIRXTVIQMXMKEXMSRXLI
GSRGPYWMSRW[MXLVIKEVHXSVIWMHYEPIJJIGXWVIQEMRXLIWEQI
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,MKL

1IHMYQ

0S[

2IKPMKMFPI

;SVPHLIVMXEKIWMXI
SVMXWWIXXMRK

7GLIHYPIHQSRYQIRX
SVMXWWIXXMRK

+VEHI-SV--PMWXIH
FYMPHMRKSVMXWWIXXMRK
KVEHI-SV--LMWXSVMGTEVO
ERHKEVHIRSVMXWWIXXMRK

3XLIVLIVMXEKIEWWIX[MXL
EVGLEISPSKMGEPMRXIVIWXSJ
REXMSREPMQTSVXERGI

+VEHI--PMWXIHFYMPHMRK
SVMXWWIXXMRK

+VEHI--TEVOERHKEVHIR
SVMXWWIXXMRKWLMT[VIGOSV
FEXXPIJMIPHSJLMWXSVMGMRXIVIWX

'SRWIVZEXMSREVIE

%VIEWSJ[IPPTVIWIVZIH
LMWXSVMGPERHWGETI

3XLIVLIVMXEKIEWWIX
[MXLEVGLEISPSKMGEP
MRXIVIWXSJVIKMSREPSV
GSYRX]MQTSVXERGI
PSGEPP]PMWXIHFYMPHMRK

0SGEPP]MQTSVXERXSV
MRXIVIWXMRKWMXI[MXL
IHYGEXMSREPSVGYPXYVEPZEPYI
RSXUYEPMJ]MRKEWELIVMXEKI
EWWIXYRHIV244*%RRI\

7MXISVJIEXYVI[MXLRS
WMKRMJMGERXZEPYISVMRXIVIWX
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1EKRMXYHISJGLERKIz'YPXYVEPLIVMXEKI
0EVKI

1IHMYQ

7QEPP

2IKPMKMFPI

'SQTPIXIHIWXVYGXMSR
SJELIVMXEKIEWWIXSV
GSQTVILIRWMZIGLERKIXSOI]
GSRXVMFYXSV]EXXVMFYXIWSJMXW
WIXXMRK

'SRWMHIVEFPIGLERKI
XSELIVMXEKIEWWIX
SVXSGSRXVMFYXSV]
EXXVMFYXIWSJMXWWIXXMRK

1MRSVGLERKIXSE
LIVMXEKIEWWIXSVXS
GSRXVMFYXSV]EXXVMFYXIW
SJMXWWIXXMRK

2SQEXIVMEPGLERKIXS
ELIVMXEKIEWWIXSVXS
GSRXVMFYXSV]EXXVMFYXIW
SJMXWWIXXMRK
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(IXIVQMREXMSRSJWMKRMJMGERGIQEXVM\z'YPXYVEPLIVMXEKI

7IRWMXMZMX]SJVIGITXSV
,MKL

1IHMYQ

0S[

2IKPMKMFPI

:IV]
WYFWXERXMEP

7YFWXERXMEP

1SHIVEXI

7PMKLX

2IKPMKMFPI

4VSJIWWMSREPNYHKIQIRXGERFIYWIH
XSZEV]XLIGEXIKSV][LIVIWTIGMJMG
GMVGYQWXERGIWHMGXEXIJSVI\EQTPI
HYIXSXLIZYPRIVEFMPMX]SVGSRHMXMSR
SJXLIVIGITXSV
8LIVIEWSRJSVERHREXYVISJER]
ZEVMEXMSR[MPPFIQEHIGPIEVMRXLI
EWWIWWQIRX

(IKVIIWSJIJJIGX

:IV]WYFWXERXMEP
'SQTPIXIHIWXVYGXMSRSJSVGSQTVILIRWMZIGLERKIXSXLIWIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIXSJLMKL
MQTSVXERGIWSXLIEFMPMX]XSYRHIVWXERHERHETTVIGMEXIXLIEWWIXMWKVIEXP]EPXIVIHSVPSWX
7YFWXERXMEP
'SQTPIXIHIWXVYGXMSRSJSVGSQTVILIRWMZIGLERKIXSXLIWIXXMRKSJELIVMXEKIEWWIXSJPIWWXLERLMKL
MQTSVXERGISVGSRWMHIVEFPIGLERKIXSEREWWIXSJLMKLMQTSVXERGISVMXWWIXXMRKWSXLIEFMPMX]XS
YRHIVWXERHERHETTVIGMEXIXLIEWWIXMWKVIEXP]EPXIVIHSVPSWX
1SHIVEXI
'SRWMHIVEFPIGLERKIXSELIVMXEKIEWWIXSVMXWWIXXMRKWSXLIEFMPMX]XSYRHIVWXERHERHETTVIGMEXIXLI
EWWIXMWEPXIVIH
7PMKLX
1MRSVGLERKIXSELIVMXEKIEWWIXSVMXWWIXXMRKWSXLIEFMPMX]XSYRHIVWXERHERHETTVIGMEXIXLIEWWIXMW
EPXIVIH
2IKPMKMFPI
2SQEXIVMEPGLERKIXSELIVMXEKIEWWIXSVMXWWIXXMRKSVXSXLIEFMPMX]XSYRHIVWXERHERHETTVIGMEXI
XLIEWWIX

7MKRMJMGERGI
-JXLIHIKVIISJIJJIGXMWQSHIVEXISVEFSZIXLIRXLIIJJIGXMWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIWMKRMJMGERX
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background to study

1.1.1

Proposed modifications to the draft West Oxfordshire Local Plan 2031 were published in
November 2016 with examination hearing sessions held in May and July 2017. During the
hearings West Oxfordshire District Council (WODC) agreed to commission additional
landscape and heritage advice in relation to seven proposed site allocations.

1.1.2

WODC subsequently commissioned Chris Blandford Associates (CBA) in August 2017 to
provide the additional landscape and heritage advice in relation to the seven proposed site
allocations.

1.2

Proposed Site Allocations

1.2.1

The required landscape and heritage advice relates to seven of the fifteen non-strategic
allocations put forward in the draft Local Plan modifications. The seven sites are listed below
together with the number of homes the Council has indicatively suggested could be
accommodated on each site:
x

Land north of Jefferson’s Piece, Charlbury (40 homes);

x

Land east of Burford (85 homes);

x

1.2.2

Land south of Milton Road, Shipton under Wychwood (44 homes);

x

Land north of Woodstock Road, Stonesfield (50 homes);

x

Land east of Woodstock (300 homes);

x

Land north of Hill Rise, Woodstock (120 homes); and

x

Land north of Banbury Road, Woodstock (250 homes).

The need for additional landscape and heritage advice arose from the particular circumstances
of each site in relation to potential issues associated with a range of designations including the
Blenheim World Heritage Site, Cotswolds AONB, conservation areas and listed buildings; and
standard landscape and visual considerations. Whilst the District Council has taken account of
these issues/constraints in assessing the sites through its Strategic Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment (SHELAA 2016) the Council acknowledged during the examination
hearings that additional, independent landscape and heritage advice would be beneficial.
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1.3

Status of this report

1.3.1

This report is intended to provide supporting evidence for the Local Plan. Its conclusions and
recommendations address potential landscape and heritage matters only; other factors such as
transport, access, ecology are not addressed by this report and may remain as considerations
for WODC depending on site circumstances. The recommendations relating to dwelling
numbers, site layout and extent of development described in the text and shown on the
opportunities and constraints plans are illustrative only and represent only one potential
approach to providing development on the sites in a manner that addresses the various issues
identified through the landscape and heritage appraisal.

1.3.2

The appraisals have drawn on a range of evidential material including baseline material such
as viewpoint photographs provided in applicants’ documentation.

The report provides an

impartial and independent view of the heritage and landscape issues associated with the seven
identified sites. Its recommendations and conclusions are non-binding and are intended to
inform decisions relating to the sites alongside other planning matters and expert opinion.

October 2017
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2.0

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Overview

2.1.1

The seven proposed allocation sites have been subject to a broad assessment using a
combination of desk based analysis of existing material, GIS analysis of data and site visits from
publically accessible locations in September 2017.

2.1.2

The landscape and heritage appraisals have been undertaken in accordance with current
guidance, national planning policy and, where relevant, international conventions and
guidance.

2.1.3

The conclusions regarding each site in relation to development capacity and mitigation
requirements are presented individually, with the landscape and visual considerations and
heritage separately before being bought together to provide a unified view for each site. Where
appropriate in combination issues have been identified and addressed.

2.1.4

The following sets out the approach to the landscape and heritage appraisals.

2.2

Landscape and Visual Appraisal

2.2.1

The purpose of the Landscape and Visual Appraisal is to provide a preliminary high-level
appraisal of the development potential of the Sites in landscape and visual capacity terms. The
Landscape and Visual Appraisal was undertaken in accordance with the principles of the
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (The Landscape Institute and the
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment, 3rd Edition, 2013).

2.2.2

Initial work included a review of relevant background information including:
x

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment;

x

Conservation Area Appraisals / Village Design Statements;

x

Aerial photographs;

x

1:25,000 / 1:10,000 OS mapping;

x

Designated wildlife sites;

x

Baseline information, such as viewpoint photographs and historic background material,
contained in existing site appraisals;

x

Green Infrastructure for Oxfordshire and West Oxfordshire reports; and

x

Cotswolds AONB Management Plan, Landscape Character Assessment, Strategy and
Guidelines.
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2.2.3

The appraisal involved the following key tasks:
x

Developing a high-level understanding of the historical development of the landscape
around the allocation sites;

x

Identifying existing landscape features within and around the allocation sites and the
connectivity between features and the wider area;

x

Appraising the character of the allocation sites and their environs and any distinctive
characteristics/qualities;

x

Assessing the topography and land cover of the allocation sites and environs and its
influence on views into and out of the sites;

x

Assessing the value, condition and sensitivity of the allocation site’s distinctive landscape
characteristics/qualities to change;

x

Identifying potential landscape enhancement and green infrastructure improvement
opportunities that could be integrated into any future development process;

x

Identifying key issues and constraints.

Cotswolds AONB

2.2.4

In relation to the four sites within the Cotswolds AONB (Land north of Jefferson’s Piece,
Charlbury, Land east of Burford, Land south of Milton Road, Shipton under Wychwood and
Land north of Woodstock Road, Stonesfield) particular attention is given to potential issues
relating to the AONB.

2.2.5

The Cotswolds AONB Landscape Management Plan 2013-2018 plan identifies eight principal
landscape elements that occur across the AONB and which either singly or in combination
contributes to the unique character and quality of the AONB. These are:-

2.2.6

x

Dry stone walls

x

Ancient semi-natural woodland and veteran trees

x

Permanent pasture including unimproved calcareous grassland

x

Archaeological sites and monuments and their settings and remnant historical landscapes

x

Vernacular stone buildings and their settings

x

Settlement patterns and their relationship to landscape

x

Parkland and historic designed landscape

x

Hedges

Related to the above landscape elements, ten special qualities of the Cotswolds AONB that are
important to conserving and enhancing landscape character are identified. These are:-
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1. Mix of pasture, arable cultivation and woodland, with subtle differences in the balance

between the elements from one part of the AONB to another.
2. Well drained, thin, shallow calcareous soils which are easily worked, suitable for growing

cereals and oil seeds.
3. Large estates with long term and sustained, positive management.
4. Large commons along the crest of the scarp.
5. Well maintained and sensitively managed farmland boundaries and farm buildings,

including traditional barns and stone walls.
6. Ancient woodland, especially beech is a particularly distinctive and important feature of the

scarp and enclosed limestone valleys.
7. Parkland, including wood pasture, often associated with large estates.
8. Veteran and potential veteran trees.
9. Significant degree of retention of important habitats and species, including yew and beech

woodland, lowland calcareous grassland, rivers and pond, hedgerow and traditional
orchard habitats.
10. Market towns, estate villages and houses set within a historic landscape of field systems,

commons and drove roads.

2.2.7

Of those special qualities listed above 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 were identified as being of
particular relevance to the allocation sites, and were therefore considered as part of judgements
about landscape sensitivity to development.

2.2.8

In addition, key landscape issues identified in respect of conserving and enhancing AONB
landscape, and of relevance to the objectives of this study are as follows:x

It is important to protect the scenic beauty of the escarpment and other skylines from
inappropriate developments

x

The AONB contains a significant degree of important habitats many of which are in decline

x

Tranquillity is under threat due to noise, light, and traffic

x

The character of the landscape can be affected by numerous small incremental changes, not
all of which can be controlled by planning legislation or other controls

2.2.9

In the context of the above, the appraisals for the four sites in the AONB included a concise
assessment of which, if any, of the key character elements, special qualities are present, the
issues that may arise, and the degree to which development of the allocation site could affect
these, or whether there is potential for them be conserved/enhanced, as a result of any
development.
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2.3

Heritage Appraisal

2.3.1

The heritage appraisal looked at all seven sites in relation to potential issues associated with
designated heritage assets including conservation areas, listed buildings, scheduled monuments
and registered parks and gardens. The three Woodstock sites (Land east of Woodstock, Land
north of Hill Rise and Land north of Banbury Road) were also examined in terms of potential
issues relating to the Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site (WHS).

2.3.2

The following sets out the approach taken in relation to these issues.

Blenheim Palace WHS
2.3.3

The approach to assessing potential issues was based on the most relevant guidance documents
namely:
x

Historic England’s Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 1: The
Historic Environment in Local Plans (2015);

x

Historic England’s Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3: The
Setting of Heritage Assets (2015); and

x

ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties
(2011).

2.3.4

2.3.5

The methodology involved the following key tasks:
x

Summarising the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the WHS;

x

Summarising the setting of the site and the contribution setting makes to its OUV;

x

Discussing the role of the allocation sites in relation to the setting of the WHS; and

x

Assessing key development issues and constraints.

Throughout the process particular attention was paid to the 2017 Management Plan for the
WHS and the Council’s other adopted guidance.
Designated Heritage Assets (Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments,
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens)

2.3.6

The methodology was informed by Historic England guidance including:
x

Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 1: The Historic Environment
in Local Plans (2015);
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x

Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3: The Setting of Heritage
Assets (2015);

2.3.7

x

Advice Note 1: Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management (2016); and

x

Advice Note 3: The Historic Environment and Site Allocations in Local Plans (2015).

Based on this guidance the following process was adopted for each site, including the three
Woodstock sites:
x

Identify the assets that may be affected by the proposed development;

x

Briefly describe their key characteristics and significance;

x

Briefly describe their setting and how this contributes to their significance;

x

Describe how the proposed development site relates to the asset's character and / or setting;

x

Assess key development issues and constraints.

2.3.8

The results of the above are reported individually for each allocation site.

2.4

Development Review

2.4.1

Following completion of the landscape and heritage analysis each site was reviewed to identify
the suitability of the site for development and, if suitable, recommendations in relation to how
development could be accommodated including the potential number of dwellings. This stage
integrated landscape and heritage advice.

2.4.2

In terms of recommended dwelling numbers, a standard assumption of 30 dwellings per
hectare was used as a starting point. However, the nature of the sites and the need for
landscape mitigation and open space to mitigate potential impacts would indicate that the
design of development would generally lead to lower densities when calculated across the
entire allocation site. The recommendations are however indicative only based on landscape
and heritage considerations and should not be taken as an absolute.
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3.0

LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY

3.1

Description

3.1.1

The Site is a 1.76ha field on the northern edge of the modern extent of Charlbury. The
residential edge of Charlbury forms the southwestern edge of the site, with scattered properties
with larger gardens to the east and north east. To the west is a pasture field. The Site lies within
the Cotswolds AONB and the Charlbury Conservation Area.

3.2

Landscape Appraisal
Landscape Character Context

3.2.1

A review of the following published Landscape Character Assessment information has been
undertaken to understand the Site’s landscape character context:
x

National Character Areas: Natural England’s National Character Area Profiles; 1

x

County Landscape Character Areas: Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study; 2

x

District Landscape Character Areas; 3,4 and

x

Cotswolds AONB Landscape Management Plan 2013-2018 (see Section 2.2).

National Character Areas

3.2.2

The Site is located within NCA 107: Cotswolds. Key characteristics include:
x

Limestone geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has
influenced drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement.

x

Dissected by river valleys.

x

Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while pasture prevails in river
valleys.

x

On the deeper soils and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries.

x

Oak/ash woodlands are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and
mixed plantations are scattered across the open high wold and dip slope.

x

The majority of the principal rivers in the east flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters
of the Thames.

1

National Character Area Profile: 107. Cotswolds. Natural England 2015
Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study, 2004
3
West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment, 1998
4
Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Landscape Character Assessment, 2006
9
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x

Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to
deserted medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War
airfields. The field patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with
fossilised areas of ridge and furrow, and later planned enclosures.

x

Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages
and drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are
renowned.

x

Parkland, gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope
and broad lowland, such as Blenheim Palace.

County/District Character Areas

3.2.3

3.2.4

The Site is located within Landscape Type 19: Wooded Estatelands. Key characteristics include:
x

Rolling topography with localised steep slopes.

x

Large blocks of ancient woodland and mixed plantations of variable sizes.

x

Large parklands and mansion houses.

x

A regularly shaped field pattern dominated by arable fields.

x

Small villages with strong vernacular character.

Immediately to the north-west of the Site, the Landscape Type changes to Landscape Type 14:
Settled Ancient Pastures. Key characteristics include:
x

Rolling landform with minor valleys and streams.

x

Dense hedgerow trees and a range of woodland types.

x

Small, irregularly shaped fields enclosed by tall, thick hedges.

x

A dispersed settlement pattern of villages, hamlets and farmsteads.

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment

3.2.5

The site is located within the Landscape Character Area 6: Lower Evenlode Valley and
Landscape

Character

Type

Semi-Enclosed

Limestone

Wolds

(large-scale).

The

key

characteristics of the landscape character type include:
x

Large-scale, smoothly rolling farmland occupying the limestone plateau and dip slope;

x

Land use dominated by intensive arable cultivation with only occasional pasture;

x

Generally large-scale fields with rectilinear boundaries formed by drystone walls and low
hawthorn hedges with occasional trees, typical of later enclosures;
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x

Some visual containment provided by large blocks and belts of woodland creating a semienclosed character;

x

Thin, well-drained calcareous soils and sparse natural vegetation cover and a somewhat
impoverished ‘upland’ character;

x

Ash, hazel, field maple etc. conspicuous in hedgerows;

x

Distinctive elevated and expansive character in higher areas, with dominant sky;

x

Moderate inter-visibility.

Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Landscape Character Assessment

3.2.6

The Site is located within LCA 16: Broad Floodplain Valley [16B: Lower Evenlode Valley]. Key
characteristics are as follows:
x

Intimate, small scale settled and relatively busy landscape, contrasting with more remote
areas of High Wold.

x

Well-defined broad valley profile of open flat, floodplain, river terraces and gentle convex
slopes.

x

River floodplain features such as meanders, water meadows, ponds, old river channels and
islands.

x

Floodplain and riverside trees including pollarded willows.

x

Wooded bluffs and areas of species rich grassland on areas of steep landform.

x

River corridor marked by main transport routes through the valley.

x

Valley sides cloaked in improved pasture and arable land form a back drop to the valley
floor landscapes.

x

Land use within valley floor and floodplain dominated by pasture although some extensive
areas of arable land on areas less prone to flooding.

x

Fields defined by hedgerows and some stone walls although the robust framework is eroded
by hedgerow loss and the use of post and wire fences.

x

River channel habitats including standing water important to a diverse range of flora and
fauna.

x

Prolific archaeological remains likely to be hidden by fluvial and human activity.

x

Linear settlements often located at ancient bridging points established in the Saxon or
medieval period.

x

Historic character of villages evident in their distinctive layout, building styles and use of
Cotswolds limestone.
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Site Landscape Context

Landform and Land Use

3.2.7

As illustrated on Figure 3.1, the site is a small field, of roughly rectangular shape, situated in an
undulating landscape at the north-eastern edge of the town of Charlbury. Levels within the Site
range from 130m in the western corner to 140m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) in the east,
sloping down fairly gently from northeast to southwest.

3.2.8

The valley of the River Evenlode, encompasses, on its eastern valley side, a large proportion of
the current built up area of Charlbury and the town lies to the southwest of the Site. In addition,
the land rises up very gentle slopes north eastwards from the Site, to 160m (AOD). A steep
sided tributary valley (Clarke’s Bottom) comprised of mostly rough pasture adjoins Hundley
Way which also forms the north-western boundary of the site.

3.2.9

The Site comprises rough pasture, with some small areas of scrub. It sits within a wider
agricultural landscape, of predominantly arable fields, which has a partially enclosed character
due to the presence of hedgerows and hedgerow trees, tree belts and small blocks of
woodland. There are also some pockets of prominent residential land uses to the east and north
east.

Settlement Pattern and Access

3.2.10

The settlement pattern/edge at the south-western boundary is characterised by mainly modern,
1 and 2 storey height residential developments of terraced/semi-detached houses. There are
also a few dispersed historic cottages/modern detached houses lying outside the built-up edge
of Charlbury, set in large garden plots, to the east and north east of the site.

3.2.11

The existing site access is formed by the unsurfaced track of Hundley Way. Minor, urban estate
roads serve the existing development to the south, while small, rural lanes and tracks, lined by
hedgerows link to the more, dispersed settlement.

3.2.12

There are no public rights of way (PRoW) within the Site. Hundley Way, on its western
boundary is a public bridleway. 700m to the south and south west, the Oxfordshire Way
promoted route passes through Charlbury, and the Wychwood Way promoted route passes
1.6km to the northeast. There are a number of other stretches of public footpath within and
beyond the adjacent built-up area of Charlbury, including a bridleway along the track to the
north of Ticknell Piece Road.
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Vegetation

3.2.13

The vegetation structure locally comprises hedgerows of varying height and quality, with
frequent hedgerow trees. Woodlands are a mix of conifer plantation and broadleaved
woodland, with some areas of young trees.

Local Character

3.2.14

The character of the site and its immediate context is broadly consistent with the features
identified within the published landscape character assessments (national, county and district
level), namely the rolling farmland, with some degree of visual containment by blocks and
belts of woodland, and also fields defined by hedgerows/stone walls. The villages, despite
some modern edge/infill have a strong historic character and use of limestone is a unifying
presence as a building material and locally distinctive.

3.2.15

The Site is fairly homogenous as it is a single field parcel, without any dramatic changes in
topography.

Visual Baseline

3.2.16

Locally, views into the Site, from the south, are restricted by existing built development, but
views are possible from a few overlooking private properties, such as those on the northeastern side of Jefferson’s Piece. In addition, a small number of very close, glimpsed views of
the Site are possible from the Hundley Way bridleway. However, the existing north-western
hedgerow boundary of the Site is relatively thin and gappy and therefore it is likely there is
greater visibility into the Site in winter. Some middle distance, glimpsed views of the Site are
also possible from the B4022 Banbury Hill (a key approach route to the town) and from an
adjoining permissive path, as well as from other public rights of way (located on the higher
ground in the vicinity of this road). It is likely that, as is the case with Hundley Way above,
there may be more visibility of the Site in winter.

3.2.17

Some more distant views of the north-western boundary of the Site are also possible from
higher ground, as seen from the B4437 looking north east and from several viewpoints along
Catsham Lane, looking north eastwards across the Evenlode valley. The effects of distance, and
the fact that the Site is only discernible as part of a much wider panorama suggest a reduced
visual sensitivity for the Site although this is likely to increase in winter and a cautious
approach has been taken.
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3.2.18

A selection of representative viewpoints is appended to this Appraisal, to record the existing
baseline landscape characteristics of the Site, and its potential visibility. The locations of the
viewpoints are identified within Figure 3.2 and illustrative photographs can be found in
Appendix 1.

3.2.19

Photograph JP3 is located along/within the boundaries of the site to demonstrate the landscape
characteristics/extent of views within the site.

3.2.20

Photographs JP1-2 and JP4-6 demonstrate the potential visibility of the site as follows:
x

JP2 is a close view taken from a permissive path on Banbury Hill, looking south east
towards the site and demonstrates both a direct open view into the southern part of the site
and more filtered view through the existing vegetation in summer.

x

JP1 and JP4 are middle distance views taken from Banbury Hill and from a public footpath
looking east, upwards towards the site and demonstrate visual screening by existing
vegetation in summer but the potential for this to be less effective in winter.

x

JP5 is a long distance, panoramic, and elevated view taken from Catsham Lane, looking east
towards the site. This demonstrates visual screening by existing vegetation in summer, but
again the potential for greater visibility in winter.

x

JP6 is another long distance panoramic and elevated view taken from the B4437 looking
northeast towards the Site (seen above the existing hedge in the foreground). This
demonstrates visual screening by existing vegetation in summer, but similar to the
viewpoints above, the potential for greater visibility in winter.

3.2.21

The visual appraisal demonstrates that the extent/degree of views into the Site are influenced by
topography, existing built development and vegetation, and/or a combination of these.
However, the visibility of the Site is likely to be greater in winter compared with summer,
whether seen from close, middle distance or distant viewpoints. The spread of these viewpoints
is indicative of a fairly extensive visual envelope.

Summary

3.2.22

The key landscape and visual characteristics of the Site and the local context can be
summarised as follows:
x

The site comprises a gently sloping rough pasture field, situated on the edge of the town of
Charlbury;
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x

Mostly rural character, but some very localised intrusion is caused by unsoftened built form
on the south west boundary of the site;

x

Trees, hedgerows and woodlands are distinctive boundary features on three sides and these,
in turn, connect with other off -site hedgerows in the wider rural landscape;

x

The site features/characteristics make a partial contribution to the wider landscape setting of
the town, which is distinctive for its mostly well treed backdrop that contains/ integrates and
softens historic/modern built development located on a valley side landform;

x

Existing adjacent development is small scale, two or one storeys height only;

x

The site has a fairly visually prominent and somewhat elevated location, and it lies close to
one of the key approach routes into the town, along Banbury Hill road. It is considered to
be of medium-high visual sensitivity;

Landscape Sensitivities / Constraints and Opportunities

3.2.23

Landscape sensitivities/constraints and opportunities for potential development of the site,
taking into account planning policy context, published landscape character guidance and
observations during the site visits are set out below and are set out within Figure 3.3.
x

PROW network: - No routes cross the site, but there is a well-used local network, close to
and adjoining the site, which has connections to the long-distance promoted routes of the
Oxfordshire Way and Wychwood Way, as well as to other available PROW routes to the
town centre and to the wider local countryside. There is the potential to provide a direct
footpath link with the Hundley Way bridleway.

x

Hedgerow/Woodland structure: This is in mostly good condition and there would be the
potential to reinforce, enhance and manage appropriately for visual screening/landscape
integration purposes, and for biodiversity value.

x

Drystone walls: The Hundley Way/site boundary wall is dilapidated/overgrown, in poor
condition. There would be potential to restore this boundary and/or provide new sections of
drystone walls within any development.

x

Other Green Infrastructure: There is an opportunity to create high quality accessible green
space on the site, to diversify some of the existing semi-improved grassland, and to provide
SuDS wetland habitat.

x

Tranquillity: There is some sense of tranquillity, associated with some of the more rural
qualities of the site, although intermittent traffic noise from Banbury Hill Rd is perceptible
and the southern site boundary has a somewhat poor quality, abrupt urban edge.

x

AONB Character and Special Qualities: Those features/qualities, and associated issues that
are of relevance to the site/its context are conservation of hedgerows/protection of the
wooded skyline, drystone walls, conserving the subtle mix of pasture and arable farmland.
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(also see tranquillity above). A relatively small scale development is unlikely to have any
significant impacts and/or there is the potential to conserve and enhance most of these in
association with sensitively designed development.
x

Settlement pattern: The low density, dispersed settlement pattern found to the north/north
east of the site should be respected and opportunities explored in the design of the
development layout to reflect this pattern, establishing a transition towards any more
compact form/pattern moving southwards through the site.

x

Landscape sensitivity to development: This is considered to be Medium-High taking
account of the various landscape sensitivity factors identified above, although landscape
sensitivity does vary a little across the site - higher in the northern/north western parts of the
site, lower moving towards to the existing built edge.

x

Potential visibility into the Site: Medium, but likely to be medium-high in winter. Retention
reinforcement and appropriate management of the north-western hedgerow boundary
would be essential to screening views of/softening built development.

Conclusions

3.2.24

Overall, the landscape of the Site is considered to be of medium-high landscape sensitivity and
visual sensitivity. Some AONB characteristics and special qualities are present but it is not
considered they would be would be likely to be unduly affected, as to preclude a small-scale
development.

3.2.25

Taking the above into account it is concluded that a development of approximately 35-40
homes could be successfully accommodated on the site, ensuring that development of a
dense/compact form/character is avoided closer to the northern and western boundaries, where
a low density dispersed character would be more appropriate. Any greater dwelling numbers
than these could make it more difficult to achieve an appropriate form/character or result in
significant adverse impacts.

3.2.26

Appropriate mitigation should be developed in accordance with published landscape character
guidelines, design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in
the appraisal. Potential measures to be included in this regard include:
x

Provide an additional c.10m width structure planted landscape buffer to reinforce the
Hundley Road site boundary

x

Retain and manage all existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots (secured by S106 legal agreement), or otherwise demonstrate how these will
be retained through developer covenants.
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x

Incorporate semi-natural green space, extending to the site frontage with Hundley Road

x

Preferred main vehicular access to be via the existing development of Jefferson’s Piece,
avoiding the introduction of urban surfacing materials/street furniture on Hundley Road.

x

Ensure two storey residential development, limited to a maximum c.8m roof ridge height
and consider the potential for some, one and half storey, development.

x

Design of development to be landscape dominated in accordance with the design
principles/considerations set out in the 2017 Design Guide, Section II, Development and
Context; and with reference to the New Rural Form (as illustrated in West Oxfordshire
Design Guide (2006)).

x

Front garden frontages to be defined by drystone walls and hedges.

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local AONB context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.

3.3

Heritage Appraisal
Site Context

Historical Development of the Landscape

3.3.1

The Site is identified on the Oxfordshire HLC 5 as ‘Piecemeal Enclosure’, along with the land
immediately to the south of Ditchley Road. There is a long linear field to the north-west of the
Site classed as ‘Reorganised Enclosure’- fields showing signs of modern adaptation through
large scale re-organisation of earlier field boundaries. To the south-west of the Site is the town
of Charlbury, identified as ‘Urban – Town’. The Site is located on the very fringe of the
settlement, adjacent to what were historically areas of local quarrying, seemingly for building
stone.

Conservation Area

3.3.2

The small town of Charlbury and its immediate environs is covered by a conservation area. The
Site is wholly within the conservation area. The conservation area includes the historic core of
Charlbury, associated modern development and surrounding agricultural fields.

The

conservation area includes all roads within the town, including Church Street, Church Lane,
Market Street, Sheep Street, Brown’s Lane, Park Street and Dyer’s Hill, along which much of
the historic development occurred.

5

Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project, Oxfordshire County Council, July 2017
Landscape & Heritage Advice
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3.3.3

No adopted and agreed conservation area appraisal or management plan exists for the
Charlbury Conservation Area. A conservation study from c. 1974 exists and has been utilised
as part of the background information for this analysis.

3.3.4

The following examines, at a high level, the conservation area, providing information relevant
to the assessment of the Site in the context of the conservation area. The Site’s location some
distance from the historic built core of the settlement means that only limited information on
the historic buildings and streetscapes of Charlbury is provided.

3.3.5

Charlbury is a notable small historic market town with origins dating back to at least the Saxon
period. The settlement is relatively substantial comprising a mix of highly distinctive and
generally high quality historic areas, surrounded by later modern residential development to
the northeast, east and southeast. The main street plan is the form of a ‘T’ with Church Street
crossed by Market and Sheep Streets; with a “back lane” to the southeast. The street plan was
fully established by the 18th Century and is probably much earlier, most houses dating from this
period or before lie facing on to these streets. 6

3.3.6

The conservation area contains c. 111 Listed Buildings; predominantly 17th, 18th and 19th
century in origin. The church is largely 14th Century although it dates back to 1094. 7 Many of
the listed and unlisted historic buildings are clustered around the historic part of the town. The
core of the historic built settlement retains much of its historic character, distinctive materials
and varied streetscape.

Within the historic centre of the town there is a consistent local

vernacular of local stone rubble with stone slate roofs and timber lintels to doors and windows.

3.3.7

A small number of Listed Buildings are also clustered around Lee Place, a Grade II* listed small
country house dating to c.1640. 8 It is described as a “post-reformation dower house, built by
the Lee family of Ditchley”. 9

3.3.8

The proposed allocation site is on the northeastern edge of the conservation area on land that
has been in agricultural use since probably at least the medieval period. The site lies adjacent
to areas historically used for quarrying, although there is no evidence that the site itself was
quarried. Adjacent to the site to the north is a small group of historic vernacular buildings,
probably of 18th / 19th century in date and probably related to the quarrying. These buildings
have a strongly rural setting and are separated from the modern suburban form to the south by
the allocation site.

6

Charlbury Conservation Study 11 Oxfordshire County Council, Undated, likely 1970s
Charlbury Conservation Study 11 Oxfordshire County Council, Undated, likely 1970s
8
Historic England List Entry. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1284015
9
Charlbury Conservation Study 11 Oxfordshire County Council, Undated, likely 1970s
18
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3.3.9

There is little if any relationship between the allocation site and the historic core of Charlbury.
Historically, the Site lay outside of the fields immediately associated with the town (see
Appendix 3) instead lying in outlying strip fields, later subject to piecemeal enclosure. The
relationship with Charlbury is therefore limited to functional linkages relating to agricultural
exploitation. The Site is also visually separated from the core of Charlbury by topography and
distance; and now further separated by extensive modern development. In all, there is little
linkage between the historically, architecturally, aesthetically and evidentially significant core
of the conservation area and the Site.

3.3.10

The boundary of the conservation area encompasses large areas of modern development and
fields to the east of the historic core; in fact it is unclear why the conservation area extends so
far eastwards and northeastwards given the character of this area. It is recommended that
consideration is given to a review of the boundary of the conservation area to reflect the actual
architectural and historic interest of areas around the historic core of Charlbury.

Listed Buildings

3.3.11

The nearest Listed Building to the Site is Gate House (Grade II) which lies 315m south-west of
the Site and is within the Conservation Area. It is a late 18th / early 19th Century Toll House
situated on a road junction. There is no visual connection between the Site and the Gate
House. The road / track bordering the Site to the west pass the Gate House but are separated
by a significant degree and there is no clear experiential relationship. The Site plays no role in
the setting of the Listed Building.

3.3.12

The Conservation Area contains 111 Listed Buildings, which are Grade II listed, with the
exception of the Church of St Mary (Grade I) and Lee Place (Grade II*). The site is completely
separated from other buildings by intervening vegetation, topography and development.

Registered Historic Parks and Gardens

3.3.13

The Registered Park and Garden of Cornbury Park (Grade II* Listed) cuts into the Conservation
Area to the south-west of Lee Place. It is a 260ha park, at the centre of the medieval Royal
Forest of Wychwood. Originating as a hunting lodge, it was erected by Henry I close to his
principal lodge at Woodstock (qv Blenheim Palace). 10 Cornbury Park lies on the other side of
the conservation area to the Site and is separated from it by approximately 1.5km. The site
plays no significant role in the setting of Cornbury Park.

10

Historic England List Entry. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1001092
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Scheduled Monuments

3.3.14

There are no Scheduled Monuments within 1km of the Site.

Heritage issues and constraints

3.3.15

Development of the Site would not affect the setting of any listed buildings or the setting of the
Cornbury Park Registered Park and Garden.

3.3.16

Although the Site lies within a conservation area the rationale for the boundary of the
conservation area to the east of Charlbury is uncertain given the generally modern suburban
nature of the area and typical fields. The Site is not associated with the important historic core
of Charlbury and makes no contribution to its significance as an important small market town.
As such the development of the site would have a minimal impact on the significance,
character or appearance of the conservation area, given the generally poor quality of the
conservation area around the Site.

3.3.17

As mentioned, there are two unlisted historic buildings, probably late 18th century to mid-19th
century in date just north of the Site. These are notable vernacular buildings in a rural setting.
The development of the Site would significantly degrade their setting, and this impact on nondesignated assets needs to be taken into account.

3.3.18

Overall, the Site does not pose significant issues in relation to the historic environment even
though it is situated in a conservation area. It is situated in a part of the conservation area
whose character, appearance and significance has already been substantially degraded by
modern development and whose inclusion in a conservation area is debatable. Consideration
needs to be given to the setting of the non-designated buildings to the north of the Site in any
future development.
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4.0

LAND EAST OF BURFORD

4.1

Description

4.1.1

The Site is a 5.98ha arable field enclosed on three sides by the eastern edge of Burford, and
with a large arable field to the east. The Site lies within the Cotswolds AONB and the Burford
Conservation Area.

4.2

Landscape Appraisal
Landscape Character Context

4.2.1

A review of the following published Landscape Character Assessment information has been
undertaken to understand the Site’s landscape character context:
x

National Character Areas: Natural England’s National Character Area Profiles 11

x

County Landscape Character Areas: Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study 12

x

District Landscape Character Areas: 13,14

x

Cotswolds AONB Landscape Management Plan 2013-2018 (see Section 2.2)

National Character Areas

4.2.2

The Site is located within NCA 107: Cotswolds. Key characteristics include:
x

Limestone geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has
influenced drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement.

x

Dissected by river valleys.

x

Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while pasture prevails in river
valleys.

x

On the deeper soils and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries.

x

Oak/ash woodlands are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and
mixed plantations are scattered across the open high wold and dip slope.

x

The majority of the principal rivers in the east flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters
of the Thames.

11

National Character Area Profile: 107. Cotswolds. Natural England 2015
Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study, 2004
13
West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment, 1998
14
Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Landscape Character Assessment, 2006
21
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x

Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to
deserted medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War
airfields. The field patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with
fossilised areas of ridge and furrow, and later planned enclosures.

x

Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages
and drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are
renowned.

x

Parkland, gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope
and broad lowland, such as Blenheim Palace.

County/District Character Areas

4.2.3

The southern part of the Site is located within Landscape Type 4: Estate Farmlands. Key
characteristics include:

4.2.4

x

Medium to large, regularly shaped, hedged fields.

x

Small, geometric plantations and belts of trees.

x

Large country houses set in ornamental parklands.

x

Small estate villages and dispersed farmsteads.

The northern part of the Site is located within Landscape Type 7: Farmland Slopes and Valley
Sides. Key characteristics include:
x

Prominent slopes and valley sides interrupted by a number of small, narrow v-shaped
valleys.

x

Large arable fields on the gentler slopes, small pasture fields on the steeper slopes and steepsided valleys.

x

A well-defined pattern of tall hedges and hedgerow trees.

x

Small woodland copses and belts on steep slopes and along watercourses in the minor
valleys.

x

Small unspoilt villages with rural character.

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment

4.2.5

The site is located within the Landscape Character Area 8: Upper Windrush Valley and
Landscape Character Type Semi-Enclosed Valley-Side Farmland. The key characteristics of the
landscape character type include:
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x

Distinctive, sloping, and typically convex valley-side landform

x

Predominantly large-scale fields under arable cultivation but with occasional pasture

x

Weak landscape structure and few hedges/trees

x

Open, visually exposed landscape, prominent in views from within and across valley

x

High intervisibility along valley sides

Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Landscape Character Areas

4.2.6

The Site is located within LCA 16: Broad Floodplain Valley [16A: Lower Windrush Valley]. Key
characteristics are as follows:
x

Intimate, small scale settled and relatively busy landscape, contrasting with more remote
areas of High Wold.

x

Well-defined broad valley profile of open flat floodplain, river terraces and gentle convex
slopes.

x

River floodplain features such as meanders, water meadows, ponds, old river channels and
islands.

x

Floodplain and riverside trees including pollarded willows.

x

Wooded bluffs and areas of species rich grassland on areas of steep landform.

x

River corridor marked by main transport routes through the valley.

x

Valley sides cloaked in improved pasture and arable land form a back drop to the valley
floor landscapes.

x

Land use within valley floor and floodplain dominated by pasture although some extensive
areas of arable land on areas less prone to flooding.

x

Fields defined by hedgerows and some stone walls although the robust framework is eroded
by hedgerow loss and the use of post and wire fences.

x

River channel habitats including standing water important to a diverse range of flora and
fauna.

x

Prolific archaeological remains likely to be hidden by fluvial and human activity.

x

Linear settlements often located at ancient bridging points established in the Saxon or
medieval period.

x

Historic character of villages evident in their distinctive layout, building styles and use of
Cotswolds limestone.
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Site Landscape Context

Landform and Land Use

4.2.7

As illustrated on Figure 4.1, most of the Site area is a medium size arable field, with two
smaller plots/ adjoining, one of rough grassland linked to Barns Lane, the other a combination
of a heavily treed plot of land and a smaller portion of a much larger arable field. The arable
field is situated in an elevated location in a largely undulating landscape. It is adjoined on
three sides by the existing built up edge of Burford, although that on the north side is a notably
soft one, with building roof ridge lines set down just below or lying at the same level of the site.
The adjacent residential development of Frethern Close and Wysdom Way to the south and
Orchard Rise to the north, includes both one and a half and two storey buildings.

4.2.8

Levels within the Site range from 135m in the southwestern corner to 109m AOD in the
northeast, with the Site generally sloping down from southwest to northeast. However the
medium sized arable field rises up more steeply from its northern boundary towards the middle
of the Site, and then flattens out towards the southwest.

4.2.9

The distinctive floodplain of the River Windrush lies at a lower elevation, somewhat further to
the north, below the historic valleyside development of the town and a relatively open arable
farmland landscape extends to the east of the site.

Settlement Pattern and Access

4.2.10

The adjacent settlement pattern to the site mostly comprises modern estate development, but
with some older historic development along Witney Street to the north east.

4.2.11

The Site is accessed from Barns Lane in the west. There are a number of other residential roads
adjacent to the Site, including Frethern Close and Wysdom Way to the south and Orchard Rise
to the north.

4.2.12

There are no public rights of way (PRoW) within the Site. There are a number of public
footpaths and bridleways in and around Burford, including a footpath along the southern edge
of Fulbrook.
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Vegetation

4.2.13

The field boundaries of the site include hedgerows/hedgerow trees,. Along the eastern
boundary, the existing vegetation is gappy and fragmented.

4.2.14

The vegetation structure locally comprises hedgerows of varying height and quality, with
frequent hedgerow trees. There are also small blocks of woodland, a particularly prominent
feature in the River Windrush Valley. Woodlands are predominantly broadleaved, though with
some areas of conifer.

Local Character

4.2.15

The Site and its immediate context is broadly consistent with the features identified within the
published landscape character assessments at national, county and district level, namely the
land use including both pasture and some extensive areas of arable land; the well-defined
broad valley floodplain, river terraces and gentle convex slopes and small, unspoilt villages
with rural character.

4.2.16

The Site is fairly homogenous as it is predominantly a single field parcel, with only a gradual
slope. Its eastern side is more open and exposed as it faces out into open countryside rather
than feeling enclosed by the existing settlement.

Visual Baseline

4.2.17

From the Site itself, the combination of the elevated topography and the varied extent of
existing adjoining, vegetation affords some very distinctive long views looking outwards into
the AONB landscape ( albeit currently private ones), including those towards the historic,
landmark spire of Burford Parish Church, the Windrush Valley, and the hills immediately to the
north of the town.

4.2.18

Close to the Site, from the north, west and south views are mostly restricted by existing built
development, with views possible only from the properties immediately adjacent and glimpsed
views between buildings, such as those on the east side of Barns Lane, the south side of
Orchard Rise and north side of Frethern Close and Wysdom Way.

4.2.19

There are notable long-distance views in which the whole Site or parts of it are very prominent,
both from some locations to the north and east for example from Beech Grove Road; from
Fulbrook and from the A424 looking south, as well as from PROWs and country lanes in the
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Windrush Valley there are some views looking south west towards the site, on higher ground.
The A40 looking northwest also provides opportunities for glimpsed views, along with the
A361 heading towards Burford.

4.2.20

A selection of representative viewpoints is appended to this Appraisal, to record the existing
baseline characteristics of the Site, and potential visibility of the Site. The locations of the
viewpoints are identified within Figure 4.2 and illustrative photographs can be found in
Appendix 2.

4.2.21

Photographs EB1-EB10 are located within and along the boundaries of the Site from PROWs
and lanes within/around the Site, to demonstrate the landscape characteristics and extent of
views within/around the Site.

4.2.22

Photographs showing the potential visibility towards the Site:
x

EB1 is a close, framed view looking into part of the western portion of the site from Barns
|Lane.

x

EB7 is a middle-distance view from Witney Street in which some parts of the site are
visually prominent.

x

4.2.23

EB8, 9 and 10 are distant views in which large parts of the site are very visually prominent.

The visual appraisal demonstrates that close views looking into the Site, apart from private
properties immediately adjacent, are typically fairly limited due to a combination of
topography, existing built development, and vegetation structure. However, the site is
considered to be very visually prominent in some middle to long distance views by virtue of its
elevated location.

Summary

4.2.24

The key landscape and visual characteristics of the Site and the wider context can be
summarised as follows:
x

Arable field on the edge of Burford, open to the wider arable landscape on its eastern
boundary, with existing built development occurring on three sides;

x

The vegetation structure around the site of hedgerows/hedgerow trees in places forms a
cohesive boundary, but in other parts is gappy/fragmented;

x

Attractive views available outwards from parts of the site to the landmark Parish church
spire, to open rolling hills and parts of the Windrush valley; and
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x

A visually prominent site in some longer public views looking towards it, primarily due to
its elevated position.

Landscape Sensitivities / Constraints and Opportunities

4.2.25

Landscape sensitivities/constraints and opportunities for potential development of the site,
taking into account planning policy context, published landscape character guidance and
observations during the site visits are set out below and are illustrated within Figure 4.3:
x

PROW network: On/close to the site there are very few PROWs except for a few disjointed
sections within the town. There is the potential for some new footpath linkages with those
to the north east of the site with potential in future to connect with a PROW in the
Windrush valley, subject to land ownership issues.

x

Hedgerow/Woodland structure: Potential to provide on the site itself to create some
substantial new areas to assist with visual screening and for biodiversity value.

x

Other Green Infrastructure: Potential to create attractive accessible green space, with
creation of wildflower meadow/ provision of SuDS wetland/ponds habitat.

x

Tranquillity of the site/surrounds: Some sense of tranquillity on the site because of rural
landscape to the east but significant urban context/ noise from the A40.

x

Settlement pattern: mainly modern pattern/form, medium density at the northern edge of
the site, but some fairly substantial areas of low density in the town, except for low-medium
density in the historic core.

x

AONB Character and Qualities: Those are that are considered to be most important are
distinctive views to and from the site. These could be selectively retained by avoiding
development on parts of the site and enhancing the quality of parts of the edge.

x

Landscape sensitivity to development: Taking account of the above, overall landscape
sensitivity is considered to be Medium-High.

x

Potential visibility into the Site: Overall high, particularly in terms of long/middle distance
from the wider countryside

Conclusions

4.2.26

Overall the landscape of the East of Burford site is considered to be of medium-high landscape
sensitivity and high visual sensitivity. Some AONB elements/characteristics and special
qualities could be vulnerable to development but it is not considered that they would preclude
it, subject to an appropriate character, form, density and design.
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4.2.27

Taking the above into account it is concluded that in landscape and visual terms a
development of approximately 70 homes could be accommodated on the site, ensuring that
development is generally of low density with significant areas of green space provided in the
central parts of the site and towards the southern and northern boundaries. Any greater
dwelling numbers than these could make it more difficult to achieve an appropriate
form/character or result in significant adverse impacts.

4.2.28

Appropriate mitigation should be developed in accordance with published landscape character
guidelines, design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in
the appraisal. Initial recommendations include:
x

Provide a minimum c.15m width structure planted landscape buffer on the northern
boundary and a minimum of c.30m structure planted landscape buffer on the eastern
boundary to assist with visual screening of the site, and enhance biodiversity value.

x

Ensure a generous view of Burford Church Spire from within the allocation site and ensure
that the backdrop of hills to the north is maintained (see Figure 4.3 and photograph EB2 and
EB5).

x

Retain and manage existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots (secured by S106 legal agreement), or otherwise demonstrate how these will
be retained through developer covenants.

x

Incorporate a large, cohesive area of semi-natural green space, in the visually prominent
central parts of the site, also including provision for large size species trees to be planted to
ensure the built development can be perceived, in the longer term, as having a strong, well
treed, green backdrop, as is the case with older, historic parts of the town to the west.

x

Avoid intrusive signage in the Windrush valley.

x

Ensure mainly two storey residential development (maximum c.8m roof ridge height), with
some one and a half storey development (maximum of c.6m roof ridge height towards the
eastern and southern boundaries.

x

Design of development to be landscape dominated in accordance with the design
principles/considerations set out in the 2017 Design Guide, Section II, Development and
Context; and with reference to the New Rural Form illustrated in West Oxfordshire Design
Guide (2006).

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local AONB context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.
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4.3

Heritage Appraisal
Site Context

Historical Development of the Landscape

4.3.1

The Site is identified in the Oxfordshire HLC 15 as being ‘Prairie/Amalgamated Enclosure’ - eight
19th century enclosures amalgamated into 5 larger enclosures in the 20th century. The Site is
largely surrounded to the north, south, west and north-east by the edge of the modern extents
of the town of Burford, identified as ‘Urban – Town’. To the south-east of the Site and south of
the River Windrush is an area of Planned Enclosure, pre-18th Century rough ground that was
enclosed in the late 19th Century.

The wider area to the north of the River Windrush is

identified as ‘Reorganised Enclosure’, fields showing signs of modern adaptation through large
scale re-organisation of earlier field boundaries.

Conservation Area

4.3.2

The vast majority of the town of Burford, including its historic core, modern extensions and
immediate environs, is encompassed by a conservation area. The Site is almost wholly within
the conservation area, although a small section of the north-eastern part of the Site (c. 0.45ha)
is outside. No adopted and agreed conservation area appraisal or management plan exists for
the conservation area. A conservation study from c. 1974 exists and that has been utilised as
part of the background information for this analysis.

4.3.3

The following provides, at a high level, information relevant to the assessment of the Site in the
context of the conservation area. The Site’s location at the edge of the historic built core of
Burford means that only limited information on its historic buildings and streetscapes is
provided.

4.3.4

Burford is an important medieval market town with a distinctive character reflecting its
topographic location on the hillslopes of the Windrush valley and the surviving concentrations
of medieval and post-medieval buildings that line its principal streets. The town grew around
an important river crossing (the “ford”) and its name “Burford” means defended settlement
“burgh” by a ford. The town was in existence by the Anglo-Saxon period. The early settlement
lay under what later become the medieval priory and then post-medieval country house of
Burford Priory. This lies on the western side of the town, away from the proposed allocation
Site.

15

Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project, Oxfordshire County Council, July 2017
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4.3.5

The core of the town was founded after the Norman conquest and developed along High
Street, Witney Street and Sheep Street. The town’s layout reflects that of many medieval
settlements with a “back street” ( Barns Lane/Pytts Lane) running parallel to the High Street.
Additionally, there is a complex of development in the vicinity of the church to the south of
Witney Street.
unaltered.

The fundamental layout of the historic core of the town remains largely

The town has developed significantly in the 20th century with notable urban

extensions to the west along Sheep Street, East along Witney Street and to the southeast close
to the A40. There has also been modern development to the south of the A40.

4.3.6

The town lies on the sides of Windrush valley, with a defined ridge to the south, now occupied
by the A40. This topographic situation helps define the character of the town and the way in
which the town is understood and experienced from the wider landscape.

4.3.7

The conservation area encompasses the historic core of Burford and contains 251 Listed
Buildings; predominantly 17th or 18th century in origin but with a number of earlier buildings
including medieval (e.g. The Bull Hotel and Bull Cottage, Cotswolds Arms Inn) and 16th
Century (e.g. Providence House). There is also the grade I 12th century church and the Priory.
The church is a particularly notable building with its spire being a local landmark in views
along the Windrush valley. It is also a frequent feature of views from the elevated ground to the
north.

4.3.8

Many of the historic buildings are located along High Street, Sheep Street and Witney Street,
with a cluster also found around the church and The Priory, in the north of the conservation
area. The end of the 17th Century and early years of the 18th Century saw a flourishing coaching
trade coming through the town, which sat on one of the important Oxford to Gloucester
routes. 16 Within the historic core of the town there is a consistent local vernacular of Cotswolds
stone facades and stone slate roofs. The buildings within the historic core are generally similar
in height and scale but vary in detail. There is a tendency for the slightly grander buildings to
be either side of the junctions of Sheep Street and Witney Street. 17

4.3.9

The conservation area boundary includes extensive areas of the Windrush valley floodplains
and the Priory with its associated landscapes. It also includes areas of former fields to the east
and west of the High Street. These areas were historically associated with the town. Many of
these areas have now been subject to modern development, including the former fields to the
north and south of the proposed allocation site. The character of the remaining areas of fields
is largely denuded with historic field patterns being replaced by modern open fields.

16

Burford Conservation Study 8. Oxfordshire County Council , Undated, likely 1970s
Buford Conservation Study 8. Oxfordshire County Council, Undated, likely 1970s
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4.3.10

The areas of modern development east of Barns Lane, south of Witney Street and south of
Sheep Street are of mixed quality and it is unclear as to why the Conservation Area
encompasses them given their very limited architectural or historic interest. Similarly the
development around the junction with the A40 to the south of the town is of very limited
quality and makes no positive contribution to the Conservation Area.

4.3.11

The setting of the conservation area is largely rural in character. To the north the elevated
flanks of the Windrush valley provide a rural backdrop to views out of the conservation area.
Importantly, they also provide distinctive views southwards to and over the conservation area.
These views situate the town in its wider rural context and contribute to its setting. The
ridgeline to the south of Burford (along which the modern A40 runs) provides a horizon line for
many views from the north; as such it is an important visual element of these views and the
setting of the conservation area. From the east there are views along the Windrush valley
towards the town in which the church spire is an element, the views from the west are however
more fragmented due to intervening vegetation.

4.3.12

From within the conservation area there are characteristic views along the High Street (up and
down the hill) as well as more intimate views and a stronger sense of enclosure within the
lower areas of the town on the edge of the Windrush and around the church.

4.3.13

Overall, the current rural setting of the conservation area makes a notable contribution to its
character and appearance, but this has been altered to a significant degree by modern
development in proximity to the historic core of the town which has separated the historic core
from its rural hinterland.

Listed Buildings

4.3.14

The nearest Listed Buildings to the Site lie less than 100m to the north in Witney Street with
others nearby on Swan Lane. The main concentrations of listed buildings lie to the west and
northwest around the High Street and Witney Street. The Conservation Area includes 251
Listed Buildings overall. As noted in the 1970s “The prosperity which allowed the town the
luxury of such fine architecture derived as much from its position on the coaching route from
London to the west, which encouraged the expansion of saddle making, the hotel trade and
brewing, as from its older wool manufacturing industries and its market trade”. 18

4.3.15

The listed buildings are predominantly Grade II listed, with the exception of the Church of St
John The Baptist and The Priory (a mansion house on the site of a small Augustinian Hospital),

18

Burford Conservation Study 8. Oxfordshire County Council, Undated, likely 1970s
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which are both Grade I, and 32 Grade II* listed, including properties such as The House of
Simon, Wysdomes, The Highway Hotel, The Tolsey, The Bull Hotel, Calendars, Red Lion
House, The Former George Inn, Old George Yard, The Great Almshouses, The Old Rectory,
Burford Grammar School, Riverside House, Symon Wysdom’s House and the Bridge over the
River Windrush.

4.3.16

The listed buildings closest to the site are all grade II listed, and include The Cottage on Swan
Lane, a Late 17th or early 18th century altered property; The Lodge on Pytts Lane, an early 18th
century house, or large cottage including a former barn to south; a Gazebo, dated to c.1700,
south east of 115, High St.; and the Friends Meeting House, a Quaker Meeting House dating to
1709 on Pytts Lane. To the north of the Site along Witney Road, there are a series of (also grade
II listed) properties, including (those nearest to the Site) Burford Baptist Church dating to 1804,
Tudor Cottage, a modernized 17th century cottage; Tannery Cottage and Chapman's Piece, two,
probably 18th century cottages attached to the former Tannery (not listed) and The Mill Coach
House and Attached Mounting Block, a, probably mid-19th century former mill stables, now
converted to a house. They are separated from the Site by extensive modern development and
their settings predominately relate to their local streetscape.

The Site makes no notable

contribution to their setting.

4.3.17

The Grade I listed church is an important building in the town and its spire is a locally
prominent landmark. Views from the north and east featuring the church spire are an aspect of
the setting of the church. The proposed Site appears in the backdrop and side foreground of
some of these views and hence forms part of the setting of the Church. There are also views of
the spire from the Site.

4.3.18

The main concentrations of listed buildings lie along High Street, Witney Street and Sheep
Lane. These setting of these buildings are generally characterised by their relationships with
the local street scene and other related historic buildings, and in some cases distant views from
the neighbouring street featuring the buildings with the rural backdrop to the south. These long
views out of the conservation area are an important aspect of its character and setting and of
some individual buildings within the area. The proposed allocation site is separated from the
buildings by a combination of topography and intervening historic and modern development.
The proposed allocation site features in views of the settlement form the north, but this is more
a consideration in relation to the setting of the conservation area rather than individual
buildings within it.
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Registered Historic Parks and Gardens

4.3.19

There are no Registered Parks and Gardens within 1km of the Site.

Scheduled Monuments

4.3.20

1.5km to the east of the Site is the Medieval settlement of Widford (east of Manor Farm)
Scheduled Monument. The monument includes the known surviving extent of the buried and
earthwork remains of the medieval settlement of Widford as well as an earlier Romano-British
bath house located toward the eastern side of the settlement, beneath St Oswald's Church. 19

Heritage issues and constraints

4.3.21

The Site lies within the Burford Conservation Area and any development would therefore affect
the character and appearance of the conservation area. The Site is not however located within
the historic built core of the conservation area, instead it lies in what were outlying fields
beyond the old back lane of the town. The topography of the town and intervening historic
and modern built development effectively screens the proposed allocation site from the historic
built core of the conservation area. The land occupied by the Site is of limited historic interest
and its character has been much altered by the surrounding modern development.

4.3.22

The Site does however make a contribution to the character and appearance of the
conservation area through its role in views featuring the conservation area from the north and
east. In these views the Site is visually prominent and its open and undeveloped character is a
feature of the conservation area’s character and is a notable element of the rural setting of the
historic core of the conservation area. The modern housing to the south of the Site is a clear
feature in views from the north, as is the housing below the Site to the north and the newly
constructed development to the east. Development of the proposed allocation Site could infill
these elements creating a more urban / suburban character for this part of the conservation area
and the setting of the historic core of the town.

4.3.23

Additionally, in views from the east and north the Site forms a feature in views of the grade I
listed church’s spire. Development would alter the character of these views reducing the rural
nature of the church’s setting and potentially interrupting views of the spire.

4.3.24

In relation to other listed buildings the development of the Site would have no significant
impact on their settings.

19

Historic England List Entry. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1020970
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4.3.25

Overall, the visual prominence of the Site in longer distance views from the north and east
provides the greatest constraint in historic environment terms. These views are a notable
aspect of the conservation area’s setting and the setting of the grade I listed church.
Development of the Site could have an adverse impact on these views, altering the character of
the conservation area and the setting of its historic core and the church. The Site is however
away from the core of the conservation area and is of limited historical value in its own right.
It also lies away from the main historic and modern approaches to the town and is already
flanked by modern development.

4.3.26

In this context, development of the Site for residential uses would probably not result in
substantial harm to the significance, setting, character or appearance of the conservation area
or church; but it would result in some harm. The scale of harm is not considered sufficient to
entirely rule out the allocation of the Site for residential development but design based
mitigation would be required to address this potential harm. In historic environment terms key
measures that could be considered include:
x

Ensuring development does not reinforce or further exaggerate the harsh skyline to the south
of the Site caused by existing modern development;

x

Ensuring that development retains a degree of openness on the Site;

x

Ensuring that access to the Site does not extend the perception of urbanisation to the east;

x

Restricting building heights to 1.5 / 2 storeys; and

x

Implementing a landscape design scheme to reduce the visual prominence of new built
development.
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5.0

LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER-WYCHWOOD

5.1

Description

5.1.1

The Site is a 3.33ha pasture field on the western edge of Shipton-under-Wychwood. North
west of the Site is a small area of commercial buildings, a primary school lies to the north;, to
the south, a mosaic of arable and pasture fields; to the east, Wychwood Business Centre, a
small industrial estate; and to the west, a narrow band of fields and the residential edge of
Milton-under-Wychwood. The Site lies within the Cotswolds AONB and the Shipton-underWychwood Conservation Area.

5.2

Landscape Appraisal
Landscape Character Context

5.2.1

A review of the following published Landscape Character Assessment information has been
undertaken to understand the Site’s landscape character context:
x

National Character Areas: Natural England’s National Character Area Profiles 20

x

County Landscape Character Areas: Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study 21

x

District Landscape Character Areas:

x

Cotswolds AONB Landscape Management Plan 2013-2018 (see Section 2.2)

22,23

National Character Areas

5.2.2

The Site is located within NCA 107: Cotswolds. Key characteristics include:
x

Limestone geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has
influenced drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement.

x

Dissected by river valleys.

x

Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while pasture prevails in river
valleys.

x

On the deeper soils and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries.

x

Oak/ash woodlands are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and
mixed plantations are scattered across the open high wold and dip slope.

20

National Character Area Profile: 107. Cotswolds. Natural England 2015
Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study, 2004
22
West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment, 1998
23
Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Landscape Character Assessment, 2006
35
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x

The majority of the principal rivers in the east flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters
of the Thames.

x

Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to
deserted medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War
airfields. The field patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with
fossilised areas of ridge and furrow, and later planned enclosures.

x

Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages
and drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are
renowned.

x

Parkland, gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope
and broad lowland, such as Blenheim Palace.

Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study (2004)

5.2.3

The Site is located within Landscape Type 21: Wooded Farmland. Key characteristics include:
x

Large blocks of ancient woodland and a large number of plantations.

x

A varied field pattern of arable land and pasture enclosed by woodland and hedges.

x

Species rich hedgerows with many hedgerow trees.

x

Dispersed settlement pattern with settlements and scattered farms.

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment

5.2.4

The site is located within the Landscape Character Area 5: Upper Evenlode Valley and
Landscape Character Type Semi-Enclosed Clay Wolds (large-scale). The key characteristics of
the landscape character type include:
x

Large-scale, softly rolling farmland underlain by Lower Lias Clays and glacial deposits

x

Productive farmland predominantly under intensive arable cultivation

x

Generally large-scale fields with rectilinear boundaries formed by some walls but mainly by
hawthorn hedges, typical of later enclosures

x

Some visual containment provided by blocks and belts of woodland

x

Oak dominant in hedgerows and woods

x

Moderate inter-visibility

Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Landscape Character Areas

5.2.5

The Site is located within LCA 17B: Vale of Moreton. Key characteristics include:
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x

Extensive pastoral vale defined by the Farmed Slopes with flat or gently undulating land
fringed by distinctive shallow slopes.

x

Generally human scale intimate landscape, but with intermittent open character and
expansive views in some areas where vegetation cover is minimal, and from areas of raised
landform.

x

Extensive drift deposits mask underlying solid geology.

x

Productive and verdant landscape of lush improved and semi-improved pastures.

x

Network of hedgerows of varying height and quality with intermittent hedgerow trees and
occasional stone walls.

x

Areas of wet meadow and species rich grassland bordering river channels.

x

Limited woodland cover including ancient woodland.

x

Sparse settlement pattern.

Site Landscape Context

Landform and Land Use

5.2.6

As illustrated on Figure 5.1, the Site is a pasture field situated in a gently undulating landscape
on the western edge of Shipton-under-Wychwood, with the valley of the River Evenlode to the
north and rising land to the south. Levels within the Site range from 103m in the western corner
to 109m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) in the east, with the site generally sloping from east to
west.

5.2.7

This predominantly arable landscape has a fairly enclosed appearance due to the presence of
hedgerows and hedgerow trees, tree belts and small blocks of woodland, which results in the
perception of a largely wooded skyline. Other land uses immediately adjacent to the site
include business/commercial premises and a school and associated playing fields.

Settlement Pattern and Access

5.2.8

The Site lies on the western edge of Shipton-under-Wychwood, and approximately 150m from
the eastern edge of Milton-under-Wychwood.

The adjacent settlement pattern largely

comprises 1 and 2 storey residential buildings, and business/commercial units in the adjacent
Wychwood Business Centre (to the east) and service station (to the northwest). Abutting the
Site’s northern boundary is a school, with a number of buildings and a playing field.

5.2.9

The Site is accessed from Milton Road in the north. On its eastern edge there is a private road
which provides access to Wychwood Business Centre.
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5.2.10

There are no public rights of way (PRoW) within the Site. 500m to the south and southeast,
Dog Kennel Lane has a public footpath along its length. The Oxfordshire Way promoted route
passes 600m to the east of the Site, then heading in a northwesterly direction away from the
Site. There are a number of other short stretches of public footpath within and beyond the
adjacent built-up areas. The Wychwood Wild Garden, a community owned and publically
accessible garden lies approximately 150m to the south of the Site. Further south, beyond Dog
Kennel Lane, Diggers Wood is an area of publicly accessible Woodland Trust Land.

Vegetation

5.2.11

The vegetation structure locally comprises hedgerows of varying height and quality, with
frequent hedgerow trees. Woodlands are predominantly broadleaved, though with some areas
of conifer, and some young trees, such as at Diggers Wood.

Local Character

5.2.12

The Site and its immediate context is broadly consistent with the features identified within the
published landscape character assessments at national, county and district level, namely the
land use dominated by intensive arable cultivation, the Site being one of the smaller fields
closer to the settlement still under pasture. The Site also demonstrates visual containment
provided by blocks and belts of woodland, which is consistent with local character.

5.2.13

The Site is fairly homogenous as it is predominantly a single field parcel, without any dramatic
changes in topography.

Visual Baseline

5.2.14

Locally, views into the Site from the north along Milton Road (and the Oxfordshire Way) are
generally restricted by the built environment and existing vegetation, although the north-east of
the Site is visible heading west at the entrance to the industrial estate, with this being only
partially screened by an existing Birch tree and beech hedging. Views into the Site from this
location will be more apparent during winter.

5.2.15

Views from the south into the Site are possible from the Dog Kennel Lane PROW which runs
east–west to the south of the Site although these views are filtered slightly by existing
vegetation. Glimpsed views of the site are possible from the main avenue of trees within the
grounds of Shipton Court, where there are breaks in the vegetation. The industrial unit to the
east of the Site is already a somewhat incongruous feature in these views. There are also
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filtered views of the Site from the footpath from Upper Milton to Milton-under-Wychwood, to
the north-east.

5.2.16

Some longer distance views are possible from the A361 near to Pyrton Farm and from the A361
heading towards Shipton Down although the site is barely discernible with the view obscured
by numerous hedgerows and small blocks of woodland.

5.2.17

Immediately south of Milton-under-Wychwood there may be some limited, glimpsed views of
the site in winter from public footpaths but in summer the intervening vegetation obscures
views.

5.2.18

A selection of representative viewpoints is appended to this Appraisal, to record the existing
baseline characteristics of the Site, and potential visibility of the Site. The locations of the
viewpoints are identified within Figure 5.2 and illustrative photographs can be found in
Appendix 1.

5.2.19

Photographs SUW1-7 are located within and along the boundaries of the Site from PROWs and
lanes within/around the Site, to demonstrate the landscape characteristics and extent of views
within/around the Site.

5.2.20

Photographs demonstrate the potential visibility towards the Site:
x

SUW1 is a middle-distance view looking in the direction of the site but shows there is
unlikely to be any visibility, except possibly in winter.

x

SUW2, 3, 4 – These are close, very restricted, views of the site from Milton Lane, although
there is likely to be some greater visibility in winter.

x

SUW5, 6 and 7- These are middle-long distance views looking towards the site from
Shipton Court Registered Park and Garden and from Dog Kennel Lane PRoW. These are
restricted framed views. There may be slightly greater visibility in winter.

5.2.21

The visual appraisal demonstrates that close views of the Site from lanes / PRoW network are
very limited in public views and only available from a few middle distance/long distance
viewpoints due to a combination of topography, the built environment, and vegetation
structure.
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Summary

5.2.22

The key landscape and visual characteristics of the Site and its wider context can be
summarised as follows:
x

Pasture field, located between the built up edges of the villages of Shipton-underWychwood and Milton-under-Wychwood, adjoining a school.

x

Some industrial/commercial buildings also lie close to the site.

x

Rural Landscape context to the south and north provided by small woodlands and other
hedgerowed fields

Landscape Sensitivities / Constraints and Opportunities

5.2.23

Landscape sensitivities/constraints and opportunities for potential development of the site,
taking into account planning policy context, published landscape character guidance and
observations during the site visits are set out below and are illustrated within Figure 5.3:
x

PROW network: A dense, well used network within approx. 500m of the site. However no
PROWs on/or very close to the site. There might be potential for some new footpath
linkages to the existing network, subject to land ownership issues.

x

Hedgerow/Woodland structure: This is in mostly moderate/good condition near the site but
with the potential to reinforce/manage those on site.

x

Other Green Infrastructure: There is the potential to create a small, accessible green space,
with creation of wildflower meadow/ provision of SuDS wetland/ponds habitat.

x

Tranquillity: The site/surrounds show a few rural qualities, although a fairly busy lane
adjoins the north-west corner of the site.

x

Settlement pattern: nearby development has a relatively low density, rural pattern except
for the business park and small industrial units at the northern boundaries of the site. So
there is potential for a transition in the density and character of the development across the
site but it would be important to ensure that no visual perception of coalescence between
Shipton UW and Milton UW would be created.

x

AONB landscape characteristics/qualities: Those that are relevant to the site are relatively
few apart from hedgerows and rough pasture is common in the area relative to arable
farmland landscapes and there is potential for conservation, and enhancement of
hedgerows.

x

Landscape sensitivity to development: Taking account of relevant factors above the site is
considered to have a medium landscape sensitivity.
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x

Potential visibility into the Site: This is considered to be low-medium, although there could
be greater visibility in winter.

Conclusion

5.2.24

Overall the landscape of the south of Milton Road site is considered to be of medium
landscape sensitivity and low-medium visual sensitivity. A few AONB elements/characteristics
and special qualities here could be vulnerable to development but it is not considered that they
would preclude it, subject to an appropriate character, form, density and design.

5.2.25

Taking the above into account it is concluded that in terms of landscape and visual issues a
development of approximately 40 – 45 homes could be successfully accommodated on the
Site, ensuring that development is generally of low density. Any greater dwelling numbers than
these could make it more difficult to achieve an appropriate form/character or result in
significant adverse impacts.

5.2.26

Appropriate mitigation should be developed in accordance with published landscape character
guidelines, design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in
the appraisal. Initial recommendations include:
x

Strengthen the school hedgerow boundary with a minimum of c.10m width structure
planted buffer.

x

Retain and manage existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots (secured by S106 legal agreement), or otherwise demonstrate how these will
be retained through developer covenants.

x

Incorporate a small area of semi-natural green space.

x

Vehicular access from Milton Rd, ensuring replacement hedge planting behind visibility
splays

x

Ensure residential development is restricted to two storeys (maximum c.8m roof ridge
height), taking the opportunity to include some one and a half storey (maximum of c.6m
ridge height) development towards the southern boundary of the site.

x

Design of development to be landscape dominated in accordance with the design
principles/considerations set out in the 2017 Design Guide, Section II, Development and
Context; and with reference to the New Rural Form illustrated in West Oxfordshire Design
Guide (2006).

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local AONB context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.
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5.3

Heritage Appraisal
Site Context

Historical Development of the Landscape

5.3.1

The Site is identified in the Oxfordshire HLC 24 as being ‘Reorganised Enclosure’- fields showing
signs of modern adaptation through large scale re-organisation of earlier field boundaries. The
south western boundary is defined by The Liffs, which provides water for the gardens of
Shipton Court. 25 To the south-west is an area of ‘Planned Enclosure’, to the north-west an area
identified as ‘Piecemeal Enclosure’ leading towards the ‘Rural Village’ of Milton-underWychwood. The Site is bounded to the east by Wychwood Business Centre, classed as
‘Industry - Industrial Estate’ and to the north by ‘Civil Provision – Educational Facility’ Wychwood Church of England School.

These are relatively common forms of historic

landscape type and of limited value in their own right as representative examples.

Conservation Areas

5.3.2

The majority of the village of Shipton-under-Wychwood and its immediate rural hinterland is
covered by a conservation area, and the Site itself is wholly within the conservation area. The
southern and southwestern boundary of the Site forms part of the boundary of the conservation
area.

No conservation area appraisal or management plan exists.

The following briefly

describes the character and significance of the conservation area with an emphasis on
understanding the aspects that may be affected by the proposed allocation.

5.3.3

The conservation area encompasses the historic core of Shipton-under-Wychwood including its
immediately associated former historic field systems. The conservation area includes the High
Street, Church Street, Mawles Lane, Plum Lane, Ascott Road and Milton Road. The historic
settlement has strong links to the medieval royal Wychwood forest, although it was not the
primary seat of nobility during that period. The settlement is broadly linear and nucleated in
form, with the main cluster of historic settlement running along High Street. A secondary
cluster exists at the road junction of High Street and Milton Road.

The linearity of the

settlement has been maintained to an extent during its evolution in the 19th and 20th centuries.

5.3.4

Much of the historic development occurred along the High Street, around Shipton Court and
around the church. Areas of more modern infill have occurred along Milton Road, particularly

24

Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project, Oxfordshire County Council, July 2017
Proposed Housing Development, Milton Road, Shipton-under-Wychwood, Oxford Archaeology, August 2016
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to the south, where a Local Authority housing estate was developed in the 20th Century,
together with a Business Park (Wychwood Business Centre) and in the very north of the
conservation area, near to Shipton Station. This modern development, and areas of infill in
other parts of the village, has created a mixed urban environment of historic buildings and
more recent housing and commercial development. However, in terms of historic buildings in
the conservation area there is a consistent local vernacular of stone walls, with limestone and
slate and stone slate the primary building materials.

5.3.5

The Conservation Area contains 55 Listed Buildings; predominantly 17th or 18th century in
origin, and with a 13th century church and medieval hostelry (Shaven Crown Hotel). Many of
these buildings are clustered around Shipton Court (c.1603) 26, the High Street and the church.

5.3.6

When the conservation area was designated there was clearly an intent to include areas of
immediately associated historic rural landscape within the conservation area as these
contribute to its special architectural or historic interest and its overall character and
appearance. These areas around the built core of the conservation area include former and
current fields, designed landscapes (two registered park and gardens) and outlying farmsteads.
They provide a distinctive historic rural context for the village and are closely related to its
historical functions and daily life. As such they have historic interest and make an aesthetic
contribution to the character and appearance of the conservation area.

5.3.7

Beyond its boundaries, the conservation area is situated within a wider rural landscape of
arable fields and areas of pasture stretching across elevated ground above and along the
Evenlode valley. There are fragments of the former Wychwood within that landscape. This
largely undeveloped rural landscape is a key element of the setting of the conservation area.

Listed Buildings

5.3.8

The nearest listed building to the Site lies on the eastern edge of the village of Milton-underWychwood which is outside the Shipton-under-Wychwood Conservation Area. The 18th
Century Malt House (Grade II Listed) is 220m to the north-west of the Site’s boundary. There is
a small cluster of 6 Listed Buildings along Green Lane and Shipton Road in Milton-underWychwood. These buildings are largely late post-medieval in date and closely related to the
Milton Road. Their settings are essentially localised in nature and focussed on their immediate
relationships with other historic buildings, the main road and their associated gardens / fields to
the north and south. The local area also contains a number of modern buildings, including a
service station which, with local vegetation, restricts views towards the Site.

26

Historic England List Entry: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1052592
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5.3.9

The listed buildings within Shipton-under-Wychwood are all Grade II listed apart from The
Church of St Mary (Grade I) and Shipton Court, Shaven Crown Hotel, The New House (with
surrounding pool and garden), Morgan Bale Tomb, The Old Prebendal and Tithe Barn which
are Grade II* listed. The buildings are closely related to the historic development of the village.
Their settings are predominately local, focussed on their immediate streetscape. The Site lies at
some distance from any of the listed buildings in Shipton-under-Wychwood and is separated
from them by extensive development and vegetation.

Registered Historic Parks and Gardens

5.3.10

The Shipton Court Registered Historic Park and Garden (Grade II Listed) lies 150m to the south
east of the Site. The gardens relate to a manor house built in c.1603 by the Lacey family; they
date from the 18th, 19th and 20th century and contain within them a variety of features and
plantings from these periods. Large scale restorations and alterations were carried out in the
early 20th Century. Part of the gardens is now the community owned Wychwood Wild Garden.

5.3.11

Much of the gardens have a distinctive wooded character due to 20th century forestry style
planting. Within the wooded areas there are numerous features including an east-west lime
walk, ornamental canals and ponds (aligned roughly north-south), areas of decorative planting
and a number of designed walkways. Much of the structure of the current garden seems to
relate to a major phase of design in the 1860s 27.

5.3.12

The northern extent of the gardens faces towards the allocation site and there are views from
the northern boundary of the site, near to the terminus of the ornamental canals, towards the
Site and school area beyond.

5.3.13

The Japanese Garden at The New House is a Grade II* listed Registered Park and Garden. It
was laid out in 1964-65 by a small team of gardeners from Japan led by Mr Kasamoto and the
Chinese-Russian painter Viacheslav Atroshenko (1935-1994). 28 It is situated on the eastern
edge of Shipton-under-Wychwood and is separated from the Site by intervening modern
development.

Scheduled Monuments

5.3.14

There are no scheduled monuments within 1km of the Site.

27

See further details in 2016 Conservation Management Plan (http://www.wychwoodwildgarden.org.uk/docs/cmp.pdf)
Historic England List Entry: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1408334
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Heritage Issues and Constraints

5.3.15

The Site lies within the Shipton-under-Wychwood Conservation Area. Although the historic
built core of the conservation area lies some distance from the Site, it is clear that when the
conservation area was designated there was an intent to include areas of immediately
associated historic rural landscape within the conservation area as these contribute to its
special architectural or historic interest and its overall character and appearance.

5.3.16

Any residential development of the Site would not affect the character or appearance of the
historic built core of Shipton-under Wychwood. Any development would however result in the
loss of part of village’s associated historic field systems. This would affect the historic interest of
the conservation area and aspects of its overall character and appearance. This is a particular
issue in the western part of the Site where it borders the stream. Historically, this stream valley
marked the divide between Shipton-under-Wychwood and Milton-under-Wychwood and has
remained largely undeveloped, bar historic mills.

Although modern development e.g. the

school and garage, has degraded the separation to a degree, the western part of the Site still
forms an important space between the two settlements and as such contributes to the
significance of the conservation area. Further development west of the School would degrade
this historic separation. The area of the Site to the south and to the east of the school is slightly
less sensitive in this regard and is bordered by modern commercial development and the
school. It is also notable that much of the historical field and gardens along Milton Road have
been subject to 20th century development and the character of this part of the conservation area
is therefore more modern and developed.

5.3.17

Development within the Site would, as set out above, affect the rural character and appearance
of the conservation area; especially to the west. This will need to be taken into account in
weighing the balance for allocating the Site, particularly given the Council’s statutory duty to
give special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance
of a conservation area (Section 72 of Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990).

5.3.18

Additionally, development of the Site has the potential to affect the setting of the Shipton Court
Registered Historic Park and Garden (Grade II Listed) to the south. The gardens were designed
with ornamental canals / ponds leading towards the northern extent of the gardens. From the
northern edge of the gardens there would be clear views towards any development on the Site,
particularly in winter. Although these views are not a fundamental aspect of the garden’s
significance or aesthetic value, they still make some contribution. Any future development
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would need to address these issues through sensitive design and setback from the southern
boundary to ensure the largely rural context for the gardens is retained.

5.3.19

Overall, in historic environment terms, the allocation site is not without concern. There are
issues with the potential loss of open rural fields which form a component of the conservation
area’s character and appearance, with encroachment into the streamside land that historically
separated Shipton-under-Wychwood from Milton-under-Wychwood and with the setting of the
Shipton Court Registered Historic Park and Garden. In this context it is recommended that
while the Site may be capable of accommodating some development, there should be a
reduction in the extent of built development in the western and southern parts of the site as
shown in Figure 5.3. Design based mitigation is also recommended to address potential harm,
key measures that could be considered include restricting building heights to 1.5 / 2 storeys to
reduce visual prominence and implementing a landscape design scheme to restrict views of the
Site from the south and west in particular.
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6.0

LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD

6.1

Description

6.1.1

The Site is a 6.25ha arable field on the eastern edge of Stonesfield. It has residential
development immediately to the west, Woodstock Road to the south, a recreation ground and
North Farm to the north, and farmland to the east. The Site lies within the Cotswolds AONB.

6.2

Landscape Appraisal
Landscape Character Context

6.2.1

A review of the following published Landscape Character Assessment information has been
undertaken to understand the Site’s landscape character context:
x

National Character Areas: Natural England’s National Character Area Profiles 29

x

County Landscape Character Areas: Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study 30

x

District Landscape Character Areas:

x

Cotswolds AONB Landscape Management Plan 2013-2018 (see Section 2.2)

31,32

National Character Areas

6.2.2

The Site is located within NCA 107: Cotswolds. Key characteristics include:
x

Limestone geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has
influenced drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement.

x

Dissected by river valleys.

x

Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while pasture prevails in river
valleys.

x

On the deeper soils and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries.

x

Oak/ash woodlands are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and
mixed plantations are scattered across the open high wold and dip slope.

x

The majority of the principal rivers in the east flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters
of the Thames.

29

National Character Area Profile: 107. Cotswolds. Natural England 2015
Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study, 2004
31
West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment, 1998
32
Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Landscape Character Assessment, 2006
47
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x

Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to
deserted medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War
airfields. The field patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with
fossilised areas of ridge and furrow, and later planned enclosures.

x

Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages
and drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are
renowned.

x

Parkland, gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope
and broad lowland, such as Blenheim Palace.

Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study (2004)

6.2.3

The Site is located within Landscape Type 19: Wooded Estatelands. Key characteristics include:
x

Rolling topography with localised steep slopes.

x

Large blocks of ancient woodland and mixed plantations of variable sizes.

x

Large parklands and mansion houses.

x

A regularly shaped field pattern dominated by arable fields.

x

Small villages with strong vernacular character.

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment

6.2.4

The site is located within the Landscape Character Area 6: Lower Evenlode Valley and
Landscape Character Type Open Limestone Wolds. The key characteristics of the landscape
character type include:
x

Large-scale, smoothly rolling farmland occupying the limestone plateau and dip slope

x

Typically large or very large fields, with rectilinear pattern of dry-stone walls (typical of later
enclosures and often in poor condition) and weak hedgerows, with frequent gaps and very
few trees

x

Productive farmland predominantly under intensive arable cultivation

x

Thin, well-drained calcareous soils and sparse natural vegetation cover and somewhat
impoverished ‘upland’ character

x

Very open and exposed character

x

Distinctive elevated and expansive character in higher areas, with dominant sky and
sweeping views across surrounding areas

x

High inter-visibility
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Cotswolds AONB Landscape Character Areas

6.2.5

The Site is located within LCA 11 Dip-Slope Lowland 11B: Stonesfield Lowlands. Key
characteristics are as follows:
x

‘Broad area of gently sloping, undulating lowland with a predominantly south-easterly fall
represents a transition between the landscapes of the High Wold Dip-Slope to the north and
west and the low lying landscapes in the Thames basin to the south east.

x

Lowland landform gently dissected by infrequent small watercourses flowing into the main
rivers that cross the area, reinforcing the general grain of the topography.

x

Strong and structured, productive farmland character, with an open character but smaller in
scale than the High Wold and High Wold Dip-Slope.

x

Well-managed, productive agricultural landscape of mixed arable and improved pasture,
together with more limited areas of permanent pasture, mainly within the valley bottoms
indicate a well-managed, productive agricultural landscape.

x

Seasonal variations in colour and texture associated with mixed arable farming.

x

Medium to large scale regular fields predominate, mainly enclosed by hedgerows, with
hedgerow trees, together with some stone walls or post and wire fencing indicating strong
similarities with the High Wold and High Wold Dip-Slope landscape to the north and west.

x

Woodland cover limited to intermittent copses and shelterbelts within agricultural
landscapes creates some wide expansive views. These are in contrast to more intimate
landscapes with restricted views in the vicinity of large estate plantations.

x

Limited areas of ancient woodland and species rich grassland indicates the impact of
intensive farming.

x

Settlement pattern of intermittent small nucleated villages, hamlets and isolated farmsteads,
together with occasional larger settlements, contribute to the strong rural character.

x

Distinctive pattern of large estates and associated planned parkland landscape and
woodland occurring throughout

x

Dip-Slope Lowland makes an important contribution to the wider character of the landscape
due to the influences of designed parkland and planned woodland planting which often
form a backdrop to long distance views across the otherwise open landscape.

x

Evidence of long period of occupation of the area.’
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Site Landscape Context

Landform and Land Use

6.2.6

As illustrated on Figure 6.1, the Site is an arable field situated in an undulating landscape on
the eastern edge of Stonesfield, with higher land to the north, and the valley of the River
Evenlode to the south. Levels within the Site range from 114m in the eastern corner to 122m
Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) in the west, with the site generally sloping down to the east
and south.

6.2.7

This arable landscape has a predominantly open character due to the presence of intermittent
low to medium height hedgerows as the most commonly occurring field boundary type,
occasional hedgerow trees and tree belts, in combination with scattered small blocks of
woodland.

Settlement Pattern and Access

6.2.8

The Site lies on the eastern edge of Stonesfield.

The adjacent settlement pattern largely

comprises 1 and 2 storey residential buildings. Opposite the site to the south of the road is a
new residential development at Charity Farm. Abutting the Site’s northern boundary is a
recreation ground.

6.2.9

The Site is accessed from Woodstock Road in the south. On its eastern edge is a track linking
Woodstock Road to North Farm (and Farley Lane beyond).

6.2.10

There are no public rights of way (PRoW) within the Site. 150m to the north, there is a
bridleway along Farley Lane which joins Woodstock road approximately 400m east of the Site.
A number of promoted routes also lie within close proximity to the Site, with Shakespeare’s
Way passing along the edge of Kings Wood and Wootton Wood to the north east; the
Wychwood Way passes from the north, through the western edge of Stonesfield, and then
passes 500m from the Site’s southern boundary heading eastward; and the Oxfordshire Way
passes from the west, joining the Wychwood Way to pass 500m south of the site along the
same route.
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Vegetation

6.2.11

The vegetation structure locally comprises hedgerows of varying height and quality. Woodland
type is varied, with some broadleaved, some conifer, and some coppice. Smaller areas and
belts of woodland are predominantly broadleaved.

Local Character

6.2.12

The Site and its immediate context is broadly consistent with the features identified within the
published landscape character assessments at national, county and district level, namely the
productive, medium to large scale farmland predominantly under intensive arable cultivation,
where regular fields predominate, mainly enclosed by hedgerows, with hedgerow trees,
together with some stone walls or post and wire fencing. Settlement pattern contributes to the
rural character.

6.2.13

The Site is fairly homogenous as it is a single field parcel, without any dramatic changes in
topography, though it has a more open and exposed feel to the east away from the settlement
edge.

Visual Baseline

6.2.14

Locally, open views into the Site from the south along Woodstock Road are generally fairly
unrestricted. Although the existing hedgerow allows partial screening, this is seasonal given it is
mainly deciduous, and varies depending upon hedgerow management patterns. The Site is
clearly visible when travelling along Woodstock Road in a south-westerly direction (for some
distance given the relatively flat landform), with partial filtering from existing hedgerow
vegetation. To the south-west of Limbeck Farm (on the north-western edge of Blenheim Great
Park) the view of the Site is predominantly obscured by intervening vegetation. Gaps in the
hedgerow along Farley Lane track would also result in the Site being visible, particularly in
winter.

6.2.15

Further afield, it is possible that the roof line of any development on the Site could be visible
above the existing vegetation on Stonesfield Riding to the north of the village, especially as the
landform rises, as well as from the footpath between Newbarn Farm and Highfield Farm, to the
north-west of Stonesfield.

6.2.16

Further to the south, the new housing development at Charity Farm would obstruct views of the
Site from the Wychwood / Oxfordshire Way footpath to the south of Stonesfield but open views
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are generally unrestricted from the eastern side of Stonesfield Roman Villa Scheduled
Monument and from the Wychwood / Oxfordshire Way footpath (which follows the course of
Akerman Street Roman road) to the north-east of Stonesfield Roman Villa, given the relatively
flat landform and little intervening vegetation.

6.2.17

Views are possible from the B4437, especially to the north of Hill Barn, from the Shakespeare
Way footpath north-west of Limbeck Farm and from the minor road to the north-west of East
End (south of Stonesfield) though distance makes identifying the exact location of the Site
challenging.

6.2.18

A selection of representative viewpoints is appended to this Appraisal, to record the existing
baseline characteristics of the Site, and potential visibility of the Site. The locations of the
viewpoints are identified within Figure 6.2 and illustrative photographs can be found in
Appendix 1.

6.2.19

Photographs ST1-6 are located within and along the boundaries of the Site from PROWs and
lanes within/around the Site, to demonstrate the landscape characteristics and extent of views
within/around the Site.

6.2.20

Photographs ST1-6 demonstrate the potential visibility towards the Site:
x

ST1-2 are close views taken from Farley Lane PRoW / Woodstock Road, at approx. 300mm
west of the Site and demonstrate direct and glimpsed views of the Site.

x

ST3 is a middle- distance view taken from the Oxfordshire Way, east of the Roman Villa
site, in which part of the site is obscured by the Charity Farm development and part would
be potentially visible.

x

ST4-5 are very close views of the site demonstrating its visibility through gaps in the
hedgerows/above the hedgerows

x

ST6 is a distant view looking south towards the site in which the site is potentially visible
above the hedgerows.

6.2.21

The visual appraisal demonstrates that views into the Site are typically fairly limited / possible
due to a combination of topography, the built environment, and vegetation structure.

Summary

6.2.22

The key landscape and visual characteristics of the Site and its wider context can be
summarised as follows:
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x

Arable field, bounded by existing two storey/ one and a half storey development on two
sides, and on the other two by hedgerows.

x

A relatively level landform.

x

Rural Landscape context to the south and east provided by small woodlands and other
hedgerowed fields.

x

It is fairly visually prominent in close/middle distance views from the dense network of
PROWs.

x

There are distinctive views off site looking north towards the large house of North Farm.

Landscape Sensitivities / Constraints and Opportunities

6.2.23

Landscape sensitivities/constraints and opportunities for potential development of the site,
taking into account planning policy context, published landscape character guidance and
observations during the site visits are set out below and are illustrated within Figure 6.3:
x

PROW network: A dense, well used network near to the site with easy linkages to it along
rural lanes.

x

Hedgerow/Woodland structure: This is in mostly moderate/good condition near the site but
with the potential to reinforce/manage those on site.

x

Other Green Infrastructure: There is the potential to create an accessible green space, with
creation of wildflower meadow/ provision of SuDS wetland/ponds habitat.

x

Tranquillity: The site/surrounds show some rural qualities, except Woodstock Road is quite
a busy road which reduces a sense of tranquillity.

x

Settlement pattern: Nearby development on the whole has a relatively low density, rural
pattern except for medium density associated with some of the new developments. The
existing northern edge is quite harsh, mostly unsoftened.

x

AONB landscape characteristics/qualities: Those that are relevant to the site are relatively
few, apart from hedgerows and some distinctive views outwards from the site.

x

Landscape sensitivity to development: Taking account of relevant factors above the site is
considered to have a medium landscape sensitivity.

x

Potential visibility into the Site: This is considered to be medium-high requiring some
substantial structural hedgerow and woodland planting to assist with visual screening of any
development
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Conclusion

6.2.24

Overall the landscape north of Woodstock Road site is considered to be of medium landscape
sensitivity and medium-high visual sensitivity. A few AONB elements/characteristics and
special qualities here could be vulnerable to development but it is not considered that they
would preclude it, subject to an appropriate character, form, density and design.

6.2.25

Taking the above into account it is concluded that a development of approximately 50 homes
could be successfully accommodated on the site, ensuring that development is generally of low
density.

6.2.26

Appropriate mitigation should be developed in accordance with published landscape character
guidelines, design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in
the appraisal. Initial recommendations are:
x

Strengthen all existing hedgerow boundaries with a minimum of c.10m width structure
planting.

x

Retain and manage existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots (secured by S106 legal agreement), or otherwise demonstrate how these will
be retained through developer covenants.

x

Incorporate a large area of semi-natural green space, of approx. 50-100m width including a
woodland block, between the eastern boundary of the site and any development.

x

Vehicular access from Woodstock Road ensuring replacement hedge planting behind
visibility splays.

x

Restrict residential development to 2 storeys (maximum c.8m roof ridge height), taking the
opportunity to include some 1 .5 storey development towards the western boundary of the
site.

x

Design of development to be landscape dominated in accordance with the design
principles/considerations set out in the 2017 Design Guide, Section II, Development and
Context; and with reference to the New Rural Form illustrated in West Oxfordshire Design
Guide (2006).

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local AONB context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.
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6.3

Heritage Appraisal
Site Context

Historical Development of the Landscape

6.3.1

The Site is identified in the Oxfordshire HLC 33 as being ‘Reorganised Enclosure’ - fields
showing signs of modern adaptation through large scale re-organisation of earlier field
boundaries. To the south is an area of Planned Enclosure, to the west, the eastern edge of
Stonesfield is identified as ‘Rural – Village’ and North Farm is identified as ‘Rural-Farmstead’.
The wider area comprises large swaths of ‘Prairie/Amalgamated Enclosure’ and ‘Piecemeal
Enclosure’. These are relatively common patterns of historic landscape types representing the
relatively late evolution of the rural landscape.

Conservation Areas

6.3.2

The south-western part of Stonesfield is covered by a conservation area, approximately 160m
from the western boundary of the Site. No current or recent conservation area appraisal or
management plan exists for Stonesfield.

The following provides a brief overview of the

conservation area based on field observation and secondary source material. The analysis is
proportionate to the likely scale of impact on the conservation area.

6.3.3

The conservation area encompasses the historic core of Stonesfield. The settlement grew up
along the escarpment overlooking a side valley to the Evenlode valley system. The historic
settlement pattern is one of dispersed groups of buildings situated along roads and clustered
near junctions. This probably reflects the historical exploitation of the stone mines and quarries
in the valleys to the west, southwest, south and southeast. The conservation area contains a
number of listed buildings; predominantly late 17th or early 18th century in origin, and with a
13th century church (Grade II*). Many of these buildings are clustered around the crossroads
and the church. Within the area there is a consistent local style of stone walls and limestone
and slate the primary building materials. The historic layout and form of the settlement has
been altered by infill development but its irregular street pattern and historic built form,
including the use of local mined stone for roofing, is still evident and highly characteristic of
the area.

6.3.4

In terms of the setting of the conservation area, the important visual and historic relationships
with the valley complex to the west, southwest, south and southeast survive to a substantial

33

Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project, Oxfordshire County Council, July 2017
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degree. These provide aesthetic and visual linkages to its rural setting but also to its history as a
mining settlement. To the north and east the historic core of the settlement, and hence the
conservation area, has been separated from its wider rural landscape of later enclosed fields by
mid-late 20th century development. This modern development encloses the conservation area
in this direction and, with the rising topography, visually separates it from the landscape to the
east. The modern development also characterises the approaches towards the conservation
area from the east. However the wider rural setting of the settlement is still an aspect of its
character and relates to its historic significance as a historic rural mining and farming
settlement.

Listed Buildings

6.3.5

The nearest Listed Buildings to the Site lie within the Stonesfield Conservation Area, which
includes 11 Listed Buildings, all within 1km of the Site (generally 300 to 600m from the site).
These are Grade II listed, with the exception of the Church of St. James the Great, which has a
Grade II* Listing. Excepting the church, the buildings are all generally characteristic of late
post-medieval vernacular rural building stock. They tend to use local building materials in a
relatively homogenous manner. Their settings are local in nature, relating to the village
environment in which they are situated.

Scheduled Monuments

6.3.6

250m to the south of the Site is the Stonesfield Roman Villa Scheduled Monument. The
monument occupies a distinctive location at the head of a small valley with rising ground to
the north.

The rural nature of the site’s setting has been altered to a degree by modern

development to the north which partially separates it from the allocation site although views
towards the site are still possible.

Heritage Issues and Constraints

6.3.7

The proposed allocation site lies outside of the Stonesfield Conservation Area and does not
contain any designated heritage assets. Modern development to the west and local topography
effectively screens the development site from the conservation area and the listed buildings in
the area. Development to the south and sloping topography also largely separates the Site from
the scheduled roman settlement. The development of the allocation site would not affect any
significant visual relationships to or from the conservation area, listed buildings or scheduled
monument.
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6.3.8

The development of the Site would slightly alter the current rural setting of the conservation
area through a reduction in associated fields to the east. It would also alter approaches to the
conservation area from the east. These are however not significant changes to the setting of the
conservation area.

6.3.9

Overall, the development of the proposed allocation site would not have a significant impact
on the setting of the Stonesfield Conservation Area, the listed buildings in the conservation area
or the scheduled monument to the south. Harm to the historic environment is therefore not a
notable consideration for the potential allocation.
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7.0

LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK

7.1

Description

7.1.1

The Site is a 17ha arable field on the eastern edge of Woodstock. It has residential
development immediately to the west, the A44 Oxford Road to the south, a playing field and
school to the north, and farmland to the east. The Site lies immediately to the east of the
Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site (WHS), and Grade I Registered Historic Park and Garden.

7.2

Landscape Appraisal
Landscape Character Context

7.2.1

A review of the following published Landscape Character Assessment information has been
undertaken to understand the Site’s landscape character context:
x

National Character Areas: Natural England’s National Character Area Profiles 34

x

County Landscape Character Areas: Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study 35

x

District Landscape Character Areas:

36,37

National Character Areas

7.2.2

The Site is predominantly located within NCA 108: Upper Thames Clay Vales. Key
characteristics include:
x

Low-lying clay-based flood plains encircle the Midvale Ridge. Superficial deposits,
including alluvium and gravel terraces, spread over 40 per cent of the area, creating gently
undulating topography. The Upper Jurassic and Cretaceous clays and the wet valley
bottoms give rise to enclosed pasture, contrasting with the more settled, open, arable lands
of the gravel.

x

Woodland cover is low at only about 3 per cent, but hedges, hedgerow trees and field trees
are frequent. Watercourses are often marked by lines of willows.

34

National Character Area Profile: 107. Cotswolds. Natural England 2015; National Character Area Profile: 108. Upper Thames
Clay Vales. Natural England 2015
35
Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study, 2004
36
West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment, 1998
37
Cherwell District Landscape Assessment, Cherwell District Council, 1995
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x

Wet ground conditions and heavy clay soils discourage cultivation in many places, giving
rise to livestock farming. Fields are regular and hedged, except near the Cotswolds, where
there can be stone walls.

x

In the river corridors, grazed pasture dominates, with limited areas of historic wetland
habitats including wet woodland, fen, reedbed and flood meadow. There are also rich and
extensive ditch systems.

x

Gravel extraction has left a legacy of geological exposures, numerous waterbodies and, at
the Cotswolds Water Park, a nationally important complex of marl lakes.

x

Wetland habitat attracts regionally important numbers of birds.

x

Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site, including its Capability Brown landscape, is the finest
of many examples of historic parkland in this NCA. There are many heritage features,
including nationally important survivals of ridge and furrow, Roman roads, deserted
medieval villages and historic bridges.

x

Brick and tile from local clays, timber and thatch are traditional building materials across
the area, combined with limestone near the Cotswolds.

x

Settlement is sparse on flood plains, apart from at river crossings, where there can be large
towns, such as Abingdon. Aylesbury and Bicester are major urban centres, and the outer
suburbs of Oxford and Swindon spread into this NCA. Market towns and villages are strung
along the springlines of the Chilterns and Downs. Major routes include mainline rail,
canals, a network of roads including the M40 and M4 and The Ridgeway and Thames Path
National Trails.

7.2.3

The site is also located partly within NCA 107: Cotswolds. Key characteristics include:
x

Limestone geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has
influenced drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement.

x

Dissected by river valleys.

x

Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while pasture prevails in river
valleys.

x

On the deeper soils and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries.

x

Oak/ash woodlands are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and
mixed plantations are scattered across the open high wold and dip slope.

x

The majority of the principal rivers in the east flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters
of the Thames.

x

Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to
deserted medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War
airfields. The field patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with
fossilised areas of ridge and furrow, and later planned enclosures.
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x

Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages
and drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are
renowned.

x

Parkland, gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope
and broad lowland, such as Blenheim Palace.

Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study (2004)

7.2.4

The Site is located within Landscape Type Landscape Type 4: Estate Farmlands. Key
characteristics include:
x

Medium to large, regularly shaped, hedged fields.

x

Small, geometric plantations and belts of trees.

x

Large country houses set in ornamental parklands.

x

Small estate villages and dispersed farmsteads.

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment

7.2.5

The site is located within the Landscape Character Area 4: Eastern Parks and Valleys and
Landscape

Character

Type

Semi-Enclosed

Limestone

Wolds

(large-scale).

The

key

characteristics of the landscape character type include:
x

Large-scale, smoothly rolling farmland occupying the limestone plateau and dip slope;

x

Land use dominated by intensive arable cultivation with only occasional pasture;

x

Generally large-scale fields with rectilinear boundaries formed by drystone walls and low
hawthorn hedges with occasional trees, typical of later enclosures;

x

Some visual containment provided by large blocks and belts of woodland creating a semienclosed character;

x

Thin, well-drained calcareous soils and sparse natural vegetation cover and a somewhat
impoverished ‘upland’ character;

7.2.6

x

Ash, hazel, field maple etc. conspicuous in hedgerows;

x

Distinctive elevated and expansive character in higher areas, with dominant sky;

x

Moderate inter-visibility.

Immediately to the south of the Site boundary, the Landscape Character Type changes to
Parkland. The key characteristics of the landscape character type include:
x

Formal, designed landscape and grounds surrounding large country houses
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x

Distinctive formal landscape features, including avenues, free standing mature trees in
pasture, clumps and blocks of woodland, exotic tree species, formal structures and
boundary features

x

Planting and landscape character generally unrelated to surrounding areas

x

Distinctively rural, picturesque and pastoral character

x

Mature woodland and tree cover with typically enclosed character

x

Low inter-visibility

Cherwell District Landscape Assessment

7.2.7

The Site lies on the edge of the district, and is immediate character context to the east can be
identified in the Cherwell District Landscape Character Assessment. The Fields to the east fall
within the Lower Cherwell Flood Plain Character Area and Large Scale Open Farmland – R1a
Elevated or Low-lying Arable Farmland with Weak Structure Character Type. This is described
as ‘separated from urban areas by lines of willows and outgrowing hawthorn hedges, which
restrict long views. However, in many places hedges and tree cover is thin and lacks the visual
strength to really provide structure and unity to the landscape.’

Site Landscape Context

Landform and Land Use

7.2.8

As illustrated on Figure 7.1, the Site comprises 2 arable fields situated in a gently undulating
landscape on the eastern edge of Woodstock, with land gradually falling towards the River
Cherwell in the east, Woodstock and Blenheim Palace on slightly higher land to the west, and
the River Glyme and a series of associated lakes beyond that to the west and south. Levels
within the Site range from 94m in the northwest to 88m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) in the
south, with the site generally sloping down to the southeast.

7.2.9

This arable landscape has a predominantly open character due to the presence of intermittent
low to medium height hedgerows as the most commonly occurring field boundary type,
occasional hedgerow trees and tree belts, in combination with scattered small blocks of
woodland.

Settlement Pattern and Access

7.2.10

The Site lies on the eastern edge of Woodstock, with the northern edge of the village of Bladon
400m to the south. The adjacent settlement pattern largely comprises 1 and 2 storey residential
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buildings, with school buildings 200m to the north of the Site. There is a touring caravan park
approximately 150m south of the Site, just within the Blenheim Palace WHS.

7.2.11

The Site is accessed from the A44 Oxford Road in the south and the smaller, Shipton Road in
the north. There is also a track leading to an isolated property and associated outbuildings
within the north-eastern edge of the Site.

7.2.12

There is a public footpath within the Site, along its southwestern edge. National Cycle Network
Route 5 passes through Woodstock, and past the southern boundary of the Site along the A44.
At the southwestern corner of the Site, Shakespeare’s Way, a promoted route, runs from the
south past the Site boundary, and northwest towards Blenheim Park. The Wychwood Way also
lies 1.5km west of the Site, cutting through Blenheim Park. 200m to the north, a bridleway runs
along the edge of the school, joining with a series of other public rights of way. There are
number of other PRoW in the wider countryside and within the adjacent settlements of
Woodstock and Bladon.

Vegetation

7.2.13

The vegetation structure locally comprises hedgerows of varying height and quality with
intermittent hedgerow trees. The landscape is not heavily wooded, but has some small blocks
and belts of woodland. Woodland type is varied, predominantly broadleaved, with some areas
of young trees and occasional blocks of conifer within more extensive woodlands, particularly
to the southwest.

Local Character

7.2.14

The Site and its immediate context is broadly consistent with the features identified within the
published landscape character assessments at national, county and district level, namely the
rolling farmland, predominantly arable, with some degree of visual containment, the result of
some blocks and belts of woodland; with fields defined by hedgerows and some stone walls.
The immediate context of the Site to the south demonstrates features typical of parkland,
including formal landscape features such as avenues and free standing mature trees.

7.2.15

The Site is fairly homogenous as it is two similar field parcels, without any dramatic changes in
topography. It has a more open and exposed feel to the east away from the settlement edge.
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Visual Baseline

7.2.16

Locally, views into the Site are generally fairly restricted. The existing high hedgerow with
hedgerow trees provides some existing screening along the A44 in the south, allowing only
occasional glimpsed views; although the predominantly deciduous nature of the hedge means
that views will increase during the winter months.

7.2.17

Properties backing onto the Site, including those on Plane Tree Way, Flemings Road, Hedge
End and Churchill Gate are likely to have views into the Site depending upon the varied nature
of their back boundaries, some of which contain trees and high hedgerows.

Views will

however be possible from the public footpath that runs along the western edge of the Site
between The Covert and the A44 Oxford Road. Glimpsed views may be possible from the
public footpath within Blenheim Palace WHS that runs past The Cowyards (listed buildings),
directly to the south of the Site.

7.2.18

From the north, it is possible that the roof line of any development would be visible above the
existing vegetation when looking south from Shipton Road, near Marlborough School.
Glimpsed views into the Site are also possible from the corner of Shipton Road at the northeast
corner of the Site.

7.2.19

Further afield, landform would indicate that views may be possible from the public footpath
near Field Barn (to the north of Old Woodstock), though distance and intervening settlement
and vegetation may limit opportunities for views. From the east, opportunities for views are
more limited due to the intervening belts and small blocks of woodland, and hedgerow trees.

7.2.20

A selection of representative viewpoints is appended to this Appraisal, to record the existing
baseline characteristics of the Site, and potential visibility of the Site. The locations of the
viewpoints are identified within Figure 7.2 and illustrative photographs can be found in
Appendix 1.

7.2.21

Photographs EW1-7 are located within and along the boundaries of the Site from PRoWs and
lanes within / around the Site, to demonstrate the landscape characteristics and extent of views
within/around the Site.

7.2.22

Photographs EW1, 2, 5, 6 and 7 demonstrate the potential visibility towards the Site from
outside it:
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x

EW1 is taken from Shipton Road looking south towards the site with a school playing field
in the foreground.

x

EW2 is a glimpsed view taken from Shipton Road looking west into the site with existing
housing visible on the western boundary of the site.

x

EW5 is a close view taken from a PROW in the WHS of Blenheim Park looking north
towards the site, demonstrating parkland tree belts obscure visibility towards the site.

x

EW6 and 7 are close views taken from Oxford Road, demonstrating that existing hedgerows
provide only partial screening, with visibility likely to be greater in winter.

7.2.23

The visual appraisal demonstrates that views into the Site are in part influenced by the existing
vegetation structure/built development but it is likely there would be much less of a
filtering/screening effect in winter.

Summary

7.2.24

The key landscape and visual characteristics of the Site and its wider context can be
summarised as follows:
x

Large arable fields, bounded by tall hedgerows and existing housing development and a
school playing field on two sides.

x

A relatively level landform

x

A very important historic parkland context to the south provided by the World Heritage Site
of Blenheim Palace, although it is physically separated from the WHS by a main road. A
rural landscape context to the south.

x

Views towards Blenheim Palace’s very distinctive parkland landscape of parkland trees and
tree belts are possible looking outwards from the southern part of the site above the
hedgerow on its southern boundary.

x

The character and quality of the site is influenced negatively by the existing development
on the boundaries and the very busy A44.

Landscape Sensitivities / Constraints and Opportunities

7.2.25

Landscape sensitivities/constraints and opportunities for potential development of the site,
taking into account planning policy context, published landscape character guidance and
observations during the site visits are set out below and are illustrated within Figure 7.3:
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x

PROW network: Only one PROW is on the site in its southwest corner which crosses the
A44 to connect with a bridleway in Blenheim Park. There would be considerable potential
to create a new footpath network within any large development on site.

x

Hedgerow/Woodland structure: This is in mostly moderate/good condition near the site but
there is the potential to substantially reinforce/enhance/manage those on site.

x

Other Green Infrastructure: There is the potential to create substantial areas of connected
green space, with creation of wildflower meadow/ provision of SuDS wetland/ponds
habitat.

x

Tranquillity: The site/surrounds to the east show some a few rural qualities further towards
its eastern boundary with existing farmland but overall it is not considered to be tranquil
considering the proximity of an existing busy road and existing urban development.

x

Settlement pattern: Nearby urban development is of low-medium density with some
dispersed settlement in the wider countryside. There is the opportunity to vary the
settlement form/pattern across the site, with a transition from medium to low density
moving eastwards and southwards through the site.

x

Landscape sensitivity to development: Taking account of relevant factors above the site is
considered to have a medium landscape sensitivity.

x

Potential visibility into the Site: This is considered to be overall medium, but medium-high
nearer to the southern boundary along Woodstock Road requiring some substantial
structural hedgerow and woodland planting to assist with visual screening of any
development,

Conclusion

7.2.26

Overall, the landscape associated with the East of Woodstock Road site is considered to be of
medium landscape sensitivity and medium visual sensitivity. The setting of Blenheim Palace
WHS and Registered Park and Garden is discussed separately in the Heritage Appraisal below.

7.2.27

Taking the above into account it is concluded that in landscape and visual terms a
development of approximately 270 homes could be successfully accommodated on the site,
ensuring that development is generally of low density.

7.2.28

Appropriate mitigation should be developed in accordance with published landscape character
guidelines, design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in
the appraisal. Initial recommendations include:
x

Strengthen all existing hedgerow boundaries with a minimum of c.15m width structure
planting except for that along Oxford Road which should be at least c.30m wide allowing
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for woodland structure or large parkland tree planting. All to be provided as advance
planting.
x

Ensure a highway signage design is provided as an integral part of a planning application for
the access, rather than by condition, to encourage a very sensitive approach to be taken.

x

Retain and manage existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots secured by S106 legal agreement, separated from estate access roads by broad
verges 5m width verges.

x

Incorporate substantial areas of semi-natural green space and well- designed SuDS.

x

Restrict residential development to mostly 2 storeys (maximum c.8m roof ridge height), or
2.5 storeys (maximum c.9m roof ridge height), taking the opportunity to include some 1.5
storey development in the southern parts of the Site and towards the eastern boundary of
the Ste.

x

Design of development to be generally landscape dominated in accordance with the design
principles/considerations set out in the 2017 Design Guide, Section II, Development and
Context; but with reference to the New Rural Form illustrated in West Oxfordshire Design
Guide (2006)in the eastern parts of the site and the new Urban form of development
towards the west and north of the site.

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.

7.3

Heritage Appraisal
Site Context

Historical Development of the Landscape

7.3.1

The Site is identified in the Oxfordshire HLC 38 as being ‘Piecemeal Enclosure’ with piecemeal
enclosure of rough ground in the early 19th Century. To the north and west are the edges of
Woodstock, identified as ‘Urban – Town’ and ‘Civil Provision – Educational Facility’ (The
Marlborough Church of England School). To the east is an area of ‘Prairie / Amalgamated
Enclosure’ with an area of ‘Planned Enclosure’ to the north-east. To the south-west (across
Oxford Road) is Blenheim Park, identified as ‘Ornamental-Parkland / Designed Landscape’.

Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site

7.3.2

The Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site (WHS) encompasses the entirety of the
internationally significant Blenheim Palace designed landscape, main house and ancillary

38

Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project, Oxfordshire County Council, July 2017
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buildings. The WHS was inscribed in 1987, it is also a Grade I listed Registered Historic Park
and Garden and the main house is a Grade I Listed buildings. There are a number of Grade I,
II* and II listed buildings in the WHS.

7.3.3

The site represents an outstanding example of a major English noble dwelling and marks a
fundamental shift in English architecture, landscape design and the birth of the English
Romantic Movement. It survives remarkably intact with an exceptional degree of authenticity
and integrity. The designed landscape by Capability Brown is widely acknowledged to be one
of, if not in fact, his finest works.

7.3.4

The Outstanding Universal Value of the WHS is summarised in the 2017 Management plan for
the Site, as follows:

Brief Synthesis
Blenheim Palace, in Oxfordshire, was designed by John Vanbrugh. The English nation
presented the site to John Churchill, first Duke of Marlborough, in recognition of his victory
in 1704 over French and Bavarian troops, a victory which decided the future of the Empire
and, in doing so, made him a figure of international importance. The Palace sits within a
large walled landscape park, the structure by Vanbrugh overlaid by the designs of Lancelot
"Capability" Brown from 1761 onwards.

Adoption of retrospective Statements of Outstanding Universal Value
The design and building of the Palace between 1705 and 1722 represented the beginning of
a new style of architecture and its landscaped Park, designed by Lancelot "Capability"
Brown, is considered "a naturalistic Versailles". In tangible form, Blenheim is an outstanding
example of the work of John Vanbrugh and Nicholas Hawksmoor, two of England's most
notable architects. It represents a unique architectural achievement celebrating the triumph
of the English armies over the French, and the Palace and its associated Park have exerted
great influence on the English Romantic movement which was characterised by the
eclecticism of its inspiration, its return to natural sources and its love of nature.

The original landscape set out by John Vanbrugh, who regulated the course of the River
Glyme, was later modified by Lancelot "Capability" Brown who created two lakes, seen as
one of the greatest examples of naturalistic landscape design. Blenheim Palace was built by
the nation to honour one of its heroes John Churchill, the first Duke of Marlborough, and is
also closely associated with Sir Winston Churchill.
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Criterion (ii):
By their refusal of the French models of classicism, the Palace and Park illustrate the
beginnings of the English Romantic movement, which was characterised by the eclecticism
of its inspiration, its return to national sources and its love of nature. The influence of
Blenheim on the architecture and organisation of space in the 18th and 19th centuries was
greatly felt both in England and abroad.

Criterion (iv):
Built by the nation to honour one of its heroes, Blenheim is, above all, the home of an
English aristocrat, the 1st Duke of Marlborough, who was also Prince of the Germanic Holy
Roman Empire, as we are reminded in the decoration of the Great Drawing Room [the
Saloon] by Louis Laguerre (1719-20). Like the World Heritage properties Residence of
Wurzburg and the Castles of Augustusburg and Falkenlust in Bruh!, Blenheim is typical of
18th century European princely residences.

Integrity
The property is enclosed by an 18th century dry stone wall which defines its extent and
maintains its physical integrity. Within the wall, the layout of the principal buildings remains
unaltered since their construction, and the overall structure of the landscaped park layout
remains largely as set out by Vanbrugh and Brown. The buildings and Park were laid out
over an earlier Roman and medieval landscape, remnants of which are still visible through
the Vanbrugh and Brown landscapes. Changes to the landscape and buildings by their
owners have continued to the present day though these have not detracted from the
Outstanding Universal Value of the property.

The Park contains important veteran trees. Disease and time have caused some loss of
original tree specimens but these have been replanted with the same species where possible
and appropriate. Because of climate change and the greater incidence of drought,
adjustments have to be made to the mix of species used in conserving the park landscape.

The integrity of the property is well protected by its enclosing wall but important visual links
do exist between the gates, the parkland buildings, buildings in the surrounding villages and
landscape, and care needs to be taken to ensure these key visual links are protected.
Authenticity

The overall relationship between the Baroque Palace and its Park is still clearly in place and
the Outstanding Universal Value of the property can be very readily understood despite the
early 20th century changes to the landscape. The form and design of the Palace and Park
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survive well and there is a high degree of survival of fabric and indeed original fittings and
furnishings.

7.3.5

Additionally a suite of seven attributes are identified in that plan to express the OUV of the site,
these are:
x

Attribute 1. It remains the home of the same aristocratic family, the successive Dukes of
Marlborough, for whom it was built.

x

Attribute 2. It still contains the unique early 18th century architecture of the Palace and its
associated assemblage of buildings together with an archive of original survey and building
documentation

x

Attribute 3. It is still set within the early 18th century grand Vanbrugh landscape overlaid by
Lancelot Brown's masterpiece of English Landscape style design, internationally considered
to be the 'English Versailles'.

x

Attribute 4. The surviving special relationship between the important architectural elements
and their landscape setting are an exceptional piece of design and, together are greater than
the sum of their parts.

x

Attribute 5. The UK has by far the greatest concentration of veteran trees in northern Europe
and within High Park, which sits in the south-west section of Blenheim Park, is one of the
finest areas of ancient oak-dominated woodland in the country. It is partially descended
from the ancient Wychwood Forest, a 12th century deer park and an Anglo-Saxon chase.

x

Attribute 6. The gardens and pleasure grounds which surround the Palace were partly
designed by Lancelot Brown in the mid-18th century, and partly by the French landscape
architect Achille Duchene at the start of the 20th century.

x

Attribute 7. The park retains a complete, 18th century enclosing stone wall which protects
its integrity, but views into and out of the site still provide key linkages between Blenheim
Palace and the traditional English countryside and villages surrounding it.

7.3.6

Change in the setting of a WHS that could affect its OUV is a matter of national and
international concern. The 2017 Management for Blenheim Palace includes a detailed analysis
of its setting (Appendix 3 of that document), the management plan also includes a summary
description in the main text and a series of policies regarding the management of change in the
setting of the WHS. These are not repeated verbatim here and the relevant material can be
found here.

7.3.7

Section 5.02 of Appendix 3 of the Management Plan clarifies the relationship between setting
and OUV. It states that:
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“The elements of Blenheim’s OUV (and the attributes which convey it) which the setting most
directly relates to are:
x

The connection with the River Glyme - the management of this river as it runs through the
setting of the WHS directly affects the character, ecological value and water quality of
Lancelot Brown's lakes within the WHS;

x

The links with the much larger and ancient Wychwood Forest area;

x

The value of the boundary wall and plantations which mainly hide the park from outside
views, but also form important woodland elements in the wider landscape;

x

The key visual linkages between Blenheim and its setting - to Bladon church in the south
and from Old Woodstock to the Column of Victory in the east;

x

The character of the setting as traditional English countryside, dotted with picturesque
villages mainly built using a uniform palette of materials.”

7.3.8

Section 2.02 of the WHS Management Plan further states in relation to the site that “The park
at Blenheim Palace is a well-defined and contained landscape which, following the extensive
parkland planting campaigns of the mid-18th and late l 9th century which included enclosing
boundary plantations, has a limited inter-visibility with its wider setting. However, the WHS
stands at the core of an extensive private estate, which has - over the centuries - exerted huge
influence over the character and appearance of the wider landscape, and neighbouring
landowners. Located immediately to the east of Blenheim Palace, the town of Woodstock is
divided by the narrow, shallow valley of the River Glyme with Old Woodstock occupying the
gently rising ground to the north of the river and the new township, reportedly built to house
the followers of the royal court in the late 12th century, located on the southern valley sides and
the level plateau above.” This emphasises the enclosed nature of the WHS and limited visual
relationships with the wider landscape; whilst also reinforcing the functional relationships with
the wider rural landscape and the importance of the generally rural nature of the landscape in
which Blenheim is experienced.

7.3.9

Section 5.04 of Appendix 3 identifies the key issues in relation to the management of setting,
these were identified as:
x

The conversion of significant areas of agricultural land for other purposes, or the large-scale
loss of woodland would detract from the distinctiveness of the setting;

x

Tall developments on the skyline, or large-scale development (particularly those of a nonresidential nature which tend to be bulkier and non-vernacular, for example industrial
development; wind turbines; solar farms; etc.) could detrimentally influence the character
of the adjoining rural areas;
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x

Increased levels of pollution and silt in, the river catchments feed into the WHS and affect
the highly significant Lancelot Brown lakes;

x

Views from the Palace to the rooftops and church spire of Bladon could be lost, reduced or
impacted on;

x

The historic physical, and occasionally glimpsed visual, connection with Woodstock could
be lost or reduced;

x

Development that results in the joining of one village settlement to another could result in
the settlements losing their distinctive nature.

7.3.10

Figure 5 of the Management Plan defines the key elements of the Park’s setting and is included
in Appendix 2 of this report.

7.3.11

In terms of the proposed allocation Site, the following is noted in relation to the Site and its
relationship to the setting of the WHS as described above and in supporting documents.

7.3.12

The allocation site lies almost adjacent to the WHS, just east of the A44 Oxford Road. The
allocation site faces towards the Cowyards, a listed group of buildings within the WHS. The
boundary of the WHS where it faces towards the proposed Site has a reasonable internal
shelterbelt that breaks up views towards the allocation site. The proposed allocation Site has a
weak hedgerow boundary which partially filters views from the A44.

7.3.13

The Site rises from the A44 and is agricultural in nature. The Site does not lie on any identified
view lines from the WHS. The Site essentially contributes in two ways to the setting of the
WHS:
x

Firstly, as an area of open agricultural land it contributes to the wider rural setting of the
WHS i.e. its contribution to the “character of the setting as traditional English countryside”;
and

x

Secondly, its contribution to the rural character of approaches towards Blenheim from the
south along the A44.

Conservation Areas

7.3.14

The western side and parts of the north-western part of Woodstock are covered by a
conservation area.

The Site lies outside of the conservation area.

appraisal or management plan exists.

No conservation area

The following briefly describes the character and

significance of the conservation area with an emphasis on understanding the aspects that may
be affected by the proposed allocation.
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7.3.15

The Woodstock Conservation Area includes the historic core of New Woodstock including
Oxford Street, the High Street, Market Street, Park Street, Park Lane and Rectory Lane, along
which much of the historic development occurred; and the linear settlement of Old Woodstock
to the north. New Woodstock is largely a medieval foundation and many of its buildings date
from 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. These include c. 166 Listed Buildings; predominantly 18th
century in origin with a few early 17th century (examples including Ye Anciente House and the
Post Office), a late 12th century church and the late 13th century Manor Farmhouse in Old
Woodstock. Many of these buildings are clustered around High Street, Market Street, Oxford
Street, Park Street and Park Lane which form the heart of the conservation area.

7.3.16

The New Woodstock area has a highly distinctive and well defined historic core arranged
around the main road network. Old Woodstock is more linear in nature running up a steep hill
from the River Glyme. The historic buildings across Woodstock utilise a cohesive palette of
materials including dressed and coursed limestone walls and slate roofs. They tend to be 1.5 or
2 storey in height. Areas of modern infill have occurred within and close to the historic core
and there have been substantial areas of modern urban extension to the east of New
Woodstock, stretching up to Hensington. These link to smaller areas of modern suburban and
commercial development further north which border Old Woodstock.

7.3.17

The Site lies east of the modern urban extensions to New Woodstock and plays no significant
role in the setting of the Woodstock Conservation Area being separated from it by extensive
areas of modern development.

Listed Buildings

7.3.18

The nearest listed building to the Site lies within the Blenheim Palace WHS, 145m to the southwest (over Oxford Road). It is The Cowyard and Cowyards Cottage, farm buildings from
c.1860. As described above the proposed allocation site lies across the A44 from the building
complex and is partially screened from it by intervening vegetation. The complex was not
designed to have views towards the Site and the Site makes only a partial contribution to the
setting of the listed building through its rural agricultural character.

7.3.19

The Woodstock Conservation Area includes 166 Listed Buildings, predominantly within 1km of
the Site. These are Grade II listed, with the exception of the Woodstock Gate (Grade I),
formerly listed as Triumphal Arch, built 1723, Nicholas Hawksmoor and 7 Grade II* Listed
Buildings. The Site plays no role in their setting.
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Registered Historic Parks and Gardens

7.3.20

The Blenheim Palace Registered Historic Park and Garden (Grade I Listed) lies less than 20m to
the south-west of the Site across Oxford Road, it is part of the Blenheim Palace WHS.

7.3.21

The proposed allocation site’s relationship to the setting of the Registered Park and Garden is
contiguous with that of the WHS, please see above.

Scheduled Monuments

7.3.22

Less than 25m to the east of the Site is Blenheim Villa Scheduled Monument, a Roman villa
and associated field system. This below ground monument’s setting is related to its
relationships with the local topography, open rural landscape and relationships to other
archaeological remains of similar periods. The primary significance of the monument lies in its
evidential value in what it can tell us, through analysis, about the Romano-British period of UK
history. Its setting makes a limited contribution to its significance.

Heritage Issues and Constraints

7.3.23

Development of the Site would not have an impact of note on the setting of the Woodstock
Conservation Area or any of the listed buildings within the conservation area. It could however
affect the setting of the Blenheim Palace WHS and Registered Historic Park and Garden, the
setting of the listed Cowyard buildings and the setting of the Blenheim Villa Scheduled
Monument. These potential issues are discussed below.

7.3.24

In relation to the Blenheim Villa Scheduled Monument, development of the Site could
significantly change the open rural character of the monument’s setting, this would have only a
limited impact on the significance of the asset given the limited contribution the setting of the
asset makes to its significance. This is not considered to be a major issue for the allocation of
the Site.

7.3.25

With the Cowyard listed buildings the issue is predominantly one of potential visibility and
visual encroachment into their rural / parkland setting. The intervening vegetation between the
complex and allocation site should reduce the risk of significant visual intrusion, but it is
recommended that should development be promoted on the Site then significant additional
planting should be included along the frontage with the A44 to minimise potential visual
issues; this would also help reduce visual impacts on the setting of the Registered Historic Park
and Garden / WHS.
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7.3.26

In terms of the potential impact on the WHS and hence Registered Historic Park and Garden
the development of the Site has the potential to notably alter the wider rural setting of the WHS
and to affect the approach along the A44. At 17ha the Site is a substantial allocation and
development of the Site in total would represent a significant encroachment into the rural
setting of the WHS / Registered Park and Garden, assuming densities in the order of 30 units/ha
total development would be c. 510 units. The proposed allocation of 300 homes would still
result in a significant new development in the Site. The risk to the setting of the WHS is further
exacerbated by potential cumulative / combined impacts associated with the tXP other
allocation sites around Woodstock (see Section 10 below).

7.3.27

To address the potential risk it is recommended that the overall scale of the Site is reduced and
/ or a reduced capacity is allocated for the Site as this would reduce the loss of rural landscape
and reduce potential impacts on the WHS and its OUV.

7.3.28

It is recommended that the focus for any future development should be in the northern part of
the allocation Site i.e. away from the A44 and WHS. This would need to be accompanied by
an appropriate landscaping scheme to reduce visual intrusion. This approach would leave a
rural buffer alongside this part of the WHS reducing perceptions of encroachment into its rural
setting.
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8.0

LAND NORTH OF HILL RISE, WOODSTOCK

8.1

Description

8.1.1

The Site is a 10.23ha arable field on the northern edge of Woodstock. It has arable fields to the
north, east and south east. The north westernmost edge of the Site lies adjacent to the Blenheim
Palace World Heritage Site (WHS), and Grade I Registered Historic Park and Garden.

8.2

Landscape Appraisal
Landscape Character Context

8.2.1

A review of the following published Landscape Character Assessment information has been
undertaken to understand the Site’s landscape character context:
x

National Character Areas: Natural England’s National Character Area Profiles 39

x

County Landscape Character Areas: Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study 40

x

District Landscape Character Areas:

41

National Character Areas

8.2.2

The site is also located within NCA 107: Cotswolds. Key characteristics include:
x

Limestone geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has
influenced drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement.

x

Dissected by river valleys.

x

Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while pasture prevails in river
valleys.

x

On the deeper soils and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries.

x

Oak/ash woodlands are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and
mixed plantations are scattered across the open high wold and dip slope.

x

The majority of the principal rivers in the east flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters
of the Thames.

x

Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to
deserted medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War

39

National Character Area Profile: 107. Cotswolds. Natural England 2015
Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study, 2004
41
West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment, 1998
75
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airfields. The field patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with
fossilised areas of ridge and furrow, and later planned enclosures.
x

Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages
and drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are
renowned.

x

Parkland, gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope
and broad lowland, such as Blenheim Palace.

Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study (2004)

8.2.3

8.2.4

The Site is located within Landscape Type 19: Wooded Estatelands. Key characteristics include:
x

Rolling topography with localised steep slopes.

x

Large blocks of ancient woodland and mixed plantations of variable sizes.

x

Large parklands and mansion houses.

x

A regularly shaped field pattern dominated by arable fields.

x

Small villages with strong vernacular character.

Immediately adjacent to the Site’s western boundary, the Landscape Type changes to
Landscape Type 24: Wooded Pasture Valleys and Slopes. Key characteristics include:
x

Steep sided valleys and slopes.

x

Large, interlocking blocks of ancient and plantation woodland.

x

Small pasture fields with localised unimproved grassland.

x

Tall, thick hedges and densely scattered hedgerow trees.

x

Small, intact villages and hamlets.

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment

8.2.5

The site is located within the Landscape Character Area 4: Eastern Parks and Valleys and
Landscape Character Type Open Limestone Wolds. The key characteristics of the landscape
character type include:
x

Large-scale, smoothly rolling farmland occupying the limestone plateau and dip slope

x

Typically large or very large fields, with rectilinear pattern of dry-stone walls (typical of later
enclosures and often in poor condition) and weak hedgerows, with frequent gaps and very
few trees

x

Productive farmland predominantly under intensive arable cultivation
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x

Thin, well-drained calcareous soils and sparse natural vegetation cover and somewhat
impoverished ‘upland’ character

x

Very open and exposed character

x

Distinctive elevated and expansive character in higher areas, with dominant sky and
sweeping views across surrounding areas

x

8.2.6

High inter-visibility

Immediately to the west of the Site boundary, the Landscape Character Type changes to
Parkland. The key characteristics of the landscape character type include:
x

Formal, designed landscape and grounds surrounding large country houses

x

Distinctive formal landscape features, including avenues, free standing mature trees in
pasture, clumps and blocks of woodland, exotic tree species, formal structures and
boundary features

x

Planting and landscape character generally unrelated to surrounding areas

x

Distinctively rural, picturesque and pastoral character

x

Mature woodland and tree cover with typically enclosed character

x

Low inter-visibility

Site Landscape Context

Landform and Land Use

8.2.7

As illustrated on Figure 8.1, the Site comprises arable fields situated in a gently undulating
landscape on the northern edge of Woodstock, with land gradually falling in the direction of
the River Glyme in the east, and into a small dry valley to the west. To the south, the River
Glyme and a series of lakes associated with Blenheim Park are on lower lying land, with
Woodstock, and parts of Blenheim Park on higher ground.

8.2.8

Levels within the Site range from 103m in the west to 94m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) in
the east, with the site generally sloping down to the east.

8.2.9

The arable landscape has a predominantly open character due to the presence of intermittent
low to medium height hedgerows as the most commonly occurring field boundary type,
occasional hedgerow trees and tree belts, in combination with scattered small blocks of
woodland.
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Settlement Pattern and Access

8.2.10

The Site lies on the northern edge of Woodstock. The adjacent settlement pattern largely
comprises 1 and 2 storey residential buildings.

8.2.11

The Site is accessed from the A44 Manor Road in the west, and through the residential area to
the south, via Rosamund Drive.

8.2.12

There is a public footpath within the Site, between Rosamund Drive and Field Barn to the
north. National Cycle Network Route 5 passes through Woodstock, approximately 400m from
the Site along Green Lane, which is also a public bridleway. The Wychwood Way and
Shakespeare’s Way promoted routes run through Blenheim Park, at the nearest point
approximately 400m to the southwest. The Oxfordshire Way promoted route also lies 700m
north of the Site, following the line of the Roman Road. There are number of other PRoW in the
wider countryside and within the adjacent settlement of Woodstock.

Vegetation

8.2.13

The vegetation structure locally comprises hedgerows of varying height and quality with
intermittent hedgerow trees. The landscape is not heavily wooded, but has some blocks and
belts of woodland, particularly in the valley to the east of the Site. Woodland type is varied,
predominantly broadleaved, with some areas of young trees and occasional blocks of conifer
within more extensive woodlands, particularly to the west in Blenheim Park.

Local Character

8.2.14

The Site and its immediate context is broadly consistent with the features identified within the
published landscape character assessments at national, county and district level, namely the
large scale rolling farmland, predominantly arable, with some dry-stone walls and weak
hedgerows, with frequent gaps and few hedgerow trees. The character feels fairly open and
exposed. The immediate context of the Site to the west demonstrates features typical of
parkland, including formal landscape features such as avenues and free standing mature trees.

8.2.15

The Site is fairly homogenous as it is a single field parcel, without any dramatic changes in
topography. It has a more open and exposed feel to the north away from the settlement edge
and where the field boundary is thinner.
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Visual Baseline

8.2.16

Locally, views into the Site are possible from the footpath which runs through the centre of the
Site. The existing hedgerows provide screening along the A44 in the west, allowing only
occasional glimpsed views; although the predominantly deciduous nature of the hedge makes
it likely that opportunity for views will increase during the winter months. Properties backing
onto the Site, including those on the eastern side of Hill Rise and northern side of Vanbrugh
Close are likely to have views into the Site. Views will also be possible from the recreation
ground just within the southern boundary of the Site.

8.2.17

Glimpsed views may be possible from higher ground within Blenheim Palace WHS to the west,
but intervening vegetation and the existing properties on Hill Rise are likely to provide effective
screening. From the north, views will be possible from further north on the public footpath that
runs through the Site, and also from the Oxfordshire Way/Wychwood Way promoted route.

8.2.18

A selection of representative viewpoints is appended to this Appraisal, to record the existing
baseline characteristics of the Site, and potential visibility of the Site. The locations of the
viewpoints are identified within Figure 8.2 and illustrative photographs can be found in
Appendix 1.

8.2.19

Photographs HRW1-4 are located within and along the boundaries of the Site from PRoWs and
lanes within / around the Site, to demonstrate the landscape characteristics and extent of views
within / around the Site.

8.2.20

Photographs HRW1-4 demonstrate the potential visibility towards the Site:x

HRW1 is taken from the A44 looking south east towards the site and demonstrating
visibility above roadside hedgerows.

x

HRW2 is taken from the PROW that crosses the site looking south towards the historic core
of Woodstock and Blenheim Palace with existing modern development in the foreground
(high visibility of the arable farmland of the site)

x

HRW3 is taken from the PROW that crosses the site looking north (high visibility of the
arable farmland of the site).

x

HRW4 is a middle distance view taken from the PROW near Field Barn looking south
towards the site, demonstrating visual screening by a tree belt but potentially greater
visibility in winter.
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8.2.21

The visual appraisal demonstrates that views into the Site are in part influenced by the existing
vegetation structure but it is likely there would be much less of a filtering / screening effect in
winter.

Summary

8.2.22

The key landscape and visual characteristics of the Site and its wider context can be
summarised as follows:
x

Large arable fields, bounded by tall hedgerows and existing housing development and a
school playing field on two sides.

x

A gently undulating to flat landform.

x

A very important historic parkland context to the west provided by the World Heritage Site
of Blenheim Palace, although the site is physically separated from the WHS by a main road
and the housing along Hill Rise.

x

A rural landscape context to the east and north with modern development of the town of
Woodstock to the south and west.

x

Views towards Blenheim Palace’s very distinctive parkland landscape of parkland trees and
tree belts are possible looking outwards from the western, southern and central parts of the
site above the hedgerows, as well as there being a distinctive view of the landmark
Woodstock parish church tower in the south of the site.

x

The character and quality of the site is influenced somewhat negatively by the existing
development on the boundaries and the very busy A44.

Landscape Sensitivities / Constraints and Opportunities

8.2.23

Landscape sensitivities/constraints and opportunities for potential development of the site,
taking into account planning policy context, published landscape character guidance and
observations during the site visits are set out below and are illustrated within Figure 8.3:
x

PROW network: One PROW crosses the central part connecting northwards to Stratford
Lane bridleway with the potential to enhance footpath linkages on the site in association
with new development.

x

Hedgerow/Woodland structure: This is in mostly moderate/good condition but with the
potential to substantially reinforce/enhance/manage those on site.

x

Other Green Infrastructure: There is the potential to create substantial areas of connected
green space, with creation of wildflower meadow/ provision of SuDS wetland/ponds
habitat.
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x

Tranquillity: The site/surrounds to the north show a few rural qualities. However overall it is
not considered to be tranquil considering the proximity of an existing busy road and
existing urban development.

x

Settlement pattern: Nearby urban development is of low-medium density with some
dispersed settlement in the wider countryside. There is the opportunity to vary the
settlement form/pattern across the site, with a transition from medium to low density
moving northwards and westwards through the site.

x

Landscape sensitivity to development: Taking account of relevant factors above the site is
considered to have a medium landscape sensitivity.

x

Potential visibility into the Site: This is considered to be overall medium-high.

Conclusion

8.2.24

Overall the landscape associated with the Land North of Hill Rise Site is considered to be of
medium landscape sensitivity and medium-high visual sensitivity. The setting of the Blenheim
Palace WHS is discussed separately below.

8.2.25

Taking the above into account it is concluded that a development of approximately 120 homes
could be successfully accommodated on the site, ensuring that development is generally of low
density.

8.2.26

Appropriate mitigation should be developed in accordance with published landscape character
guidelines, design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in
the appraisal. Initial recommendations include:
x

Strengthen all existing hedgerow boundaries with a minimum of c.15m width structure
planting except for that along the A44 which should be at least c.30m wide allowing for
woodland structure or large parkland tree planting. All to be provided as advance planting.

x

Vehicular access from the A44 ensuring there is sufficient space to plant large parkland
trees around the junction without this being restricted/prevented by highway visibility
considerations.

x

Ensure a highway signage design is provided as an integral part of a planning application for
the access, rather than by condition, to encourage a very sensitive approach to be taken.

x

Retain and manage existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots secured by S106 legal agreement, separated from estate access roads by broad
5m width verges.

x

Incorporate substantial areas of semi-natural green space and well- designed SuDS.
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x

Retain selected views eastwards to the wider countryside, southwards to Woodstock Parish
Church tower and westwards to Blenheim Park avoiding development in identified view
cones.

x

Restrict residential development to mostly 2 storeys (maximum c.8m roof ridge height), or
2.5 storeys (maximum c.9m roof ridge height), taking the opportunity to include some 1.5
storey development towards the eastern boundary of the site.

x

Design of development to be landscape dominated in accordance with the design
principles/considerations set out in the 2017 Design Guide, Section II, Development and
Context; and with reference to the New Rural Form illustrated in West Oxfordshire Design
Guide (2006) towards the eastern and northern boundaries and to the new Urban form of
development towards the south of the site.

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.

8.3

Heritage Appraisal
Site Context

Historical Development of the Landscape

8.3.1

The Site is identified in the Oxfordshire HLC 42 as being ‘Prairie / Amalgamated Enclosure’. To
the south are the outer edges of Woodstock, being a housing estate north of Old Woodstock
created in the 20th Century, identified as ‘Urban – Town’. To the west is the ‘Ornamental
Parkland / Designed Landscape’ of Blenheim Park. To the east is an area of land identified as
‘Piecemeal Enclosure’, a small area of fields subdivided in the 19th Century.

Blenheim World Heritage Site and Registered Park and Garden

8.3.2

Background information on the Blenheim World Heritage Site and Registered Park and Garden
is provided in Section 7.3 of this report and is not repeated here for brevity.

8.3.3

The proposed allocation site lies just east of the WHS and is mainly behind (when viewed from
the WHS) a band of relatively modern development that flanks the main road. The boundary
wall around the WHS, the shelter belt planting and intervening built form all mean that the
proposed allocation site is visually screened from the WHS. Additionally, the Site does not lie
on any identified views to and from the WHS / Registered Park and Garden.

42

Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project, Oxfordshire County Council, July 2017
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Woodstock Conservation Areas

8.3.4

Background information on the Woodstock Conservation Area can be found in Section 7.3.

8.3.5

The Site lies outside of the Woodstock Conservation Area and is visually separated from the
Old Woodstock portion of the conservation area band of relatively modern development. The
New Woodstock conservation area lies across the river valley and is largely visual separated
from it by modern development, although the eastern portion of the Site where it moves onto
the river valley slopes has the potential to seen from locations within the conservation area.
The Site does feature in views from the north towards the conservation area. Overall, it is not a
significant component of the Woodstock Conservation Area’s setting, but it does provide some
rural context for the area and the slopes of the river valley are sensitive in terms of defining the
setting of the town.

Listed Buildings

8.3.6

Information on listed buildings can be found in Section 7.3.

8.3.7

The nearest listed building to the Site lies within the Old Woodstock part of the Conservation
Area, 70m to the west, this being 118-124 Manor Road, an early 18th Century house, now four
dwellings. The asset’s setting primarily relates to the road frontage and local streetscape and it
is visually separated from the allocation site by a band of modern development.

Scheduled Monuments

8.3.8

900m to the north-east of the Site is the Rectangular Earthwork, Hensington Scheduled
Monument. 43 A Roman villa is also recorded as a Scheduled Monument c.1.2km to the northeast of the Site near Sansom’s Farm. 44 There are also several Scheduled Monuments within
Blenheim Park including a Bowl Barrow 350m south-west of Furze Platt Farm, a section of the
north Oxfordshire Grim’s Ditch and a section of Akeman Street Roman road immediately
south-east of North Lodge – these being c.1-1.2km to the north-west of the Site. The Site forms
a distant element of the rural setting of the scheduled monuments to the northeast but is not a
significant element of their setting.

43

Historic England List Entry: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1006357
Historic England List Entry: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1006346
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Heritage Issues and Constraints

8.3.9

Development of the Site would not have a significant impact on the setting of the listed
building at 118-124 Manor Road as it would be visually separated from the building and the
building’s setting is focussed on the local streetscape away from the Site.

8.3.10

In relation to the scheduled monuments the development of the Site could affect their wider
rural setting but only to a limited degree.

8.3.11

The key issue in relation to the Site relates to its potential impact on the rural character and
nature of the setting of the WHS and Registered Park and Garden. Although the Site is screened
from the WHS and Registered Park and Garden the development of the Site still has the
potential to alter the wider rural setting of the WHS.

8.3.12

In this context the relationship of the allocation site to the River Glyme is also of note. The
eastern boundary of the Site extends down slope into the upper sides of the River Glyme valley.
The river is an important element of the WHS’s setting in both functional and character terms.
Maintaining a degree of separation between the proposed allocation site and the river valley is
therefore advantageous in this regard.

8.3.13

At c. 10ha the Site is a large allocation and development of the Site in total would represent a
notable encroachment into the rural setting of the WHS / Registered Park and Garden,
assuming densities in the order of 30 units/ha total development would be c. 300 units. This
risk is further exacerbated by potential cumulative / combined impacts associated with the
tXP other allocation sites around Woodstock (see Section 10 below).

8.3.14

The visual separation of the Site from the WHS reduces the risks associated with future
development in terms of impact on the WHS and Registered Park and Garden. There are
however a number of measures, in addition to landscape design mitigation measures, that
could be taken to reduce risks further and also help address potential cumulative / combined
impacts, these include:
x

Ensuring development heights remain at or below 2 storeys to reduce visual presence and
ensure that development does not emerge over the top of existing development to the west.

x

Ensuring that built development on the site is restricted in its geographical extent and scale
to lessen the overall change to the rural character of the setting of the WHS. This could
include:
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-

keeping development back from the eastern boundaries of the allocation site and hence
away from the upper sides of the river valley, which would also address other identified
issues; and

-

ensuring that the northern part of the site where it joins the main road remains
undeveloped to reduce perception of urbanisation.
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9.0

LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK

9.1

Description

9.1.1

The Site is a 16.9ha group of 3 fields on the northern edge of Woodstock. It has residential
development immediately to the south, and the Banbury Road forms the eastern and
southeastern edge of the Site. To the west, it is bounded by Green, Lane, a narrow road which
leads to the sewage works, and to the north is open arable farmland. The site has been divided
into 3 parcels – A, B and C as illustrated in Figure 9.1.

9.2

Landscape Appraisal
Landscape Character Context

9.2.1

A review of the following published Landscape Character Assessment information has been
undertaken to understand the Site’s landscape character context:
x

National Character Areas: Natural England’s National Character Area Profiles 45

x

County Landscape Character Areas: Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study 46

x

District Landscape Character Areas:

47

National Character Areas

9.2.2

The Site is located within NCA 107: Cotswolds. Key characteristics include:
x

Limestone geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has
influenced drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement.

x

Dissected by river valleys.

x

Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while pasture prevails in river
valleys.

x

On the deeper soils and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries.

x

Oak/ash woodlands are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and
mixed plantations are scattered across the open high wold and dip slope.

45

National Character Area Profile: 107. Cotswolds. Natural England 2015
Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study, 2004
47
West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment, 1998
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x

The majority of the principal rivers in the east flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters
of the Thames.

x

Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to
deserted medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War
airfields. The field patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with
fossilised areas of ridge and furrow, and later planned enclosures.

x

Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages
and drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are
renowned.

x

Parkland, gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope
and broad lowland, such as Blenheim Palace.

Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study (2004)

9.2.3

The Site is located within Landscape Type Landscape Type 4: Estate Farmlands. Key
characteristics include:

9.2.4

x

Medium to large, regularly shaped, hedged fields.

x

Small, geometric plantations and belts of trees.

x

Large country houses set in ornamental parklands.

x

Small estate villages and dispersed farmsteads.

Immediately adjacent to the Site’s western boundary, the Landscape Type changes to
Landscape Type 24: Wooded Pasture Valleys and Slopes. Key characteristics include:
x

Steep sided valleys and slopes.

x

Large, interlocking blocks of ancient and plantation woodland.

x

Small pasture fields with localised unimproved grassland.

x

Tall, thick hedges and densely scattered hedgerow trees.

x

Small, intact villages and hamlets.

West Oxfordshire Landscape Assessment

9.2.5

The western part of the Site is located within the Landscape Character Area 4: Eastern Parks
and Valleys and Landscape Character Type Open Limestone Wolds. The key characteristics of
the landscape character type include:
x

Large-scale, smoothly rolling farmland occupying the limestone plateau and dip slope
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x

Typically large or very large fields, with rectilinear pattern of dry-stone walls (typical of later
enclosures and often in poor condition) and weak hedgerows, with frequent gaps and very
few trees

x

Productive farmland predominantly under intensive arable cultivation

x

Thin, well-drained calcareous soils and sparse natural vegetation cover and somewhat
impoverished ‘upland’ character

x

Very open and exposed character

x

Distinctive elevated and expansive character in higher areas, with dominant sky and
sweeping views across surrounding areas

x

9.2.6

High inter-visibility

The eastern part of the Site is located within Landscape Character Area 4: Eastern Parks and
Valleys and the Landscape Character Type Semi-Enclosed Limestone Wolds (large-scale). The
key characteristics of the landscape character type include:
x

Large-scale, smoothly rolling farmland occupying the limestone plateau and dip slope;

x

Land use dominated by intensive arable cultivation with only occasional pasture;

x

Generally large-scale fields with rectilinear boundaries formed by drystone walls and low
hawthorn hedges with occasional trees, typical of later enclosures;

x

Some visual containment provided by large blocks and belts of woodland creating a semienclosed character;

x

Thin, well-drained calcareous soils and sparse natural vegetation cover and a somewhat
impoverished ‘upland’ character;

x

Ash, hazel, field maple etc. conspicuous in hedgerows;

x

Distinctive elevated and expansive character in higher areas, with dominant sky;

x

Moderate inter-visibility.

Site Landscape Context

Landform and Land Use

9.2.7

As illustrated on Figure 9.1, the Site comprises 3 fields, one of which is pasture/scrub and two
of which are arable, situated in a gently undulating landscape on the northern edge of
Woodstock, with land gradually falling towards the River Cherwell in the east, Woodstock and
Blenheim Palace on slightly higher land to the southwest, and the River Glyme and a series of
associated lakes beyond that to the west and south. Levels within the Site range from 97m in
the northeast to 80m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) in the west, with the Site generally
sloping down to the west.
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9.2.8

This arable landscape has a predominantly open character due to the presence of intermittent
low to medium height hedgerows as the most commonly occurring field boundary type,
occasional hedgerow trees and tree belts, in combination with scattered small blocks of
woodland.

Settlement Pattern and Access

9.2.9

The Site lies on the northern edge of Woodstock. The adjacent settlement pattern largely
comprises 1 and 2 storey residential buildings (some in use as office space), with a number of
larger commercial/business buildings to the west of the Site on Green Lane. To the north west
of the Site, a cemetery lies adjacent to the Site boundary. Approximately 250m to the north of
the Site is a sewage works. The edge of the Woodstock Conservation Area lies approximately
180m to the southwest of the Site.

9.2.10

The Site is accessed from Banbury Road in the east and the smaller, Green Lane in the west.

9.2.11

There is a public footpath within the Site, running in a north easterly direction through the
middle of the westernmost field. National Cycle Network Route 5 runs through Woodstock,
and passes along the Site’s western boundary on Green Lane. To the south and southwest of
the Site, Shakespeare’s Way, a promoted route, passes through Blenheim Park and along the
A44, about 500m away at its closest point.

The Wychwood Way also passes through

Blenheim Park to the west. A public footpath also heads east from the south-eastern corner of
the Site, joining a bridleway 200m away. There are number of other PRoW in the wider
countryside and within the adjacent settlement of Woodstock.

Vegetation

9.2.12

The vegetation structure locally comprises hedgerows of varying height and quality with
intermittent hedgerow trees. The landscape is not heavily wooded, but has some blocks and
belts of woodland, particularly in the valley to the west of the Site. Woodland type is varied,
predominantly broadleaved, with some areas of young trees and occasional blocks of conifer
within more extensive woodlands, particularly to the west in Blenheim Park.

Local Character

9.2.13

The Site and its immediate context is broadly consistent with the features identified within the
published landscape character assessments at national, county and district level, namely the
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large scale rolling farmland, predominantly arable, dry-stone walls and hedgerows, with some
hedgerow trees. The character feels fairly open and exposed.

9.2.14

The Site varies across its area, with the southernmost field of scrub/pasture having a closer
relationship to the settlement and feeling less exposed, and a more open and exposed feel to
the north away from the settlement edge and where the field boundaries are thinner.

Visual Baseline

9.2.15

Locally, views into the Site are possible from Banbury Road, from the public footpath crossing
the Site, and from Green Lane and its associated public bridleway in the west. Views will also
be possible from properties backing onto the Site, including those on the north side of Banbury
Road, Kerwood Close and the eastern side of Green Lane.

9.2.16

From the north, the Site is visible from the public footpath which runs between the Site and
Banbury Road, as the ground level rises slightly to the north. From further afield, views are also
possible from locations further north on Banbury Road, and from the public footpath near Field
Barn (to the north of Old Woodstock), though distance and intervening settlement and
vegetation may limit opportunities for views.

9.2.17

From the east, opportunities for views are more limited due to the intervening belts and small
blocks of woodland, and hedgerow trees.

9.2.18

A selection of representative viewpoints is appended to this Appraisal, to record the existing
baseline characteristics of the Site, and potential visibility of the Site. The locations of the
viewpoints are identified within Figure 9.2 and illustrative photographs can be found in
Appendix 1.

9.2.19

Photographs BRW1-5 are located within and along the boundaries of the Site from PRoWs and
lanes within / around the Site, to demonstrate the landscape characteristics and extent of views
within/around the Site.

9.2.20

Photographs BRW1-5 demonstrate the potential visibility towards the Site:
x

BRW1 is taken from the PROW looking south west towards the Site demonstrating its high
visibility with the historic core of Woodstock seen in the distance.

x

BRW2 is taken from Banbury Road looking west, a close view of the Site.
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x

BRW3 and 4 are taken from the PROW within the Site demonstrating a close view looking
south-south-west towards the historic core of Woodstock and north-east into open
countryside.

x

BRW5 is taken from within the site looking west towards the Column of Victory in the WHS
of Blenheim Park, demonstrating how the foreground of the view has been marred by
incongruous industrial development.

9.2.21

The visual appraisal demonstrates that views into the Site are typically fairly limited / possible
due to a combination of topography, the built environment, and vegetation structure.

Summary

9.2.22

The key landscape and visual characteristics of the Site and its wider context can be
summarised as follows:
x

Mix of small pasture fields and large arable fields, bounded by hedgerows and existing
housing development.

x

A gently undulating landform rising northwards away from the existing settlement edge.

x

A rural landscape context to the north with historic and modern development of the town of
Woodstock to the south and west.

x

Some views westwards towards Blenheim Palace’s parkland landscape and the landmark
Column of Victory but these have been intruded on/comprised by some incongruous
industrial/infrastructure development.

x

There is an important view from the public footpath looking southwest towards the historic
core of Woodstock, the parish church tower, also with Blenheim Palace and parkland trees
visible.

x

The south west corner of the Site contributes positively to the landscape setting of the
historic core of the town.

Landscape Sensitivities / Constraints and Opportunities

9.2.23

Landscape sensitivities/constraints and opportunities for potential development of the site,
taking into account planning policy context, published landscape character guidance and
observations during the site visits are set out below and are illustrated within Figure 9.3:
x

PROW network- One PROW crosses the middle of the western part of the site connecting
to a bridleway in the south west corner of the site.
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x

Hedgerows: These are mostly in moderate condition but with the potential to substantially
reinforce/enhance/manage those on site. There is also significant potential to provide new
boundary hedgerows together with woodland structure planting to create a future defensible
boundary in the currently very open landscape on the section of the northern boundary that
is aligned with existing power lines.

x

Other Green Infrastructure: -There is the potential to create connected green space, with
creation of wildflower meadow/ provision of SuDS wetland/ponds habitat.

x

Tranquillity The site/surrounds to the north show a few rural qualities. However overall it is
not considered to be tranquil, considering the proximity offsite of an existing intrusive
sewage works, an incongruous industrial facility, mobile phone masts, as well as power
lines crossing the site.

x

Settlement pattern: Nearby urban development is of low-medium density, with some
dispersed settlement further to the northwest in the wider countryside. There is the
opportunity to vary the settlement form/pattern across the site, with a transition from
medium to low density moving northwards through the site.

x

Landscape sensitivity to development: Taking account of relevant factors above the site is
considered to have a medium landscape sensitivity except for the southwest corner which is
considered to be medium-high (i.e. Parcel A).

x

Potential visibility into the Site: This is considered to be overall high taking account of the
openness of the landscape.

Conclusion

9.2.24

Overall, the landscape associated with the north of Banbury Road site is considered to be of
medium landscape sensitivity, except in the south west corner where it is medium-high. Visual
sensitivity is high overall. The valuable contribution of the southwest part of the site (in Parcel
A) to the landscape setting of the historic core of the town means that very careful
consideration needs to be given to whether it is appropriate to develop this area and the
extent/siting of any built form as well the character, form, density and design of new
development.

9.2.25

In addition, from a landscape perspective, it is considered that Parcels C and B are less
sensitive, with, subject to appropriate mitigation, a greater capacity to accommodate residential
development. This reflects the fact that new development would be contained within existing
field boundaries, as well as perceived largely against the background of more recent/modern
development. However, Parcel A is more sensitive with an overall lesser capacity to
accommodate development, reflecting the more important role this parcel provides in the
landscape setting of the town. Furthermore, this parcel has the disadvantage that it would
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require a completely new landscape buffer, given that arguably power lines do not provide an
existing defensible boundary.

9.2.26

Taking the above into account it is concluded that a development of approximately 220 homes
could be successfully accommodated on the Site, ensuring that is overall of low density.

9.2.27

Appropriate mitigation should be developed in accordance with published landscape character
guidelines, design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in
the appraisal. Detailed recommendations are:x

Strengthen all existing hedgerow boundaries with a minimum of c.15m width structure
planting except for that along the north western boundary which should be a minimum of
c.30m width woodland planting. All to be provided as advance planting.

x

Vehicular access from Banbury Road softened by generous structure planting.

x

Ensure a highway signage design is provided as an integral part of a planning application for
the access, rather than by condition, to encourage a very sensitive approach to be taken.

x

Retain and manage existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots secured by S106 legal agreement or developer covenants.

x

Incorporate substantial areas of semi-natural green space and well- designed SuDS.

x

Retain a selected, framed view looking towards Woodstock Parish Church tower and
adjoining historic buildings avoiding development in the identified view cone (see Figure
9.3).

x

Restrict residential development to mostly 2 storeys (maximum c.8m roof ridge height), or
2.5 storeys (maximum c.9m roof ridge height), taking the opportunity to include some 1.5
storey development along the northern boundary of the site.

x

Design of development to be landscape dominated in accordance with the design
principles/considerations set out in the 2017 Design Guide, Section II, Development and
Context; but with reference to the new Urban form of development towards the south of the
site and the new Rural form of development towards the northern boundaries (as illustrated
in West Oxfordshire Design Guide 2006).

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.
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9.3

Heritage Appraisal
Site Context

Historical Development of the Landscape

9.3.1

The Site is identified in the Oxfordshire HLC48 as being ‘Prairie / Amalgamated Enclosure’ and
the area immediately to the east of Banbury Road (and east of the Site) is similar. To the south
is the hamlet of Hensington, now part of Woodstock with the hamlet having become indistinct
from the larger town due to the expansion of the latter eastwards in the 20th century. To the
west is a ‘Commercial Business Park’, ‘Woodland – Plantation’ (20th century broadleaf) and
‘Civic Amenities – Sewerage Treatment Works’ to the north-west.

Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site and Registered Park and Garden

9.3.2

Background information on the Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site (WHS) and Registered
Park and Garden is provided in Section 7.3 of this report and is not repeated here for brevity.

9.3.3

The Site lies between 0.63km and 1.33km from the boundary of the WHS and Registered Park
and Garden. As such it is not immediately connected with the WHS. However, the Site does
have a relationship with the setting of the WHS.

9.3.4

Firstly, it contributes to the overall rural landscape setting of the WHS, an aspect of its setting
that has been identified in the management plan as contributing to its OUV. The distance from
the WHS and the visual separation due to intervening built form, does however reduce that
contribution when compared to the other two allocation sites around Woodstock (see Sections
7.3 and 8.3).

9.3.5

Secondly, the Site lies in a view cone identified in the setting study for the WHS and shown on
the Figure 5 from the Management Plan (see Appendix 2). This cone is described on the figure
as an “Important view from Oxford Street, Woodstock towards the Column of Victory in the
park, and from the east side of the Grand Avenue near the Column, back towards that part of
Woodstock immediately beyond the park boundary. The wider extent of the shaded cone
represents the area that contributes to the general setting, so any tall structures here could
significantly impact on the setting of the World Heritage Site as evidenced by the existing

48

Oxfordshire Historic Landscape Characterisation Project, Oxfordshire County Council, July 2017
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overhead cables.” The Site therefore has degree of inherent sensitivity in relation to the setting
of the WHS, in particular Parcel A.

Conservation Areas

9.3.6

Information on the Woodstock Conservation Area can be found in Section 7.3.

9.3.7

Parcels A and B lies approximately 200m from the conservation area, Parcel C lies further
away. The Site is physically separated from the conservation area by extensive modern
development.

9.3.8

There are views from the elevated parts of the Site, mainly in Parcel A, down over the
conservation area with the Blenheim Palace WHS landscape beyond. This includes glimpses
of the church tower. Parcel A occupies a gentle hill slope overlooking the valley below and
hence has a greater degree of visibility over the conservation area. The hillslope on which
parcel A sits also forms back of the rural backdrop for the conservation area. The views
towards the conservation area and the rural backdrop form part of its setting. They also
contribute to the setting of the churches in the town as these are notable visual elements rising
above the local tree cover and built form in the valley floor. Parcels B and C are less visually
connected, with Parcel C being the most separated.

Listed Buildings

9.3.9

The nearest Listed Buildings to the Site lie on the Banbury Road. There is a group of grade II
farm buildings including farmhouse and associated barns and stables at number 7 Banbury
Road and a farmhouse with attached barn range at number 21-23 Banbury Road further east.
All of the buildings have been converted for residential or commercial use. The street has also
been subject to a degree of modern development in the late 20th / early 21st centuries. It still
retains its historic linear character

9.3.10

The Site forms a key part of the rural setting of the listed buildings. Parcel B was seemingly
directly connected with the listed farm complex at number 7, forming its immediate fields and
orchards. It continues to provide a clear contribution to the setting of these assets in terms of
providing an aesthetically appropriate setting for them, retaining a functional legibility and a
historical linkage to past uses.

Parcel C formed part of the wider fields associated with

numbers 21-23, but was less intimately linked to them.
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9.3.11

Information on listed buildings in the Woodstock Conservation Area can be found in Section
7.3. The Site is separated from the conservation area and its listed buildings by a swathe of
modern development and consequently does not make a significant contribution to the setting
of individual buildings. However, as discussed above in relation to the conservation area the
site, and Parcel A in particular, makes a contribution to the setting of the church and forms part
of the rural backdrop for the town.

Scheduled Monuments

9.3.12

630m to the north / north-east of the Site is the Rectangular Earthwork, Hensington Scheduled
Monument. 49

The allocation site plays a limited role in the wider rural setting of the

monument.

Heritage issues and constraints

9.3.13

The Site raises a number of issues relating to the Woodstock Conservation Area, Blenheim
Palace WHS and Registered Park and Garden, and listed buildings along Banbury Road. These
issues are discussed below in relation to the potential development of the three Parcels A, B
and C.

9.3.14

All three parcels lie in the broad view cone identified in the WHS Management Plan. Standard
height residential development on Parcels B and C is unlikely to affect the view cone in either
direction. However, development on Parcel A has the potential to affect the general backdrop
of views from the WHS, views to the WHS as well as affecting the backdrop to the
conservation area. In this context Parcel A is considered to be a sensitive location in terms of
development in the setting of the WHS, Park and Garden and conservation area. Potential
access solutions may also exacerbate issues with Parcel A.

9.3.15

Parcel B forms a key component of the setting of a group of listed farm buildings on Banbury
Road.

It encompasses the former orchards and the complex’s immediately associated

paddocks / fields. Although the agricultural buildings have all been converted for new uses,
the functional and aesthetic relationships remain. The development of Parcel B for residential
uses could therefore significantly degrade the setting of the Grade II listed buildings, an issue
that requires very careful consideration e.g. through the use of an appropriate landscape buffer
(see paragraph 9.3.18 below) Any harm would need to be balanced against potential public
benefits of housing were development to proceed.

49

Historic England List Entry: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1006357
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9.3.16

Development of Parcel C would not have a significant impact in relation to the conservation
area or WHS. It would affect the setting of the listed complex of farm buildings at 21-23
Banbury Road but to a lesser degree than the development of Parcel B would affect the listed
buildings at 7 Banbury Road. The impact would still need to be balanced against the public
benefits of new housing.

9.3.17

Parcel C is the least sensitive of the three Parcels in historic environment terms. At c.6ha it
could accommodate c. 180 houses at 30 units / hectare. Given that this is close to the initial
indicated target of 250 units for this allocation site, it is recommended that development is
focussed on Parcel C. Any development in Parcel C would still need to respond to the setting of
the listed building at 21-23 Banbury Road.

9.3.18

Should development come forward for Parcel B, significant attention would need to be paid to
the setting of 7 Banbury Road. A substantial landscape buffer is recommended between the
buildings and any future development as indicated on Figure 9.3 and Appendix 4. One
possible option would be to confine development to the northern part of the development site
utilising the historic field pattern to create a landscape division between the listed buildings
and the development (see Appendix 4). Historically the area left undeveloped operated as
orchards and some form of communal green space may be a viable option for this area. This
approach would deliver approximately 2ha of development land. In addition, to the landscape
buffer, care would have to be taken with implementing a landscape design to integrate the
development into the setting of the listed buildings. It would also be important to ensure that
access does not come from the southeast as this would further affect the setting of the
buildings.

9.3.19

Given the sensitivities associated with Parcel A and the potential development opportunities in
Parcel B and C, it is not recommended that Parcel A is considered for built development.
Should built development be proposed this would need to be pulled back from the hillslopes
leading towards Woodstock and focussed on the flatter ground closer to Parcels B and C.
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10.0

POTENTIAL CUMULATIVE / IN-COMBINATION ISSUES

10.1

Introduction

10.1.1

There are two potential designations where cumulative / in combination issues may occur: the
Cotswolds AONB and Blenheim Palace WHS. These are briefly discussed below:

10.2

Cotswolds AONB

10.2.1

The four allocation sites in the AONB are all small in scale and closely related to existing
development. They are situated in different settlements spread across the AONB and as such
would not have a combined impact on any one part of the AONB of an impact of any scale
across the AONB as a whole. Combined / cumulative impacts are therefore not considered to
be an issue in relation to the AONB.

10.3

Blenheim Palace WHS and Registered Park and Garden

10.3.1

The three Woodstock allocation sites could all affect the setting of the Blenheim Palace WHS
and Registered Park and Garden to differing degrees (see Sections 7.3, 8.3 and 9.3). Together
they pose a more significant issue in terms of their potential in-combination impact on the
wider rural setting of the WHS (see Section 7.3 for a discussion as to how the setting of the
WHS contributes to its OUV).

10.3.2

The development of the entire area of all three sites would constitute a significant change to the
rural landscape setting of the WHS. The partial built development of the Sites, as advocated in
this document, would still result in a change in the rural setting but to a less significant degree.
It is unclear however where the tipping point would occur i.e. at what point combinations of
development would begin to significantly erode the rural character of the WHS’s setting and
hence adversely affect its OUV.

10.3.3

The current WHS Management Plan and Setting Study provides some background information
but was not designed to assess the capacity of the setting of the WHS to accommodate change,
rather they highlight issues that needed to be considered.

10.3.4

In terms of the allocations sites that pose the greatest in-combination risks, it is our view that
the Land East of Woodstock and Parcel A of the Land North of Banbury Road (without
alteration or mitigation) are the least best performing allocation sites in relation to the Blenheim
Palace WHS. It should be noted however that the “Land East of Woodstock” site would
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perform better if the area to the south and closest to the WHS was not subject to built
development (as per recommendation).

10.3.5

The Land north of Hill Rise is the next best performing, with Parcels B and C of the Land north
of Banbury Road the best performing in relation to the WHS.
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11.0

CONCLUSIONS

11.1

Site Specific Conclusions and Recommendations

11.1.1

This section draws together the high level findings of the landscape appraisal and heritage
appraisals for each allocation site and highlights conclusions and recommendations regarding
their potential development.

Land North of Jefferson’s Piece, Charlbury

11.1.2

Both the landscape and heritage appraisal identified that the Site is potentially suitable for
development of c.35 - 40 residential units with some local constraints. While there is a degree
of sensitivity with some aspects of the Site’s landscape and visual context and the setting of
non-designated historic buildings to the north, Section 3 includes a number of
recommendations to address these sensitivities.

Land East of Burford

11.1.3

The proposed site occupies a prominent location to the east of Burford. The landscape and
heritage appraisals identified a number of sensitivities particularly relating to its visual
prominence in views across the AONB and towards Burford, with its conservation area and
prominent listed church. While these sensitivities should not entirely rule our development it is
recommended that the quantum of proposed development is reduced from c. 85 units to c. 70
units and that a number of other measures are implemented (see Section 4), these include:
x

Implementing mitigation in accordance with published landscape character guidelines,
design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in the
appraisal;

x

Ensuring development does not reinforce or further exaggerate the harsh skyline to the south
of the Site caused by existing modern development;

x

Ensuring that access to the Site does not extend the perception of urbanisation to the east of
the Site;

x

Restricting building heights to 1.5 / 2 storeys;

x

Providing landscape buffers on the northern boundary and eastern boundary, with
consideration of a buffer on the southern boundary;

x

Ensure a generous view of Burford Church Spire from within the allocation site and ensure
that the backdrop of hills to the north is maintained;
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x

Incorporate a large, cohesive area of semi-natural green space, in the visually prominent
central parts of the site; and

x

Include provision for large size species trees to be planted to ensure the built development
can be perceived, in the longer term, as having a strong, well treed, green backdrop.

Land South of Milton Road, Shipton-Under-Wychwood

11.1.4

The proposed Site was considered to be largely suitable for development up to c. 40-45 homes,
with some sensitivities relating to the landscape, conservation area and Registered Park and
Garden. Key issues relate to the separation between Shipton-Under-Wychwood and MiltonUnder-Wychwood along the stream valley and potential impacts on the setting of the Shipton
Court Registered Park and Garden. In addition to the landscape design mitigation measures set
out in Section 5 it is also recommended that built development is avoided in the western part
of the site and restricted at the southern boundary.

Land North of Woodstock Road, Stonesfield

11.1.5

The landscape and heritage appraisal identified that the Site is potentially suitable for
development of c. 50 residential units with some landscape sensitivities. Section 6 includes a
number of recommendations to address these sensitivities.

Land East of Woodstock

11.1.6

This large site has slightly differing landscape and heritage sensitivity considerations. In
landscape and visual terms it is considered that the site has the potential to accommodate
development in the order of 270 units, with appropriate mitigation. In heritage terms there are
potential issues with impacts on the wider rural setting of the WHS, particularly in combination
with other sites around Woodstock, and the southern portion of the Site closest to the WHS has
particular constraints in terms of the setting of the WHS. Reducing the quantum of built
development on the site to around 270 units and focussing this on the northern part of the Site
would leave a rural buffer alongside this part of the WHS reducing perceptions of
encroachment into its rural setting.

11.1.7

It is therefore recommended that development is focussed in the northern half of the site with
an overall reduced capacity for the Site to reduce the loss of rural landscape and reduce
potential impacts on the WHS and its OUV.
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11.1.8

In addition landscape mitigation measures would be required. The following identifies these
taking into account the recommended balance between landscape and heritage considerations,
they therefore differ slightly from those set out in Section 7:
x

Appropriate mitigation in accordance with published landscape character guidelines,
design guides, planning policy and the opportunities and constraints identified in the
appraisal;

x

Strengthen all existing hedgerow boundaries with a minimum of c.15m width structure
planting except for that along Oxford Road which should be at least c.30m wide allowing
for woodland structure or large parkland tree planting. All to be provided as advance
planting.

x

Ensure a highway signage design is provided as an integral part of a planning application for
the access, rather than by condition, to encourage a very sensitive approach to be taken.

x

Restrict residential development to mostly 2 storeys (maximum c.8m roof ridge height.

x

Retain and manage existing site boundary hedgerows/hedgerow trees outside of private
garden plots secured by S106 legal agreement, separated from estate access roads by broad
verges 5m width verges.

x

Incorporate substantial areas of semi-natural green space and well- designed SuDS.

x

Design of development to be generally in accordance with either the new Urban form of
development towards the west and north of the site or the new Rural form of development
towards the southern and eastern boundaries (as both illustrated in West Oxfordshire
Design Guide 2006).

x

Ensure predominantly local limestone building materials, a planting palette appropriate to
local context, and that any lighting is of a cut off lantern type.

11.1.9

Potential cumulative issues in relation to the WHS are discussed in Section 10. The Land East
of Woodstock is considered to present the greatest cumulative impact issues, along with Parcel
A of the Land North of Banbury Road.

Land North of Hill Rise, Woodstock

11.1.10 The landscape and heritage appraisal identified that the Site is potentially suitable for
development of c. 120 residential units. There are a limited number of sensitivities and a
number of measures have been identified in Section 8 to address these. These include slightly
reducing the extent of built development to the east to maintain separation between
development and the slopes of the River Glyme valley and ensuring that development is set
back from the A44 and hence the WHS.
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11.1.11 Potential cumulative issues in relation to the WHS are discussed in Section 10. The Land North
of Hill Rise Site is considered to present the least issues, along with Parcel C of the Land of
Banbury Road.

Land North of Banbury Road, Woodstock

11.1.12 The Site contains three parcels, A, B and C, all of which have differing landscape and heritage
sensitivities.

11.1.13 Parcel A is the most sensitive of the three due to its location on the hillslope above Woodstock
and within a view cone from Blenheim Palace WHS. Given its sensitivities it is recommended
that it is not taken forward as an allocation site.

11.1.14 Parcel B has particular sensitivities in relation to the setting of a group of listed buildings on
Banbury Road. While it would be preferable to leave the parcel undeveloped, it may be
possible to develop part of the parcel and retain a suitable setting for the buildings. This would
enable the development of c. 2ha of land. Further mitigation would be required, as set out in
Section 9.

11.1.15 Parcel C is the least sensitive of the three parcels in landscape and heritage terms, and it is
recommended that development in the overall Site is focussed on Parcel C. There are some
landscape and heritage sensitivities but these should be addressable through the mitigation and
requirements set out in Section 9.

11.1.16 Potential cumulative issues in relation to the WHS are discussed in Section 10. Parcel A is
considered to present the greatest cumulative impact issues, along with The Land East of
Woodstock. Parcel B would present limited cumulative issues and Parcel C, along with the
Land North of Hill Rise would present the least issues.
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FIGURE 3.1
LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY:
DESIGNATIONS
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FIGURE 3.2
LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY:
VIEWS
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FIGURE 3.3
LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY:
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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FIGURE 4.1
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
DESIGNATIONS
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FIGURE 4.2
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
VIEWS
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FIGURE 4.3
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
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FIGURE 5.1
LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER-WYCHWOOD:
DESIGNATIONS
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FIGURE 5.2
LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER-WYCHWOOD:
VIEWS
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FIGURE 5.3
LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER-WYCHWOOD:
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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FIGURE 6.1
LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD:
DESIGNATIONS
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FIGURE 6.2
LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD:
VIEWS
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FIGURE 6.3
LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD:
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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FIGURE 7.1
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK:
DESIGNATIONS
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FIGURE 7.2
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK:
VIEWS
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FIGURE 7.3
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK:
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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FIGURE 8.1
LAND NORTH OF HILL RISE, WOODSTOCK:
DESIGNATIONS
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FIGURE 8.2
LAND NORTH OF HILL RISE, WOODSTOCK:
VIEWS
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FIGURE 8.3
LAND NORTH OF HILL RISE, WOODSTOCK:
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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FIGURE 9.1
LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK:
DESIGNATIONS
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FIGURE 9.2
LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK:
VIEWS
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FIGURE 9.3
LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK:
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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Viewpoint JP1 - From Banbury Hill looKing southeast towards the Site
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Viewpoint JP2 - From Banbury Hill permissive path looking east towards the Site
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SHEET 1
LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint JP3 - From within the Site looking West
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Viewpoint JP4 - Looking east towards the Site
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SHEET 2
LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint JP5* - From Catsham Lane, looking east towards the site
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*Illustrative photgraphs - from West Waddy Adp Proposed Residential Development, Land
North Of Jeffersons Piece, Charlbury - Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment (2017) Aspect
Landscape Planning Ltd.

Viewpoint JP6* - From B4437 looking northeast towards the Site
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SHEET 3
LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EB1 - From Barns ,ANE looking east towards the Site
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Viewpoint EB2 - From within the Site looking outwards north
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SHEET 4
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EB3 - from within the Site looking outwards south
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Viewpoint EB4 - From within the Site looking outwards east
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SHEET 5
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EB5 - From within the Site looking outwards northeast
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Viewpoint EB6 - From Windrush Valley looking west towards the Site
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SHEET 6
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EB7 - From Witney Street looking west towards the Site
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Viewpoint EB8 - From public right of way looking southeastwards towards Site
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SHEET 7
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EB9 - From Beech Grove Farm looking southwest towards the Site
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Viewpoint EB10 - From northeast of Fulbrook looking south towards Site
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SHEET 8
LAND EAST OF BURFORD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint SUW1 - Looking southwest towards the Site
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Viewpoint SUW2 - Looking southwest into the Site
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SHEET 9
LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER WYCHWOOD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint SUW3 - Looking south into the Site
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Viewpoint SUW4 - Looking east towards the Site
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SHEET 10
LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER WYCHWOOD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint SUW5 - Looking north towards the Site
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Viewpoint SUW6 - Looking northwest towards the Site
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SHEET 11
LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER WYCHWOOD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint SUW7 - Looking north towards the Site
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SHEET 12
LAND SOUTH OF MILTON ROAD, SHIPTON-UNDER WYCHWOOD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint ST1 - From a public right of way looking southwest towards the Site
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Viewpoint ST2 - From Woodstock Road looking west towards the Site
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SHEET 13
LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint ST3 - From the Oxfordshire Way looking north towards the Site
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Viewpoint ST4 - From Woodstock Road looking northwest towards the Site
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SHEET 14
LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint ST5 - From Woodstock Road looking northeast towards the Site
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Viewpoint ST6 - From StoneSfield Riding looking south towards the Site
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SHEET 15
LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint ST7 - From public right of way looking southeast towards the Site
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SHEET 16
LAND NORTH OF WOODSTOCK ROAD, STONESFIELD:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EW1 - Looking south towards the Site
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Viewpoint EW2 - Looking west into the Site
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SHEET 17
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EW3 - From public right of way within the Site
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Viewpoint EW4 - From public right of way looking east within the Site
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SHEET 18
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EW5 - Looking north towards the Site
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Viewpoint EW6 - Looking north east towards the Site
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SHEET 19
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint EW7 - Looking north
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SHEET 20
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint HRW1 - Looking southeast towards Site
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Viewpoint HRW2 - Looking southeast within Site
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SHEET 21
LAND NORTH OF HILL RISE, WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint HRW3 - Looking north within the Site
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Viewpoint HRW4 - Looking southwest towards the Site
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SHEET 22
LAND NORTH OF HILL RISE, WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint BRW1 - Looking southwest towards Site
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Viewpoint BRW2 - Looking west into the Site
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SHEET 23
LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint BRW3 - Looking southwest within the Site
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Viewpoint BRW4 - Looking northeast within Site
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SHEET 24
LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

Viewpoint BRW6 - Looking west within the Site
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SHEET 25
LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK:
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS
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FIGURE A3
LAND NORTH OF JEFFERSON’S PIECE, CHARLBURY:
HISTORIC MAP
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FIGURE A4
LAND NORTH OF BANBURY ROAD, WOODSTOCK:
POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AREA
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Heritage Impact Assessment
Part 4
Historic England Consulta on Response dated 19 May 2016 submi ed in response to West Oxfordshire District
Council Planning Applica on Reference 16/01364/OUT
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SOUTH EAST OFFICE

Ms Catherine Tetlow
West Oxfordshire District Council
Elmfield
New Yatt Road
Witney
Oxfordshire
OX28 1PB

Direct Dial: 01483 252026
Our ref: P00509353

19 May 2016

Dear Ms Tetlow
Arrangements for Handling Heritage Applications Direction 2015 &
T&CP (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015
LAND EAST OF WOODSTOCK OXFORD ROAD WOODSTOCK OXFORDSHIRE
Application No 16/01364/OUT
Thank you for your letter of 29 April 2016 notifying Historic England of the above
application.
Summary
This application is a much reduced version of a previous application turned down in
part due to the impact on nearby heritage assets. The key issues we raised when
consulted on this have been addressed but there remains a degree of harm, which is
clearly less than substantial and best described as moderate. This harm needs to be
both justified and outweighed by public benefits and it is for the Local Planning
Authority to make this balancing exercise. One of these public benefits is the fact that
the proposals are intended to be ‘supporting development’ for the World Heritage Site.
If this benefit is to be considered a key element of the planning balance more needs to
be known about the size of the contribution. It is a present unquantified and therefore
difficult to weigh against harm.
Historic England Advice
Background: the planning history of the site
This application follows an unsuccessful application for up to 1500 dwellings on both
this site and land to the east (Cherwell Council 14/02004/OUT). This land included a
Scheduled Monument, Blenheim Villa, was adjacent to the Blenheim World Heritage
Site (which is also a grade I registered park) and was close to the Woodstock
Conservation Area. In our view the proposal would have harmed the significance of
the monument through the impact upon its setting. We did not take a prima facie view
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that there would be a substantial, or in most cases even a perceptible effect on the
World Heritage Site’s outstanding universal value. However, in order to ensure that the
impact of the proposals was properly understood we took the position that some of the
views out of the park should be illustrated. This issue was never satisfactorily resolved.
With regards to the Conservation Area we noted that there was a degree of separation
between the two and that a direct impact on the area could be avoided by careful
landscaping and tree screening. We deferred to the Council for a view on the impact of
indirect effects, such as traffic and noise. Our substantive letters on this previous case
(our ref P00443984, dated 10 September and 27 February 2015) are attached for
information.
The current application
The current application is for a much smaller scheme of up to 300 dwellings and is
situated entirely in the West Oxfordshire district. A major difference is that the site
does not include the scheduled area. Nevertheless, it is still a major development and
we need to consider the impact on the setting of the monument, the World Heritage
Site, the grade I Registered Park and the Woodstock Conservation Area.
The impact on the Scheduled Monument
Blenheim Villa has not been fully investigated and is now completely buried, but in
common with most other Roman villas we know that it had a formal ground plan which
appears to have been designed to face roughly south and east (ESE in this case). A
villa was the centre of an agricultural estate and usually sited to take advantage of
extensive views. The survival even if only below ground of any example of this vital
building type from Roman Britain is important, and usually (as here) recognised by
scheduling.
The current proposals would be separated from the scheduled site by Sansom’s Lane,
which is probably the Anglo-Saxon route identified as ‘Heh Straet’ in a charter dated
1005AD and the parish boundary between Woodstock and Shipton-on-Cherwell. It is
likely that that this route follows the line of a pre-existing late Iron Age/early RomanoBritish track or minor road north leading to Akeman Street.. No archaeologically
significant remains were found during investigatory works carried out in 2014. This
suggests that there is unlikely to be an impact on buried archaeology. However, it is
not possible to be certain that there is no nationally important archaeology close to the
Scheduled Monument. Therefore as a precautionary measure we recommend that a
20m buffer zone around the Monument is instituted. While this falls outside the
proposed development area disturbance or damage in this area during the
construction process needs to be avoided.
The proposals would undoubtedly have some impact on the setting of the Monument,
as the edge of the town of Woodstock would be brought much closer, and there would
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be some harm through the loss of a sense of ‘rurality’ which is key to understanding
the significance of the Villa . However, the key vista that the villa once enjoyed, looking
ESE, would be preserved. We agree with the conclusion set out in the Environmental
Statement that the effect on setting would be moderate adverse and could be partially
mitigated the better management of the site. The immediate rural setting of the site
would be protected by keeping new development at least 30m from the monument and
partially screened by landscaping.
The impact on the World Heritage Site and Registered Park
The application site sits adjacent to Blenheim Park, part of the Blenheim World
Heritage Site. Blenheim is considered to be of outstanding universal value as the site
which illustrates the beginnings of the English Romantic movement in both
architecture and Landscape gardening, as a national monument to the 1st Duke of
Marlborough and as an archetype of a European Princely residence. It is also a grade
I registered park. The boundaries of both are both very similar but not quite identical.
However, these differences have no bearing on assessing the impact of this particular
application. There is no buffer zone around the World Heritage Site (WHS).
The question in relation to the WHS and to the Registered Park (or the Palace) is one
of development affecting the setting. Setting is not fixed, but is ‘all of the surroundings
from which the heritage asset can be experienced or that can be experienced from the
asset’ (The Setting of Heritage Assets, 2011). Although the park at Blenheim is
effectively self-contained there clearly could be effects on its setting, since the site lies
adjacent to both the WHS and the Registered Park though the boundaries are slightly
different.
We do not consider that the proposed development would have an impact on the
reasons for inscription of the WHS. The Outstanding Universal Value of the site
resides to a great extent on the integrity and extent of preservation of Vanbrugh,
Hawksmoor and Brown’s work. As the Parkland Management Plan makes clear, the
landscape is of such a heroic scale that it does not need to ‘borrow’ views from the
wider landscape and instead is largely an inward looking self-contained park which is
well screened from the outside by perimeter tree planting. The visual relationship
between the park and its wider landscape setting is confined to very narrow views out
or specific views in. In response to our comments regarding the previous scheme
views from the Column of Victory have been considered and it has been concluded
that the proposed development would not be visible from this location.
However, there will be an impact on the setting of the registered park. The approach
along the Oxford Road (A44) to the Hensington Gate from the south east is an
important one, most visitors would have come this way from or through Oxford, and
there is a clear sense of anticipation, with glimpsed views through trees into the park.
This sense of anticipation is heightened by passing through countryside and would be
degraded if replaced by housing, harming the setting of the park.
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The current proposals for the land adjacent to the A44, for which a full rather than an
outline application has been made, involve strengthening the existing hedge with tree
planting, limiting houses adjacent to the road to two storeys in height and setting them
back behind the landscaped buffer and placing a landscaped detention basin at the
south east corner of the site. This would partially screen, though not completely hide
the development. Once mature the impact is likely to be similar to the suburban
housing currently lining the east side of the A44, which we consider to have a limited
impact on the setting of the park. Therefore, while there would some harm to the
setting of the park we consider it to be at a low level.
The impact on the Woodstock Conservation Area
The application site lies some way from the boundary of Woodstock Conservation
Area, which begins at the Hensington Gate to the park. The designated area
encompasses the older, western, part of the town, which had developed by the mid19th century. The eastern part of the town, which is larger than the conservation area,
has largely been developed following the Second World War and has subsumed the
village of Hensington. There is no conservation area appraisal.
When entering Woodstock from the south it is not immediately apparent quite how
much the town has enlarged from its historic core, as the Oxford Road is bounded by
the park to the southwest and a thick band of trees to the north east. Although houses
can be glimpsed the illusion that the town proper begins at the Hensington gate is
maintained and it is important that this continues to be so.
As Woodstock has already been greatly expanded from its historic core we do not
consider further expansion of housing onto the application site to necessarily be
harmful to the setting of the conservation area. The proviso to this is that similar
screening to that already around the newer part of the town is employed to maintain
the green approach to the south. As discussed above in respect to the impact on
Blenheim Park we consider that the proposals set out in the full application should be
adequate to ensure that the impact on the setting of the conservation area is low.
There could of course be indirect effects on the conservation area from 300 additional
houses, such as from parking pressure, but we defer to your authority on these counts.
Planning Policy Considerations
The site is not allocated for housing in the current West Oxfordshire Local Plan but
there is an assumption that a proportion of the housing in the life of the local plan
would be found from as then (2006) unidentified sites. Proposals for new dwellings on
unallocated sites will only be permitted where there are specific local needs or other
genuine special circumstances (paragraph 5.15 of the Local Plan). The land is
identified as a potential site for 150-180 houses in WODC’s Strategic Housing Land
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Availability Assessment of 2014.
Paragraph 132 of the National Planning Policy Framework requires great weight to be
given to the conservation of heritage assets, the more important the asset, the greater
the weight should be. As a World Heritage site and a grade I registered park Blenheim
Park is clearly of the highest importance a very high degree of weight will need to be
given to conserving its significance. Likewise the Scheduling of the Villa is recognition
of national importance. As discussed above the proposals would entail some harm to
designated heritage assets which would need to be both justified, in accordance with
paragraph 132 of the NPPF, and outweighed by the public benefits, in accordance with
paragraph 134 of the Framework.
One of the benefits claimed for the development is that it would act as ‘supporting
development’ for conservation obligations within the World Heritage Site. It is
proposed in the draft heads of terms of the section 106 agreement accompanying this
application that this would include a legal agreement for profits to contribute to the
funding of the World Heritage Site. No indication has been given of how great these
profits are envisaged as being.
Historic England’s position
A large proposal such as this will have a wide range of environmental impacts, both
negative and positive, and it is for the Local Planning Authority to weigh these. We can
only comment in heritage aspects of the proposal. As we have set out above the
proposals would involve a degree of harm to the historic environment. We have
assessed the level of harm as moderate but nevertheless this should only be
considered justified if outweighed by public benefits. The use of profits from this
development to fund conservation of the World Heritage site could in our view
legitimately be seen as a public benefit if secured by a carefully drafted section 106
agreement. However, it is not possible at this stage to quantify this benefit as the level
of support that would be provided to the World Heritage Site is unknown. The
Therefore it is unclear whether it would be large enough to amount to meaningful
support that would finance major and urgently needed conservation works. The World
Heritage Site Conservation Management Plan has a schedule of conservation works
need. If a named sum were pledged to perform named tasks on this schedule this
could be considered a measurable public benefit which we could comment on.
Recommendation
As the proposals would entail some harm to historic assets of the highest importance
the Council should only grant planning permission if they are convinced that the public
benefits outweigh the this harm. If the ‘supporting development’ forms a crucial
element in this planning balance then they should seek more details of this to quantify
the scale of this benefit. At present it is not clear how meaningful this claimed benefit is
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as the size of the support is unknown.
We would welcome the opportunity of advising further. Please consult us again if any
additional information or amendments are submitted. If, notwithstanding our advice,
you propose to approve the scheme in its present form, please advise us of the date of
the committee and send us a copy of your report at the earliest opportunity.
Yours sincerely

Richard Peats
Inspector of Historic Buildings and Areas
E-mail: richard.peats@HistoricEngland.org.uk
cc: Conservation Team, WODC
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